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ABSTRACT

This, research., endeavours, t.o show how the ]?ar.oese village, 
which for local geographical and. social reasons had for many 
centuries exhibited a large measure of communal management, of 
its economic resources.,, modified, itself, during the nineteenth 
century,, exceptionally for Europe without a general enclosure. 
Though* towards the end of the nineteenth, century,* a capita,lined 
distant/-water fishing industry grew, up in the islands.,., communal 
management remained, characteristic; of activity on the land, 
though subject to a high degree, of legislative, regulation.

The subject has. not hitherto, been, treated historically, 
from; a study of Far.o.es.e archives., and published material in 
Banish and Earo.ese is here traced the course of the principal, 
nine 'be enths- century changes in the land tenure system, and the 
relevant, links with; the economic, and constitutional development 
of the Faroe. islands, and the Danish kingdom* as, a whole.

The conclusions are drawn that communal land tenure was. not,
a primitive. Faroese phenomenon,, but, am accelerating process, of 
later, times.,,, gaining momentum, from, the mid “-seventeenth, century, 
and passing a critical point, about 183,2. population increase, 
and fragmentation of land holdings henceforth began, to place 
increasing strains on the traditional system. There followed 
minuteness, of regulation and devolved and decentralised systems, 
of conciliation and arbitration. From, 18.57'* new legislation made 
easier, the enclosure of stretches, of sheep common for cultivation, 
first by owners,, later, by landless fishermen.

Finally are traced, the effects of increased tax. demands on.
the traditional system,,, and the labour, famine caused by- the 
growth of a distant-water, fishery late in, the century. The 
latter.,,, reacting on an. already complex, land tenure position, 
finally led, ton an* Agricultural Commission in 19*0.8, and legislation 
during, 1 $26-4,0«? which at, last; began to limit, though not, abolish.,, 
communal land tenure in. the Faroe Islands..



This research! endeavours to. show how the Faroese village.!, 
which, for local geo.graphio.al and social reasons had for many 
centuries exhibited a large measure of communal., management:, of its 
economic, resources,, modified itself, during the nineteenth c.entur̂ ,, 
exceptionally for Europe without general enclosure. Though a 
capitalised distant-water fishing industry grew up towards the 
end of the nineteenth, century, communal management, remained 
characteristic of activity on the land,, though subject to> a high, 
degree of legislative regulation.

The exposition of this subject presents many difficulties..
The. basic material is unfamiliar and some of the notions ..are 
obscure even to Scandinavian specialists. The factors involved, 
moreover, of ten have a complex, mutual;, interaction. Since purely 
chronological exposition, would have been in the last degree.' 
confusing, my plan has. been as. followss
(i). Topographical and institutional settings, and the 

characteristics of-the Faroese, village economy.
(Chapters 1-3)

(ii) Population and land ownership patterns during the 
nineteenth century, withi their, relationship to.; the: 
friction points invthe Faroese village commonwealth. 
(Chapters 4~5>)

(lit) The progress; of legislative regulation for the Faroese.
village commonwealth, culminating in the settlement, of 
18.66. ( chapter. 6)

(iv) Land alienation problems arising from the population 
explosion and economic; developments late in the century. 
(Chapter 7)

(v) Legislative attempts to.; limit fragmentation of land 
ownership. (chapter &)

(vi) Revenue reform consequent on the transition froim a
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subsistence to a market, economy,; and an increase, in 
provimcial expenditure arising fromi administrat ive..- and 
educational developments taking, place incline, with, those, 
of metropolitan! Denmark, (chapters 9-10)

(vii) Developments at sea and their effect, on the land tenure, 
pattern,. (Chapters 11;-12)

(viii) Pinal conclusions, (Chapter 13)
It, was during my first, two; visits to the Faroe.. Islands:, ini 

the summers of 19-36* and 1957 ^hat I first oh.ser.ved the complexity 
of the land tenure, pattern, at close quarters.. By this time the 
economy, of even the more agricultural villages was based on 
earnings froim the distant*water fishery, yet. there was still, a 
keen, practical interest in land and its rights,, and the frugal 
traditions of the old subsistence economy persisted strongly.
Prom historical studies of the country,,, and the realisation that 
the trading monopoly with its practice of the direct exchange, of 
commodities had continued until. 18.96;, I began to perceive., in the 
land tenure system- an important key to the understanding of 
Faroese society and Faroese history. Study during the past 
eighteen years has confirmed this early impression. The land 
tenure systemi must be understood, for a proper, appreciation of 
almost every aspect of Faroese life,;, even Faroese religion, and 
literature. While, translating He din. Brd's novel of village life 
Fed gar £ ferd during 196-9, I found that the very humour of the. 
Faroese has. its links with, the land, tenure system.

This key study has: several unique, features contributing to; 
both its fascination, and its difficulty. It lies on the meeting- 
ground of several disciplines.; history, geography,, economics, 
law,; sociology, ethnography and general Scandinavian studies.
Its unfamiliarity to, the English-speaking* and largely even to. the; 
Scandinavian, learned world means that one can look, for little 
assistance in evaluating the work of others. Even the Faroese. 
themselves are sometimes biassed by the system, ini which, they have, 
grown up. That both the manuscript, and the printed source 
material is all. in Danish, or Faroese. is by comparison a minor 
difficulty.

Material is not scanty for the study as a whole,, though, some 
areas are badly do.cument.ed,,. and statistical material is often,



wanting or is insufficient in. bulk. The archive material used 
was collected during the summers of 1971-4 in Foroya Landfeskjalasavn 
(the Faroe Archive Department) withu. the help of the chief 
archivist, p&ll, J. Mol so e and his staff.} and in, the Judiciary with 
th.e help of the sorenskriver.,. the late Erik A- B'jork, who; was, kind, 
enough. to> allow m.e to; photocopy his exhaustive card file.* the work 
of many years in. this field.

There is a wealth, of printed material, some of it excellent;. 
Amongst, the earlier general descriptions of Faroe..,; the most 
valuable are. Thomas T.arnoviuss Fenders Beskrifvelser. (written
1669., published 1908., Lucas. De.be ss Far093 <§b Fsero.a re.seratai 
(published.. 167,5) $t and peder. Hansen Resenis Atlas Danicus, Faro erne. 
(written c.16.8.0, published 1972). A century- later,, we have the. 
excellent J.G\. Svaho: Indberetninger. fra en. Reise i Faroe. 17&1 og 
178-2 (first published in. full*. 19-50) „ and the plodding work., of 
Jorgen Landt; Forsog, til en Beskrivelse over.. Fmrderne (published
moa).

Ant exo.ellent outsider/s account of Faroese village life early 
in the present, century is, Daniel Bruun; Fra de fmroske bygder 
(1929y)j. while of the numerous Faroese village histories the best 
are Mikkjal D&njalsson £ Ryggis Midvinga soga (1940) > Rasmus 
Rasmussen: Sssr er. sidur & landi (194,9) » J<5an G. Poulsem, Hestso.ga 
(194.7) > and Johanna Maria Skylv Hausen,: Garniar go tur (19^9-73) •
Much c.an. be learned, of village customs in earlier times, from, the 
folk-tales in Jakob Jakobs en; Faroske Folk.es agri. og Avenbyr. (1898- 
1901)., On the technicalities of shepherding.,, sheep slaughter, and 
culinary treatment,, the series of four little books by Robert 
J.oensens Royvid (1 9 3 3 )  9 Greivabitin (19.6.O), B#ta seyg og fletta.
(19,6:8) and Vambarkonan (19/7.2) is superb. Finally, one should not 
forget, the Folkeliv.sbill.eder in V.U-, Hammer shaimhs Fmrosk.
Anlhologi. (18,91) .

The law collection, T:.E. Bang So 0* Bserenbsems Fmrosk: 
Lovsainling (19,01) has been of great service,, as have sometimes, its. 
successors published, in 19;3.2 and 1953• The most valuable printed 
source of all., however, not only for law but also all other 
aspects of Faroese land tenure,, will always be the supplement to, 
the 19.0a Land Commission's report, Tiling, til For slag og 
B.etmnkninger afgivne af den ihroske Landbokommission. (1911),, a



collection of deliberations,, drafts and land laws from 129,8 
onwards, together withi reprints of works on Faroese. land tenure 
not elsewhere easily obtainable, for instance J.A. Lunddahls
B.ogle Bemserkninge r. omi de fmroske. Landboforhold (written 1843? 
published 18-31). Also valuable in many ways is the report of the. 
Land Assessment. Commission of 186:8~71, T.axatlonsprotokol (18^2-5).

Twqj works by the late archivist of the Faroe Islands,, Anton. 
Degr* merit, mentions Q.versigt. oyer Fiskeriet og, Monopolhande 1 en 
paa,. Fmrderne (1929') * the only really scholarly, treatment, of the 
Monopoly* and Farosk.e Ko.ngsbonder 1384,-1884? exhaustive on crown 
leaseholders, their farms and rents.

Specialist, articles of importance are to be found in. the 
twa-volume Dansk-Fmrbsk: Samfund: Fmroerne (1939)* and fn the 
periodicals Yardin (from. 1921) and Frdd skaparrit (from. 1952).

Only two. writers have during, the past thirty years published 
considerable works on Faroese land tenure. One is a Faroese. 
lawyer- and politician, foul Petersen* whose Ein foroysk byg-d is a 
valuable and comprehensive collection of material, but lacks a 
coherent historical dimension. The other is a Dane, E.A.- Bjjork, 
until his sudden death in 19,12 the sorenskriver of the Faroe 
Islands. His three-volume Fmrosk bygderet, the duplicated texts 
of lectures delivered 195-6“9 is a thoroughly scholarly work withi 
much., useful historical material on. many individual topics. It is, 
however* more concerned with- defining the contemporary legal, 
position than presenting an overall picture of the development 
during a past age. . ’

Hone of the above works thus attempts* as does the present 
thesis* to look, at Faroes.©, land tenure as it, existed, at a given 
time, to chart its. general tendencies* and to., point to long-term 
and short-term; forces at work.

principal amongst the forces, acting, upon the Faroese. village 
commonwealth, during the period under, review were»

1. Population growths allied to absence of any primogeniture, system 
led to, fragmentation of the allodial segment, of village land 
holdings.

2., The growth, of the fishing industry led to a, new species of
demand on land usage unprovided for by the traditional rales,

12



and eventually 'brought, about a labour famine on, the farms.
5. Enlightened Danish, civil servants wished the Faroe.. Islands

to share in the economic, i>rosperity of the kingdomi as a whole.
4.* Abolition of the trading monopoly opened new economic, 

opportunities, and led to the s^lbstitution of a money for a 
natural e eonomy.

5 . Emulation of constitutional progress in metropolitan Denmark, 
and new government activities such as compulsory education, 
X^laced fresh, demands on provincial taxation.
One response to these forces would in the ordinary way have 

been an increase in agricultural efficiency through a general 
enclosure. This was in the Faro.e Islands ruled out by geography. 
This thesis seeks to define the consequent directions of 
adjustment of Faroese rural society during the nineteenth., century, 
and to outline the reasons for the changing character of Faroese 
land tenure during that period.



GHtAPTER^OMB

LQ.CATIOM AID TOPOGRAPHl
The Faroe Islands, a small. Danish dependency, oc.eupy am 

isolated position ini the north Atlantic:, about 500. km. from;
Shetland and 450 kirn fromi Iceland, om a, direct line between, them.
The nearest, coast of Eorway is some 675 km. distant* and it is 
about 1,500 km;, by sea to Copenhagen., Tdrshavm* the capital, 
fairly central ini the archipelagp, lies almost exactly in 62°N 
and 6°45A/.

Besides stacks,, reefs and skerries* there are twenty islands 
in the group, seventeen, inhabited. The total land area is 
slightly under 1*400' sq. km,,; though, the distance between the most, 
northerly and most southerly points is about 11,3 km,* and the most 
easterly and westerly, points are about 75 km* apart., giving, a 
geographical spread comparable with Lincolnshire.

The islands are composed of layer upon, layer of basalt laid 
down by submarine volcanic, action in Tertiary times. The basalt 
layers are often separa/bed by layers of friable tuff* and 
subsequent erosion has given the islands their characteristic 
wlayer-cakett appearance* since in the main* the strata, hardly vary 
fromi the horizontal. A few thin seams of coal lie between the 
lowest of the Faroese. basalt strata, in, Suduroy, Yagar, Timdhdlmur 
and Mykines, but only on Suduroy in significant quantity.
Erosion by glacier., ocean and climate has worn down, what was 
originally a great plateau, into a group of islands separated by 
channels running WEM to, SSE. The coasts* especially the most 
northerly ones* are precipitous when they face the open sea.
Inland* there is much wet moorland* with many barren stony patches, 
especially, on the tops of the hills, There are no large rivers, 
but the considerable precipitation is carried off by a multitude 
of large and small, streams. Small lakes are found everywhere, and-jlarge lakes on. Y^gar and Sandoy.
CLIMATE

Despite their suk-arttic latitude* the islands have a mild 
climate, because of their oceanic position, and the influence of 
the Gulf Stream. During the period from; December to March* the

14.



average temperature is about 4«5°C,; and. in July and. August about.
11.°0, the lowest, temperature since official records began has 
been-11.6°G,. and. the highest 21 *2°C* Prolonged frosty weather 
is most, uncommon § indeed, two.-thirds of the winter nights in..
Faroe are frost-free-. Precipitation is high. In the 25- years 
19,26;-50> an annual average of 1 ,422 mm. fell. in. the Tdrshavn 
region. Winter storms,, too,,3 can be extremely violent.,,, with an 
average during the ss,me period of 3 .4 storim days per year in the

DCsheltered T<5rshavn,, and 1 % 4  per year on the exposed Mykines. 
Humidity is high,, misty and cloudy weather being the prevailing 
type•2

Comparison., between the periods 1873~9-7 and 1926.-5.0 shows a 
tendency for the average temperature througput the year to rise 
slightly,, and the total precipitation, as well, as the frequency of 
rainy or foggy days,, to fall, slightly. Until 19.20, however.,, the 
amelioration seems to have been slow,, and has been without; 
observable effect on Faroese agriculture.*^

VEGETATION
During the last ice ages, Faroe was completely covered by am 

ic.e-cap„ and the pre-glacial vegetation was exterminated. The 
islands were bo.tanically re-colonised fromi western Europe, and the 
species now found there, are closely related to those of northern 
Scotland. Some species may also have migrated from* Iceland.

The natural vegetation has been profoundly modified by eleven, 
centuries of human occupation. Juniper and willow scrub have, 
been practically exterminated by their use for fuel and the 
nibbling, of sheep. Trees have never- flourished,; and only during 
the present, century-' have some eleven small, plantations been 
painstakingly created...

The predominant vegetation in recent centuries, has been of 
flowering grasses in areas of. reasonable drainage,; and swamp 
plants where the surface water cannot easily run. away. The most,

DCA storm day is one on which the average wind speed throughout, 
the 24, hours equals or exceeds Force 9*
*The terim agriculture”' wilt throughout this thesis be used to 
include stock-raising.
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luxuriant 'vegetation is found om certain islets and in, sheltered 
gullies inaccessible to sheep. Restricted sand dune and lakeside 
habitats are found, especially; on V4gar and Sandoy.

flowering plant, species number just over 4-00, a small, total 
compared with Scotland or Eorway. The Faroese coast.,, however, is 
rich in seaweed species,, and Si5forest.str of broad-leafed seaweeds 
flourish a few metres beneath, low-water mark in many places.
FAUNA

As might be expected from, its situation, Faroe has very few 
species of land animals. Reptiles and amphibians are completely 
lacking,., and the land mammals are few and owe their introduction to 
man* Mice have probably inhabited Faroe as long as man,, and the 
black, rat was. known, until it was superseded by the brown, rat, which 
first, arrived in 1^68. Hares were deliberately introduced in. 1854, 
and have flourished.

By contrast,., there is an abundant bird population. Williamson 
lists 224 species,, of which 53 regularly breed, some of the sea-birds, 
in immense numbers. The most important birds are* puffin, 
guillemot, kittiwake, fulmar, razorbill., black guillemot,, Manx 
shearwater, stormy petrel, shag,, arctic, tern., eider duck„ gannet, 
oyster-catcher, whimbrel, golden, plover.,, snipe,, crow, raven, starling, 
wren and several species of gull.

Humbler animal families are. not lacking,, but fewer, varieties- 
are found in Faroe than in mainland Europe or the British. Isles. 
Freshwater, fish are represented only by the trout, stickleback, and 
eel, to which man has lately added the salmon.^
HUMAN SETTLEMENT

The Faroe Islands were discovered and settled by Irish 
anchorites about 7,00 A.2)., and they were doubtless responsible for 
the introduction of the breed of wild sheep, closely resembling the 
Soay sheep of St. Hilda, which survived on the uninhabited island 
of Lftla Dfmun. until. 18.68..̂  The Norse seafarers became aware of. 
the Faroe Islands about, a century later, and started settling early 
in the ninth century, driving away, killing or enslaving the Irish.
The newcomers probably came principally from, west Norway and the 
Hebrides. They gave the islands the name Fmreyjar (modern Foroyar), 
meaning Ksheep islands151. According to the sag.as, the first. Norse
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settler was called Grfmr Kamban:,, and his arrival has been.
7convincingly calculated to about 8.23,.

Remarkably little is known of pre-Reformation Faroese history. 
Archaeological evidence for the earliest period is.-,,rather scanty.
Yery few. pre-Eorse and only a small, number of pre-Christian relics 
have come to light. This is in part, due to the continuous 
habitation of the limited, number of environmentally suitable sites, 
soj that modern houses stand on. the ancient remains. Also, a slow 
subsidence of the islands (or else rise in the sea level) during the 
past 1,000 years has probably caused many Yiking relics to disappear, 
into the sea.

Dwellings excavated in Kvfvfk. in 1942, SySragpta in 19,5.0 „ and 
Puglaf jprdur in present a picture of a peaceful pastoral
community living a comfortable,, though not opulent life in more or 
less self-sufficient farmsteads. At-Kvlvfk, the foundations of a 
rectangular hall, and adjacent byre were uncovered. The dwelling 
was 21 metres long, and 5- 5/4 metres in breadth.. There were stalls 
for eight to. twelve cows, while pigs, sheep and horses picked up a

Xliving, in the outfield. From, the sea the inhabitants caught a
regular supply of fish., particularly cod. They also caught seals,
pilojfc-whales and various kinds of sea-fowl. The settlers wove.
their own clothes and may also have sold woollen cloth,, made on, the

8upright loom, to buy the foreign goods of which, traces were found.
Shielings (seekers) were in use in.. Faroe during the Yiking, 

period. Through analysis of place-names containing the Celtic; 
loan-word mrgi., Christian, Matras in 195-6 concluded that during the 
Yiking period at, least a score must have existed in Faroe. The 
Faroese archaeologist Svenzi Dahl has since excavated a Viking-period9shieling on SuSuroy. As a shieling is a base for the exploitation 
of upland summer., grazing, for cattle, its use suggests a population 
of low density and an, extensive rather than intensive use of the 
outfield. A peaceful population, of,low density is one in. which 
social divisions are likely to be sia&lll. If the horsemen brought

Xln this thesis., I iise the terim outfield to denote the uncultivated 
hilh pasture, outside, the wall enclosing the. cultivated infield, 
which is generally situated near the dwellings. This use of the 
termi follows Kenneth.-. Williamson„ and is at variance with its 
'significance in, Shetland„ where the outfield is in occasional 
cultivation. The Scottish terim is outrun.
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thralls with, them,,, their conditions of living probably differed
little from, those of their masters.

Even if one ch.oo.ses to doubt the colourful adventures recounted.
ffasreyinga saga there seems no reason to doubt, its statements

that the islanders were, converted to Christianity about 999? and
that the Islands were, finally incorporated as tributary to the

TOEo.rwe.gian crown about 103.5-. A bishopric was established about,
1100,, but, its archives have not survived. The famous Icing, S.verre
of Horway (reigned 1184-1*202) was. educated at, the KirkJjubour.
seminary, but Sverrisaaga has, only a few casual and unimportant

11references to events in the islands..
SEffBABBilVID

.By the late, thirteenth, century, the isolated farmsteads of the.
Yiking period, had probably become small, hamlets, Faroese topography
favouring nucleo/bed. settlement and there were now considerable
differences of wealth between one man and another. Intensive,
instead of extensive use of the outfield was leading to oppression
and injustice j and in 129,8 the first land legislation was issued
for the Faroe Islands.

The late thirteenth! century was an age of law reform, in the
Norwegian kingdom;,,, particularly the reign, of king Magnus Lagabote.
(reigned 12&3--S0). In, his reign the old Norwegian provincial
law-codes were superseded by/ a new lawbook valid for the whole
country, adopted by the various Norwegian provincial courts between 

121214, and 1218. ini certain respects Faroese conditions were not
amenable to. the land law in the new code, and hence in 129-8- was.
issued a supplementary ordinance valid for Faroe alone„ ever, since

1 3known, as SeydabrmviS „ the Shee.p Latter. its provisions form, the
bulk of surviving evidence for social conditions in contemporary 
Faroe (see. Appendix. !*AU).

Fromi the Sheep Letter it is clear that, society was now divided 
into large and small landowners,, and that there was a landless 
class.,, and the lav; sought to bring about Justice between them.. But 
the chief, malpractices the law sought to regulate had arisen through’ 
the full, stocking of the outfields by the system.known in Faroese. as 
kenning,, the pasturage of individually-owned sheep on Jointly-owned 
outfields. When practised by owners of very unequal wealth in a 
fully-stocked outfield, kenning contains a strong inbuilt tendency
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to disorder. The provisions ox Seydahrmvib were probably based 011 

c.urrent practices in, the best.*-ordered Faroese outfields. It, will, 
bo further, considered in Chapter Three.,
THE DETO0PME3SKD OF FAROESE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

Precise figures for the Faroese population are not, available 
before the 18-01 census, thought it was- certainly under 5>>000 until 
time late eighteenth, century. A 1327/ assessment, indicates 270 

Faroese households paying Peter's Pence, suggesting a population of.1Aabout 2,,,300. A fifteenth.-century law regulating numbers of.
permitted, sheep-dogs names 4,2 villages,, probably the overwhelming
majority of those then existing,, and again consistent, with a
population- of this order. There is no documentary evidence of the.
effects of the black. Deaths,, though oral, traditions speak of villages.
left with few or no- inhabitants. By analogy with Her way and other.
agriculturally marginal countries,, one would expect the plague to.
strike the economy hard,, and for a period of decline to s.et in -
perhaps in. Faroe witnessed, by the unfinished cathedral at 

1 5Kirkjubbur.
The meagre evidence of Faroese conditions between Seydabrssvld

and the Reformation points to two.; features - the existence of a
class of very wealthy farmers,, and the dominating position, of the

16Church as a landowner. Administratively,, the islands, together
with metropolitan, Norway,, were, united with Denmark in 1380,.. and 
since the ruler of the twin kingdoms was normally resident in 
Denmark,, there was a long-term tendency for Faroe to be governed as. 
a Danish rather, than a Norwegian province $ and in 18.14., when by 
the Treaty of Kiel Norway was lost, by Denmark to. the Swedish, crown, 
the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Greenland were retained..

During the period of Faroese independence,, the legislative body 
and high court (if Fmreyinga saga is to be credited) was. an, aiding, 
or assembly of all. freemen. But a law dated about 1400 reveals 
that, the high, court was now a lag,ting with restricted membership, 
and when continuous written records of this assembly begin, in 1615, 
it had clearly long been, constituted like all. the other provincial 
courts of. Norway. Of the. government officials9, that of lawman was. 
probably the most, ancient institution,, and that of landfoged. (king's, 
bailiff.) is known from, the latter part of the twelfth, century.1^



On, the e¥e of the Reformation;,, the following was the 
approximate land ownership position in the Faroe Islands2

'fable 1 FAROESE LAND O.WFERSHIP, AB.OU'1 1530
Grown, estates 5-•2$
Church estates 4.S*0
Monastic, estate 1 ,.2
T.wo. noblemen's estates 11 ..5
Estates of peasantry 34,«1

At the Reformation^ the church lands were sequestered to the crown,,
A glebe farm. was allotted to each, of the seven priests, The. one.
Lutheran bishop of Faroe,, an. old man, retired to a Norwegian sea
after having been three.- times plundered by pirates. The Faroe
Islands were subsequently placed under the ecclesiastical care o.£ a
provost,,, who was given the income, of a second farm, in addition to.;
the glebe he held as a parish priest, ̂

The king's acquisition of the church lands (between 153® and
153-7!t in two stages), changed him. from being, a relatively unimportant,
landowner., to proprietor of. nearly half the land in the country,^'
Some, of this land was granted in stipendiary estates.. Thus the
lawman, was im 1553 granted, the excellent. 24-markX farm of Steig in 

20Sandav&gur. The bulk, of the land was..,; however,; leased out to.
tenant, farmers.. Thus the. landf ogedt, from this time onwards,
wielded,, an immense power of patronage,; and in 1559 Frederik II
found it. necessary to. forbid any landfogjad to turn, a peasant out of
his lease as long as the rent was being regularly paid, the farm
maintained in good order.,; and the tenant was behaving as a true

21subject ought to do.
The T<5rshavm school and the Argir leper, house, both very

probably medieval church foundations,, were. each, granted a meagre
22income to be paid by the landfoge.d. annually.

At; the time of the. Reformation.,; a trade monopoly was imposed 
on the islands. The first known monopoly grant was made, in 1535»

25partly as a security measure during, a time of civil, war in Denmark. 
The prevalence of piracy during the sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries led to its continuance,, though under strict conditions,

XFor the significance of the mark unit of land see Chapter Two).
It, should here be sufficient, to remark, that, in an average year, 
some 4.8-0.- sheep and lambs would be slaughtered on this farm.
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including fixed prices for buying and selling* The firs it
monopolist was. Thomas Kopp.en,, a Hamburg merchant, closely associated'.
with. Christian HI* Later in the sixteenth:, century the monopoly
was managed by various German and other merchants, including one.
Farojeman,, the. freebooter Magnus Heinason. promt 1597 to 1619/ the
monopoly was. in the hands of various Bergen partnerships| in 16.20
it passed to the Icelandic. Company of Copenhagen! and in 1662 ft,
was. granted to, the feudal lord of the islands, Christoffer von 

24Gabel.* 1 Prom, 1709; the monopoly was under direct government control
until, free, trade was introduced in 1856* ̂

Early in the seventeenth, century the priests found that their
income was insufficient,, and in 16/3.2 , as. a result of a petition
submitted the previous year,;. they were each, granted, free, of rent

26and tithe,, a so-called, annexed, glebe. ' This income, together with
their share of the. tithe and. a regular, small, offering from, each

27communicant called pre.sttal, placed them, amongst-the most
prosperous of the inhabitants of. the Faroe Islands,., and their*
children tended to marry into the wealthiest of the peasant families*

Im order, that the crown revenues should be regularly paid into
the royal treasury,, and the government be spared, the tedium, of
their collection.,, it had been the custom, to farm, out, the Faroese
revenues to a merchant, or courtier in account with the king. Thus
Thomas Kopp.en,, the first monopolist, was. also, granted the Faroese
revenues in return for a yearly cash payment. The Faro.ese paid
their taxes in kind,, which. Kopp.en. then, disposed of in the course of
his trade. Maturally,, any tax-farmer expected to make an income
from, his concession,,, so the privilege, was usually granted, on easy
terms to persons whom; the king* had reasons for rewarding. Thus in
163.4 we find it granted to a b.orgmes.ter of Copenhagen* in, 16.44: to

28a treasury official j, and in 165,1 to> an. army officer. ' Thus there
was good precedent when in 16-55 the revenue of the islands was
granted to Christoffer von. Gabel against the payment of 1,000 rdlr.
annually to the king's treasuryfl and the defrayment of the

29administrative expenses of the country.
Christoffer. von Gabel (16.17-73/) was. one of Fr.e.derik,. Ill's, most 

trusted, counsellors. He is characterised as., a man of moderate 
ability but. of boundless, fidelity to his master,, as an unscupulous. 
intriguer, against his enemies,, and in private life an a cynic at



egoist ever seeking, for w a p  of enriching himself. His hour of 
greatest, glory was his share in the relief of Copenhagen in October 
16.58,* when he had been largely instrumental in. bringing the 
relieving Dutch fleet, just in time to save the kingdom, from; 
extinction at the hands of the Swedes. He was subsequently one of 
the architects of the Danish, absolute monarchy instituted in 16.6-0.
His power in the kingdom, lasted until the death of Frederilc III 
in

One of the reforms accompanying absolute, monarchy was the
ending of revenue farming and the introduction of fixed salaries, for.

31provincial officials. The new administrative method was not,
however., immediately introduced into Gabel's Faroese fief. Indeed,
by a grant, of 1 9 January 166.1,; the Faroese. revenues were confirmed.
to.. Gabel„ and after, his death to his son, free of all. payments to;
the treasury. The islands were not, brought under direct
government control, again until 1709,., after the death of Gabel's son
Frederik... From-. 3 April 166.2 „ moreover.,, after the collapse of the
Icelandic Company that for. over forty years had supplied the islands,

33Gabel was granted, the trade monopoly.
Gabel did not,, of course,, personally administer his fief,, and

never set foot in the Faroe Islands,. He. governed through
subordinates as grasping as himself.,, With trade.,, defence, and.
administration all concentrated into the same hands, it became.
difficult for the Faroese.. to get their grievances properly considered.
Indeed,, it was often difficult even. to. get letters carried, out of
the islands.. The regime of Christoffer. von Gabel,, which lasted,
until his death in 1673, was more oppressive than., that of his.. son,,
and only after the. elder GahM's fall from* royal favour in 16.70 did
the malpractices in the islands come under scrutiny,, and then,
largely through the eff orts of Lunas Jacobson Pe.he.s (1623-75),
priest in fdrshavn fromi 16.-51 until M s  death,5 and the author of the
first full-length account, of Faroe t.o appear in print. ̂

Eventually,, in a petition dated 1& October. 16.7.2,, the
grievances reached. Copenhagen,, and were, made the subject of

3 5investigation by a royal commission. Gabel's agents were
accused of various types of extortion. The crown leases had., in
the course of time,; become far more valuable than, the customary 
rents paid for them:,, and Gabel's landfoged was accused of refusing
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to grant leas.es to the. sons of dec,eased crown leaseholders except, on
payment of a bribe. The outcome of the. commission's work was a
royal ordinance,, dated 14 April 16,73, providing, first; and foremost,
that erown. leases should henceforth., he herit.ah.le by either the widow
or the eldest son of the deceased leaseholder. Other important
clauses, provided that. the. widows of priests should have the annexed
glebes hy way of pension,,, and that th.e sons of p>riests should have
an equal right, with the other inhabitants of Faroe to he granted
vacant crown leases. Various minor abuses were subjected, to

36de tailed re gulati on.
Frederik won. Gabel, (c. 164.3-* 170&) was, a far more lenient, master 

than his father had been. During his regime (1673-1708) the chief 
Faro.ese complaints concerned the monopoly. Petitions went to 
Copenhagen in 16.8.3, and 16,9,0, the latter, leading, to a second royal, 
commission on the. islands.. The outcome was a royal ordinance of 
3,0 May 16,9/1,. dealing principally with commercial matters,, but 
repeating a number of. the more important land tenure clauses fromi 
the 16,73. ordinance,, so, that, they might be printed..^

During- the Gabel period, the land owned by the two. families of 
Norwegian, nobility passed into peasant ownership. By the mid- 
seventeenth century these, estates had become, much split by 
inheritance,; and since the landlords never visited the islands, 
they were difficult to administer* Much, of the land was. bought by 
the resident trading agent in Faroe„ Severin Laugesen Fohrmann,, who 
resold it,; generally to the tenants,,, at what, the Faroese considered, 
high prices... By about. 16.90 all. this land was in Faroese hands

A year after, the death of Frederik von Gabel,, the Danish crown 
resumed the fief of the. Faroe Islands,, and sent over a commission.
to. settle the details and to take over the Gabel property §,& a.

3Ofvaluation. From, 1709, onwards,; Far.o.ese affairs were administered
by one or other, of the administrative, colleges in Copenhagen.

The eighteenth century was a period of peace and stability for 
the Faroe islands. After the war with France during the years 
16,73-9- there were, no more hostile attacks on the Faroe Islands, such 
as had been periodically experienced, for a century and a half5 the 
population, probably rose.,; though, only modestly? and the tariff o:f 
import and export prices introduced in the 16.91 Ordinance was 
altered-, only in minor details during the succeeding, century. The
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land ownership pattern remained stable.
The principal export was of woollen goads, partionlar ly knitted 

st.o.ckings. Tallow was also important^ and amongst the minor, items
were butter.,, feathers,, sheepskins,., train-oil and dried fish.* The 
export pattern in three, representative decades during the century 
was as. followas

Table 2 PAROMSE EXPORTS DhRINO. THE EIGHTEENTH: CENTURY40

fears
Total export, 

value 
(rigs.dalers-)

Percentages by value
Tallow Ilose Wool Skins Knitted

Jackets
17.12-1721 11 %  92 a. 3 -2 61 ..2 i 4 - a x 35.-2 -

1761-17/16 2 32 ,4 4 3 1 *4 3 2 -5 Q. 1 0..7 -
179.2-18.01 3 55*51 a 10 .,7. 78..0 - 0 *4 Q)*4

Percentages by value
Butter feathers. Train Oil fish!4*

1712-1721 2.0 0J..7 2UT 5.2
1747-17,74 O'* 4 1.0 o,.5rr 1.2
1792-180,1 a*.i 0*5 5-a
3£The faroese. never liked, exporting raw wool,, as thereby they lost 
the opportunity of winter earnings.;, but at this period a proportion 
of raw wool had to be tendered with knitted goods brought to the 
Monopoly•
^Overwhelmingly in the forim of dried cod (stockf islm) .tiThis decade was during a period when practically no, schools of 
pilotr-whales (a principal source of train-oil.) were killed.

The import tariff, of 16.9,1 - 1190 deliberately set, a low price on. 
essentials such. as. boat-timber and barley*. barley,, indeed,, was 
for most of the eighteenth, century selling at or below cost.
There, was a consequent discouragement to the faroese peasant to. 
grow his ownj and poor, people with little or no land found it 
possible to.’ maintain themselves, by knitting stockings for the 
Monopoly* The annual, import of barley rose from., about 2,;600 
barrels around 17.20 to, about 5̂ 200., barrels around 177 0 ft at 
considerable cost to the Danish, exchequer. ft was asserted that

The Danish barrel (corn measure.) contains 1 *44 hectolitres.*
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many of the hose-knitters were landless, folk who had migrated to> 
T.6rshavn,, and who maintained, themselves only by making annual 
begging-trips each, June, round the villages for wool* This,., it, 
was. said,; caused a vagrancy problem,, and at, the same time a 
shortage of farmi labour,, hindering those, peasants who wished to; 
clear more land and increase, their barley acreage.

The outcome of these complaints was a royal ordinance issued 
by Christian, VII on 21 Hay 1777» containing several provisions in 
restraint- of vagrancy. It, was also directed that, the sysselmmnd 
(district sherifts), on. their annual rounds to gather up the. wool 
tithes,; should in various, ways encourage, crown, leaseholders to, 
enclose more land for c.om. cultivation.. One clause went so far. 
as to forbid landless persons without, some lawful means of 
subsistence fr.omt marrying, unless, they had. served four years or 
more on a far mi,, showing faithfulness,,; skill, and diligence.

Thus on, the eve of the nineteenth century, the Faroe Islands, 
had a population of just over %,000 persons,; living largely off the 
land, but taking part ini the inshore boak»fishery as opportunity 
presented itself. Some three hundred of the peasants were 
prosperous crown leaseholders,., many of whom; owned land of their, 
own ini. addition to their hereditary leases. A rather, larger 
number of peasants owned their own, laud, but few of these, could 
compare in. prosperity, with the. crown leaseholders. There was 
also a landless, class dependent on. the former two, especially the 
crown, leaseholders. There, were no merchants,; since direct trade 
withxthe Monopoly was open, to all. The highest social group was 
thad of the officials.. The landf oged., soreuskrive.r. and 
commandant of the fort lived in. Tdr.shavrj the lawman lived in 
Y&garj and there was a clergyman each, for SuQuroy, Sandoy, Y^gar, 
north Streymoy,; south) Streymoy, Eysturoy and the Northern Islands. 
®-ae sysler (law-districts) were the same as the pastorates, except 
that Streymoy formed a single sysael. Each, had its sys.selm.and, 
who.- represented, government in the six. to fifteen villages of his. 
district.

This measure was repealed, in 184&.
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( ed. ), ffs3rey~inga saga- (Copenhagen, 18.3..2)s Chapter 1| Finnur 
J<5nsson (ed.) , Laiidnlmabdk. (Copenhagen, 19.25), Chapter. 195 
Peter.. G* Foote, On the Saga of the Faroe, islanders (London,
196>5), p. 9 ? dlafur Halddrsson, "Urn landndmi Grfms Kambans f 
ForoyumP , Prod skagarr.it, Yol. 10 (T<5rshavn, 196-1) , pp. 47-5.2? 
and many of the works cited in. the immediately following 
note. The connection with the Hebrides is witnessed 
archaeologically by a ring-headed bronze pin. with., an ornamented 
cubical head of a type found only in Scotland and the islands;, 
of the north Atlantia,, found in a Yiking-period grave in
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Tjprnuvfk. in. 1956>|? the west, Norwegian connection is 
eloquently witnessed by a runic; stone found in, Sandavdgur, 
on.ce erected to the memory of a settler, from.! Roga'land.. For
the latter see,.- Mikkjal a Ryggi-, "Rdnarsteinurim f Sandavagi",, 
far-dim,, fol. 3 (Ttfrshavn, 19-25-) ? PP.- 14?-9? and Otto, von: 
Friesem (ed.), Bordisk Kultur (Stockholm, 1933) Bind. 7 
(Runormor) , pp. 1 Q.4 ,, 113'.

S. Sverri Dahl., ttA Surrey of Archaeological Investigations. in. 
the Faeroes", Alam Small, (ed.) ,, The Fourth fiking. Congress 
(London, 1 9-6.3) , pp.-.- 133-4#?, "Recent exhalations on fiking.
Age sites im the Faroos51, Peter G,.-: Foote and. Dag StrombSlck 
( eds.) , Proceedings of- the Sixth f iking, ..Congress:; (London*.
1.911) 9 ' ' " "FortidslevnFFmroerme I , pp . 124-51,
" Toftar anus dknir £ Fuglafirdi", Fr.6 5 skaparri t, fo 1. 7 (fdrshavm, 
193&)» PP- 118,-46,? "f £ki ngabd si ad ur. £ Seyrv^gi", Fr.6.8 sk ap ar r i t, 
fol. 14, (Tdrshavn? 196-5)? PP-> 9-23-j Sherri Dahl, and l6ann.es. 
Rasmus sen, wf 1 kingaal dergrQv 1 T#ornuv£kh, Fr.6;8 sk ap arri t, 
fol.. 5 (Tdrshavn? 1956)) , pp,. 15,3-6 7. A very surprising 
r.ecent, discovery has :.bee.m of pollen evidence for a pre.~fiking 
settlement in Tjornuvlk; as early as.. 6«00«6>5Q.- A-D. See 
Johannes jdhansem, "A palaeobotanic.al study indicating a 
pre-fiking settlement, im. Tjornuvfk", Fr68skaparri t, fol* 19 
(l6r shavn? 1971) , PP- 14,7-57* Om the change, in relative 
levels of land and sea sea A*¥.. Brogger, Hvussu Fdroyar v.oru 
bygdar. (fdrshavn, 1937)» P* 14-

5* Christian Matras, "Gainmelfcsrosk mrgi, n. „ og. dermed
besleegtede; ordt, Hamm cochi Bygd, fol. 4,4 (Uppsala, 195.6), pp. 
31-6 7? Sverri Dahl,/*"Him, sergistadir og, mrgitof tin", 
l'r.6cjskaparr.it, fol. 18; (T.drshavn? 1970) ? PP- 36-1-8 ? "Recent 
excavations om fikimg Age sites im the Faroes", Fo.ote Si. 
StrdmibUck.jj op. cit..,, pp. 45-5 6.

10/. The saga gives a colourful account of a free republic o:f
turbulent, chieftains during, the. late tenth and early eleventh 
century. Although Far.oese and other. Scandinavian historical, 
writers have often* drawn largely om this s.ag.a, professor. P.G-. 
Foote, in. his Qn. the Saga of the Faroe islanders. (London, 1965)? 
makes a convincing case for regarding it rather, as fiction; 
than as history.

11. A list, of the Faroese.. bishops and a comprehensive bibliography 
is to be found in Janus Osaursson, Poroya biskupa-, prdsta- og 
prestatal ( T.6rshavn, 19 63) ? PP- 9-32. For Sverre's. account, of 
the. Faroe islands,, see? J. S&phkon. (tr.), The Saga of King 
Sverri of. Horway (London, 1899) ? Chapter 1.

12. Ahdr.e.as Holms en, Borges Hisiorie til 1660 (Oslo, 19 6.1), 
pp. 27&-81 -

13- Printed in R.. Kayser & P.A- Munch (eds.), Borges Gamle Love. 
(Christiania? 18,4.6-85) ? fol. Ill, pp. 33-9? Jakob Jakobs en 
(ed.) Diplomat ariumi Fmroensa- (Tdrshavn &. Copenhagen;,- 1907)? 
pp. 1 “21; Tillmg .til For slag og', Betmnknlniger afglvne af dem 
fmroske Landbokommission  nedsat. i. Ilenhold til Lov af 13. Marts
19.-08- (Copenhagen, ffi'iyThereafter LBK Til 1 mg), pp. 1-215 " and
in a facsimile edition, J.Ht-W- Poulseni &. Ulf Zachariasem (eds.), 
Seyd abrmvid (Tdr.shavm, 1971 )-
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14* Anton Degm, n,HiVat kam rdmaskatt.urim i  Poroyum siga okkum;?",
Yardin, Yol* 12 (T<5r shavn, 19-32) 3 pp. 129-33• Degm suggests 
a population of 4*000, buiti M s  estimate of 13 persons per, 
household seems far. too high..

15* Foul pet.ers.eni, Eim foroysk hygd (T6r shavn, 196.8 ) , pp. 7?
297,-8;. For oral traditions of the Black Death;, see; R.K. 
Rasmussen, G-omul. foroysk. heimardd (rf6rshavn, 1959-) » PP* 117-184 
Jakob Jakobs en, Fmrosske. Folkesagni og, fventyr (T<5r shavn,
196)1-4)? page 4 6 .

16.. The exiistenne of. a class of. wealthy farmers is witnessed 
partly by documentary evidence and partly by oral tradition. 
Documents dated 1403.-7 give details of the estate of am 
heiress,, Gmdruna S j&rdaddhtir, which, included lands in 
Shetland and H.orway as well as Ihtisavik, together with, an 
impressive list, of valuables. Sea Jakobsem (1907)? pp.
36-48?; Gilbert Goudie, The..- Celtic, and Scamdima vian 
Antiquities of Shetland (Edinburgh & London, 19.04.), pp. 194,-3. 
For oral traditions see; Y.,TJ/.. Hammershaimb, Fmrosk Anthologi.,
Rd. 1 (Copenhagen, 1891) , pp. 379-81 $ John. Davids en,
"lius truim f Husavfk", Fr68skaparrit, Yol. 18. (T.6rshavn, 197°) ? 
pp. 69-7.6). The prominent, personages in the earliest; legends 
recorded in Jakob sen (19-64-4)? too),, often owned extensive, 
lands. For. the Church"s wealthy the most striking proof is 
the extent, of the estates passing, to. the Crown, at the 
Reformation. Further evidence is provided by the optilence, 
on Faro.ese standardsr of the former episcopal, see. at 
Kirkjubour,., and by a brief episcopal, chronicle dating, from; 
the. year 14.20. The latter has much, to tell, of Erlendr, the 
bishop named in Seydabrsevid, whm during, his episcopate. (1268- 
13Oh) enriched the Far.oese Church with "'privileges,; estates 
and worldly goods". See Alexander Bugge (ed.), Erkebf skop 
H,enrlk Ealtelsens Kopibo.g, (Christiania, 1899)? PR* 20,1-7$; 
jakobneirXl 961-4 ) ? PP* XVI-XXXII ? Jakob Jakobs en, Gr.elnir 
og ritgerdir (T<5r shavn, 1957) ? PP* 60,-6 3.

17* Jak ob sen (190.7), pp. 27-8,$ Petersen, op. cit;., p. 291$
Louis Zachariasem, Fdroyar suim rsettarsamf elag. 1 335-1655
(l6rshavn, 1959-6)1), p. 9$, Hi* Andersen, Fmroerne 16"0Q-17.09 
(Copenhagen, 1893), PR* 171-222$ Einar jaensen (ed7)~
Timgbdkln 1643-56j (l6rshavn, 1933)? passim. The office of 
lawman is mentioned in Fmreyiuga saga,, and that of king's 
bailiff appears in Sverrissaga.

18* LBK T.illmg, pp. 23-8$, Andersen, op. cit.pp... 343-6.8? De.b.es,
op. cit., pp. 137-4,1? Landt, op. cit., pp. 268.-3$ Anton
Degm, "Kongs-, ognar- o.g prestajdrd 1 Foroyum!1’, Yard in, Yoll.
13 (T.<5rshavn, 1933)? PP-* 64-8.3 .

19* Andersen, op. cl t., pp.. 327-30.’$ Zachariasem, op. cit., p. 97 •
20.. A.C. Evensen (ed.), Savn til fdr.oyinga sog.a i 16,., old

(Totshavn, 190.8-14) ? P* '1%

• LIH. llllmg, p.22$ Evensen, op. cit,., p. 83’.
22. Andersen, op. cit.,, pp, 30,3, 317? Evensen, op. cit., p. 3 3.
23* Evensen, op. cit., p. 50,.
24, Andersen, op. cit., pp. 2-170$, Zachariasem, _op. cit., pp.

164-27.3,.
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25. Antoni Begin, Ov.ensigt over piskeriet og MoB.opolhand.elen. paai 
ffeeroerne (l16 r shavn, 1922 ) , pp. 83.-1 50.

2(̂'* LB1C fill-mg, pp. 23-8 .
27* Behes, op. cit., p. 14,0? Landt, op. cit. tJ p. 26.8.
28.. Andensen, op. cit.., pp. 58-68.
22.. Bet, Jiorske Historiske Kilde.skrif tsfond, pen- Horske Rigs- 

Regia tranter. (Christiania, 18.6.1-91)? Yol. 11, pp. 210-7.1"? 
Andersen, op. cit., pp. 6X3-62.

30... The., character of G;ahel is drawn fronu John Banstrup & Halt 
ICo.chi (eds. ) , Banmarks, hi s tori e. ( Copenhagen 196.4,), Yol. 7, 
pp. 500,-501 and Yol. 8 , pp. 55-150? Schultz Panmarks 
Historiie (Copenhagen, 1942), Yol. 3., pp. ~324-6j and the 
article in p. Engel toft S. Bahl, (ads..), Dansk. Mografisk 
heksikon (Copenhagen, 193.3-44.) *

31* Magnuts Jensen, iYorg.es Historie 1680-18,14. (Oslo, 1962), pp.
22-3.

3.2. Andersen, op. cit., p. 62.
33* Andersen, op. cit., p. 6 6.
34* Andersen, op. cit., pp. 84,-10.4? Einar Jo.ensen (ed.),

Logtingshdkin 1666-77 (fdrshavn, 19,63), passim.
55,* LBK fillmg-, pp. 43-5 0.
36. LBK lillmg, pp. 38.-42.
37* Andersen, op. cit., pp. 120-63| LBK Pillag, pp. 9,1-6.
38. Andersen, op. cit., pp. 334-6? Petersen, op. cit.., pp..

118-26? Svab.o, op. cit.,,, p. 34,6?. Einar Joensen (ed.), 
Y^rtings- og, Logtingsbdk. 16.6.7-1690. (f.drshavn, 1969)2 Begn 

PP* 64-837

32* Anton. Begn, ( ed. ) , Kominiss 1 onsbetmnknirgen 17.09-10,, ang.aaende. 
PcGroern.es filstand ved Kongens Qvertageise.. af. Enehande.l.en paa 
Emroerne (pdrshavn 1934) » passim.? Louis Zacharlaser, tfr fdro^a 
sogui umi ar 17,00 (Tor shavn, 1952), pp. 13-8 1 , reprinted from;
Yard in, Yol. 30, (rfdr shavn, 1952), pp. 81-19,8,.

40. Begn (1929)) , pp. 141 -4 .
43* LBK Tillage pp. 8,3-142? Begn (19.29), pp. 3-6...
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CHAPTER TWO EAROESE PEASANT FARMING IE THE NINETEENTH CENTURY:

FARMING AND PISHING.,.. 11.Q&-1893
The Faroese economy/ is today completely dependent om the

export of fish.,, farm* produce c.omtr i'butrug only a few per. cent to-
1the Faroe s.e national product,. Fishing, has. always heen of 

domestic; importance to the Faroe islanders,} hut it was im the 
1 83,Qe. and 184,0s that sea produce beg,am its rise to; the dominating, 
position im the Faroes© economy that it occupied, by the dnd of 
the century.

Im the 80-year, period 110.9,-8.8,, only 114.8 -50 could be called a
good, export period, for fish. Only im those years,, and in 1151,
17;6& and 1188,, did more than two thousand vo.g, of fish leave the
country. ' During, the. 4P-y®ar. period 11.89.-1828,. there were eleven.
years, when, over twcu thousand, vo.g left the country,, and during
18.0.8-15 no-fish. was., exported at all. because of war c.onditi oms..=
From. 1829 onwards., there, was only one year (1839) in. which less
than two thousand, vog were./ exported,, and on. four, occasions im the
1830s the annual export exceeded four thousand vog. From the
184,8s onwards.,, four thousand vag made, a bad, year and twenty

2thousand yog a good year. The change, im distribution of the 
export of land and sea products may be summarised as follows;;
Table 5 COMPARATIVE EXPORTS. FROM FAROE, - PERCENTAGES5

Average during, period Land produce Sea produce 
1112 - 1121 9/U1 i9 E„9<fo

17,64 -  111,6/ 98.3 1.1
119-2 - 18,0.1 9 0 .3 9 .1

184,1 - 1850, 6 1.0. 59,. o
1893 - 1893 6.3 93-7

The period under, review,, therefore,; w$s one during which, the 
fishery was steadily overhauling farming in economic importance. 
Until 18///2,, this was due to the expansion of the. open-boat, fishery^ 
but from. 1812 onwards.,, the Faroese b.egam to; purchase wooden fishing, 
smacks,? of which there were. 8.0, im the islands by 1900 and 151 by 
1918.4' To.wards the end of the century, the expansion of fishing



brought, about a labour shortage o.m the land*, The development of 
Faroese agriculture during, the nineteenth;, century lias to) he viewed, 
against, the background of this economic, revolution.
LANE CATEGORIES IE A VILLAGE COMMONWEALTHi

The land- belonging, to. a Faroese village commonwealth falls 
naturally into, four broad categoriesg (i) village areaj; (ii.) hour; 
(iii.) hagt-t̂ and (iv) shore.

(i) I uee the term village area for those parts of the Far.oe.se 
village land not. comprised under the other, three} headings. It 
does not correspond, with any precise Faroose category,, but with 
the shore makes up what the N<5lsoy villagers term almennlngur , 
and includes house sites,, garden plots, lanes, inter-village 
gr azing~1and, rickyards and so on.

The village area may be divided into widely separated 
pieces, since a village often consists of several hamlets 
(bylingar) . Thusduring the. nineteenth, century, MiSvagur 
consisted of the foil.awing, bylingar in order from, north to> 
south, round the bays f Husf, Eiriksto.f tir, £ Ryggi, Yi'd Kirkyar, 
and Jansagerbi. £ Ryggi. was nearly a kilometre., from., either
f  Husi or lansagerdi..„ and bour lay between.* The., village area, 
comprised, the following land typess

IKl(a) Heimrusfir., subdivisible into, building sites (grundir) 
and inter-village grazing (heim.abe.iti) .
(» village lanes.
(c) Geilar, cattle tracks leading from the inhabited parts 
of. the village area to. the outfield. They were, usually- 
walled to prevent cattle from, straying on to the cultivated 
infield.

(ii.) four, in its broadest sense.,, includes all., enclosed, and 
cultivated land. it, is divisible, inito.g

00 G-amal bour,. or ancient, infield,, that part included., in 
the old land tan registers.
(b) Intakes,, made by clearing, and enclosing portions of 
outfield,, and variously-known as., trad jr., gerdir, and 
vidurbyr.Ait

m • mm mm m ^XO.n Sandoy calked rustari and on Suduro.y slcattagrundir.
4*Though Svabo. makes a distinction between them;, Faroese practice, 
uses, these terms without precision or consistency.
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(iii) Htagi, which I ternr outfield, consists principally of hill 
grazing. Im addition there are certain places of special 
advantage, such, as f owl ing-cliffs, seal-caserne,,, and specially 
rich portions of pasture known as feitilendi-*
( iv) Shore includes intertidal land and the sea-bed for some 
way beyond.

Broadly speaking,, the ownership of land im a •village 
comprehended, individual and identifiable plots, of. bour, and 
proportional rights on the other land categories* Im the 
almenmingur, these were, subject to prescriptive rights of 
occupancy,, but. im the hagi,. the rights were exercised jointly with* 
other landowners.* The total village hagi. would often, be divided 
for convenience into several hagapartur or commons. The bour 
holdings corresponding; with a given hagapartur might be all. in one 
locality,, but frequently were. nob. Ownership of bour without 
hagi, or hagi. without, bour, was mot, altog,ether unknown, but such 
instances were regarded, as anomalous„ both, categories being needed, 
for the traditional form of peasant, farming.

0?he unit, of land ownership was the mark. (Faroese. mork;). Each
mark, consisted of sixteen gylden (Earoese gyllin) ,, and each gylden
o;f twenty skind. (Earoese. skinm). The mark of land is a highly
variable unit,,, even within a village* An. infield mark commonly-
varied. between... producing enough hay for half a cow to, three cows;,
and am. outfield mark might produce between eight and forty lambs
at. the autumn slaughter. The unit had two., principal functions %
(i) it formed the basis for land tax, assessments until 1899.; (if)
it was the measure of rights and duties of joint, owners in, each
hagapartur.-, and to a lesser, degree, im the almenmimgur„ especially/
in the heimaheiti. The total land holding, im a village or a
hagapartur was known, as the markatal,, and I refer: to? land holdings

6either as an,, owner, or a lessee, as Ui ownership in the markatal?1.
IlEIBLD GIXLTIYATIOE

The principal bour. crop has always been, hay for winter, feed 
for cattle. The only grain., grown was barley of the. hardy local 
strain* About 1800,; potatoes were cultivated im only one or two 
.places,, but. their, culture spread, through the islands generally 
during the period- 18.10-4,0. Various kale and root vegetables were.
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were also grown in-, small- quantities, rather as garden than
infield crops.^

At; the beginning of the nineteenth, century, it, was rare to;
find any extensive level fields in. the bour except on. Sandoy,, the
least-mountainous of the islands. The bour would generally" be
split, into long narrow strips called, teigar.. A teigur runs
straight down the hill.,, and in wet ground is bounded on each side.
by a drainage ditch. The higher edge of a teigur (the northward.,
for preference) stands about half a metre or more higher than the
other. The drainage ditches were generally not grassed.^'
Teigar are still, sometimes found in Faroe.

The plough, was. not- used,, for a number of reasons. The
steepness, and narr.owneas, of the teigar. (commonly about. 5 metres
wide) and the frequency of drainage ditches in itself made
ploughing, difficult,, and the soil cover was often, too.; thin for the
plough to be satisfactorily used-.. The Far.oese breed of horse, or
rather, pony,, was too- small, and ill-nourished for worlc. with the
plough}, and the islands lacked timber for the x*epair of the plough
when this was needed. The hour, had by 18.00 already become very
fragmented, by inheritance,, and only on the larger crown tenancies.
was there a chance of feeding draught horses or oxen to the 

9required degree..
Barley. Cultivation of the higher stretches of infield, requiring
a longer growing, season,., would begin towards the end of March. The
lower-*lying stretches would be dug during. April and the first, two/
weeks of May. The instrument-used was a local form, of spade,
known as. h-aki.. The method was to rough-dig the gras s.-covered
fields,, spreading manure over the clods. If teigar.. were being.
cultivated,, a spit at the summit- of each strip would be dug out,
forming a fresh ditch- where, necessary,, filling in the old one and
raising the height of the teigur. with, the remainder, according to

10the following diagram;

K". I--j

Wet cj rotfv>j

Drj cjrounci
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The two principal manures used were cow-dung and seaweed.
The former was preferred,. hyj.t, there was never sufficient; for all, 
the co nil and,, partly because most, of the cattle spent their summer 
months ini the h a g i and their dung was thereby lost. Seaweed was. 
gathered either in, autumn or shortly before, the soil was tilled, 
left to rot in special middens,, and afterwards spread on the land.

The seed was sown broadcast immediately after, cultivation, 
and the clods were then broken down., with the haki, a process; 
corresponding with harrowing. Afterwards,, the ground was 
hammered with an instrument called, klarur.,, a rectangular board with 
a long handle fixed to it at an angle.. Apart from; a, little 
weeding,, no further attention was now needed, until harvest-time 
other than, alctiiig, i.e. the expulsion of intruding sheep fronu the 
infield.

Reaping, was about, the end o.f September or early in. October.
The implement used, was not. the scythe but a sheath-lmife.
far.oese barley does not ripen, fully on the stalk,, and as ini
Shetland and Orkney,, artificial drying was necessary. After a
few days of wind-drying the sheaves were, taken indoors for the
ears to he stripped from the stalks.+ The straw and ears, were
now dried, over a peat fire. farmers growing considerable
quantities of grain,., especially those on Suduroy, used a special
kiln-house,, called so m i n i s while others would employ a woollen
net- stretched over a frame or a b.arr.el-hoop, a device called a
mein, which could be hung over the. hearth, in the farmhouse. The
ears required 24r3.& hours of gentle heating before they were fit
to be fh.resh.ecL. Threshing was done with a specially shaped wooden
club,, tre.skitrseand the grain was winnowed in a large wooden dish,
tfrilngartrog. Drying,, threshing and winnowing were all women's
work,; and their supervision was normally entrusted to an older

11woman of considerable experience..
The straw was used for thatching haystacks and the repair of 

roofs,,., and in, some places was more highly regarded than the grain,

'Sva,bo and Landt remark on one farmer's use of the sickle as an. 
innovation.
+Traditionally this had been done by hand alone,, but in the mid
eighteenth century, the lawman Hans Jacobsen, Debes invented ar iron 
comb for the purpose, use of which was becoming widespread in. 1800.



since in normal times Banish barley was cheap. A further motive
for barley-growing was that the growth of grass im the infield was

12stimulated by a barley crop every seven. years of so.
©he grain. was ground either in hand-querns or with the aid of

tiny horizontal mills of the so-called Greek or Norse type.* The
resultant flour was generally converted, into a kind of long,
cylindrical, unleavened loaf called drvlur.. baked in the embers of 

13the peat-fire.
The total production of barley throughout: the Faroe: islands

during the nineteenth century was normally between 1,700 and 2,,500
14barrels annually, with a slow rise over that period. ^

Hay. Hay has always been the most, important infield crop. The 
grasses composing Faroese hay during-, the nineteenth, century were 
always those springing up naturally, the sowing of grass seed being 
unknown, until the present, century, and far froim common even today. ̂  

Im the year immediately succeeding, barley cultivation, a 
Faroese field yields grass, luxuriantly,, but it becomes progressively 
finer, but smaller in quantity. The best hay is from: teigar that 
have been under grass for three or four years,, or from, flat; fields 
that have been under, grass for two or three. After six to eight 
years under grass.., it- was necessary to grow a cultivated crop in 
the field, preferably, barley.

The hay harvest normally began about. 8-10 August, unless wet 
weather occasioned a delay. Haymaking methods varied from, district 
to district because of local conditions (e.g. the exceptionally 
high winds on Mykines), but the following was a typical method.

The grass was cut with, a short-bladed scythe,, since the 
fields were narrow and stones frequent. The older fields.,, where 
the grass, was more advanced, would be cut first. The swathes 
would first be allowed to lie evenly over, the fieldsf after they 
had dried a little, they would be gathered into loose heaps, the 
size of mole-hills, known; as klilkar, which, could be penetrated by 
the wind and the warmth, of the. sun. At the same time the damp 
field, would, dry out. The kldkar would be turned, several times at.

+These mills were of recent, introduction. Svabo, writing in 17.82, 
said that the first, of themi had been constructed little more, than 
4,0 years earlier, and that he knew of only nine in the whole 
country. Landt, in 1800, speaks of over a score. They became: 
extremely common, in the course, of the nineteenth century.



internals of a couple of hours or so. If rain, threatened, or 
when night, was approaching,, three or four lclukar would he gathered 
into a small- stack: (hoyrdgya). In the morning, or after the rain, 
had passed* the hay would he spread out once again*

When thoroughly, dry, the hay would he heaped up into.; tramp- 
cocks (sdtur) ahout two.- metres high.* The s&ta would he hound 
with hay-ropes to prevent. the hay from being blown away. The hay 
hardest, would take, two.; or. three, weeks for it all. to he in sdtur., 
if there had been goad drying-we a the r, j hut in: a rainy August; or 
September it. might take much longer,. The hay remained in s£teur 
two; to four weeks,, after which it was carried home to the riokyard,, 
a walled- enclosure near the house,, where, haystacks would he built, 
and thatched with barley-straw. It was seldom: brought into a 
barn, as is the usual Faroese. practice today.

A cow's winter fodder was reckoned to consist,,of 16.0 lispund, 
or 1„280 kg. of hay. ̂
Potatoes. The first reference t.o potatoes in the Faroe. Islands

0occurs in 168.6,, ' though; Svabo, a century later,, speaks of prejudice
against growing them,,, even though they were less, liable to. crop
failure than was barley. The two principal reasons were that
barley provided, straw for roofing,, and that grass growthi aft.en a
potato crop was slower, than that after a crop of barley. The.
places where potatoes were, then being grown on a considerable scale
were Sandavdgur and MiSvdgur on Vdgar.,, and in FrOdbour and Bov on

19Suduroy* but only by isolated farmers. x
Landt* by the turn of the century, reported that potato;

20cultivation, was becoming more and more customary. ' A British;
Admiralty report of 18/11, however,, reported potatoes as grown only
in Suduroy and streymoy. In the former.,, 100; barrels were
produced, compared with. 6>5,0 barrels of barleyj in the latter, only

2120) barrels,, compared with. 8.00- of barley. But by 1835'* the 
cultivation, of potatoes had spread through; all. the islands,, the- 
crop being over b*000 barrels annually, far larger than the barley

22crop. By 13*17/t * a peak year,, over 20.,,000 barrels were being grown.
The earliest method of potato cultivation in Faroe closely 

resembled the procedure with barley. The more efficient ridge-and- 
furrow method or lazy-bed. cultivation made way only slowly. Many 
were unwilling to use grass-fields for potato cultivation, since
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23the grass sprang up more slowly after potatoes than after barley.
The most infertile parts of the infield were often reserved for
potato-growingf and well, into the nineteenth century^ the Faroese.
did not yet appreciate, that the potato thrives best in a loo;se,

24.dry, sandy soil..
Root, yegetables. Two., varieties of turnip were cultivated, but
not on any considerable scale. They were, destined for human
consumption, and do not ever seem, to have been fed to cattle;. The.
so-called Norwegian* turnip, bras si cn rap a, and the Faroese. turnip,
brassica napus» were commonly used in soup,, and both were also
eaten raw, especially the latter,, which after keeping for a year.
turned* very sweet:. Their manner of cultivation was similar, to

25that, of the. potato. ^
THE USES, OF THE OUTFIELD

The principal use. of the. hagi was for sheep pasturage. The
lower outfield stretches, especially those nearer to. the village,
were., also employed as hdshagi (summer, cattle, pasture). A certain
number of horses were also permitted to graze the outfield,, and

2 6geese were occasionally to be found. In 1811) the domestic 
animals held in. the islands were as follows,, the poultry being 
kept im and around the houses:
Table 4 FAROESE, FARM STOCK* 1841

Cattle, Sheep Geese Poultry
Streymoy 6jOO 18,0.66) 50 200
Eysturoy 550 1M00. - 200
Northern Islands. 300 8**600 -
l£g ar 380 1*400 - -
Sandoy 550 1,600 -
Suduroy 420 8*9,00 6.50- 200

Total 2,,600, 68*0.60 100 600
There were also 68.0 horses throughout, the whole of the islands.2^

In 1800/,, the keeping, of pigs ini the outfield had become a
distant memory only,, preserved, im place-names and in. a legend froim
the sixteenth century. A royal commission. of 1109,-10 said that
the Faroese had ceased to keep themi because of the damage they did

28to field and to; pasture,.
The outfield was also a hunting-ground. The cliffs and 

screes yielded large numbers of sea-fowl and their eggs; and the



caves and the flat, rocks were- hreed ing-gr ounds for two kinds- of
29seal,, whichi were hunted yearly.

Finally, the outfield contained the peat cut by, the islanders 
for fuel}, green, turf used for roofing buildingsf cinquefoil- root 
used for tanning}, and certain lichens used in the preparation of 
dye stuffs.^
C.attle. Faroese cows at the beginning of the nineteenth- century 
were small, and gave little milk,, commonly no more than four litres 
a day> the breed was., then thought to be degenerating,, but during 
the century foreign animals were, brought in. from, time to time,, and 
some improvement resulted,.

As soon as the. weather permitted, it in spring, usually by 
mid-April,, the cattle were, grassed omt-of-doors during the daytime, 
and brought- in again at night. Cows that had newly calved,, or 
were soon to calve, however,, were, kept in stall. By the end of 
May, provided that the snow was gone and the weather permitted it, 
the cattle would be grazed out-of-doors day and night.. Froim mid- 
October they were brought- indoors at night,, and from, the end of 
November they were kept permanently, within doors. Their winter 
feeding was. generally the mindmumi that would preserve life,, and 
consisted principally of hay, sometimes also straw,, and the cooked 
flesh, of the pilot-whaled when this was abundant.

The cows were milked, twice, a day. In summer the milking- 
women would go out together about ini the morning, and 8- in the 
evenings with little wooden pails on their backs, to find the cows 
and milk them:. On the misty hills this was sometimes a difficult, 
and not infrequently a dangerous task,, and many stories are told of 
milking-women losing their way and sometimes their lives.

The maintenance of bulls was unsystematic. Generally,, each, 
hamlet in a village would keep a bull,, but would keep two if it 
was a large hamlet,,, end share a bull if it was a small one. It 
was reckoned, that, one bull, ought to serve not more than 5..0 cows, 
but there were, instances of bulls having to serve 60 or even 7,0 
cows. A bull normally, began to serve, cows at two years old, and 
was replaced when it was seven or eight years old. A cow was 
normally kept until it was 14 years old.

Cattle were not usually fattened, for slaughter, except in one 
or two specially suitable places such, as Mykineshdlmur. A certain
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number of entitle would be killed every autumn because of. the
limited hay supply, and these might, be fattened to a certain
extent* But. the principal purpose;, in keeping cattle was txx<
produce milk:,, which would be either, drunk in liquid formi, or.

31converted into; butter, or more, rarely,, cheese.
The heimabeiti fulfilled two.; functions in Faroese cattle-

keeping* It was used as summer pasture, for sick cows, calves and
for cows., about to calve j, and it was also used for the grazing, of
cows at the height, of their milking* During the periods when
cows were grazing out during the day. and were in stall at. night.,
the bour was in some villages used for cattle$ but the more.
provident allowed, this only, in frosty weather, lest the cattle

32should de-stroy more. g;pass than they ate*
The total cattle, holding ini the Faroe islands naturally 

fluctuated with, the annual hay harvests,., but. during, the nineteenth:, 
century there was a slow tendency for the number to rise* By the. 
end of the century there, were over 4,000 beasts, of which., 3,,000 
were milch cows.^
Horses* Faroese horses were, small., thick-set creatures., not 
unlike Shetland ponies. They were., never kept in stall., but grazed 
the hagi all. the year round. They carried dung and seaweed to the 
fields in spring,, and brought home peat, during the summer and 
autumn,3 but the rest, of the year they were in only occasional use., 
to bring a load of trade goods froim the beach to the house;, or to 
carry an official's or priest's baggage from, one village to the 
next* Each hagi had its tally of horses, but while numbers were:- 
conitrolledt,. no attempts were made at improving the breed. Numbers, 
fluctuated between 6.0Q- and 800; during the century,, but after. 1930 
sharply diminished with the introduction of motor transport.
Geese. in most villages where geese were kept,, their numbers were, 
strictly limited. The gee.se were housed during winter in. little, 
turf huts near the houses. They would lay in April,, and when, the 
young, were half-grown,, the geese would be driven, into the outfield, 
where they would stay until winter drove theim home again. Though 
the goase was often a source of much disharmony in the Faroese; 
village, as will be detailed in Chapters 5- and 6,, the numbers of 
geese increased sharply during the century, and by 188.6, some 
3,-000 were, being slaughtered annually.^
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Sheep. In 1800,, there, were three varieties of sheep in the Faroe' 
Islands: (i) The wild sheep of LXtla Dfmun, found only on that
uninhabited island, (ii.) The norganfjords sheep, found on St<5ra 
Dfmun,, and on all the islands north of SkopunarfjorSur. (iii) The 
sunnanfjprds sheep, found on Sandoy,,. Skdvoy and Suduroy. The 
nordanfjdrds sheep were of a bigger and stronger build than the 
sunnanflords. The Lftla Dfmun sheep were very small and dark, 
impossible to round up im the usual way,, and were culled by shooting. 
The owners of the islandt exterminated them in 18.6a, to replace, them, 
with a more profitable breed.^

Faroese sheep have always been kept, outside winter and summer. 
The only exception was in Suduroy,. and a few other places,, where 
lambs might, be kept, in stall, during their first winter.^ The. 
infield gates were opened, for the winter period.,,, 25, October, to 14. 
May*, and during this time the flocks occupied the lower, stretches, 
of the outfield and the., entire, infield, other than suchi portions 
as were by agreement protected, from, grazing.

Since the seventeenth, century, sheep in the Faroe islands 
had by law been jointly owned. A Faroese peasant owned, not. 
individual sheep, but such?-and-such a holding ini the markatal of a 
given hagapartur.. The day-to-day management of the flocks was in 
the hands of one or more shepherds (usually informally elected at 
the autumn round-up), but for the repair of folds or boundary 
walling,, or rounding up the sheep, each owner had to contribute 
labour in proportion to his ownership in the markatal t, and the 
wool and mutton produced were divided in the same proportion.

If the flocks were, insufficiently tame,, they would be driven 
to fold in early April, before lambing-time, to accustom, them to.; 
being rounded up. The lambing,f from. mid-April to mid-May, was 
managed by the shepherd alone. Usually„ the first call on the 
owners was for the spring drive ,f which took place some time between 
the end of May and the beginning of June. When the sheep were 
folded,, the shepherd would castrate., the ram?-lambs destined to. 
winter over as wethers. Then all the lambs would be earmarked, to 
show which common they belonged to. Finally, the wool would be 
plucked fromi the shee.p - shears were seldom, used.. The flocks. 
would now be turned out on the hagi again,, and would need no 
attention until early September. - unless the sheep had to be driven



into; the higher stretches of pasture, from- time to time to make 
sure that., these, were, fully, grazed during, the summer months, 
conserving the under-pasture, for winter.

The autumn slaughter took place in; four stages.. Early in
XSeptember some of the gimmer-lamibs were removed for slaughter - 

for a gimmer would, hardly survive, a Earoese. winter if it, had to 
give suck. In early October the ramt-lambs and remaining gimmer- 
lamhs were slaughtered} in mid-October the weakest, and oldest 
sheep were removed.} and at; the end of October* the main slaughter 
took, place, leaving only the winter stock and the Christmas sheep 
(including the traditional gifts of one for each manservant,, and a 
half for each; womanservant).

To shelter, the sheep during stormy/ or snowy weather* there 
were, in the hagi sheep-shelters known as h<Sl or stodur. These 
consisted of a stone-and-turf wall* 3 or 4. feet high, semi-circular 
in shape* with an opening directed to the south. The provision;
o.£ hay for the sheep taking refuge in. these shelters was sometimes 
suggested* but, rarely implemented.

The bulk, of the carcasses were, hung up in specially-designed, 
outhouses (hjjaliar) so. that the wind would dry them; and convert 
them; into the prized skerpikjot. Other important products were 
the skins and the tallow* while the blood was converted into; 
blddmorur, a kind of black pudding.

Tupping-time lasted for most, of December* and was reckoned to 
be over by Epiphany. Towards the end of January, the shepherd 
would remove the. inferior rams for slaughter* and take the best, on 
to grassy terraces from; whicba escape was difficult., so that they 
would not stray on to other hagapartar and be lost.

Earoese. ewes had once been milked, but by 18.00 this was an.
39almost-forgotten practice..

Eowling. The three, most important birds in the Earoese economy 
were, the puffin* guillemot and razorbill. Caught when, opportunity 
allowed, but. of less significance,, were the shag,, kittiwake;, gannet, 
cormorant, black, guillemot* great skua and the young of the Manx, 
shearwater. The greylag, gooee was shot on certain, freshwater 
lakes.

XThe offspring of gimmers, i.e. one-winter ewes.
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The puffin, comes to Faroe, in immense numbers im the middle of. 
April,, and departs early in September. It breeds in holes in the.. 
steep scree.s or in earth*-decked ledges in the cliffs. Puffins 
were caught in two; ways, drltiur and fleyging. pr&jfctur was the 
process of pulling young puffins out of their breeding-koles by 
hand or hook, a task that, used to., begin in mid-Hay and lasted- a 
fortnight;. Sometimes eggs were, gathered also. Fleyging, was 
catching birds on. the wing witbu a triangular net om the end of a; 
pole some three and a half metres long.. To reach, the hunting- 
ground, the fowler, had often to climb, up the cliffs froim a boat,5 
traverse the cliff on ledges from, one end, or descend froim the. 
cliff-top on a stout; rope held by half a dozen, companions. The- 
birds were either, eaten, fresh, or preserved by salting or drying.

The chief, breedimg-grounds of the guillemot and the razorbill 
are on Fugloy,, on the northern cliffs of Vdgar, on Skiivoy and the 
hfmuns,) and im certain parts of Suduroy*. The two birds are in 
Faroe for almost exactly the same, period, arriving about 10>12 
Harch,; and departing in August.

The first important stage im the guillemot season, was rsening? 
the gathering of eggs and sometimes a few birds with themu This 
began about 10 dune, and lasted eight days. Towards the end of 
duly,; the netting, of birds perching on the ledges began,, and 
continued for about a fortnight, a somewhat larger net tham a 
puffim-net being used for this purpose.. Guillemots and their 
eggs were of special importance on Skdvoy.

The razorbill was hunted in much the same way as the guillemot, 
but was less abundant and tended to build on looser cliffs, 
sometimes,; like, the puffin, on scree-slopes. It lays its eggs im 
holes, instead of on the open ledges,, and this made, collection more 
difficult.^

The only other bird, worthy of special mention is the gannet, 
which, breeds only on Mykineshdlmur,, but which was of some 
importance for the economy of Mykines. The gannet arrives about 
25, January, lays im mid-April, and departs early in. Eovember., 
just before laying,; the birds sit and sleep all, night on the cliff 
ledges,; and at this time can be taken by hand. The young ones 
were also, taken by hand early in September. The annual catchi 
was about 200 of eachi for this one small, island.^
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3eal-hunting,. Two species of seal are commonly found in the Faroe 
Islands * the common or harbour seal (phooa vitulina) and the grey, 
or Atlantia seal (haliohoerus grypus). Both were regularly hunted, 
and as with sea-fowl, property in them* pertained to the markatal.

The common seal was either shot, or clubbed when it was lying 
on the flat, rocks* The grey seal, which, breeds in the many 
caverns round the Faroese coast* was hunted in October* when the 
young ones were about three weeks old and at; their best;* Two 
boats would go to the seal-caverns f, one would enter., while the 
other would remain at. the. mouth, while a rope was stretched between 
the two;* so that the boat- entering could be dragged out if it 
beeame waterlogged* The huntsmen,, on their arrival at the 
breading-ground at the end of the cave, would suddenly produce 
linen-and-tallow flares* and dispatch the old seals by clubbing 
them; and cutting their throats* The young ones would afterwards 
become an easy prey.

Sealskin; was used for shoes and bags. The fat was rendered.
AOdown into train?-oil for export-* and the flesh., was'-sometimes eaten?

peat-cutting* Since there is no timber in Faroe other than 
driftwood., peat-cutting was a necessity for the Faroese villager. 
Even those inhabitants of SuQuroy with, access to the thin seams of 
coal that occur there., needed peat for drying out their barley, 
since coal would give too; hot a fire.*

The peat was cut in May with the haki, the long Faroese spade. 
In 1839/, however, the Shetland peat-spade: was introduced., which has 
a side-flange* enabling each peat to be cut with a single stroke 
instead of the two previously needed. The peats were, first spread 
out on the grass; for an initial drying, then stacked for the wind 
to. dry them further. Finally they were stored, often in a long, 
low stone enclcsure called a krdgv.

Whenever possible the peat would be brought, back to the- 
village by boat or on horseback* but when this was not possible,, 
it had to be fetched ini by leypur, i.e. in a square tapering 
statted creel made out of driftwood, carried on the back and 
supported by a head-band.

The unskilful cutting of peat could damage, the outfield 
grazing severely} but correct use of a turbary could help to drain 
off. outfield water and improve the quality of the grass.^



I
liurf, cinquefoil, lichen. Green turf was cut; in the outfield for 
roofing purposes - a Faroese grass roof would need replacement, 
every fifty or sixty years. Cinquefoil root was used in the 
tanning of skins. Lichens used in dyeing were scraped from 
rocks in the outfield. Leave to gather these products was 
normally granted readily, to alt villagers.



Chapter Two Faroese Peasant Farming, im the Nineteenth Century/

1. Rigsombudsmand pa Faeroe me, jrsberetning 1970 (T.drshavn,
197.1), p. 14* and Arsberetning 197.? (Tdrshavifr 1974)# P* &?, 
give the following figures for exports:
Table 5 FAROESE/ EXPORTS , 1969-72 (million kroner)

1969 1970) 1971 197:2
Fish, and fish products 180.3 248*4,- 270.4 306*1
Ships 05.1 3**7 10.0
Woollen goads, 0,.,7 1.2 2.8 2.3Other products 1.0 1*3 1.6 1.5

Total 182.2 231.Q) 27.8*7 322.1
Thus farmi produces are of little importance in the Faroese 
overseas trade, of the present day. Even when domestic 
consumption is included the picture, is changed, only a little.
In. 19,64„ the agricultural share of the Faroese. national 
produet was valued at, 16,.2 million kroner.,, or 4*88$ of the. 
whole. To this may be added a further 0..9& million kroner 
as the value of the produet of two further traditional peasant, 
occupations,, the driving of pilot-whalee„ and the taking of 
sea-birds and their eggs, making the produce of the farms in 
a broader sense 5'* 17$  of the national product. in 1970 this 
was down to, 5*C$. Trap, op. cit.pp.. 85., 101; Rigsombudsmand 
pa Faroerne, jrsberetning 1972 (l<Sr shavn, 197,3)» p. 75*

2.v Regm (1929,), pp. 134-4,0; Svabo, op. cit,., pp. 289-91.
3* Degn (1929)# PR* 1, 141-&I Erlendur Patursson, Fiskiveidi -

Fiskimenn. 185.0-1939 (Tdrshavn, 19^1), pp,. 55-8# £°r ‘t*16 1895-99 
figures. In the latter work the 1841-50 percentages are 
inaccurately summarised, taking tallow into the total of sea 
products.

4* E*. Patursson, op. cit., pp. 9-23, 37-4,5, 8.3. See also
Chapter 12.

5,* M.A., Jacobsen & Christian Matras, Foroysk-Donsk Ordabdk
(T<5rshavn, 1955), p* 8. *

6>. Svabo.» op. cit.,t pp. 331-3*, Landt, op. cit., pp. 167-8; J.A.
Lunddahl in LBK Tillag, pp. 426-33, 438-42, 455; Poul Petersen, 
op. cit., 9-27; M-. Winther-Ltltzen, Landbruget paa Faroerne
‘(T<5rshavn,7 1924), Chapter III.

7 * Svab.o, op. cit., p. 331; Landt., op. pit.,, pp. 167-8.9.; PRO
(Public Record Office): Admiralty 1/694; Daniel Bruun in
LBK Til lag, pp. 6.01-2; . Rasmus C. Effersoe, Landbruget og
Husdyrbruget paa Fare erne.. (Copenhagen, 1886), pp. 13-18.
Christian pldyen, Erindringer fra en Reise til Shetlandsoerne.,
Qrkenoerne. og Skotland i Sommeren 1839. (T<5rshavn. 1966),
p. 183, says, »*There is scarcely a household in the Faroe.
Islands where potatoes are not eaten at least once a day."•

8. Svabo,, op. cit., pp. 331-3; Landt, op. cit;., pp. 16.7-8.;
LBK Tillseg, pp. 60Q-01, plate, XXI; Kampp;, op cit., p. 7/2.



9# Svabo, op. cit. „ pp. 344-5;. Landt, op. ci t ., pp. 1712-5;
ployen, op,, cit., pp. 176-7.J J*H. Sohroten, Samiing af Kongelige 
Anordninger og andre Documentor., Fmroerne vedkommende 
(Copenhagen, 1856) , pp. 4S-7f* Landt explains^hat linother 
principal reason for the unwillingness of the Faroese; to 
ploughs was the primacy of grass, as a orop. Ohe of the main 
purposes of ploughing,* he says,, is to rid the ground of 
grass-roots,., so that the power of the soil is applied solely 
to the newly-sown seed. But the Faroese motive in their 
cultivation was merely to arrest the growth of grass in. the 
cornfield,, and yet. to preserve the. grass-roots for a hay 
crop in subsequent years.

From, at least, the seventeenth century onwards,, there 
have been repeated attempts to introduce the plough, but 
until late in the nineteenth century none was successful.
Only in our own time,, indeed, has the plough, now powered 
by the miniature tractor, begun to make real headway.
Typical of the many trials was the one made on the MiSvdgur 
glebe farim during the ministry of Soren Hi. Hgort. from 1879 
to 1885.* For the whole time he had with. him. his father-in- 
law, who had farmed in Denmark and tried to work the land 
with, Danish implements. After a few years he abandoned, 
ploughing,* because of the slowness of the grass to grow on 
fields that had been ploughed compared with those* that had 
been dug. But the harrow served him well,* and within twelve 
years had been introduced generally through the village.. - 
proof that resistance to the plough was based on more than; 
mere, peasant conservatism. See; Mikkjal Ddn;jalsson d Ryggi, 
Midvinga soga (T<5r shavn, 19.6 9) , pp. 168-9.

10. Kenneth Williamson, The Atlantic Islands (London, 197,0), 
p. 5.5/; Kampp, op. cit., p. 7f2> LBK lillaeg, plate XXI;,
Rasmus Rasmussen, Smr er siSur d landi” (T^rshavn;, 1949)>
pp. 6j—7< ; Botany of the Faroes (Copenhagen, 1901-8), p. 1007 •

11. Svabo, op. cit., pp. 34,2-5; Landt, op. cit., pp. 179-80;,
Daniel B.ruun, Fra de fmroske hygder (Copenhagen,. 1929) * pp*
186-8; Sdmal J/ohansen, A bygd fyrst t t jdgunda old (ydgur, 
1970) t PP* 12-14,1 Rasmus Rasmussen, op, cit., pp. 73-80; 
Johanna Maria Skylv. Hansem, Garni ar got.ur,, Rd. 1 (T<5r shavn, 
1968), pp. 23-6;; jdannes Patursson, Kirkjuboar soga 
(Tdrshavn, 1968), pp. 8.5-93*

12. Daniel Bruun in LBK Till mg, p. 606;, svabo, op., cit., pp.
15,7-8; Landt, op. cit.:., pp. 167-8; ployem, op. cit., pp.
172-3,. I myself heard of the stimulating qualities of 
barley on the grass, crop from; the Rdlsoy villagers on my 
first visit, to the Faroe. Islands in 1956*

13* Svabo, op. cit., pp. 116, 179-80; Landt, op. cit*, pp. 180-82; 
Johansen, op. cit., pp. 128-9;*

14* Kampp, op. cib., p. 73; Winther-Lutzen/, op. cit.., pp. 54-5;
E.A. Bjork, Fmrosk Bygderet. (l<5rshavn, 1956-9)» Yol. II,, p. 28. 
Effersoe, op. cit.., p. 19> estimates 4,080 barrels annually, 
about, 1885, which seems to me too) high - I am unaware, of any 
reason, for a peak about this period.

15* LBK Tillesg, p. 606>; Ployen, op. cit., p. 178.
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Landt, op., cit., pp. 182-7}£it., pp. 353-7;
606-7} Johansen, op. cit., 31-BjLBK Tillag, pp. ___

Rasmussen, op. cit.̂  PP. 55-7, 64-72.
131.

Rasmus

18. Andersen, op. cit-., p, The reference occurs in the
proceedings of a lawsuit arising from, the visit of a smuggler 
to the Faroe Islands in 1686, when potatoes, were amongst the 
goods sold to the wife of the minister of Rorth Streymoy.
Svabo. op. cit., 157-2*
Landt, op, cit., pp. 18-7, 189*

The informant was probably pastor

Add- MSS. 29,718, fs. 1, 7? Bjork, 
16} Effersoe, op. cit.,, p. 19f 

6,1-3.

PRO: Admiral ty 1 / 694,
Schroter.
British Museumi (BM): 
op. cit., Vol. II, p.
Winlher-Ltltssen, op. cit., pp
LBK Tillaeg, p. 6.0,2.
ployens, op. cit.,, pp.*. 183-6..
Svaho, op. cit.., pp. 116, 159} Landt, op. cit. p p .  189, 239,} 
Johm p. West (ed.), The journals of the Stanley Expedition to 
the Faroe Islands and Iceland in 1789, Vol. 1s Introduction 
‘and Diary of""james Wright: (T^r'shavn, 1970), PP.* 49-50.
Svabo, op. cit., pp. 201-35, 54-5j Landt;, op. cit., pp.
194r208>} LBK Tillfflg, pp. 44.2-6, 609.
PROs Admiralty 1/694.
Jakobsen (1961-4), PP.* 9-19} E*A. Boork, R-Svinehold pa 
Fmroerne. i mldre. tid?1!, Frddskaparrit, Vol. 18 (Tdrshavn,
1910), pR. 55-52 t Begn (1934), PR- 70-71.
Svabo, op. cit.,, pp. 29-43, 48-53} Landt, op. cit,., pp,
eoa*i6* lbk. oaiiag, p. 455.

Landt, op. cit.,Svabo, QP* cit.., pp., 134,-41, 147-51, 270}
PP. 24r5» 127,-8.
Svabo, QP* cit., pp.. 116-19, 342,5 356, 4.07-12} Landt, op. cit., 
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chapter three, ^§22zl§22

THE GEOGRAPHICAL BASIS OF COMMUKAL TENURE
Faroese communal land tenure., in the form, in which it was 

found in the nineteenth century (and to a degree still exists 
today), was not, a primitive survival, hut a response to the 
imperatives of Paroe.se geography,; a development over the centuries, 
inevitable if each owner and leaseholder was to secure: a reasonable 
economic; benefit, fromt his estate.

A Paroese outfield contains stretches of land of very diverse, 
quality. Some of the higher reaches will, be suitable only, for 
summer sheep pasture,, and the lower reaches will, be essential for 
the support; of the flocks in winter; and these may be separated 
by cliffs or boulder-covered areas of practically no economic 
value. Paroese village landowners,; had they wished to enclose, 
their respective outfield holdings,, would therefore have had to. 
divide the land into long, narrow strips running from the top of 
the hill down to the shore., to link each portion of high pasture 
with a complementary stretch of low pasture. The cost of erecting 
stone walls of the length and height needed to keep one man's sheep 
from* another's pasture would have been prohibitive, and the burden 
would have fallen hardest on those owning least land.

Furthermore,, because, of the geological structure of the. Faroe 
Islands,; alternate layers of basalt:, and tuff,; it is not uncommon 
to find the higher and lower pastures of an outfield separated by 
small cliffs running all. round the island,, and passable only in a 
limited number of places. Thus on M<5lsoy, the summer pasture, on 
the high round hilltop of Eggiarklettur is separated, from, its 
complementary horseehoe-shaped. stretch of winter, pasture, by a cliff 
that is often no more than twenty or thirty metres of vertical 
height., but whichi is impassable for man or sheep except at perhaps 
three points in seven kilometres* This would mean that, if the 
H<5lsoy owners enclosed their outfield, flocks on their way between 
summer and winter pasture, might, still have to cross land belonging 
to four or five other owners to reach a possible point of ascent, 
or descent;.

This would not have been an end of the matter. Every owner 
would have had to spend, two or three; days every year in the repair
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of walls damaged by animals or high winds. Eurther walls would; 
be nee-ded every time land was divided on inheritance. In short-, 
enclosure would have imposed an impossible economic* burden on the. 
Earoese •villagers. Even the provision and maintenance of a 
common sheep-proof wall, between bour and hagi was often nos small, 
task, for the community*

The pasturage of sheepthough, the most important of the 
Earoese peasant's occupations,, was not. the only economic benefit 
he derived, froim the jpintly-owned outfield:. Enclosure would not 
have hindered the. pasturage, of c.ows or horses, but special 
arrangements would have been needed for. the territorial division 
of fowling or turbary- rights. Even today,, general enclosure, of 
the outfield. would require, drastic legislation, including, large- 
scale expropriation and very strict inheritance laws, before, it 
could be permanently successful. The main tasks of Earoese land 
law have thus been, to ease., the. inevitable, difficulties arising 
from the jpint, management of'.common resources,, and to facilitate, 
partial enclosure of outfield, to enlarge the cultivated, area.

The code, issued by Duke. Bakon Magnus son. in 12 $8 to regulate, 
the joint pasturage of sheap, Seydabrmvid, is the earliest known 
land legislation designed specifically for Earoe.se conditions.
It was destined, to be unusually long-lived. It was. repromulgate.d 
virtually unchanged in 16£%.9t and again with, only a few 
modifications ini 16$8>. Eot until, 186& was there a radical 
revision, of Earoese. land law* and even., then,, many of the provisions 
o£ Seydabrmvid were carried! over into the new legislation* some, 
govern, outfield conduct to this day.

Erona a study of Seydabrmvid emerges a picture of society in a 
state of radical change. The number of landowners had evidently 
multiplied, beyond the point where, simple word-of-mouthi agreements 
could secure justice between man and man. Rich- and poor 
landowners were all., striving to place, as many animals on the joint 
outfield as they could,, without regard, to its capacity. The wild 
and unruly sheep, of some were, causing difficulty for those, whose 
sheap were more tractable* Ealse marking was rife* and there 
were frequent infringements of the unfenced borders between one, 
outfield, and another..
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My interpretation of the disorders referred, to in Seyd a/brae vi:5
is that with an increased population,, the Faroese outfields were
for the first time "being stocked to capacity, Sater farming (see:
page 17) was now a thing of the past, and the malpractices had
appeared which inevitably arise where.: owners of unequal wealth,
place individually-owned animals on a jointly-owned pasture.x
The joint: ownership was., probably principally, at the., earliest
period, in the form: of areas of high: pasture being used, by two or1
more villages - such: an area being known in later times as a
semlngsstykki (one such existed between Kirkjubbur and yelbastadur
until the present, century). The rules were, however, equally

2applicable to joint ownership within, villages.
Clause 1 penalises unlawful entry into another man's pasture 

and the removal of his animals* Despite general attachment, to 
their home ranges,, sheep will, always to a certain extent cross, an 
unfenced boundaryand will, do so the more if one pasture is 
stocked: at a higher density than the other. An owner thus has 
many honest occasions for entering, his neighbour's pasturej tire 
unscrupulous owner will use such an opportunity for removing his 
neighbour's animals, particularly unmarked lambs.

Clause 4 provides a remedy for the malpractice of joint owners 
scouring the outfield with dogs in search of unmarked sheep and 
lambs to add. to their own marked animals. The rule is for two 
witnesses to accompany any owner taking sheep for slaughter.

Clause % contains several provisions* The first regulates 
the procedure when a man's sheep take up firmi residence in another 
man's outfield. The second covers the maintenance of common 
sheapfolds. The third regulates marking procedure in the fold, 
including safeguards for a neighbour's straying ewe:, which must be 
allowed, to keep its lamb. The fourth aims in several ways at 
protecting the owner of tamed sheap from damage by wild or unruly 
sheep belonging to co-owners of the pasture. Finally,, penalties, 
are set for secret, marking or falsification of existing marks.

Clause 6 sets penalties for owners of sheep-biting dogs. It, 
also regulates against over-stocking of the pasture.

XFrom> the law it appears that though joint ownership of flocks was 
not. altogether unknown, individual ownership was decidedly the 
usual practice.
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Clause 10 lays down the procedure to be followed if a man 
deliberately stocks another man's outfield with his own sheep.
Another provision requires permission, to be sought for recovering, 
straying sheep. Finally, the regulation concerning wild sheep is 
extended to protect, the owner of tamed sheep in am adjoining* as 
well as im a jointly-owned outfield. The remaining clauses deal 
with matters other than sheep management.

The only other pre-Reformation land legislation is the so-called
3Htmdabrmvid, the log Letter. This was issued some time int the. 

fif.teenth. century om the authority of the lawman and the Lagting, 
and laid down the precise.; numbers of sheepdogs to be permitted im 
each), village.

The principal provisions of Sey5abraevid were, re-issued, ini a 
Danish translation in 16.57/,̂  subsequent to a re-codification of 
the Norwegian; Law by Christian) IV, in 16.04* which was in use. im 
the Faroe islands when the earliest surviving court record book 
was opened im 161 The differences between the original of
129.8 and the confirmation of 16-57/ are trivial, insofar as they 
refer to the management of joint pasturage. The order of the. 
law is slightly amended} a few of the Old Norse, phrases were, 
slightly misunderstood, and take on. a different shade of meaning 
in. the Danish; and the miscellaneous provisions regarding vagrancy, 
drifting whales, and so on, are omitted.
THE INSTITUTION OF JOINT: FLOCKS

Hitherto, individual ownership of sheep on jointly-owned 
pastures (kenning) had been the prevailing system. The safeguard 
was that no-one was to journey into the joint pastures except in, 
the company of co-owners able to witness, that he had acted lawfully. 
The same rule was often applied to other joint outfield uses.

From 1655,, cases began to appear in the law records of 
difficulties arising through large and small owners attempting to 
operate the kenning system. The first case, om 3 August 16.55, 
arose from; two, co-owners in SySra Gota (a notoriously litigious 
village) overstocking an outfield, against the interests of a 
third. The remedy the court ordained, was for the flocks to be_ 
thrown together., im joint management (known in. Faroese as feli) , 
and the holding of private sheep (hjdseydir) forbidden.^



The same remedy was applied in disputes brought before the 
Lagting in 165,7 by owners in G&sadalur, Hvannasund, Kunoy and 
Funningur;^ and the following year by the owners of ICvfvfk. and 
the other Gota outfields. By 16_5$ the cases were so numerous 
that, the Lagting decided to introduce feli into all. the outfields' 
im the Faroe Islands. Draft rules forbidding kenning were put 
forward by the lagretsmmnd (lay assessors, members of the Lagting) 
frorm the northern Islands,, and approved in turn by the lagretsmeend 
of ea&h of the other sysler. They were afterwards approved by 
the public assembled outside. The- rules were., simple. All sheep 
were to be in, feli, owners or leaseholders contributing labour, 
and taking wool and meat, in proportion to their markatal holdings. 
Each owner was further entitled to keep as. many cows in the 
outfield during summer as he could maintain during winter, fromu the 
hay grown in the gamal Dour. NO-one was to cut hay in. the outfield, 
without the consent, of all., the joint owners. Finally* in 
accordance with ancient usage, no-one was to employ the hiishagi

mmM.m.JLSJU.. . .. 1-1

for the grazing of horses.
This institution of joint flocks on the joint pastures came 

to be enshrined im a fir the r revision, of Seydabrssvid issued by 
Ghristiam ̂  in 16^8. On 15 April 1687- a new Norwegian Law was; 
issued, in. an attempt,, in the new conditions of absolute: monarchy, 
to bring up to date the largely medieval code by which Norway had 
hitherto been governed.,, and to incorporate the mass of new 
legislation that had been issued, during the century. A further 
aim. was to harmonise, more closely the legal systems of Denmark, and 
Norway. The new code came into foree in the Faroe Islands on 
Michaelmas Day, 1688.^

The Norwegian Law of Christian V superseded all previous
enactments, and a confirmation of Seydabrsevid was thus vital.
After two years of deliberation by a commission of Far.oemen sitting,
under the leadership of the lawman and the sorenskriver, a suitable

10text was drafted, which became the Ordinance of 2 April 16-98.
The ancient, regulations were, brought into a better, and more, logic&l 
order* and a few more, provisions added,. These were.; (i) a. clause, 
providing for the necessary supply of rams for each, outfield}, (ii) 
a sharpening of the penalty for failure to keep sheep properly- 
tamedj, (iii.) a prohibition on travellers crossing the outfields
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other than by the ancient, rights of way; (iv) somewhat stricter 
regulations concerning dogs; (v) new regulations to promote- the 
drainage of waterlogged, outfields;, (vi) the prohibition of kenning,

The provisions of the 169.8 Ordinance were not, however., at,
first vigorously enforced. In an inheritance document of the
early eighteenth century, for instance, we. find kenning, sheep
allocated by that name by the sorenskriver to a dead man's heir.
On 19. August, 115,7, Prederik y issued a Rescript in which it is laid
down that, kenning, obviously still, widespread, should be
liquidated according to a stated procedure. The Rescript further
provided that disputes over joint ownership rights were to be
brought first to the local sysselmand,, and appeal made if necessary
to the lawman and landfoged, so that costly law proceedings might 

11be avoided,.
In 1 five men from. Gota applied, to the Lagting for 

permission to hold sheep in kenning once again. This application 
was. forwarded to Copenhagen and eventually rejected,, but the 
accompanying evidence that, on Eysturoy too many horses were, grazing, 
the outfields caused action to be taken on this issue. The.. 
regulations were., enshrined; in a Rescript issued by Christian VII 
on 11 May 1715* This laid down that, the ancient stock figure 
(skipam) for horses was not to be exceeded, except by resolution: of 
the majority of the inhabitants and the sanction, of the sysselmand. 
Any such, amended skipan was to be written down and signed by the 
sysselmand and some of the leading inhabitants of the village, and 
read, out at the district law-sessions (varting), after which it 
would have the force of a law. Any co>owner exceeding his stint 
of this skipan would henceforth have to pay a pasturage charge, 
and the secret maintenance of horses in.the outfield was to be 
penalised by a fine. The villagers might hold their horses in 
feli if they could agree to do so,, but only if the ancient skip an. 
was not exceeded. A scale of payments was laid down for the 
return of horses straying into neighbouring outfields.

The Earoese peasant was thus bound not only by laws issued 
with the authority of the king, but also by Lagting resolutions.
He was also bound by any convention (v.edtmgt) voluntarily and 
unanimously entered into by the owners and leaseholders of his 
syssel.. At a varting held in Sandur on 51 May 16^2, the



inhabitants of Sanday agreed a nine-clause, convention operative 
over the whole island. It was signed by 37 of the principal- 
owners in the markatal, including the priest and the sysselmand. 
Amongst its provisions are regulations for the keeping of sheep
dogs* journeying together to the outfields, to the beaches (in 
search of driftwood and seaweed) and to the fowling-cliffs; it; 
establishes the skipan for sheep, cows and horses* it lays down 
rules for keeping geese,, for maintaining a stock of bulls, and 
dividing hay cut in. the outfield. It provides for an annual 
survey of walls and gates,, and a limitation on infield grazing
during spring and autumn. The following year men were summoned

13before the court, for breach of these regulations.
At, village level, conventions were-normally by word of mouth; 

or if this was unsatisfactory, the joint owners could draw up a 
written contract and have it registered at the varting, i.e. read 
out publicly and entered in a special record book. In the course 
of the nineteenth century, however,, a regular machinery developed 
for the enactment of village conventions.
COURTS AMD OFFICIALS

The Faroe Islands consisted,, then as now, of six sysler* 
Streymoy, Sandoy, Eysturoy, y£gar„ the Northern Islands and Suduroy, 
together constituting one lagmandsdomme (assize district). In the 
sixteenth century, each oourt of first instance (varting) consisted 
of six 1agretsmmnd or 1 agrettesmeend nominated by the landfoged.

Lagting or appeal court consisted of all. thirty-six lagretsmmnd 
under the leadership of the lagmand (lawman) who was appointed by 
the king. Late in the sixteenth, century, the office of 
sorenskriver (literally, sworn clerk) was instituted to assist the 
judicial process,, since the law was becoming somewhat too> difficult 
for amateur jurists to administer. The sorenskriver. now travelled 
to each varting end advised the lagretsmeend on the law, rather, in 
the manner of a magistrates" clerk in England. Before long, he
was effectively the judge of first instance, and in Christian Y's 
Norwegian Law was expressly recognised as such:*

At, the Lagting, the lawman was the judge,, and the sorenskriver. 
was his clerk. When the Lagting was merely confirming a varting, 
judgement, only the six lagret smeend from; the appropriate syssel 
would be present. in more serious cases, twelve lagret smeend
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acted with- the lawman and sorenskriver.-. Only for exceptional 
business, did all. $6. lagretsmsend assemble.

The crown prosecutor at; the varting was the landfoged, but 
in his absence (which was net unusual), the sysselmand substituted* 
At. the Lagting. the landfoged was always crown prosecutor. The 
offices of landfoged. and sorenskriver- were royal appointments, 
while the sysselmsend were the nominees of the landfoged.

By Christian V's Norwegian Law, the number of lagretsmsend was 
increased to 4.8,, but they were now appointed for only a single 
year at a time. Their function became more and more merely 
ceremonial - from; being assessors, they sank to being mere court

14witnesses. The sorenskriver correspondingly gained in. importance.
Besides being chief crown pre.secutor,;. the landfoged was 

provincial treasurer, the syss.elmsend being his agents in revenue 
collection. As payments were made to him; in kind, he had. 
warehouses in T.drshavn for storing the goo;ds before they were 
exported via the monopoly. The public revenue will, be discussed
at length in Chapter Nine. it consisted of land taxes, hearthi
taxes and rents on crown land, together with a share of the tithes. 
The crown leaseholders were not, however, subject to villeinage; as 
was the Banish peasant of that time.. The only forced labour was. 
skyds, the free forwarding of officials on public business, and 
this fell, on all Faroemen alike, not only on crown leaseholders.
THE . REFORMS OF 18-16,

As part of a series of administrative and judicial reforms' 
throughout the Banish realm,, the Lagting was abolished in 1816, 
Appeals in Earoese; lawsuits henceforth went directly fromi the 
varting to the Kojesteret in Copenhagen. For a long time the 
Lag,ting had been a mere; shadow of its ancient self,, and carried 
om little but technical business. The post of lawman was 
abolished,,,, and the stipendiary farm of Steig was sold.^

At the same time,, the Faroe islands gained a further resident 
official,, the amtmand, or provincial governor. An amtmand was. a 
fairly high-ranking official, in direct contact with the 
administrative colleges of Copenhagen, and through them* with the 
king. Hitherto, the amtmand in charge of the Faroe Islands had 
been resident, in Benmark, and the islands were only a small, part; 
of his responsibility. Buring the war of 1807-14, the functions



of amtmand had been delegated to, the commandant of the fort,
Emiliu.s LcJbnerfJ and landfoged Wenzel Hammershaimb jointly* In
1&,16, Ldbner was given the provisional appointment of resident

16amtmand, and in 1821 the appointment was made permanent.*
Judicial authority was, by a royal proclamation dated

2  ̂March 18>13, given to the sysaelmand and the amtmand in certain!
highly, local matters* At. first the power of the sysselmand to
act in his own personas politiret (court,of summary justice) and
'tiie amtmand to act as overpolitiret (appeal court of summary
justice) was confined, to the allocation in each village of the
right to build and operate fishing-boats. Iheir jurisdiction;
was, later extended under laws applying to peat-cutting,, pilot-whale
hunting, general outfield management9) and several other local 

17matters.
In the resident amtmand, the Faroe. Islands now possessed a 

proper focus of authority,, such, as the lawman and landfoged, had 
previously been able to supply only imperfectly* As one of his 
minor responsibilities, the amtmand continued, to be commandant of 
the fort, the small militia being under the day-to-day charge of 
a non-commissioned officer.
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POPULATION. HISTORY
Evidence for the size of the Faroese population before the 

first, official count, in 17,69 is scanty* but seems consistent, with
a. population of about, 2,5.00 oust before the Black Death* rather 
under 2,000 afterwards* and subsequently a very slow rise until, 
the beginning of the eighteenth.century. After this the 
population! seems to have risen more quickly* and during the whole 
of the nineteenthi century* population increase, was explosive., Im 
consequenceduring the eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, 
allodial land was becoming, more and more fragmented* the average 
size of holdings becoming • smaller, their outfield portions 
sometimes becoming divided amongst the different, village hagapartar, 
and the infield portions becoming split into tiny strips.

As mentioned on page 19, there were in 1527, 27.0. households^ 
paying Peter's Pence* suggesting a population of about 2,,5,00;. 
promt the 1534 tax records, Arnb.jp rn Mortensem concludes that, by•j160Q;,. the population was 5,180. The troubles of the next, hundred
years probably made population growth during the seventeenth!
century rather slow. The number of land-tax accounts changed

2little between 1564. and 1115', thought the latter figure certainly
3represented, a larger-population than the former. The census 

figures, down to 1901 are as followss
Table 6 POPULATION OF THE FAROE .ISLANDS , 17:69-1901
year Northern,

islands Eysturoy Streymoy Y&gar Sandoy Suciuroy TOTAL.
11(6$ 
18,01 
i a M  18.4.0 
1045

585645;
862
915
955

1,108 
1*214 
1 *648 
1 ,,774 
1,989

1,558 
1 *617 
2,169 
2*252 
2,485

584,
482
64,2
6947.48

455'466
522
517610

685
781

1,055
1,104.
1,156

4,77.5 
5,2 6.5 
6,9,2a 
7,514 
7*181

1850; 
18-5;5 
186.0 
1810 
1880

980 
1,052 
1,054. 1,227: 
1*587

1,9952,061.
2,220
2,4.21
2,7/12

2,502 
2,844 
2,6>70, 
2,897
5,157

7.88
814829
986

1,150

628
7/07
728
794,
870

1,246 
1,587 
1,441
1,667 
1,974

8,157/8,651
8,9.22
9*992
11,220

ia.9,0
1901

1,528. 
1 ,.7/8.6.

5*008
5,485 5,6094,258

1i,506.
1,4.28. 995

1,196
2,511.
5,079

12,955
15*250

Every syssel thus showed a consistent; and high population^
growth throughout, the nineteenth century. it is apparent fromi a



table of population growth by parishes (Appendix n'W) that. the. 
increase was evenly spr.ead, with a steady increase in. the 
population of almost every parish. Temporary declines in certain 
parish populations can often he attributed to some short-termi 
cause such, as the 1846.. measles epidemic.
fffl AGMENTATI ON 0.3? ROLLINGS BEE ORE 18.00;

Inheritance inventories from; 17/01 onwards., Lobner's economic; 
survey of 18.13, and the earliest, land registers (1842 onwards.) all- 
show that, by the beginning, of the nineteenth; century, there was 
already a marked contrast between the consolidated holdings of the 
crown leases and the far-reaching fragmentation of the allodial 
holdings. ETagmen.tation was no new phenomenon.

As early as 1673,* Lucas Lebes was remarking how subdivision 
of private estates through inheritance had proceeded, to the point 
where the crown leaseholders were the prosperous class and the 
private owners the poor.^ In, his submission to the 1672 royal- 
commission,, he proposed- that any person with, less, than two; marks 
of land in his control should move to T<5rshavn, so, that his 
holding could be more, efficiently managed by, those remaining in 
the villages.*^ Svabo,; in 178:2, likewise deplored the.
fragmentation of allodial holdings,, and recommended two.; marks as.

6ca legal minimum;. Taking Midvdgur. as an example, he write;
Midvaag consists of 4,8. marks,, of whichi 15. 1/2 are glebe 
landsj 8 marks-are. crown lands, leased to three) farmers, 
one of whom; has 5* 1/2. and the others 1 1/4 marks each*
Of the remaining 24 1/2 marks of allodial land about 12 
marks are farmed, by tenants and the remaining 12 1/2 marks, 
occupied, by owners. The forementioned crown leaseholder 
iis the largest farmer here (apart, from; the rectory and 
dower farms), and the remaining 27 marks are not only 
unequally and finely, dealt amongst 25,. inhabitants,., but are 
also fragmented,, so- that for example a man who owns or 
rents 3 or 4, gylden of land, may have 5/ skind in. one mark.,; 
half a gylden- in another and so on., One finds here half 
marks whichi are divided, amongst, six: occupiers, of whichi 
some have only 5; to- 10. skind. Again there are other- 
marks,; for example Tostansmork, that with boundary marks; 
are divided into five parts,,, of which 4 gylden belong to 
four men,, six. gylden belong, to three; men,, and the 
remaining 6- gylden to three men*

Notes It is not unusual that when, a man owns several 
gylden of land in another village, and a man in, that owns 
land in the first, one.,, that they exchange,; and each works 
the other's land. The surplus hay that one of them/harvests; 
more than the other, is either paid for or delivered in, kind.
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Commenting on. the position in 1822, amtmand F*F* T.illisch. 
wrotes

Allodial estates,,, both through inheritance and in. all 
other ways in the course of trade:,; are fragmented to an 
almost, unbelievable degree'. It. may now be classed almost: 
as a rarity for a man to own a whole mark of land,, and it. 
is even rarer, for this mark to be found together, in one 
place. The usual thing,; on the other hand,; is for a man 
to own only some few gylden, skind or even parts of skind,; 
or for his estate to lie split and scattered round all the 
districts of the islands in very insignificant parcels.
When one considers that a mark of land (that is to say a 
piece of land from which can be harvested fodder for one or 
two c.ows,; and which, annually yields about. 16 lamb carcasses) 
is here, divided, into 16> gylden,,. and each gylden again, into 
20 skind, it may soon, he appreciated how utterly insignificant 
the possession of a few skind or even several gylden may in 
itself be.

The average allodial holding in 25' inheritances recorded in 
the inventory book for the years 17,01-6. was just over 1 1/2 marks. 
The average, for. 12 inheritances in the years 18.10-11 was just, under 
1 mark. The internal fragmentation of these estates was far.~ 
reaching. In the earlier group half the land was in villages, 
other than the home village* in the latter group the figure rises 
to no less, than 7.0°/>9; though here it is biassed by two rather 
unusual inheritances. The upper limit, of allodial ownership about. 
1700 was represented by the lawman Johan Heinrich Weyhe, who at his 
death, in. 1706.. owned 4,7, marks. Jn 1845, landfoged. Lunddahi was of 
the opinion, that noeone in the islands owned more than about 10 
marks•̂

Hard, evidence for the period before 1701 does not exist, but 
one may derive some notion of what, was considered, a viable holding 
for a Faroese peasant about 16.00 from official policy over crown 
leases,; then, more flexible than later. In 1584.,. the total of 
1145 niks. 2 gl. crown leasehold was distributed as follows2̂
gable 7 SIZE. OF GROWH. LEASES.. 1

District 1 mark, or 
under

Over 1 to 
4 marks

Over 4. to 
8; marks.

Over 8 
marks TOTAL,

H.orthern islands 
Eyaturoy 
Streymoy 
V&gax.
Sandoy
SuSuroy

5;16
17,
912
2a

22,
29
17
146>
a

9
14
12
3
7

4
9
14
32

4.1 64,
6.1 
26. 
28 
4.4

Totals 87 97 52 2a 26:4
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© m s  the average crown lease was 5.1 marks,, and fewer than: a third 
of the leases were of more than 4 marks. But the number of small, 
leases was in part due to the location of the land which the crown 
had acquired at, the Reformation. The crown owned a single mark 
only, iu Dalur (Sandoy) and it necessarily formed, a lease by itself. 
In* fact.,, only 52 25/50- marks were leased out, in. holdings of one 
mark or less.:, 226 41/6.0 marks were in holdings of over 1 and up to 
4 marks„ while 849/ 25/24 marks were in holdings of over 4, marks. 
Attempts were made, from time to time to amalgamate, the smaller 
crown leases, but, the policy was necessarily slow in action,, since 
fromu 1559 crown leaseholders had enjoyed lifetime security of 
tenure,, which, in 16>15- had been made hereditary.

Further evidence of how mucin land a prosperous peasant of the 
early seventeenth century might be expected to farm, may be drawn..1 j0from, the size of the annexed glebes, granted im 16>52. Beurly ai
century before,; when the churchi lands were sequestered to the. crown,
eight farms had been reserved for the resident clergy, one for. each

11minister,^ and an, extra one for the provost. The value of these 
farms would have been thought considerable by later standards., but 
in a petition of 1 July 1651 „ the priests complained, of poverty,; 
and by a royal grant of 8, April. 1652,. they were, each given a second 
farms. We may therefore suppose the pre.f-1652 glebes to be rather 
below the standards of the contemporary well-off. Faroese peasant, 
and the post-1652 glebes to be comparable withi a fairly good 
allodial holding of the time.
Table 8. SIZE. OF FAROESE GLEBE FARMS, 165.2

Pastorate Farms granted, at Reformation Annexed Glebes 
Mks. Gl. Mks. Gl.

Total 
Mks. Gl

northern Islands 12 0 4 o 16 0Eysturoy 24 0 7f 0 51 0South Streymoy 16, 0 9' 12 25;, 12Worth Streymoy 1 8 6; 0 15 aydgar 8. 8, 6 0 14. 8.Sandoy 10 0 5 a 15 aSuduroy 14, 8,+ 8, 4 22 12provost/s farim, Eysturoy 11 8 - 11 8
Totals 104 0 46 a 150 a

+lncludes half a mark presented to the living by the minister 
Anders Henriksen (1588-1608).
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A comparatively; large size for peasant holdings during the
seventeenth', century receives further support from; the records of
the sale of land belonging to the two noble families of Rosenkrands-
and penkestok,, who until the mid-seventeenth century owned about;
27& marks. between 1667 and 168.6 just over 200. marks of this

12land were sold,, mu chi of it to peasant, proprietors. None was; 
sold in lots of less, than half a mark,,. and only' 10 1/a marks in 
lots of under one mark,, and then usually because the. lot was the 
entire holding in the village or hagapartur concerned.. In. 
S.orv&gur.,? 31 marks, were sold im the following lotas

1 of 7 marks5, 3 of 4 marks*, 5. of 2 marksj 2 of 1 mark.
The seven*-mark lot and; one of the four-mark lots were bought, by 
wealthy purchasers,, for investment. The former was leased out in-

Xholdings of 4 and. 3 marksf3 the latter leased out undivided. The
remaining 13. marks were, bought by peasants for their own use.. In
the nineteenth century,, it was practically unheard-of for whole 
marks to be sold in this way.

More direct evidence of the size of allodial holdings may be. 
drawn froim land tax records,, but these figures must be used withi. 
caution.. Individual holdings are not specified,, but by subtracting
the crown leases froim Mortensen's 1584 tables,, average figures, for
eachi syssel emerge as follows:
Table % ALLODIAL HOLDINGS. AND TAX-PAYING OWNERS, 1584

District; fax accounts AliodiuX^ land Ayeragg per taxpayer"""'"’t ..I-... .r t 111. Harics jyi£t3?ics
Northern Islands 24 approx. 218. 9.1Eysturoy 2a 203 1/4 7.3Streymoy 20 148 1/4 7/'. 4.Y&gar 16 153 1/2 9.6
Sandoy 2a 15& 3/4 5.6,Suduroy 40 253 3/4 6>.3

Total 154 approx. 1,133 1/2 7.4
It would,,, however,, be rash to assume from, the above that the average 
allodial peasant was at this period farming between five and tern 
marks. Court records provide abundant evidence of a miserably poor 
landless, class in the seventeenth century,, and the inventory lists 
from, 1701 suggest that there must, have been a class of small owners 
also. put land taxes were paid in. kind,, and had to be carried to 
Ttfrshavn by boat. In these circumstances it would be natural for
XAll at the old rents, presumably to the old tenants.
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the dues of the less, affluent -villagers to be paid in through the
account of one of the richer allodial peasants or a crown 

13leaseholder.. It would perhaps be cautious to suppose the
average tax-paying allodial peasant of this period to have been:
farming something between three, and eight marks.

By the late eighteenth century, official notions of a
reasonable peasant holding had become more modest. The Ordinance
of 21 Hay 177.7 designed to encourage corn-growing in the Faroe
Islands (see pages 24-5) set. a prohibition against marriage between
young folk with less than 1/2 to; 1 mark of land, unless, they had

14some other lawful means of subsistence. And by 1832, as we.
have seen., a single mark had come to be regarded as a somewhat, 
large holding. Fromi all. this evidence one builds up a picture of 
a long-term decrease ini the size of holdings, in line with the 
population increase, this fragmentation becoming rapid by the end 
of the eighteenth century.
NINEfEEHTI-I CENTURY FRAGMENTATION

It, is possible to follow developments in land ownership 
during the nineteenth century more readily, from documentary 
evidence. The conveyance and mortgage, registers begin from.
.184.2,. and it is possible to draw some statistical evidence fromi 
Lobner's economic survey of 1813, though the latter is certainly 
defective.. The changing pattern of land ownership was as follows.

First, there was a continued increase in. the number of 
holdings and a decrease in their average, size. The distribution 
og holdings in N.<5lsoy, Mykines and Trongisv&gur is presented 
graphically in Figs. 1, (a-h), at the end of this chapter. This 
effect is slight or absent in Sunnarahelvt on N<5lsoy and in all. 
the Trongisv&gur outfields from 1843 onwards,, because of the next, 
effect to be noted.

The second change was a striking decrease in the holdings 
belonging to non-villagers in villages where the fishery was 
important.,,, and there, was a strong consequential cash flow.
Lobner's survey of 1813 showeds.no less than 13. marks 12 gylden. of 
the 35, marks of allodial land on NsSlsoy to be in the ownership of 
non-residents. Most of this originated as the patrimony of 
NfrLsoy women marrying out of the island. By 183& this had fallen 
to 11 marks 1& gylden? in 1843 it was 11 marks 2 gylden} in 186$,
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it was 8, marks 15 1/2 gylden^ and lay 1900 it had fallen to a mere 
151 mark; 6, gylden. Figs. 2 (a~g) illustrate the process; in

H,<5lsoy and Trongisv&gur, both places where the fishery early 
became important, and show that Mykines, where the commercial 
fishery was of no importance, exhibits no tendency for non-resident 
ownership to diminish.*

There was also an increase ini holdings in more than one 
common, which 1 shall, term. ucomplex, ownership" • On H;<5lsoy there 
was little, or no. complex, ownership in.. 1816., when the present 
outfield division was instituted. Even in 1843» few owners in 
one hagapartur had a holding on a comparable scale in the other..
But by, 1900, complex ownership was widespread (see: Figs. 5 (a-c)). 
The effect is perceptible, also in Mykines, for which, Fig. 3, (d) 
gives a diagram, for one of the four hagapartar. A satisfactory 
graphical presentation cannot be made for the five outfield 
sections of Trongisvdgur, but the effect is present there also,.

Finally,, there is a progressive, internal fragmentation of
holdings. Jjoen Michel sen £ G.eil, in 1900, owned % gylden 9 skind
in Nordarahelvt and 10 gylden 15. skind ins Sunnarahelvt on U<5lsoy.
HO had acquired the former in seven different parcels and the
latter in eight. Jens Kjel Henriksen,. another zealous land
purchaser., had by that year accumulated 1 mark 0 gylden 6 2/5
skind in Hor5arahelvt in eight parcels and 12 gylden 19 skind in
Sunnarahelvt in four. Practically every large, allodial holding

17im the islands was internally fragmented, in this way. The 
effect is painfully visible in the land registers of villages 
where namedi stretches of infield correspond with holdings in given 
outfields.

These developments all made, the operation of joint tenure- 
more. difficult. The infield was becoming split, into tinier, and 
ever tinier fragments,., uneconomic; to work, impossibly expensive, to 
fence,; and to which the owner of ten had access only across, others' 
plots. Im the outfield, it now became more tedious to allocate 
work,; and more difficult to share, the product. The increased 
number of resident owners presented, a conservation problem on the 
fowlingrcliffs. Many more voices now had to be heard on decisions 
over policy, and unanimity between co-owners became difficult to 
achieve.
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Complex ownership was an inconvenience rather to the 
individual than to the commons as a whole; hut internal 
fragmentation presented problems of a singular kind, especially at, 
the autumn- sheep-slaughter• A man owning a tenth; of an outfield 
which he had acquired in seven different., parcels might well, he 
compelled,, to take his tenth; share in the form; of seven different, 
part-shar.es. Villagers do not usually' create troubles 
gratuitously, hut, a ease, on this pattern arose on h<5lsoy in 1221* 
The owner of a single gylden in Wordarahelvb had since 18.99 taken, 
M s  share with,, the owner of 15 gylden in the same, outfield. The 
latter holding changed hands in 1921* and the new owner bought ai 
further Wordarahelvt gyldem, making up a whole, mark. He now 
instructed his tenant, not to give the one-gylden owner the. 
sixteenth, part of the spring wool from,, the mark in question. The
sysselmand ruled:, however,, that, no such decision could he made;

Xunilaterally, hut only by the. grannastevna or by agreement between 
the parties concerned. In; this case, it was easy to come to an 
amicahle. arrangement.* but the arithmetic, was not always so 
manageable.^

What, fragmentation of land holdings meant, in: practice may be 
best appreciated from, the following description of the division at 
the Midvdgur ram-lamb slaughter, about 1880s1 ̂

The first, division: was into halves or thirds.. During 
the. division the. lambs were, assessed and valued., The 
assessment went, on im this manner.; the lamb was first 
lifted up (a ranL-lamb, by its horns or a gimmer-lamb by its 
cheeki-wool), and then, it was pinched, im the. shoulder* the 
ribs and the side. The valuation was in skinm; 4 skinn. 
was an average lamb, 5; skinn. a big lamb and 6. skinn an 
outstanding one. 2 or 5 skinn were poor lambs,, and anything 
less than 2 skinn would be called, a “caf*. All this picking 
and handling caused unbearable pain to the sheep,, but it was 
not. for real men to take. note, of such, things...., The 
division had to take its course* in the fair and customary 
manner that had; been paseed down fromi ancient times,.

Hut it differed, how protracted, the division was in the. 
various commons. Dalurini was all. glebe land* with a single 
owner* and Eordara Leitid was crown leasehold* all but a 
single allodial mark* Tvor gar dsmork.* so there too the division 
would be quickly made. The crown, half of Hjfpuriri was: 
subdivided only into halves* so there was no great work, over

xS!or an explanation of the gr annas tevna see Chapter Six.
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thatj but it was quite otherwise: with the allodial half, 
which) was parted into very small, fractions after the first, 
division into halves, Pastures Quarter and Gross; Quarter;.
This last name is thought to show that the division did 
not always go smoothly.

The other commons were all. divided into small, fractions, 
withi the exception of the glebe marks in. Tjprndalsegg; and 
Kvfgandalur; but the worst, were the hdshagar, Eggim and 
Heimara Leitid, where the sheep from six marks of common were 
divided,, amongst, 24 marks of ownership rights. Here there 
were many ini the division who owned only a gylden or less;, 
and it might, be that the division would be taking place in 
part-sheep at the finish,, though. at times men would be friendly 
enough/, to let one man have a whole sheep one year while the. 
others waited,, until they- could take a whole sheep another 
year. It was a worse problem^ still, when a man owned, only 
some odd, skind of land,* or even ffractions of skind, e.g..
2 gylden 5 5/12 skind,, when one man might be in credit with 
another for several years,, until the quantities amounted to 
something that could be paid out in wool, meat and tallow.
(I remember seeing something of this sort paid out,; one joint 
of meat, a piece of skin half the size of a wool-carder,, and 
a small lump of tallow.)

The most, remarkable thing was that nothing of all. this., 
complicated, sheep division was written down.. Men kept it in 
their memories from year to year., and it was part of their 
cultural tradition. That things should sometimes, fall, into 
error ( a gylden had been gained or lost, in every single village?) 
when, a reckoning was made from: title deeds is not to be wondered, 
at. In a sheap division men would count their fractions 
together in such, a way as made it most, convenient for tĥ F, sharing, 
without, bothering how their infield land was joined. Since 
conveyances were not always made publicly and entered into the 
official Conveyance and Mortgage Register when land was being 
shared between members of a family,, it is easy to see how 
complications could enter into the country's land o\mership 
situation.
As will be seen fromi the above account,, the smallest, owners,

and the owners of inconvenient, fractions, could not be paid out in
whole sheep,., but had to take their share in meat and tallow. A
sheep was divided,, by traditional Faroese butchery,, into 24 joints
(stykki- av kjpti),, which, were, supposed to be of equal value.
There were recognised ways of dividing a sheep into two,, three or
four parts of precisely equal value,, and since the sheep themselves-
varied,, in quality,, intelligent and experienced men could make quite
complicated apportionments rapidly, justly,, and without recourse to 

20,.paper end pencil.. When a certain inequality became inevitable, 
such, devices could be employed as rotating the {1Ifirst pick”.21



REASONS FOR ALLODIAL FMGMBNTATION
The primary reason* for allodial fragmentation in. the Faroe 

Islands was,, of course, the population increase, acting in 
combination, with inheritance laws by which, the land was divided 
amongst the dead man's children. Subsidiary reasons wares
1. the scrupulous way im whichiland was in practice divided amongst 
heirs y 2. nom-operatiom of the asssdesretteri).} 3» the limited 
opportunities for profitable investment in. nine teenth~ century 
Faroe.
1* The division of a dead, man's land was usually’made with), such, 
scrupulous accuracy as. to further the fragmentation of the 
infield. Even, if a man happened, to leave four equal plots of 
infield to four sons,, eachu plot would normally be divided into

22four,, to take account of any possible inequality in fertility,
2. Norwegian law, from: the 1214 Landslov to 2-63 of Christian.
Y's Norwegian Law of 1681, had given, the eldest son the right, to
retaim undivided the ancestral home and its appertaining lands, by
buying out the other heirs in one way or another. This right,
known as as cedes rotten., never became a factor in Faroese. inheritance
practice,, however. The reason was probably that Faroese. dwellings.
have always been, concentrated into villages.,, not dispersed like, the
isolated farmsteads of eastern Norway, though* in western Norway
somewhat, similar geographical conditions prevailed.,, and the provision

23of the law was likewise ignored..
2U The main factor discouraging the owner of a few gylden or 
skind of land fromi selling out was the lack of any means of 
investing the sum; realised. Until the foundation of the Faroe 
Savings Bank, in 183-2,, the only application for surplus wealth was. 
either to keep it im the form, of coin or valuables,, or to invest 
it im any piece of land that happened to come on the market. Even, 
thought a plot of land* might yield only one per cent, annually in 
rent, this would still be better than keeping the money idle at 
the bottom, of a chest. The universal desire for land also meant 
that one had brighter prospects of building up a holding in one's 
own village by the exchange of plots than by their purchase.2^
Until the repeal of the paragraph, in 184.6,, there was an added 
incentive to the acquisition of land im the ordinance of 21 May



1717(7* whereby half a mark to one mark constituted a licence to 
25,marry*

The long fight, of officialdom! against allodial fragmentation; 
will be treated, at length in.Chapt.er- 8. It dis sufficient to say 
at; present, that the attempts were., almost, completely unsuccessful* 
Only with, the passing, of the first Udskiftning Law of 1926. did 
there seeim any hope of reversing the: trend* Even with the 
changed. e:conomia conditions of the present, day, allodial holdings 
remain, uneconomically fragmented* so that their management; 
resembles gardening rather than farming* This fragmentation, 
and the consequent elaboration of detailed procedures for joint, 
tenure* were in large measure; the result, of the nineteenth-century 
population explosion. Communal tenure the Earoese werealready^ 
accustomed tof but the extent to which it was now proceeding 
threw up a whole range of new problema.
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Fig-. 1*(a)

ALLODIAL HOLDINGS ON NOLSOY, 1816 - APPROXIMATE

WorSarahelvt Sunnarahelvt

4;i

Scale; One Tenth of an Inch = 1 gylden

Sources; Commandant Lobner's economic survey of 1813 (giving
approximate allodial holdings for each family), correlated with
(i) conciliation award of 27 May 1816 by Syd-Stromoe Praestegields
Forligelses-Commission (giving a complete list of landowners,
including non-residents)) and (ii) the 1843 land register, in
which the holdings, of non-resident owners and their heirs may %
be traced. M

■■■•

The accuracy of the above diagram is limited by (i) the probable 
lack of complete reliability of Lobner's survey) (ii) "that the survey ■
may bulk small holdings belonging to junior members of families with
those of heads of households) (iii) the 1843 register does not permit
an exhaustive reconstruction of the 1816 holdings of non-resident owners. 
The allodial land remaining has thus been divided equally amongst the 
non-resident owners whose size of holding is unknown; three Nordarahelvt ;J
holdings of 13 gl• 0 sk. each, and six Sunnarahelvt holdings of 13 gl• M12 sk. each. .94
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ALLODIAL LOLDIl.'GS 04 "OLSOY, 1345 ALD 1900

Pig. 1 <t>)

N o r 3 ax̂ ahe 1 v t, 1843

1 mark Source ; Skjode- og 
Pante-Rcgister for 
Strorno Syssel, 1843-

iTorSarahelvt, 1 900 .1 mark

JJUJJJLXUJJLUJ. ilJJUJLLLi

Scale; One Tenth of an Inch «* 1 gylden



Sunnarahelvt, 1843

2 narks-

Sunnarahelvt, 1900
—  1 nark

-UJLL m i l l l H I I H l

Scale: One Tenth of an Inch « 1 gylden.

Pig, 1.(e)

ISource: Skjode-yj
og Pante-Re gister 
for Strono 
Syssel, 1843.
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^^LJ2^iALmHOL5INGS_ Ok JjYKINES, 1843 AND 1891
fig.- 1 (a)

Lidarhagi, 1843
1- marki.

■U JL U .U ..t I t-ULJ JLJ J JJ_1 JJ_lJ_ 1JJJ I i 1

LicSarhagi, 1891
£ mark

IC^lvadalur, 1843
^ mark

-i_l—t—I—t—  LjlllLUjLLIILLLI.

K^lvadalur, 1891

j j j  i i  i . i 11 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 H  H I

mark

Scale; One Ten.th of an Inch « 1 Gylden

Source; Skjode- og Pan.te-Regis ter for Vaagoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891
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Heimangjdgv, 1845

jLUjjjiiiiaiiiiJiJ

% mark

Heimangjdgv, 1891

J_XJ JJJ_1 J, J_1„LJ JLLJLi-J,„lJJ„L L LJ JLLi J..

Borgardalur, 1845 - 1 mark.

 LJULJ_LJJ_L_LiJLl illll

Borgardalur, 1891
mark-

Scale: One Tenth of an Inch « 1 Gylden

Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Vaagoe Syssel,
1845 & 1891.



ALLODIAL ̂ HQLDIKGS^nj^TRQiiGISV^gURi^l §43_&_1§91

Pig8 1-(f)
L^darhagi, 1845 - 2 marks

—  - 1 mark

2 marks —

Li5arhagi, 1891

-1 mark -

mil

Scale; One tenth of an inch = 1 gj^lden 

Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Suderoe Syssel, 1845 & 1891
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litfsgardhagi, 1843
Fig. 1 -(g)

.LLLLLLJ I I. I I I I I I I I I I  I I I I I I I l l

HilsgarShagi , 1891

u_j-4-XJj_U.J_U_LL.LLt LL.U J J j L L l i l i i

/*:

Riddalshagi, 1S43
L mark---

Riddalshagi, 1891

1 Mark

-wi~x_j.jJl1JJJJJJJJ

Scale* One tenth- of an inch. = 1 gylden 

Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Suderoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891
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f'ig-. i (h)
Hvamhagi, 1843 ^  mark

j_j_x ULJJLLLLJJ ji m i  ill 111 I

Hvamhagi, 1891

U-UJ_lJ-.l- .L J.. I i I I I I ! I I

1 mark
Ranghagi, 1843

juiJLiJLJJJLU-LLtiJ-! .Li.,

Ranghagi, 1891
<• mark x

Scale* One ten.th. of an in.ch « 1 gylden.
Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Suderoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891

Rote to Pigs. 1 s The ownership profiles of Sunnarahelvt, Mdlsoy, 
and all- the Trongisv&gur outfields seem to show little change over 
the half-century. But in fact, the land was passing increasingly 
into the hands of resident owners, as the Figs. 2 will show.
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THE TREED TO VILLAGE OWNERSHIP - LOLSOY, 1843~1900
Fig> Z (a)

— 2 marks

NorSarahelvt, 1843

1 mark

+H-

Villagers ' allodial holdings 
are indicated by lines above 
the x axis, non-villagers' 
holdings by lines below the 
x axis. Scale: One tenth
of an inch = one gylden.
by the end of the century, 
the large holdings by non
villagers had gone, and in 
their place was an increased 
number of medium and small 
holdings belonging to . 
villagers.

Source: Skjode- og Pante-
Regis ter for Strono Syssel, 
1843-1900.

1 mark
UorcSarahelvt, 1 900
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.Pig.,, 2~ (b)

Sunnarahelvt,

m

THE TREND TO VILLAGE 
OWNERSHIP - NOLSOY, 

1843-1900

The range and size of 
the Sunnarahelvt holding’s 
changed surprisingly littl 
in. 57 years, but there was 
an almost complete 
elimination of non-village 
ownership.

1643

1 mark

2 marks

Sunnarahelvt, 1900

1 nark

tit i l i u m
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VILLAGE AND NON™VILLAGE OWNERSHIP, KYKINES, 1843 AND 1891

Pig. 2 fc)
LiSarhagi, 1843

... I  mark

i f t t I l !■■iii iTi n

Lrdarhagi, 1891 ^  mark

mini

K^lvadalur, 1843 I* mark

<  mark

K^lvadalur, 1891

Scale; One Tenth of an Inch = 1 Gylden

Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Vaagoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891 
    ' 8.1 _______________________________________________



Fig.

Heimangj6gv, 1843

-l-TtttH i

mark

He imang j<5gv, 1891

Borgardalur, 1843

1 mark

Borgardalur, 1891 __4f mark

Scale: One Tenth of an Inch = 1 Oylden

Source: Skjode- og Pante-Register for Vaagoe Syssel, 1843 &
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VILLAGE AND NON-VILLAGE OWNERSHIP, TRONGISViGUR, 1843 & 1891

LicSarhagi, 1843

2 marks   f-

1 mark-

-M4

Pig*. 2 (e)

LiSarhagi, 1891

Tke two-mark holding 
passed into the hands 
of an ordavik man..

-1 mark

2 marks

Scale; One tenth of an inch * 1 gylden.
Source: Skjpde- og Pante-Register for Suderoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891
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Pxgv 2' (i*)
Hilsgardhagi, 1843

Riddalshagi, 1843

——f.. i-j-4 4-

- !> mark

r r n j f  ii |

KusgarShagi, 1891

\ mark

Riddalshagi, 1891

1 mark -

Scale: One tenth, of an inch « 1 gylden
Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Suderoe Syssel, 1843 <?
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Hvamhagi,

Hvamhagi,

1843

^ mark

4-U-L rru

1891

k mark

* S I

mark

Ranghagi, 1843

-k mark.

Ranghagi, 1891

Scale; One tenth of an inch = 1 gylden 
Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Suderoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891
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THE TREND TOWARDS COMPLEX'OWNERSHIP - NOLSOY 1843-1900
3?ig* 3 (a)

Nordarahelvt,
1843

Village
owners

1

2 narks

1 nark Non-village
owners

..■=s~n Ji I t

1 mark

This figure shows the Nordarahelvt owners who possess holdings in 
Sunnarahelvt. The lines above the x axis show the individual holdings 
in Noroarahelvt. The lines below the x axis show holdings by these 
owners in Sunnarahelvt. (Scale: One tenth of an inch = one gylden).
By the end of the century, through sale and inheritance, far more of the 
Nolsoy holdings straddled both commons than in 18/13* (See following 
pages.)
Source: Skjode- og Pante-Register for Strono Syssel, 1843-1900.



Fig,. 3 (b)

THE TREND TOWARDS COMPLEX OWNERSHIP - NOLSOY 1843-1900

—  1 mark
Nordarahelvt, 1 900

Non-village 
ownersVillage owners

1 mark —

- — 2 marks -

Lines above the x axis show the individual holdings in 
Nordarahelvt. The lines below the x o,xis show holdings 
by these owners in Sunnarahelvt. (Scale: One tenth of
an inch = one gylden).



THE TREND TOWARDS COMPLEX OWNERSHIP - NOLSOY 1843-1900 pig** 3 (o)

Sunnarahelvt, 1843

1 mark —

Village owners Non-village 
owners

nark

. Sc^le: One tenth of an inch = oneLines below uhe x axis indicate holdin 
Nordarahelvt.

Sunnarahelvt, 1900

Village owners

nark

illhVii
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Pig. ‘5, ;(d)
THE TREND TOWARDS COMPLEX OWNERSHIP ~ MYKINES 1843-1091

Village
owners Non-village owners

rUr n n r

Kdlvadalur, 1843

Village owners

K^lvadalur, 1891

Scale: One tenth, of an inch «=* 1 gylden
Lines above the x axis indicate holdings in. K&Lvadalur. Lines below 
the x. axis indicate the owners' holdings in the other Mykines outfields 
(from right to left in each case; Lrdarhagi, Heimangjdgv, Borgardalur).

Source; Skjode- og Pante-Register for Vaagoe Syssel, 1843 & 1891.
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Chapter Four The Fragmentation of Allodial Holdings
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tffPES OF GO-QPERAIIVE OWNERSHIP
{£wo> principal types of co-operative ownership are possible in.. 

land. In the first, formi,? plots of land are individually:' owned 
and worked,, hut are in such jjuxtaposition that, owners must cross 
one another's land to reach; their own, and cannot, toe individually 
protected, froim the intrusion of animals. In the second, the land 
is jointly held and worked. In the Faroe Islands,, throughout; the 
nineteenth century,, both patterns were found,, the former in the 
infield,, the latter in. the outfield.

Both forms make considerable demands on the forbearance of 
participants,, and difficulties multiply as. increased numbers of 
owners make consultation on common policy, a fair contribution of 
labour and resources to. the common tasks,, and a fair division of 
the product,, more and more difficult. fhe present chapter 
endeavours to describe the type of co-operation the nineteenth- 
century village required,,, and the sources of friction that arose. 
Chapter- 6) will describe the legal enactments that, came to formalise, 
relationships within; Faroese communal land tenure,, and the 
machinery that evolved for settling the increasing volume of 
disputes.
VILLAGE COQPBRA'llIQE

Faroesa villages were, well adapted to.) the difficulties of 
co-operative management of land, since villagers had to co-operate. 
im manning, their fishing-boats,,, and in. addition,; there were a-, 
number; of instances of unpaid reciprocal help, sometimes 
overlapping with charity,; which,, tool the following principal 
forms:

Distribution of surpluses., especially of perishable fresh;, 
foods. When a cow calved,, joints of veal and dishes of beesting- 
cheese would be sent round to neighbours. A good catch, of fish; 
would be shared round the whole village... After the autumn 
slaughter,, farmers' wives would send their poorer neighbours the 
blood and pluck of sheep for making blddmorur, a kind of blacks 
pudding. these were considered tfigood old customs**.^ Sometimes* 
they were institutionalised. Any great whale found by a



Kirkjjiibbur parishioner had once to be shared amongst, all. the
2households in the parish. Begging for food, in case of necessity, 

was not considered shameful. When the fishery was unproductive, 
landless people had few resources other than the generosity of 
their neighbours, who would readily give them meat, milk, soup- 
bones or barley,, and often wool too,,, so that they would not have 
to sit with idle hands during the winter. Even the better-off 
would beg, pilot-whale meat. Several schools were often killed in 
one district and none in another,, and boats arriving from, meatless 
regions were seldom; refused. proverbially„ rich, and poor alike 
could begothree, things without, blushing; gimmers (for restocking 
pastures), wives and whale-meat.

Emergency help was regularly given to those who needed it.
If a boat had to go to 0?<5rshavn for the doctor,, it would be manned 
by a volunteer, crew. In Sandur,, and in. many other places, such a 
crew would be given a banquet, the following Christmas,, and the moral 
obligation to give this might press, hard on the poor man,, but 
certainly no payment for this very arduous task would be expected^
A sick man's land would be looked after by M s  fellLOw-villagers.
In one instance on Mykines in, the mid-nineteenth century a landless 
man lay sick, and unlikely soon to recover. A crown leaseholder, 
provided land,, manure, seed-corn and seed potatoes,, and eight 
other villagers provided, the labour for digging,; manuring and 
sowing. At harv.est-time some of the women treated the barley in 
the kllnfhouse,; and a winter supply, of corn and potatoes was. 
carried ini for the sick man and his family.'*'

Wedding help was given in greater or lesser degree by 
everyone ini the village,, if the celebration was a big one,, and 
open, house was being kept. Sheep would be sold for the feast at 
a low price,, and butter and eggs would be given freely. Cooks., 
helpers and servers would give their assistance freely at a 
celebration that could last three days,, their recompense being a 
banquet, of their own the Sunday after the wedding.

XThe parish then included felbawtaSur and the islands of Hestur 
and Koltur as welt e.s Kirkjubour itself.



House-building help was regularly given to anyone building a
new house or undertaking major repairs to an, old one. On Mykines
it was the custom* for every villager to give a house-builder three
days' unpaid help. From* Hestur it is recorded that refusal to
help a house-builder would be long remembered,, the culprit being
denied. reciprocal help when, he needed it. The eustomi of carrying
stone and laying foundations, unpaid,, for housebuilders persisted

nwell, into the presents century in. Halddrsvfk.. Mutual h«lp with., 
other heavy work, was also, often, found. Two Mikladalur farms 
regularly undertook all heavy tasks jointly fromi 1819 until, late, 
in the 18>90.s.X 8
FRICTION, IN FAROESE COMMUNAL LAND TEMURS

It is convenient to classify the principal occasions of 
possible dispute by location. shore,, infield and outfield were 
all. places of economic, activity of joint interest at one time or 
another, difficulties being greatest, in the outfield,, where the 
range of activity was. largest,, and where, a villager might easily 
be out of sight,, and hence out of the control of his neighbours.

Where the economic activity was jointly undertaken, co-owners> 
had to see. that labour was contributed in proportion to ownership 
rights,, and that, the product was shared according to ownership 
rights. When the activity was individually undertaken,, co-owners 
had to ensure that no-one was getting an unfair share,, and that 
the productivity of the land was not suffering through the sum, of 
the individual efforte. Certain products,, such as peat or 
lichen,, existed in such abundance that the small, owner could be 
allowed as much as the large owner. At the other extreme., 
grazing had, for centuries, been used as far as possible to the. 
limit,, and ownership was atrictly proportioned to land-holding. 
Other products, such as s.eaweeh and sea-fowl, passed from one.

XThough the money economy has today almost completely replaced the 
traditional subsistence economy,, something of the old spirit, of 
lending; a hand remains firmly ingrained in the moral attitudes of 
Faroese villagers*. A man launching his boat does not need to ash 
bystanders to help - they will do so as a matter of course* 
Spontaneous help is forthcoming on the quay when a difficult load,, 
a cow or a tractor,, is being put on or off the post-boat. It is 
rarer these days for relatives or neighbours to be asked to help 
with such tasks as gutting a large catch of fish, but not unknown, 
when the occupation is a subsistence,, not a commercial undertaking.
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category to the other, as the tally of owners increased, and 
surplus gave way to shortage.
Beach, disputes

The principal occasion of beach disputes was the sharing of
drift, seaweed. There was never enough to mee/t the requirements:
of barley cultivation, and cutting more was troublesome and time-
consuming. On U<5lsoy, the problem: was eased by an. arrangement-
giving the two. hagapar.tar exclusive rights to the seaweed on the
best be a chi in alternate years.. It was a common village rule to
require co-owners to go to the beach at. the same time. One of
the earliest recorded Sk&voy grannastevna resolutions, in 1844»
imposed a fine on anyone removing seaweed without first having.
sent word round the village so that all. could come. The following
year,, a villager was appodntedi. to- call out everyone when
worthwhile quantities appeared. In Skdlavfk, it was made illegal
to; remove seaweed from: the beach in the dark, and in 1854, a

9villager was fined for doing so.
The o-ther main beach products were, driftwood and wreck.

Some villages legislated against, cut-throat competition in
beachcombing, by appointing beach, wardens and sharing out the
salvage payments. Drifting logs were often used- as boat.-skids,
or for other communal village purposes-. But with increasingly
intensive forestry in Siberia and America,, large timbers became

10progressively scarcer,, and by 18.710: had become rare.
As the century wore on, and fishing became more important,

such, occasions of dispute arose, as rights over shellfish used as
bait. These matters are dealt with in Chapter.' 11i. In general,
beach problems did not become toe serious for village negotiation.

1 1to; settle,, and they pass unnoticed in the 18.66 legislation.
Infield disputes.

The infield was normally individually worked,, instances of
12j,oint cultivation being highly exceptional. The occasions of 

dispute here were principally winter grazing rights, and the 
protection of growing crops fromi animals.

The principal protection for infield crops against, animals 
grazing the outfield was a stout, dry-stone wall, surrounding the 
cultivated area. A sheep-proof wall, by law came up under a italic
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man's arm, i.e. was about, five feet; high, although many Paroese
13sheep could clear even this. The responsibility for

maintaining walls was shared amongst the markatal, particular
stretches being the responsibility of particular marks of land.

In the late eighteenth* century, however, she&p-proof walling
was almost unknown in Paroe,. and even by the mid-nineteenth, was

14still, the exception rather than, the rule. Intruding sheep had
thus to be driven* out of the infield for the whole period when, the
gates were shut. The probleim became acute when, in early spring
the infield grass., was beginning to shoot up,, and at. harvest-time

1 5when, hay and corn* were, standing ini the fields. The task of 
expelling intruding sheep,, known as akting, was a constant source 
of village wrangling.

Opinion, differed* who.; should do the akting, the owners of the 
intruding sheep or the vulnerable infield. Though infield and 
outfield tenure were linked,, the two groups did not need to be 
identical. On Edlsoy, a simple case,, sheep intruded from: 
llordarahelvt,, but the infield they invaded belonged indifferently 
to.) Kordarahelvt and Sunnarahelvt owners. In MiSvdgur, four of 
the nine hagapartar bordered, on the infield to various extents,

■yrand the progressive intake of tradir was constantly changing the 
position. The dilemma was that if the task was entrusted to the. 
outfield owners,, it might be neglected,; with more serioiis 
consequences to the small, owner,, who relied more on his crops,, than 
to the largp owner.,, whose wealth lay in his sheep. If, however., 
the infield owners undertook the akting, their efforts might, be so 
energetic, that, the sheep would be badly bitten. The drafters of 
the 1 8 Outfield Law were unable, to provide a general rule, but 
merely demanded that a decision should be taken on the subject, 
and in case of disagreement.,, that the matter should be carried to 
the XJdskif tningskomml ssion* ̂

Where the infield had the task, a further difficulty, arose as 
the century wore on. More and more tradarmenm owned or worked 
plots recently enclosed from* the outfield. They benefited, from

^Stretches of cultivated land enclosed from, the outfield and added 
to, the infield, sometimes for the owners,„ sometimes for landless, 
tradarmenm.
+The functions of this tribunal are described in Chapter 7.
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akting, but they had no ownership in the markatal and no vote, at
Xthe grannastevna which drew up the rules by which akting was

organised* This, anomaly was solved by a law about tradir in 1894
which ordained tha,t they should be enclosed by their cultivators

17with sheep-proof. walls.* 11
Akting, with dogs (vardhundar) was the most, efficient, method,

but if there,, were too many dogs in a village,, some might take to
sheep-chasing ini the outfield. Thus the 16.98, law demanded that
vardhundar should be as small as possible.,, and the Faroe.se
preferred dogs that constantly barked, so that sheep were;- expelled

1 ftrather by noise than by chasing or biting*
Payment for akting was sometimes made in wool or meat,

occasionally in cash,; but most commonly in grazing rights. In
return, the aktingarmenn had to meet the compensation claims of

19the infield owners. A typical system: was that devised by the
1844 Hiisavfks. gr annas tevna* Each, of the three; outfields bordering
on the cultivated: land had to protect the immediately underlying.
infield. The actual aktingarmenn received, three sheep from, eachi
ouifield annually,, and had to compensate infield owners for any

20damage, occasioned by their neglect* In fenkeri, where akting
fell, on the infield,, the aktingarmadur was allocated, a small.

21island, capable of grazing two, sheep.
Akting. rules could be quite complicated.* On Hestur, two 

infields needed protection,, the village fields,, and H&lbour, a 
high, south-facing cirque two kilometres from, the houses,, near 
the southern! tip of the island. The three, hagapartar protected 
the village fields a year, each in rotation, in return for the two 
best rams-lambs in the fold at the autumn slaughter. Hmlbour, on
the other hand,, was protected for 18 weeks by each of the 18:

22Hestur. marks in. turn, unpaid.
Akting was discontinued, when sheep-proof wadis became 

universal-. As populations increased, many more small owners 
demanded protection for their hay, corn and potatoes. The 
Sandavdgur walls were made, sheep-proof as early as 18,70, but most, 
villages built high walls during the last fifteen years of the 
century. in H^stuas, they were built in 1886,: and in Midvdgur in

An annual spring meeting of village, landowners. See. Chapter 6.
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the early 1890s, The growth of the deep-sea fishery produced a
summer labour shortage and a winter labour surplus,, and the sheep-
proof fences round the tradir lightened the task* Akting

23persisted well, info the present, century in Kalddrsvfk, but by
then it was everywhere becoming obsolete,, and the 1937s outfield
laws do not mention., the practice,, almost, certainly by that time 

24,extinct., ^
Maintenance of the.infield wall was usually a charge on, the

infield,, each., mark being, allotted a particular stretch to maintain*
But where akting., had been an outfield charge,, the cost of
converting, a cattle-proof to a sheep-proof wall was often thought
to be an outfield responsibility. Ini the event, conversion was
usually undertaken by infield owners prepared to waive their rights;

25in. the face of obvious advantage.
The infield needed: further protection. Unless all the beasts.

were tethered,, a cattle-proof wall was neaded between heimabeiti
and infield,. The geil or drift-way had to be enclosed with
cattle-proof walls,, to prevent cattle driven to or from, the
outfield in spring and autumn, from; eating the growing crops. The
18.44 Dalur grannastevna, to maintain their geil in good condition,

26went so far as to institute a system of inspection, and fines..
protection of the infield froim household creatures was,., by

comparison, a minor matter. Hens and ducks had to be prevented by
their owners from, entering the infield,, and ducks from, polluting
water supplies. Some villages prohibited ducks altogether,,, and
it was not uncommon for limits to be agreed to numbers of either ? vhens or ducks.

Sheap had. the right, to graze over the infield from, 25 October, 
to. 14 May. This was founded partly on ancient prescriptive right, 
itself based on. the surprisingly good growth of grass in the 
infield during the mild Faroese winters, partly on a curious 
misinterpretation of Christian. Y's Norwegian Law, 3-12-17* This 
provided that fences were, to be in good order from. lf,Crossmass. in 
spring,, which, is 3. May,, until St. CalMxtus' Day, 14 October".
These dates were given according to the Julian Calendar.,, superseded 
by the Gregorian, in the Danish kingdom, in 17.00, making the dates
14. May and 25' October. The law does not enjoin the converse., 
that, the land is to be thrown open during the winter months, but
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the Faroesa so interpreted it.
The problems centred chiefly on which? sheep had this right,.

The common Faroese expression was that Mthe overlying outfield has
grazing rights over the underlying infield% but what that meant,
im practice differed froim village to village.. Opinion also
differed whether in. harsh seasons,, the sheep might, be admitted to.
the infield earlier than, 25; October„ or kept there after 14, May.
Finally,, there was a difference of opinion whether a man might.
graze his cattle on his own infield in autumn,, or whether, the

29)grazing was exclusive to the sheep.
Pauses of dispute in. the outfield

The major outfield uses were the year-round pasturage of
sheep and the summer pasturage of cattle. Morses and gfcd.se might.
also be permitted to graze,, and fowling and peat/-cutting could also
be important. Tillage policy had to enable the outfield to; be
used as efficiently as. possible for all these, and certain minor.
purposes,, and also to deal justly between man and man.

The first problem, was stacking. Since there, were seldom/
fences between outfields or between villages, stock levels were of
more than purely, domestic, concern. If an. outfield is understocked,
not only is grass, wasted,, but also sheep fromi an adjacent, correctly
stocked outfield will move in and take up permanent, residence*.
Im an overstocked, outfield the grass sustains long-term damage,
and the sheep tend to., invade neighbouring outfields. Long
experience has,; of course.,; given, the villagers a clear idea, of the
proper, winter stock (skipan) „ and thus how many to take off in
autumn. The final decision on how many to slaughter is not taken
before the flocks are actually folded, but rooim for disagreement,
on. winter stocks is not in any case, large, and I know of no
occasion when winter stock levels have been the subject of
grannastevna resolution or legal action, during the nineteenth,
century. Before the 1866. legislation standardised tupping., practice,
however,, there was a temptation for less scrupulous hagapartar to
put in too; few rams,? relying on free, service fromi the rams of

30their neighbours.
When sheep were, held in. kenning there were, often difficulties, 

in keeping every co-owner to his rightful stint,, and in 
compensating owners whose, rams were taken for tupping* This 
matter is dealt with at greater length, elsewhere.



It- was not so easy fox the village to fix on a cow stock* ox
to decide on the length, of the outfield cattle-grazing season..
■Cows,; being individually owned, presented the same problem as.
sheep in kenning, - the keener owners all competed to graze the
maximum, on the common land. Indeed,,, the problem, could be worse,
since the hdshagi. on. whichi the cattle grazed often lay within, only
one of the milage's many hagapartar. For instance,, on E<5lsoy,
the hdshagi lies in N.ordarahelvt„ but half the cow-owners are
Sunnarahelvt men. 'fhe 16.5,9 Lagting, resolution and the 1&98 law.
had limited eachiman's winter cow holding to the number he could
fodder from, his own. hay crop, so that in summer he would not keep
an unfair number of co.ws in; the outfield to» the damage, of M s
co-owners. Most villages had arrived at, a stock figure, based on
the hay potential of the gamal bour. When portions of outfield
were enclosed for further hay crops,; the cows thereby winter-
foddered were not allowed free summer outfield pasturage.,, and
might not be allowed it at all.. Even when a stock figure had
been fixed.,, however.,, it was sometimes difficult to. apportion it:
between owners - infield marks differed greatly in, productivity.
The question aroese whether an. owner's grazing rights ought, to, be
based on his infield's hay capacity,; or his holding on the 32markatal.

The village, bull, or bulls would normally be kept by the 
largest farmers in the village,, who would have a sufficient: supply 
of hay for its winter, fodder. In return, they would receive a 
payment from, the owner, of every co.w served. In some villages, 
for instance Kollaf jprdur, each co.w-awner had to supply a share of 
the bull/s winter, hay. The chief, source of argument over keeping 
the village bulls was whether, their trouble and expense, should be 
apportioned by cow tally or by markatal. The 18.64 law put the 
decision into the hands of the majority of the markatal.^

Surprisingly few instances of illegal grazing resulted in
prosecution. Between 1838 and 189,CL there, were, only four in Sandoy
syssel, two, relating to single sheep, illicitly held in. kenning, and
the other two.) relating toj illegal grazing of cows in Mshagar.
At, the grannastevnur, the chief pasturage, problems discussed were
those relating to., autumn cow grazing on. the infield,, and the

34employment, of the heimabeiti.
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There were goad reasons for keeping horse, stocks as low as
possible* Horses were used only during spring for taking manure
to, the fields, in summer for fetching home the peat,, and on odd
occasions when, required for skyds duty. At other times they
ranged, freely through, the. whole milage, outfield,, often entering
the territory of neighbouring, milages. Some smaller islands.,
such, as Skiivoy, N.<5lsoy and nearly all the Northern Islands, kept
no, horses at. all. Where they were kept,, the larger owners tried,
to> keep the stock, down,, while the smaller, owners would want, it to
stand high,, enough, for them, to keep one of their own,, or at least 

35a share in one. Excess, horse stocks had already become a
nuisance on Eys.turoy in the late eighteenth, century,, and led to.
the 1715, Rescript, limiting holdings to an agreed and publishedi
figure for each village,, and setting a payment for the return of 

36strays. The size of horse stocks was inquired into annually
when the sysselmand went on his rounds. The. 18.6.6 Outfield Law.
did not forbid,, but it strongly discouraged, the stocking of

37horses above one per. mark. ' Horses were otherwise a nuisance
through their tendency to intrude into the infield,, and many

38-villages had to fix penalties for this.
The problem, of whether to allow geese to be kept was one of

the most intractable for the Faroese village community. Svabo.
mentions how in 178.1-2, many believed geese, to be harmful to both
infield and outfield,, and that Sumba, V&gur, Hvalbour, Fuglafiordur
and other villages had. agreed not to keep them}, that elsewhere a
stock figure was agreed.,, as 1 pair to. 4 marks in Skdvoy, 1 pair to..
1 1/2 marks on Hestur, 1 pair to 1 mark in Sorvagur and sdveral.

39places on Suduroy,. and inmost places 1 pair, to 2 marks.
Lunddahl, in. 184.3, remarks on the frequent disputes in villages:, 
between those who wanted to keep geese and those who did not,, and 
how difficult it was to keep them, from the infield,, as for instance 
in Sandur,, where they could enter by swimming across the lake.^
As with sheep in. kenning, it is difficult for c.o-owners to keep 
control on the size of one another's stocks. In Hvalbour,
between 184,4 and 18*99, goose-keeping was discussed at. 22 out of
56, granmast.evnur; and in Sandur between 184,3 and 1890.,. there, were
also 22 occasions when goosey-keeping was discussed, besides a
prosecution for illegal goose-keeping in 188-2.4** Goose-kee.ping
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problems were ignored in the earliest drafts of the 1866
legislation,, hut the omission was remedied in 1861, and in the
1866 law the extraordinarily stringent, condition appears allowing
goo,se-keaping only after a written contract passed by a

42two*-thirds markatal majority.
Sea-fowling very early came under regulation in certain,

villages. As early as 16.15, it was ruled th&t in Tj.ornuvfk,
43co-owners must go to the cliffs together:. There is a danger

when hunting rights, are owned by too: large a company of partners,
that the very greedy or the very skilful will desolate the grounds,.
During the nineteenth! century arose the added, danger of increasing
and indiscriminate use of firearms. At the beginning of the
nineteenth- century,, the only sea-fowling legislation was for the
protection, of eider-ducks,^^ and a general hunting law was not to,
come until 18,54,* But villagers had already become aware of the
need to protect, their resources. In Sandoy syssel alone,, by that
year, Sandur and Skdlavfk: had fixed limits to the number of puffins
to be netted annually, Dalur had forbidden the taking of puffins by
drdttur, and Skiivoy had worked, out an elaborate plan to give
co-owners fair shares in guillemot- and puffin-netting. 'J
Conventions adopted, in 1852 in Hvalbour and porkeri severely

46>limited, the use of firearms. The difficulty with village 
agreements was the need,f until 18.54.* to secure, unanimity amongst, 
co-owners. At the 1847 B^lsoy grannastevna, Poul Johanneser 
proposed that puffins should not be taker by dr^ttur. Most 
present agreed, but unanimity could not be achieved,; soj no 
convention could be adopted. Fortunately,, it proved possible, to 
secure unanimity for the prohibition in respect of the principal, 
puffin-ground,, urdini. '

The Hunting Law of 3? February 18-54. contained some important 
provisions alleviating the problems of Faroese sea-fowling. All 
Danish subjects were giver the right to shoot, birds at sea,, but 
not \\rithir two. nautical miles of any cliff or scree where sea-fowl 
bred-. Shooting on. land could be prohibited or limited by half 
the owners of an outfield provided they controlled half the 
markatal. Guillemots might be taken at the foot of cliffs by
yPulling puffins from, their bre.eding-h.oles by hand or hook.
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netting from, boats only by the residents of the village, owning the 
cliffs,, not by others. For the cliffs themselves, half the. 
owners controlling half the markatal had the right to make rules 
which, all. must follow. The same law covered the less contentious: 
subject of seal-hunting. All. had the right to shoot, seals at
sea,, but not within, one nautical mile of a breeding-eave, or, of 
course,} within two miles of fowling-cliffs. Half the owners 
controlling half the markatal could make rules for hunting in or 
near, the breading-caves (ldtur) . ̂

Outfield difficulty could also arise over peat-cutting. It
is possible to dig peat with practically no damage to the grass 
around. It is also possible to wreak havoc. Village action- 
over peat-cutting was possible,, but difficult, before the 18.66. 
legislation. Sandur had adopted a convention,, and on 3. February 
1852, the sysselmand and his two assistants,, the kaldsmmnd,

49inspected the turbary and imposed fines on eleven delinquents.
But the right to cut peat was frequently extended to non-owners:, 
which in default of legal sanction, made, the discipline of the 
careless^ no easy matter. On h.tflsoy, for instance, the turbary 
was in Sunnarahelvt, but- the peat-cutters were from, both 
Kordarahelvt and Sunnarahelvt (peat-cutting rights being set 
against h&shagi rights exercised by both hagapartar. in 
EorSarahelvt). In many villages,, for instance Midv&gur, all. 
villagers, whether they owned land or not, had the right to cut 
peat| and sometimes, inhabitants of other villages had turbary 
rights. Thus the inhabitants of Hestur and Koltur cut their peat 
ini the Skopun outfield belonging to Sandur. The rights were 
often granted to non-owners for an agreed number of days' work 
digging drainage ditches in the outfield, or sometimes for a cash 
payment. ̂9

The turbaries might, be mishandled by; (i) not replacing the 
greensward to cover, the place fromi which the peat had been 
removed,, or delaying replacement until the grass-roots had 
suffered damage.} (ii.) failing to drain off water from the 
cutting's, so that the greensward, even when properly replaced, 
would be gradually destroyed! (iii) in extreme, cases,, cutting 
peat so- carelessly as to risk extensive flooding of the outfield 
and widespread destruction of grazing} (iv) leaving earth or
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piec.es of peat, spread about,. instead of throwing them, hack, into 
the digging before replacing the greensward,, tending to destroy 
the grass underneath* (v) leaving, peat, in, more stacks than 
necessary,, needlessly destroying the grass, underneath*, (vi) 
removing ton much, greensward to., deck the peat stacks,, a fault, 
often associated with, the previous one. The 1866* law provided! for. 
inspections of the turbaries by the syss.elmand and the twee
kaldsmmnd, and offenders could be fined and had also to repair.
their neglect promptly under pain of further fines.

One of the most difficult, problems in joint ownership is to
make sure that all. contribute their due share, of labour to the
common tasks. It was not difficult, to raise the required number
to.' drive the she.e.p to. fold for the wool take or at, slaughter time,
when everyone wanted to be sure of his share. It was not usually
difficult,, either.,, for the folds and other outfield walling to be
properly maintained,, since like the infield walling it could be
apportioned. The difficulties, came when, progressive owners.
wanted, to institute improvement schemes,, suchi as digging drainage.
ditches to improve swampy pasture or erecting, roofed sheep-
shelters to replace the rougbu wind-breaks (boul) traditionally
used. The first drafting commission for the 1866 legislation
wanted to give a markatal majority power, to compel the rest to, pay
their share of the cost of roofed, sheep-shelters or extra hay for
the common, flocks in hard winters,, and when the hag,ting, considered
the draft in. 1854 they accepted this paragraph; but it fell, out,
of the 1861 draft, perhaps because, it was thought too* muchi of an
encroachment on the property, rights of the small men. The 18,66.
law gave legal sanction to the traditional right of the shepherd,
elected in* the fold at the autumn round-up, or in a special meeting.
on Michaelmas Day,., to requisition the help of co-owners for the
drives,, and for the tasks of earmarking, o^^tfield drainage,, and
other necessary work,, and to hire, replacement help at the expense 

52of defaulters.

Right of way in. the outfield
The right of way. question, merits special treatment. There 

was a pressing need to restrict access to.. Faroes© outfields.
Faroese sheap are very wild, and even, slight disturbance may drive
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them* from, their pasture, often into another outfield or over a
•village boundary. Thus the 16.9.8 law prohibited entry into others'
outfields,, and even restricted the entry of co-owners to those

53occasions when they set, out, and returned together. x
Naturally,, there were ancient and unassailable rights of wayr

from, village to, village, but outfield owners had always tried to.;
define and limit, these, as far as possible. in, 1745#. 'the lawman.
and the minister of Vdgar had even attempted,, nearly with success.,
to, suppress an undoubted right of way from, Sorvdgur to Slmttanes,
probably because the Yestmanna men had been roistering along it

54after visits to Sorv^gur for smuggled liquor. In Sandoy there;
were three, major rights-of-way disputes between 183.8- and 189.0•
In. 187:5 the owners, of T.raQahagi. (Sandur) summoned a Skdlavfk. man
for outfield trespass,. His defence; was to plead an ancient right
of way between Skilavfk, and Skopun, over Tradahagi. He lost, his
case,, partly because, he could not point out. a precise, line for his
alleged, right of way,; and partly because, the village of Skopun had
been founded only in 1832,X Later the same year,,, the Skopun men
were summoned by the same outfield owners for driving sheep other
than by their right, of way. After eight, hours of evidence and
argument, the two. sides came, to a reconciliation. Finally, in
1871,, the Skarvanes men summoned the Dalur men. for outfield
trespass.. The latter pleaded, an ancient right of way dire-ct from*.
Dalur to Sandur, through; the Skarvan.es outfield. It took six
sessions, held at intervals over nine months,, for the syss.elmand

5 bto hear all. the evidence,, and ini the end the cl aim; was upheld.
There were a number of perfectly honest motives, however,

which could impel a non-owner or co-owner to leave the right of
way and enter the outfield. The principal motive for a man*
entering an outfield in which he had no ownership rights was to
recover sheep that had strayed over the boundary. The 169,8 law
was very strict, about this - one had. to> send word to the owners of

56*the adjacent-outfield and go in their company. It. could be
very galling, however, for a shepherd to., observe, his sheep grassing 
ten yards the wrong side.- of the boundary„ and be unable to step 
across to chase them, back,. The 1866; legislation made a slight 
but important modification to this rule, based on the practice 
that had developed. If the neighbouring shepherd had been
DCThe first family actually settled in 1834.* An ancient right of 
way could not thus be asserted to a mere point on the coast.
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notified and did not turn up, the one who had sent, word might cross.
57the boundary,,, though his dog must be tethered.

The 1698 law had also made no provision for access to the 
outfield for minor economic: purposes.. Villagers had to be allowed. 
into the hdshagi to milk, their cows,, and had to be allowed over the 
boundary if their cows had strayed. The 1866. legislation, 
permitted such, access.,, sensibly adding that stray cows must, be 
brought back into their own outfield for milking. Villagers, had 
also, to be allowed to fetch their horses. Here,, the 18.66 law, 
building on practice that, had grown*up, laid down that the shepherd, 
must be notified, if a man wished, to use his horse; at other times, 
than the regular ones (for manure-spreading, peat-carrying, or 
skyds.) •

Access, to the outfield for cinquefoil roct. used in tanning,
and the lichens and mosses used in, dyeing, had in most places been.
traditionally} accorded to any villager who needed them* for his
household use. Lest this right should lead to abuse, the 18.66
legislation required those concerned to go by daylight and inform,
the shepherd beforehand. Peat had likewise to be fetched, from
the stack, to the home by day,, and along the customary routes..
Outfield owners had to be careful about, persons allegedly going
into the outfield to fetch peat,,, since, it could well serve, as a
cover for dishonest, purposes. On, two occasions,* in 1815 and 1819»
the Sandur shepherds summoned Skopun, men; for breach of access,

59agreements.,, and on both occasions fines were paid. ^
The control of sea-fowlers was a much easier matter, since

the season was limited,, and in* many villages,, fowlers went; out
together. hut outfield access for them,, too*, could come under.
regulation,, as in Lalur in 184,6.,, when the granmastevna required

60fowlers to inform* the shepherds before., setting out for Skorin.
The unscrupulous were often tempted into the outfield for

three, more or le.sa dishonest purposes. One was trivial, the
collection of the eggs of moorland birds,, still widely eaten well
into the nineteenth century, though, more and more villages

61protected theim as time went on. The second was the removal of 
peat from* others' stacks, which might be no more, than an informal 
borrowing, but occasionally broke out into a troublesome epidemic, 
as in Skopun. in 18 b,5-. Grannastevna regulations often laid down
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where peat should be stacked. Jor ins.tance, in Htfsavfk. in 1853,
the rule was laid down that peat for winter use must be stacked 

62near the houses. Jar more troublesome than either, of these
vrasy however, the gathering of loo.se wood.

The wood hangs very loosely on Jaroese. sheep in spring,, and
large pieces,, sometimes whole fleeces, will. fall, off before.- the
spring round-up. It is often very good, wood,, as sheep shed first
from, neck and shoulders. Aik agreed that this wool belonged to
the owners of the outfield in which it was shed. On the other
hand, it was the practice in many villages, such, as Hidvagur, to
leave it for the landless, and the smaller owners to collect.
Obviously, wool-gatherers could not be. allowed into the outfield
before the round-up,, as dishonest ones, would pull wood frorm sheep.
as well as pick up what had. been shed. during June and early

63July, however, many would be im the outfield.
The 18.66 legislation, provided*, that, moorland birds' eggs and

loose wood should, in default of other agreement,, be gathered by
the owners im company. There, is reason to believe, however, that,
the rule was widely, disregarded. Between 1866 and 1890, five
cases of illicit, wool-gathering were brought, before the Sandoyr
sysselmand, and there must have been many more which, the villagers
chose to overlook. ^

Related to the question of right, of way was the vexed
question of dogs. The first regulations for dogs appeared in
Seydabrsavid and Hundabrmvidand the 1698 law permitted "the best,
men?* in. each, village to determine their number. This was a
fruitful source of village disagreement. All- owners would agree-
am the need to restrict, numbers of dogs,, but many men, especially
young men,, would desire their own dog as outward and visible sign
of being entrusted with the flocks. The danger of having
unauthorised dogs im a village,, however.-,, was plainly visible in. a
sheep-biting case in Sandur im 184.0,, when six lambs were killed!
im two., days. Enquiry showed three, suspect dogs im the village,
including the minister's unauthorised house-dog,, and the syss-elmam

65ordered, all. these, to be put, down.
The 18.66 legislation* contained no fewear than eight paragraphs 

relating to dogs. The grannastevna was by markatal majority/ to 
fix the number of authorised dogs for sheep work and other
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purposes. Dogs must be leashed when taken through others"
outfields, except when actually driving flocks. There was
procedure for challenging unauthorised dogs and obtaining
compensation, for damage done by dogs.* Outfield trespass with a
dog incurred a double penalty. Most severe of all.* an owner
was responsible for damage caused by a loaned dog* though not for

66the borrower's trespass, with that, dog.,

Thus there was* in the nine teen the* century village* a 
multiplicity of possible sources of friction arising directly from, 
the communal tenure of land,, and aggravated by the increased 
number of hands into which the land was split. The consequent, 
necessity for co-owners to work together.,, either when engaged in\ 
the common tasks, or sharing the joint product, led* as long as 
the rules were working well* to a warmth of fellow-feeling which, 
is constantly remarked upon by those who have left, descriptions of 
the old order. At the same time* the ownership fragmentation 
described in. Chapter 4 made it necessary for the villagers, during 
the course of the nineteenth century, to submit to a minuteness of 
regulation,, both, by village convention and by statute law* almost, 
incredible to the outsider. This was the cost of Faroese inability 
to undertake a general enclosure.
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Chapter Five Co-operation and friction in the
nineteenth-century village
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CH^TER^SIX

Factors external and internal contributed to make the 
nineteenth century the great age- of Faroes© land reform. The. 
principal external impulses, werej (i) general enclosure and land 
law reformi in Denmark,} (ii) constitutional reform; (iii) the 
arrival of intelligent and enlightened Danish officials from. 1825, 
onwards. The principal internal impulse, was Faroese populatiom 
growth and the consequent, allodial fragmentation, opening up a 
range of questions to which only legislation could provide an. 
answer. In particular* it reopened the old question of whether 
sheep might he held in kenning* and if so under what conditions.

heformi was already-under discussion, in 18-52* and was far. fromi 
complete hy the end of the century. One of its important early 
fruits was the development- of the grannastevna fromi about 1836. as_* 
an, instrument for decentralising authority in land tenure matters.. 
The major pieces of legislation were the Hunting Law of 9 February 
1854; the Law of 4. March 1851 to limit allodial fragmentation.} 
the Law, also of 4 March 185.1, for partial enclosure of common 
outfields;,, and the Outfield Law of 25 February 1866, The 
Lagting:, revived ini 185-2 as a consultative assembly, took part in 
the latter stages of the drafting of these laws,, and in 
consolidating legislation in, 18-9/1,

The 18.51, legislation is dealt with in Chapters ! and 8. The 
present chapter, seeks to. document the stages by which day-to>day 
practice under the traditional communal tenure, was regulated by 
legislative action,, and in particular by the development of 
institutions at- village* district* and provincial level, designed 
to handle the specialist problems described in. Chapter %
LAID LAW REFORM Hi. DENMARK.

During the period 1151-1810 the revolutionary changes took 
place in the Danish countryside, of a general enclosure* and the 
emancipation of the peasant from, a feudal and often humiliating 
subjection to the landlords of the great, estates. Land reform-, 
was thus of topical interest, and concern, to the Danish civil, 
servants coming to administer Faroe during the first, half of the 
nineteenth, century, Faroes©, problems were very different fromi
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Danish; ones, but the success of the Danish. reforms was a stimulus 
to endeavour, and to Faroese infield problems„ at least,, Danishi 
experience was applicable.

The first Danishi reforms were directed towards general 
enclosure. Ordinances front 28, December 1J5,8 to 18- July 17 69 gave 
the individual the right to withdraw his share, from, a communal 
holding and enclose, it,, though at- his own expense. An. Ordinance 
of 15 May 1716, went further.,; laying the surveying and fencing costs,
on. the whole joint holding,; instead of upon those who i^ished to
withdraw their shares. Finally came the general enclosure act, 
the Ordinance of 25. April, 178,1, enabling any single owner in a 
joint holding to initiate enclosure, of the whole. Enclosure, now
proceeded, rapidly,, and by 1851 only ifo of the land in Denmark was
still, held in communal tenure.

A Danish enclosure, had the following stages: (i) a survey
established the boundaries, of the estate and the extent of each 
individual holdings,, (ii.) a provisional enclosure plan was drawn 
upj, (iii) the different parts of the estate were given a relative 
valuation,, depending on, the quality of the soil and its capacity 
for improvement! (iv) a final enclosure plan was agreed,., including 
decisions about: (a) roads, paths and other rights of \myj (b) 
fencing,., including costs of fencing maintenancej; (c) access., to 
such necessities as water,; sand,, marl and peat.. The whole work 
was carried out under the surveillance of government inspectors.

Anv Ordinance for the enclosure of forest land,,, occasioned by 
the need to conserve stands of timber against reckless felling by 

 ̂ joint, owners, followed on 27 September 1805.
0.ther rural grievances also received government, attention 

during this period. An Ordinance of 8 June 1787. ended, the much- 
abused power, of landlords to inflict corporal punishment on. their 
leaseholders,, and introduced important reforms in leasehold law.
The settlement law,,, known as Stavnsbaand, introduced originally 
for military reasons,, but of great economic benefit to the bad 
landlord,, was abolished by an Ordinance of 20 June 178&, converting 
the Danish peasant from, serf to freeman. Hoveri, the corvee 
right of landowners,, was subjected to a series of regulations from 
176.9, to 17;9SU defining the extent of corvde rights,; where, necessary 
by the decision of commissioners, finally encouraging their
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commutation to cash, payments. Commutation of tithes to fixed
annual payment was made possible in, 18,10,. Such was the progress.
o.f land reform, in, metropolitan, Denmark,, which cam hardly have
failed to have deeply influenced the legally-trained Danes who

•\came to occupy official positions in, the Faroe Islands.
CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM

The process, by which Danish absolute monarchy gave way to
constitutional monarchy had its greatest, impetus during the. period
1830-4.&* As in many other countries.,, with, the growth, in influence.
of the pre.ss,; a demand arose that, the people's re.pr.eseniatives;
should have at least., an advisory voice, in matters of state.
Denmark, had an additional difficulty in the ambiguous relationship
of the duchie.s of Slesvig. and Eolstein to each, other and to the
Danish: state. The July He volution of 18,50 in France threw the
Danish realm, into a great ferment, particularly the duchies.
November 18/50 saw the publication of trwe. Jens Lornsen's celebrated
pamphlet,. Heber das. Verf assungswefe. in Schleswigholstein, demanding
a free constitution, for a united, state, of Slesvig-Holstein, in no
more than a personal union with Denmark. The Danishi government,
though willing, to move with the times-.,, was opposed to any further
dismemberment of the state (Norway had been lost in 1814).. The
royal proclamation of 28, May 18.21 thus announced the intention of
setting up separate advisory chambers for Slesvig and Holstein.,.
Denmark proper being similarly treated,, with separate chambers for
Jutland and the Danish islands.. When the Ko.skilde. Assembly began
its meetings in O.etober 1QJ3* the Faroe Islands were represented by
a crown nominee-. German: and Danish: national feeling,, however,
proved. to.o> strong for this system, to work for long,; and in 184,8:
Denmark became a bicameral democracy,; in which the Faroe Islands:,
bn inconsiderable and anomalous attachment, were represented, by

2one elected member. |n each house.
parliamentary democracy had two, immediate consequences in; the 

Faroe Islands. One was. that on 1 January 1 &56», free- trade took 
the place, of the old crown monopoly.. The other was that a local 
advisory chamber was set up in 18-52. It took: the time-honoured 
name of the Lagting,, but, was a very different, body froim the appeal 
court abolished in 18,-16). The Lagting had a little direct 
authority over certain, essentially local affairs,; such as church.



estates, poor-law funds and skyds regulations,,, "but its chief power
3was of proposing legislation to the Rigsdag in Copenhagen.

Representative institutions were thus developing im the Faroe 
Islands at, the very time that land law reform, was under discussion; 
and the drafting of the 1866 Outfield Raw was. one of the first, 
problems to come before- the new chamber* Equally important* the 
amtmmnd and other officials coming to, the Faroe Islands from. 1825 
untif well, past the middle of the century were all. able men, all. 
more or less, imbued, with., the spirit of the times.
IPSE m M M D  OF FAROE.,. 1816-62

fhe first resident amtmand of the Faroe islands* Emilius.
Marius Georgius Lobner (1X66-1849) was a man. without legal training* 
who- had originally come as commandant of the Tdr.shavn fort* and had 
managed to establish a foothold in the. civil administration during, 
the difficult war years of 1S0,X~14* Im 1&16> he was ap pain ted 
acting amtmand and in. 18.21 the position was made permanent* though 
during these years he suffered, much. from., ill-health.; and was for 
long periods in Denmark* (Eh.ere are grounds for believing Lobner 
to hav.e been weak* but obstinate and self-opinionated. he. was 
certainly un|>opular amongst the. islanders* and when ill-healthi 
forced his retirement to Denmark in 1825* his Faroese wife and his 
daughter chose to remain, in T<5rshavm.̂ "

His three successors, were all. energptic and popular mem. 
Christian Ludvig Eillisdh (179//MS44) * amtmand fromi 1825 to 1850, 
is best remembered for his work in education* for his foundation, 
of a provincial free, library* and for his reform, of the hospital, 
administration* His brother* Frederik Ferdinand lillisch (180/1- 
89)*? amtmand from 1850 to 185X* worked hard to improve the economic, 
lot of the islanders* encouraging experiments in vegetable 
cultivation and the breeding and foddering of stock.* and bringing 
order, into the whale-drives by his promulgation of the first hunt 
law (see Chapter 11). He continued, the encouragement of 
elementary education in the villages* His most important, 
achievement was perhaps the. foundation in 1852 of a savings bank. 
in fdrshavn* conceived as a link, in a general education policy.^ 

Christian Ployen, (1805r*6X)„ who succeeded the Tillisch 
brothers* had been landfoged. for seven years before becoming,
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amtmand in 1837’. Ployen gained the confidence of the Faroese in 
a way which endeared him. to everyone. hot; only was he perfect 
conversationally in Faroese,. but he also knew a number of the 
traditional ballads which employ an older form of the language.
He was tireless, in- searching for ways of increasing the 
productivity of soil and sea,, and in* 1839 made an important- journey 
to Shetland, Orkney and Scotland for that- purpose. His book, 
describing the journey possiess.es great freshnesa and charm. Like 
the Tillisch brothers, Ployen had taken a law degree at- Copenhagen. 
University,, and there are many signs in his life and writings that 
he had there imbibed the ideals of liberal democracy, always deep

i * . 6in hi s cons gslousne s a.
Ployen's successor, Carl Emil Dahlerup (1813-90), amtmand

from 1849- t.o 18.6:1, was by contrast, rather stiff,, correct- and
paternal. H*e never married., and perhaps his lack of domestic;
life and the restricted scope of Tdrshavn society induced him. to.
give to official business* an intensity of devotion administratively
excellent, but tending to mar his relations with anyone happening
to. see the public needs differently from himself. Though, able and
conscientious,, and working hard to improve and diversify Faroese;
economic life, his relationship with the new Lagting was disastrous.
In 1E6.0, two-thirds of the members boycotted the chamber.,, and sent
a petition to the Minister of Justice for his removal. Yet
Lahlerup was a fine jurist,, and his notes on the drafts of the 1866-

7outfield legislation command great respect.'
FELI AND KEimiHG.

The* ferment of Danish agricultural and constitutional reform- 
coincided with the developing crisis in Faroese agriculture, one 
symptom* of which was the reopening of the question whether kenning. 
should be readmitted to Faroese outfields, or whether fell should 
be strictly adhered to.

Feli had been introduced, as a cure for a rash of disputes 
between co-owners over stocking problems, first by Lagting, 
resolution in 1659* later by royal Ordinance of 2 April 16*98.
When it was found that the latter was imperfectly obeyed, a 
Rescript of 19- August 17/5-T had enjoined the suppression of all- 
remaining, kenning, laying down rules for throwing sheep into 
common flocks. The Rescript was probably fairly, generally obeyed,
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except where whole “villages were prepared to enter into collusion, 
to maintain kenning, as they probably did on Suduroy, where 
special conditions obtained.

As mentioned on page 54,t in 1773, five substantial owners, 
from, G.6t.a in Eysturoy made, an official application throxxghu the 
Lagting to hold sheep in kenning* The application had to be 
forwarded to Copenhagen,, and was finally rejected in 1775* The 
report, sent by the lawman.,, the sorenskriver. and the landfoged 
explained in considerable detail first,why one man's outfield 
holding could not be fenced off. from, another's, and secondly th;e 
advantages and disadvantages of both systems. Their reasoning 
is of interest.^

The advantage of kenning, is that eaclr knows what is his own. 
and will take a personal interest in his own. sheep. The 
disadvantage is that the skilful, and perhaps the wealthier owner, 
will go constantly into the oxitfield, keeping, his sheep where the: 
grass is best and the dangers are fewest. His flocks thereby 
increase out of proportion to those of his less fortunate neighbour. 
When the latter finds himself unable, to maintain his due share of 
the winter stock, the. skilful owner, gets permission from: his 
neighbours to hold a few extra animals ini the outfield rather than 
leave it undergrazed, promising to remove them, as soon as the 
other's flock recovers. yet this very action makes it less likely 
that the other's flock will, recover, and finally the less, fortunate 
owner may find himself compelled to acquiesce in what amounts to a 
permanent deprivation of his due share of grazing. A secondary 
disadvantage,, this time from, the standpoint., of officialdom;, was 
that the fair tithe was more difficult to collect from, an outfield 
than from, one in feli.

The principal advantage of feli lies in its strict equityf 
each., enjoys his own acoerding to his outfield ownership. Labour 
is saved,; since one man can often do as. much for the sheep as ten 
or twenty co-owners. M.one of the sheep are given, better or worse, 
treatment than is their due? and all., of them enjoy more peace.
The principal disadvantage, of feli is that of all. joint ownership. 
When: no-one has anything he can call his own,, the whole may be 
neglected. j.oint labour is always hard, decisions being sloitf and 
execution half-hearted, though conditions tend to improve with time.
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further disadvantages of fell, applied particularly te>) Suduroy.
Im many Suduroy villages,, and in a few other places, lambs.:-were
often kept indoors for their first, winter and fed on hay. A
joint owner with a hay shortage will tend to under-feed the common.
lambs rather than his owfc cattle. A joint owner with hay im
abundance will, complain, that his colleagues, by their neglect are
laying, the outfield waste. in Suduroy, also,, the sheep were of
a wilder disposition, than elsewhere. They had to. be driven more
often, than, the of hers,, and early in spring some sheep had to be
loaded with a kleppur, i.e., a log, bound round the ne.ck, elsewhere..gused only on sheep with a habit of jumping walls. These tasks 
were less efficiently executed when the sheep were in feli.

Early im the nineteenth century there are a few Ami references, 
unlawful kenning,. In 1811 there was a case in Oyri on Bordoyj in
18,20./ in Sorv^gurj and in 1823,’ im Eidi. Lobner apppars to have
attempted to enforce the law strictly. In 1813 and 1818. he wrote 
to the Suduroy sysselmand ordering. Mini to liquidate any unlawful 
kenning, including rok tingar. seydir. (sheep in kenning granted to a 
shepherd, in payment for his work). In 1822 Lobner. sent a similar

1 Qiorder, to the Eysturoy sysselmand.
As soon as Lobner had gone,? a flood of applications came im 

to the Amt for temporary waivers of the law against kenning, usually 
when the sheep had suffered fromi a greater than usual mortality, 
and temporary kenning would obviate, undergrazing of the outfield.
The Tillischi brothers permitted kenning in the following instances;
Table 110, AMT. PERMISSION. 10 HOLD SHEEP IN KENNING, 18.25-37
year- Outfield. Tillage Duration of 

permission Conditions;'

1825, Sudurhelvt Eunningur &j years 6.Q, sheep
1821 G-.jdgvard Fuglafjordur 6.> years 4 sheep per mark
ia2a Hilshagi Sydragota 4 years. -
•:1833 Erarnmi. £ hagai Elduvfk 6, years -

1834. Hushagi Sydragota:, 3.. years renewal
183.4 Hidshagi Fuglaf jprour 5; years -
1834 HiSshagi Lorvfk. 5> years
1834. M^rarnar. Toftir 2 years -



Year Outfield Tillage Duration of 
permission Conditions

1834. Heimara Lid Hordragota 2 years -
183,4 Yvir & Dal- Eordragota 2 years -
18,36, Heimara, Lfd Eordragota 3 years renewal
18;3& Yvir £ Bal Nor dr. ago ta*. 3 years renewal
18,3,6) Fyri omam Reett G:j..<5gv 4 years -
1836) Dalurim Gj,<5gv 4. years —
18,31 Inmandals hagi Fuglaf jprdur 2 years. -

Ihese outfields are all. on Eysturoy,, and applications were, related
to; an epidemia amongst the sheep* Q?he lillisch brothers refused
any general relaxation of the law on kenning. In 1829; the Suduroy
sysselmand was ordered to enforce the 1157 Rescript,, and in. 1855*
the Sandoy sysselmand got similar instructions* Early? im 1835,,
the Lambi owners were ordered, to liquidate kenning,, and so were
the E<5lsoy owners im the spring of 1837* The following kenning
applications were refused, during the period 1825-31: 1834.: Fyri
innamEid, E.ordragofai; 18*35*: Gjdgvardi in Euglaf jprdur. Ihe flow
of applications led IP .3% Ii Ills ch., on 12 .November. 1834.» to write to
all ministers and sysselmEend, requesting their opinions whether the
prohibition on kenning ought to, be lifted. Various opinions were
advanced,, but nothing further was done during his period of 

11office.
On. 3 October 18.37,; "khe new amtmand, ployen, was sent his 

first application, to hold sheap im kenning. Because of a 
mortality im their stock,, the Eidi owners requested kenning for a
limited period im the southern part of Eordanmanshagi. On 9 
October. 1831, Ployen. rejected the application,, since the proposal 
conflicted,, with the law in a way to \*/hich. he did not see hims.elf 
empowered* to make an, exception. When the Eidi men. renewed their 
application, Ployen.,, in. a letter dated 10 July 1838, informed, the 
Banish Exchequer and asked, whether im suchcases he might grant 
temporary, exemptions from; the 169,8. Law and the 1757 Rescript. The
Exchequer,, on 25 August 18,38.* replied, that (in expectation of 
royal approval) they had no objection to such exemptions being 
granted for three- years at a time, for as many sheep as he thought 
fit, provided there was unanimous agreement amongst, the co-owners
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of the hagapar.tur concerned.
The Exchequer also requested Ployen for a further report on 

whether there were grounds for lifting the general prohibition, on 
kenning. In. his reply of % February 1839 > Ployen expressed his. 
opposition to a general lifting of the prohibition,., but proposedl 
that, a law might be drafted to make it possible for the diligent 
co-ownerr> who wished, to build sheep-shelters or undertake 
cultivation in the interests of the common flocks,., to have some 
sanation against the indifference or lassitude, of his colleagues..
He thus suggested, a commission,, c,onsi sting of amtmand, sorenskriver, 
landfaged, all. the sysselmeend, and one or more of the most skilful, 
farmers in each syssel elected by the general public.. The 
Exchequer corresponded with the Chancellory,, and the latter,, in a 
communication dated. 13 dune 18:4.0instructed the amtmand to give 
the most reliable men in eaoN syssel the opportunity of expressing 
their views on kenning, the encouragement of improvements, in sheep, 
management,, and the amendment of the 16,98. Law, at the vartings; 
and that, thereafter the matter should be discussed by a commission 
consisting of amtmand., landfoged, sorenskriver, provost,, and if 
necessary two local experts. The further history of the kenning 
question became indissolubly merged with*that of the Outfield Law 
of 23 February 1866.*^
THE GRANNASTEYNA

Whilst, these first steps were in progress towards a general
revision of the land law,, the grannas t.evnm (neighbours * mood.) was
developing as an instrument of consultation in each, village.
Though, the grannastevna was. an ancient institution in Norway,, and
N.L* 3-12-11 required its annual holding each* 14, May,, this law
seams to have been ignored in Faroe,, perhaps because, of the small

13size of the villages. The Norwegian grannastevna had the 
function merely of supervising boundary fences. From: about 184.0, 
the Faro es e. grannas tevna developed into a village legislature, 
exercising authority over a very wide range of matters relating 
to communal tenure.

The origini of the Faroese. grannastevna is probably to be found 
im the sys.aelmand/B annual round of the villages to investigate how 
the Rescripts of 17.5,1 and 177.5 were, being kept, and to carry-out
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his d u ty  under, paragraphs 1 and 11 of the Ordinance of 21 May 1777
of enquiring into the state, of barley cultivation and whether any
idle persons needed to ba placed in, service, The term; grannastevn
first appears in 1&3&, and decisions taken at, gr ami as t e vnur were
first minuted in, 1843* i*& accordance with, an. order by Ployen dated
28 July 18.42, References too the gr annas tevna before the latter
date.,; indeed,^ seem. to. be tray an uncertainty as to its nature and
function,; and for several years afterwards, grannastevna business
seems to be raised rather, at the initiative of the sysselmand
than of the villagers*. The following is a summary of the
business undertaken in; the first few recorded meetings in three,

14villages of Sandoy syss.el, 11

Table 11 GRANmS.TETO BnSIHBgS,. BAMDQT S.ISSEL* 1845-S*
PALUR

21 Mar chi 1843 (i) Sysselmand asked whether the horse, skipam was
being exceeded. Villagers replied, that they 
wished to continue the old figure of 12, but to; 
count foals as full-grown horses.
(ii) Syss.elmand asked whether the total of dogs 
exceeded the agreed figure.. Villagers replied 
that the old verbal agreement was for 4.5 but withi 
the division of the outfield,; they wanted 5. for 
one bagapartur and 3 for the. other.
(ifiT Sysselmand asked, whether any sheep were held 
in kenning. The villagers said there were. not.
(iv) Villagers agreed, that, geese should not be 
allowed, to graze the infield winter or summer, but 
should either be loo.se in the outfield or penned, up.
(v) Villagers agreed that when, horses are fetching 
peat* they must not* by night or during free. days,; 
be turned loose, in, areas of the outfield where, 
according to the outfield division contract, no. 
horses., are to graze.

1 April 1844. (i) A piece of pasture within the village (i.e., a
rust aril - see pag,e 31a) must not in future be 
enclosed or built upon except, with the consent, 
of all.
(ii.) Cows must not graze infield before the harvest 
is finished, except, sick, cows and those calving 
after St.. John's Pay, which may graze the owner's 
own infield or the rustari, though fair 
compensation must be paid if they encroach upon 
another owner's infield.
(fff) Geil. waifs must be in order by the time the 
sysselmand arrives to take up the wool tithe,, on 
pain of 8; skilling fine per unsatisfactory fathom; 
paid to the church.

In this sense. gee. the appendix to this chapter for detailed 
discussion, of the origin of the grannastevna.
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(i) Cow-grazing rule of 1844 confirmed.
(ii) G.eil walls found in good condition;,
1844, rule confirmed.
(iii) Decision taken over maintenance 
of a particular seetion of a geil wall.
(i) Fowling regulated- (a) No more than 2,000 
puffins to he netted annually on Skorin# (b) Each; 
owner to net, in proportion to his markatal, and if 
he exceeds it„ has correspondingly reduced 
allowance the next year. (o) No-one allowed- to 
catch, puffins on Skorin, by drdttur. (d) Fowlers, 
going, to Skorin to notify shepherds of outfields 
on their route,, on pain of fine for outfield 
trespass..
(i) Complaint that a crown tenant had so fenced 
his infield that cows had no access to it during 
the period they wexe allowed common infield 
grazing. The tenant, promised to take his share 
(two cows) within, the enclosure.
(ii) Puffim-nebter admits going to Skorin without 
notifying shepherd beforehand - fined 1 Rd.
(i) Revised systenu for wall, maintenance 
introduced,, and new gate to. be built in 
infield wall..
(i) Agreed that new bull., should be chosen. Crown 
tenant agrees, to keep it. on old terms,, one pair 
of long trade, stockings for every two cows served$ 
but. adds that he does not commit, himself always 
to these, terms,, and if there are difficulties 
with, managing the bull, the other inhabitants. 
must help. This condition agreed.

For several years after this,, there wan little, or no business.
HDSA VllC

22 Marchi 1843 (i) Sysselmand asked whether the stock figure, for
horses, was being exceeded. Villagers replied that 
by contract 1 horse was allowed, for 2 marks of 
land,, but 1 horse might be held for 1 1/2 marks on 
payment for the shortfall, as in the 17,15; Rescript, 
and this figure not, exceeded.
(ii) Sysselmand asked whether total of dogs, 
exeeejdedt the., agreed figure#. Villagers replied 
that new agreement was needed, since outfield was 
lately divided, into three# Agreed three dogs 
for each, of two, hagapartar,, end two for the third.

Sysselmand asked whether any sheep were held 
ini kenning. The villagers said there, were not.
(iv) Agreed that every householder in the village 
to, be allowed, to keep one pair of geese,, and the 
larger owners one pair per two, marks of land.
(v) Largest- farmer in village agrees to keep the 
bull,; on. payment of one pair of short trade 
stockings or their value for every two cows served.

26 Mar ch.. 1845

56 March 1846

2% March 184,7

5.0. Mar.cbq 18.4,8.
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2 April 18-44. (i) Agreed that any geese in excess: of allowance
fixed should be sold and money given to the church, 
(ii.) Each of the three outfields to prevent, 
intrusion of sheep over given stretches of 
infield wall,., against payment of 3 sheep per year 
from the outfield^ and in return, watchmen 
obliged to compensate, for any damage caused by 
their neglect.
(iii) Walls to be in order, by. 20 May. Be.tails of 
height, agpeed* Pine of 8 skilling per 
unsatisfactory fathom:.

26, March 184,5 (i) Goose and walling rules declared satisfactory.
(ii.) Wreck to be salved jointly, by all able.bodied. 
men im the village„ and proceeds to, be shared.

30 March 18.46 (i) A stretch of pasture withim the village (a:
rustarf.) to be reserved for cows that calve after 
St. John's lay,,, or for cows about to calve.

Por several years after this there was little or no business..

1a April 1843

71 May 1844

12 Marchi 1045

19/ March 1846/

sicg-vor
(i) Sysselmand reports no horses kept.
(ii) Sysselmand asked whether the total of dogs, 
exceeded the agreed, figure. Villagers replied 
that, the old figure was, two, sheep-dogs and four 
vardhundar.
(iii) SysseImand asked whether any sheep were held 
•*-ni kenning-. The villagers said there were none.
(iv)Villagers agreed not to let cows graze too> 
near the sheep-shelters,; where the grass would be 
needed in winter.
(i) Authorised dog-holders named.
(ii) Agreement entered that any person carrying 
drift seaweed fromi the shore without having 
notified the other villagers to pay fine of
1 skilling per creel.
(iii) Gee.se not to bena!lowed into infield before 
end of harvest*, and owners to pay for any damage, 
they do„ and to remove or killL such gee.se, otherwise 
geese to be sold and proceeds paid to church.
Geese to be driven to outfield when 4: weeks old.
(iv) Anyone leaving a gate open when crops ard 
vulnerable to intruding animals to pay fine of 
1 mark to the church:.
(i) A beach warden appointed to notify villagers 
when drift seaweed, on the beach.
(ii) Height of walls fixed. Walls to be in. order 
by 14; May,, and viewed, by. two, crown tenants, pine 
of 4 skilling for every unsatisfactory fathom.
(i) Seaweed and walling regulations reported to 
be satisfactory.
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25- March. 1847/ (i) All owners of less than 5 marks to have, right
to keep one pair of geese,. others to have one 
pair per 5 marks up to a maximum: of two pairs,
(ii) Six bulls to be held by named villagers.
(iii.) Agreed that no-one to go into outfield 
alone with a dog during spring.

For several years after this there was little or no business..

Before the grannastevna was regulated ini any. way by statute;, 
every decision had to be unanimous. For the first two ^ears, the 
records of the Sandoy villages were signed by all. present,, though 
most- had to sign* by another's hand. Thereafter.., one or two.- of 
the principal owners signed on. everyone's behalf,, and after a few 
years even, this ceased; but the legal position was clear enough.

There are,; indeed,, instances of minorities holding out against 
majority decisions in the earlier grannastevnur. At the 184.8
Skalavfk- grannastevna it. was resolved, that no geese should be kept 
in the village;, but. two., inhabitants who already had geese 
declared they would keep them* until a legal judgement ordered them, 
to give the geese up. This dispute continued, at. the 104$ granna
stevna,, when, four villagers were found to be keeping geese. Two) 
were willing to, give them; up if all. others did;, but the original, 
two remained obstinate,, and the 1853 grannastevna found it. 
necessary to adopt, regulations for geese.^^

In. the 18-51 Dalur grannastevna record,, a dispute is found 
whether cattle,, as well as sheep, had winter grazing rights over, 
a certaim piece of infield. Ho, vote, was taken - the record
explicitly says that since agreement could not be reached,, no.

16decision was taken.
The first breach in the unanimity rule came in the Hunting 

Law of $ February 1854> by which, a vote of half the markatal. 
comprising a numerical majority of the owners and leaseholders - 
and hence by implication, the majority vote in the grannastevna - 
was empowered to regulate hunting. The motive for this law was. 
the growth in the number, of small owners and the danger that 
valuable assets would be destroyed by the incautious use of 
firearms.  ̂̂

The next enactment giving power to a grannas tevna majority, 
and. the first to mention explicitly the grannas tevna's procedure 
and powers,, was. the Law of 4 March 1857» on the partial enclosure
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of joint, outfields. This required any proposal to enclose, part
of an outfield to be discussed first at the grannastevna; the
occupiers of half the marlcatal* or three-quarters of the occupiers
by number,, were entitled to., forward, an application for the matter.

18to go., before the syssel "s lid skif tningskommi s si on.
The. 18.6S. Outfield haw placed a range of responsibilities., on. 

the grannastevna, specifying various majorities* and firmly 
integrating the institution into the land tenux*e system of the 
Faroe Islands. Further, rationalisation took place in 1891.
THE OUTFIELD LAW OF 1866,

Getting, revised, outfield legislation on to the statute book.
proved a very protracted process. First* in accordance withi the
Chanc.ell.ory's instructions of 13 June 1840* the people were invited
to., choose a man from, each; village to. take part, in discussions in
eachi syssel.. This deliberation took place at the 184,2 var.tf ngs.
On the basis of these, discussions* the drafting commission,
consisting of amtmand ployen* landf o,ged Lunddahl* provost. Garde
and sorenskriver.' G.F. lillis.ehi (brother of the two- amtmand) began
work. by the spring of 184,3->, their draft was well, advanced, but,
shepherding1 customi and practice were, so diverse in Faroe, that, two
experienced, farmers from each syssel were summoned to go throughi
what, had already been done. in the summer of 18.43, the provost,
moved to another position in Denmark* and the remaining
commissioners were engaged in constant, journeys on other business.
(it, chanced to. be a record, year for pilot-whale hunting), and
deliberations continued into another winter. The final draft was
sent, to Copenhagen on 22 August 1844*^

The proposed law contained, no fewer than 101 paragraphs. At.
the drafting commission's suggestion, its text, and motivations
were printed, and circuiatedi to every village* where the proposals.
were diligently discussed. Some 40 letters were sent to Ployen.
with, the comments of the inhabitants.

Work on the law was. slow. The printed draft, was despatched.
from, Copenhagen only in the summer of 18.4,5,* and Ployen. had not had
time to consider the inhabitants" comments when he got caught up in

20the politics- of Denmark proper. " on 4 April 184.6 he was nominated 
by the king an Faroe Islands representative in the Roskilde.
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Assembly, and om 12 October 184,8, as a member of the Constituent
Assembly. On, 8, December 184,8, he was appointed amtmand of Holbaek

21in. north Sjjaalland,, and he never returned to the Faroe Islands..
ployen's successor,, Dahlerup,, forwarded the material, together 

with M s  own. comments,, on 16> March, 1855,; to the Ministry of the 
Interior,, now the Copenhagen authority responsible for Faroese 
affairs. Dahlerup had received the material only in the autumn, 
of 18-5,0•> It, was now very considerable in bulk, and the further 
delay was due to Dahlerup's unfamiliarity with the local conditions, 
and to, M s  thoroughness:; and caution as a jurist. Dahlerup'a- 
contributioni was in part editorial,, in part coloured by his view 
that to a certain degree; the draft lav; was adapted to. a way of life 
that was now passing with the abolition of the Monopoly and other 
reforms then in progress;.

Ike newly,-revived. Lagting expressed a wishi to discuss, the 
draft, law,; and considered, it during the summer of 1854* The 
Lagting recommendations involved considerable, amendment of the 
1844 draft;,, partly on technical grounds, partly- to reduce., the 
power of the amtmand in the administration of the law (since many 
members heartily disliked. Dahlerup) .2^

The draft, now had the. misfortune to hit a busy period for the 
Rigsdag, which; was unable to consider it for two sessions. The 
Ministry of Justice (which: had now taken over Faroese affairs-) gave 
preference to two other laws relative to Faroese. land tenure* a;. 
law limiting fragmentation of estates.} and a law for the partial 
enclosure of jointly-owned, outfields, both, of which were, passed on 
4, Marclii 185/1* These, had, a bearing on* certain* paragraphs in the 
1854; Lagting draft. The Ministry therefore sent it back to the 
amtmand for further Lagfing, consideration,.2^

®ie Lagtiirg now had the task of harmonising the draft lav; 
withi the twod laws of 4. March 185*1 r and incorporating their draft 
law on horse storks. This subject had been introduced into the 
18>55 session of the Lagfing by Dahlerup,, who wanted, to replane the 
outdated! Rescript of 1775», which was linked, with the fixed-price. 
philosophy of the Monopoly period. The Lagting, did not- complete 
their work, on the lengthy draft until. 186:1. it came, before the 
18.64,-5; session of the Rigs d a g and was subjected to a final delay
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through! a well-meant attempt of the Danish, legislature to
facilitate speedy amendments of the enactment. Thus it came back
to.’ the Lagting for final editorial amendments in the summer of
18,65,, passed unamended through the Rigs dag, and received, the royal
assent on. 25 February 1866,, over a quarter of a century after the

25first initiative had been taken, towards- the reform. ^
A complete translation of the 1866 outfield Law is given as 

2 6,Appendix °ctt. Its scheme is as follows.:
Table 12 OUTFIELD LAW OF 25 FEBRUARI? 1866
Chapters

1.
Subject

Terrain
paragraphs

1-2
5-4

Topic
Division &. union of 

hagapartar 
Boundaries

2 • Sheep 8,—5t 
10-15 16

Sheep stocks &. tupping. 
Sheep marks 
Import of sheep

5-5* Other livestock. 17-25
24-5.5
56-58;

Cattle
Horses
Geese

6). Maintenance 59-40
41-4.2

Maintenance of walla:, 
peat-cutting

regulations..
8 . Shepherds 45-46

47-4.8.
49-55

Appointment &■ powers 
Shepherds &. neighbour

ing outfields 
Return of stray sheep

8). Right of way 54-58.
59-66

Right of way in
outfields. 

Dog regulations'
% Infield protection 67,-68. Akting

10,-11. Sheep ownership 
systems.

69-7^
73-79

Flocks in feli 
Flocks in kenning

' 12. jlaw enforcement ! 80-94. Procedure in civil. 
& criminal cases.

The Law had taken a long time to get on to the statute book, 
but it was fairly, exhaustive once it was there. Many points of 
detail have been mentioned im Chapter 5. The following are its. 
provisions on certain, main, heads:
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The kenning? issue* The 1866 legislation affirmed feli to be the 
system, of sheep-holding for all. outfields except where a special 
procedure was undertaken to introduce kenning* In feli outfields, 
the sheep followed the land in all conveyances,, and decisions on 
slaughter or winter, stacking policy were taken jointly, on the 
already familiar system,.

Kenning was allowed for whole outfields or for certain, flocks 
within, them,,, when two.-thirds of the shareholders occupying at least 
half the markatal were agreed,, and when the conditions laid down in 
paragraphs 7-3—7i9 were precisely followed* Kenning had to be 
introduced by written, contract, giving the stock, figure for the. 
whole outfield and for each flock within it,, mentioning how much 
was to be in kenning,, and how much to remain; in feli. The flocks 
had to be in the charge of duly-elected shepherds,, and must have 
the outfield mark in. one ear and the owner's mark in the other,, to 
a pattern, approved by the. sysselmand. The tup ping-rams were to 
be selected in the fold each autumn and their owners compensated 
im kind at joint expense* The tithes were to be paid on the 
entire, outfield stock,, on the sysselmand's second annual round, in 
the same way as if the outfields were still in feli. Kenning 
contracts or their termination must be legally proclaimed at the 
first varting held in the syssel concerned. When kenning, 
reverted, to feli,, those with less than the full stock corresponding 
to their markatal holding had to buy themselves in from; those who 
had a surplus,, at, the full value of the sheep,, or in case of a 
disagreement, over price,, at an impartial valuation.
The grannastevna. The most important effect of the 1866, 
legislation was to devolve administrative and judicial power, with 
respect to communal land tenure, at village level on the 
grannastevna, which now receivedi extensive powers to regulate by- 
majority vote.*

The village markatal was given power to regulate maters 
concerning, the whole village* A simple markatal majority of 
votes., cast decided, the number of sheep-dogs and other dogs. (5$ &
66.) | the stock figures for horses (24 %%) j, and questions,
concerning bull maintenance (18). Qn the latter two issues, 
tenants of nop-resident owners had the right to cast votes for
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the land they occupied.* A two-thirds majority vote hy markatal 
was needed for permission, for gee.se to be kept in.. the 'village. 
(36-37)* The gr annas tevna decision on the number of cattle to 
be allowed free- summer grazing in. the hdshagi had to be unanimous, 
but if unanimity could not be reached,, the. matter was to be 
referred to the local U.dskif tningskommi s si on (12)*

The markatal of each, hagapartur was given cert aim powers 
concerning its own territory* A simple markatal majority of votes, 
cast determined, the grazing fee- for cows in excess of the free 
hdshagi stock (21)$, and had the power to restrict co-owners' 
access to the outfield (55)* On two other questions, more tham 
half the markatal had to vote in favour; entry into reciprocal, 
agreements with neighbouring outfields concerning stray horses.
(3.0)i and the alteration of existing outfield walling, including 
folds and sheep-shelters. (39) •*

Paragraph 67 required; a decision, to be taken on akting, 
presumably at the grannas tevna,, though this is not explicit,,, nor 
is any binding majority laid down* Eeither. is any majority laid 
down in paragraph 3 where the grannastevna is required every tenth 
year to name men to view the outfield boundaries.

The Outfield Law. provided, for a Michaelmas meeting, to appoint 
shepherds for the coming year, if there was to be any change and 
too determine their conditions of employment, (44.-45,,). Decisions- on 
autumn slaughter and winter, stocking in feli. outfields were alsoj 
taken at this meeting, (70). In each case,, a simple markatal 
majprity of votes cast. was. needed-.,,- tenants having the voting, right 
for the land they occupied.. if no; Michaelmas meeting was held, 
then the shepherds decided slaughter and winter stocking policy.
Criminal and civil cases. Paragraph 80 of the Outfield Law. laid
down that criminal cases, went before, the sysselmand,, with the right
of appeal to the amtmand,. a summary procedure first, established in
18,13- to determine the right to operate fishing-boats? (see pages. 57 

275-90* Civil cases were to go> first to the syssel's.
Udskiftningskommission. As will be described, in Chapter 7» each 
syssel had an tfdskiftningskommission (enclosures tribunal), 
established by a law. of 4 March 18571 consisting of knowledgeable 
local men, to arbitrate when owners disagreed over a proposed
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28intake of outfield for cultivation. fhis body now became the
court, of first; instance in all. disputes over rights and duties.
within the scope of the 1&66 legislation, and the cheapest possible
procedure was laid down for suchi cases to be heard within the

29village in question.
Curiously enough,; the appeal procedure was not the same as in

the 1857 legislation. Oh am enclosure issue, a co-owner appealed
from, the tribunal to an enclosures appeal tribunal consisting of
the amtmand and two.) men chosen by the lagting. Ah appeal over a
decision covered by the 1864 law went, to the. sorenskriver;, who,
then, requested the amtmand to nominate four men to jjudge the case.
with him. But both, types of appeal tribunal had to conduct their
business, as swiftly as possible in the village in question,, and

50from, their decision there was no .further appeal.
MB. LAWS OP 1891

Consolidating legislation followed in 189-1 • There were two
unsatisfactory features of the state of the law as it was left in
18;66. One was the diversity of appeal procedure, just mentioned.
She other was that though, the grannas tevna now had powers granted
tx» it by laws of 1854,* 1857. and 1866„ nothing in the statute book
laid down its composition, authority, or the manner in which it
was to conduct its business.. Indeed,, the only other legislative
provision- was a ruling from, the Chancellory to, Fsero Amt dated 22
November 1856,. authorising fines for non-attendance at

51grannastevnur v/ithout reasonable cause.
The need to define the authority of the grannas tevna became 

apparent when in 1872 a system of local government was set up for 
Faroese villages,; with the x^i&® task of organising elementary 
education,, poor relief,; roads, and harbour works* In the spring 
of 1875,, certain inhabitants of HiValbour in Su^ur.oy requested that 
a better method of conducting grannastevna business might be found. 
The Lagting. asked for reports froim the sysselmmnd and the new. 
ko.mm.uner.- on, the deficiencies of the grannastevna as then constituted, 
and suggestions for improvement. Their reports were considered 
in 18-77,, and a draft lav; sent back to the sysaelmand for comment.
But a final Lagting draft, prepared in 1878 was rejected as

52deficient both by the amtmand and the Ministry of Justice.



The Ministry revised the draft,, and amtmand pinsen submitted
it to the 188,3 Lagting,. Its main provisions were: (i) a
definition of the cases, that could be handled by the grannas tevna;
(ii.) regulations for lawful summoning of the grannas tevnaf, (iii)
rules for the passing of lawful resolutions; and (iv) penalty
powers for breach, of those resolutions* Many technical
amendments were proposed in. committee and during the [.second and
third readings., and although a draft law emerged at the endr the
Lagting, thought it, prudent to postpone final acceptance to the 

33188.4, session.
Ini the 18.84, Lagting,,. the Grannas tevna Law was passed with only,

a few minor amendments, but the question now arose how a person
feeling himself wronged by a grannastevna resolution should proceed.
The Lagting now saw the need to consolidate procedure for settling
all. land questions,; and a suitable bill, was drafted in the 1885
Lagting based on analogous Danish, legislation of 1&58. Like
their Danish., counterparts,, the new. appeal tribunals were given, the
names Landvmsenskommission and Qverlandvasenskommis si on.
(agricultural tribunal and higher agricultural tribunal).

The 1889 Lagting made contingent amendments to the Granna-
stevna Law, and at. the same time the amtmand tried to give the
small, owners increased voting power there, but the elected members
rejected this,., pointing out that small owners sometimes had a

34vested interest in blocking equitable regulations.
The two bills came to Copenhagen when three other agricultural

bills from, the Faroe Islands were pending. An agricultural.
commission was now suggested,. The 188-1 Lagting rejected this
proposal,; and requested the. earlie&f possible attention to these,
two bills.^ The bills came before the 1888,-9 and 1889~9,0
sessions of the Rigsdag, but perished withi. a dissolution, in
January 1890. Work on them was resumed, the following year in the

3.6new Rigs dag,; and they became, law on 1 April 18,94. '
The Grannastevna Law. The first threes paragraphs defined the 
competence of the grannastevna* Variations in grannastevna 
districts could he made, by the amtmand on the recommendation of the 
sysselmand on the petition of a majority of the householders 
concerned.. The authority of the grannas.tevna covered; (i) all
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aspects of joint ownership and ownership rightsj (ii.) other 
matters of common concern within, the village, insofar as these, 
were not under the authority of the kommune. Resolutions of the 
latter type, however.,, needed Amf approval.

proposals for the grannastevna had to he notified to the 
syssielmand by 1 Eovemher of the previous year. Before 1 January 
they had to be published in the village concerned,; and where the 
crown was concerned, as a landowner,, the landf oged had also to. be 
notified. The date on which, the sysselmand would hold the 
grannastevna had to be notified to those concerned at least the 
night before (paragraphs 4.-&) •

Yoting rights over joint ownership matters rested with the 
markatal; over matters of common village concern with the 
householders. The general voting rule was that a valid decision 
on a joint ownership matter required half the land-holders and half 
the markatal to vote in favour* for matters of common village 
concern, a simple majority was sufficient, provided a third of the 
householders had voted in favour.. If the amtmand approved the 
by-law,, and no objections were received within four weeks,, he would 
name a day on which it should come into force (7-8).

The grannastevna was to be chaired by the sysselmand according 
to standing orders approved by a simple majority of householders,. 
The sysselmand must enter the proceedings in his Politiprotokol,
and at the end of the meeting his record, had to be read out, and
signed by the sysselmand and witnesses. Resolutions were, to be 
entered in. the village grannast.evnaprotolco 1, provided at the
expense of the kommune (9)*

Paragraphs 10. provided that if the sysselmand regarded any 
grannastevna resolution as contrary to law, he must adjourn, the 
matter,, and consult the amtmand. Anyone else challenging the 
validity of a resolution, must bring the matter before the 
Landvmsenskommission for the syssel,, the resolution meanwhile 
standing inactive. Paragraph. 11 provided for a system of 
overseers to ensure, that valid resolutions were carried out, and 
paragraph! 12 laid down fines of up to 25. kroner for breach; of 
resolutions, or for neglect by the overseers to prosecute. By 
paragraph* '15 it was ordered that such cases were to come before.



37the sysselmand as petty criminal cases, with appeal to the Amt,.
The Landvaesenskommissioner Law. Ry this law the Udskiftnings- 
kommissigner and the appeal tribunals of the 185.1 and 1868. laws 
were abolished,., and in* their place, was set up a handvaesenskommi3si.on. 
for each, syssel ti and an Q.verlandvassenskommission for the whole of 
Faroe* Each, of the former was to consist of the sysselmand as 
chairman, and two syssel residents selected by the Lagting* The 
Ov e r 1 and vm sen sk ommi s s i oni was to consist of the sorenskriver as 
chairman, and four members selected by the Lagting. Four deputies 
were selected for each; tribunal,, to cover the possibility of 
regular members, being interested parties or related to such.-* as 
well, as the usual causes of absence. Elections were for a ternu 
of six years (1-2).

A case brought, to the Landvse sen skommi ssi on had to be submitted 
in writing to the sysselmand, and if it was an appeal against, a 
grannas tevna decision, had to be made within, eight, weeks* The 
sysselmand had now to fix a day for the hearing in the village most 
concerned^ and notify the other tribunal members. The plaintiff 
had to. give fourteen, days" notice to the village concerned. If 
the crown's interests were involved,, the sysselmand had to notify 

landf o.ged. (5-4.) *
When the tribunal sat,, it had to. dispatch the business with.

all. due spee.d, first attempting reconciliation,, and if that failed,
hearing evidence and pronouncing judgement. . Any. appeal had to be
made within three months of the decision. The procedure, of bothi
tribunals was to be cheap and informal. The Qy.er 1 andvmsens-
kommission's decision was final, unless one of the parties challenged
its competence in the Hojesteret, in Copenhagen; but the Hdjesteret
was restricted to./ a mere affirmation^ or denial of the competence- of
the tribunal,., and was not permitted to involve itself in the case
as suchi(5-9)* She remaining clauses (10-12) laid down the various

38rules for the small, running costs of these tribunals.
The new tribunals seemed to work well, from the start, and 

neither of the two laws merited much amendment in the opinion of 
the 1911 Report of the Faroese Agricultural Commission. A further
good sign, was that the new Over 1 andvee sen skommi ssion did not find1 1 "..... ..... " ' '   39itself with, a great, deal of business to transact. y
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Appendix. to Chapter. &

THE ORIGINS OF THE FAROESE GRANNASTEVNA
Writers on Faroese land tenure have commonly assumed that the 

grannas tevna is an ancient, institution in Faroe. Thus amtmand 
Finsen, in 1883,,.. wrote that, from, ancient, times,, various matters 
concerning jpint ownership had been decided, by the grannas tevna, 
under the leadership of the sysselmand. Daniel Rruun,. writing, 
in 1904 an(i 1929» was also, of the opinion of the high, antiquity 
of the grannas t e v n a and we find the same opinion, in the work of 
sorenskriver B.onne.vie in 1940 and Poul Petersen, in 1968,. Bjork, 
more cautiously, said ini 195-6 that the silence of earlier writers, 
on the grannastevna was not conclusive evidence that in their days 
it did not exist,.40'

The basis for this opinion is the undoubted existence of the
grannastevna from, early times in mainland Norway. In VII-3.0 of

Landslov. of Magnus Lagabote (1214) stands, a provision that, the
grannastevna should be held on St. Hal Yard's Day (14 May), so that,
neighbours could see, that their fences were ini proper condition.
This measure passed into Chapter XXVIII of Christian IV's Norwegian
Law of 16.04,; and thence into, 3.-12-11 of Christian V's Norwegian
Law of 16.87, which- last, was doubtless why the word appears in

41Sandoens. Vedtmgt (see. pages 54-5)» signed in 169,2. My view is, 
however, that the Faroese grannastevna as we know it in recent, 
times either originated in the early nineteenth century, or at 
least, first- became of significance then. My reasons are.: (i) the
silence of early writers and legislators(ii.) the use,, before 
about 1840, of other machinery, for taking decisions which, were, 
later natural to the grannastevna; (iii) the nature of the 
written references to the grannastevna from, 183,6, until the regular 
records begin in the spring of 1843*

The grannastevna is not mentioned by Tarnovius (1669), Debes 
(1673) or Landt (1800). In Svabo's Indberetninger the word 
appears only in his transcription of Sandoens. Vedtmgt. The word 
is not used in the text of any printed law known to me from before 
18.5,79 noz in. any printed, draft, of a law from; before I8.44. The 
earliest written use of the word known to me,, with certain 
exceptions I shall, refer to later,, dates from. August 1836.42



The two most telling silences of all.,, im my opinion, are those
of Svabo* who does not mention the word in his dictionary,, and that
of landfoged Lunddahl in Mo gift hemaerkninger omi de. fmroslce
1 andhoforhold. The latter work was written; ini 1843, but only
printed (in an. unre.vised formi) in 185/1. Lunddahl often mentions
the joint decisions that have to be taken in a Faroese village,
but never once does the word, grannastevna appear,, and neither is

43there any apparent .reference to the meeting itself.
Of the manuscript sources which fail to mention the 

grannastevna may be instanced amtmand Lobner's Instrux. for 
SysselmEsndene paa leeroerne., dated 1 April 1816,, which* refers to 
such- land tenure legislation as the Forordning af 2. April 1698- om- 
Faar. og Qvmg,, the Reskript af 19/. August 175^ orm Kendings-Sojd. and 
the Reskript af 11. Majb 17?-5> angaaenda Rosse-Brug paa Fmroerne, but 
makes no- reference whatever to the grannas tevna.

The word is,;. indeed,, excessively rare in Faroese contexts 
before 18-36. The first reference known to me is that of Sandoens. 
ledtssgt already referred to.,, where it must assuredly have been 
copied from* the recently-published. Law of Christian V* I know of 
noj evidence, indeed.,, that, meetings were held on Sandoy or 
elsewhere in the Faroe Islands on St. Balvard's Day for the 
inspection of walling. Even if they were, such, meetings were not. 
grannastevnur in, the later sense of the term:.

There are four references in the earliest preserved Faroese 
Panteprotokoi, that of 1l.06>-22. Here we have references to> 
grannastevnur. held in. Sumba on 14; February 1708 and 22 January
110.9., and two references to, a grannastevna in ydgur on 25, January
11091.. The business, mentioned,, however, has nothing to do with
joint, village resources,, and the meetings seem, to have been no. more
than groups of neighbours assembled, to witness, the signing of land
conveyance documents,, in advance of their publication, at the next
Qravflt varting. The use. of the word may here be due to the
sorenskriver. writing the records, Frederich Severinsen Skougaard,
who must., often have attended; grannas te vnur in Danish villages
during his service as ridefoged on Gabel's estates, before, he came

45to., the Faroe Islands..^
In legislation before 1843* we. find it laid down that local 

decisions for the village are to be taken by “de bedste. Mmnds:,!,,
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i.e. the principal resident landholders. Thus in paragraph 8. of 
the Forordning af 2. April 16-98 we read; “ingen flere Hunde skal 
holdis end soim af Syss.elmanden udi det Syssel og de bedste Msend i 
Boigde-Lavet blive samtykte“. In. the first two paragraphs of the 
Reskript af 11. Mai. 1115 we- see. that alterations to.- the horse 
skipan are to be made by the majority of the inhabitants with the 
concurrence of the sysselmand, and a contract must be signed by 
“nogle af de bedste Msend i Bo jgdelage tP. ̂

The machinery for settling the disputes that inevitably arose 
through joint, land ownership was,, until the first three or four 
decades of the nineteenth century had passed, either an appeal ton 
the law,, or action by the sysselmand and amtmand (until 1816 the 
lawman and landfoged). As an, example of the latter may be 
mentioned, a dispute in Gjdgv, Bysturoy* over the maintenance of 
the village bull.. In a decision dated. 23 April 1825* amtmand 
Lobner ruled that a written contract must be entered into by the 
villagers for the maintenance of the bull}, that it must be 
expressly stated what compensation the bull-holder should have; 
and that, the contract., must be signed by all the c.ow-owners and 
sent to the Amf. for approbation. But nowhere in either Lobner's 
latter or the foregoing, documentation is the word grannas tevna 
employed.^

A conspicuous example of a joint tenure decision being taken 
throught legal action is the 1816, reorganisation of the N<5lsoy 
hagapartar. The Forordning af 20. januar. 1191 om. Forligels.es- 
Indretninger. provided that before, going to; law,, parties should 
bring lawsuits before their local conciliation tribunal 
(forligelses-commission) . On 4 March and 2% May 1816,,, the South 
Streymoy conciliation tribunal drew up an* agreed award defining 
the boundary between the hagapartar,, and settling turbary rights, 
for both, outfields in Sunnarahelvt,, and summer cow pasture rights, 
for both outfields in HorSarahelvt. Ho where, in the documentation 
of this case* either, is there any mention of the grannas tevna.

The earliest documents which refer to the grannastevna, apart 
from, the isolated instances referred to above* date from, 18,36; to 
1842. They read very much, like the beginning of an institution, 
not the continuation of one long established.



The first of these occurs in a letter dated 31 January 1836
from. Ployeni, then landfoged, to the Bysturoy sysselmand about
the settlement of Bunningsbotnur• The man wishing to build his
home there had complained that he was uncertain whether the joint
landowners were, prepared to give him. permission or not. ployen
told Weihe to. ascertain this at; the grannastevna. There is,
however, no- evidence in the context; whether Ployen was thinking

49of the grannastevna as. an annual event or not.
The next; reference arises fromi a letter written to the Ami 

by sysselmand J. Zaehariasen of V^gar,, dated 2 Hay 1836, asking 
what, action he could take to compel farmers and smallholders to 
attend what, he calls the UiScedvanlig passerede. Politi-Modef, at 
which, in particular he investigates whether the 1757 and 1715 
Rescripts are. being' followed, The amtmand*s reply on. 16 August 
employs the tenm "gr andes te vne11 of this meeting,, and provisionally 
authorises, the fine of defaulters. The same day the amtmand 
wrote to the Chancellory asking for approval of this ruling,, and 
its use. in future cases. The. Chancellory upheld the decision in 
a letter dated 22 November. 1836, and received in T<5rshavn. on 11. 
April. 1837/* The following day the amtmand informed the 
sorenskriver, landfoged and sys&elmmnd of the Chancellory decision, 
and the regulation was tinglmst in every syss.el before November

A further reference is to be found in the report in March;
184.1 by the Bysturoy sysa.almand, S.J. Weihe, that at the
grannas tevna held on 2 and 3 March. 184.1, he was informed that
certain householders had held dances on holy days„ and had offered
to compound for a fine of 2 Rbdl. each, if proceedings against, them; 

51were terminated.. This is of course, politiret business., and has. 
nothing to do with the. grannastevna in its commonly accepted sense.

On 28, 3?ebruary 184.2, sysselmand S.J. Weihe reported the 
absence of certain householders from, the Toftir grannastevna*
Weihe refers to the meeting as uden smdvanlige grannas te m e  but 
the obligation.on householders to attend seems far from, generally 
understood, and the. absence of the defaulters, it later appeared, 
was du.e to a misunderstanding. There was an Amt reply dated 7 
March,, 1842, a further report by Weihe dated, 23 March. 1842,, and 
finally a rap over the knuckles for the. sysselmand by amtmand
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ployen dated 31‘March. 1842, in which. Weihe is reprimanded, for
having brought the matter up before making a full. investigation,
and commenting that the villagers concerned,; and perhaps those in
other places,, were possibly unaware, of their legal obligation, to..
appear at. the grannastevna. Ihe following year, the first time
the grannastevna is minuted in the Bysturoy politiprotokol, Weihe.
records having lectured the inhabitants on what this meeting meant,

52and what business, might, be there transacted..
Minuting of grannastevna business began in response to a

letter from: sorenskriver I'illisch dated 16 July 184.2,, in which he
complains that, disputes too commonly arise over what has been.
resolved at, the grannas t e v n a and suggests that they should be
minuted in a special booh.. Amtmand ployen., in his reply dated
18 July 184.2,, suggests that, the sysselmsend should use their
poJitiprotokoller for this purpose.,, and on 28. July 184,2 he issues
the necessary orders to the syss.elmmnd. In: consequence,, from
February 18.45».• archive references to the grannastevna become

53regular and frequent.
My conclusion,, in default, of contrary evidence,, is thus that, 

the Faroese grannastevna was not ani ancient institution? but even 
if it was, either under that or another name,, it did not become an 
important institution until about 1840-4,3.
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CHAPTER SEVEN INTAKE AND ALIENATION. QP LAND

ENLARGEMENT. OP THE INEIELD
Portions of the hagi. of Par.oese. villages, have been enclosed

and, brought, into cultivations in. all ages„ though there is every
reasons to believe that, before 180CL the pace of enclosure was slow.
Svabo. gives several instances of eighteenthr~century enclosure,, and
one example of a Midv^gur intake froim before 1100. But he points
out man® more instances where cultivation could easily and
profitably, be undertaken.,, and some where land had actually falleni
out., of cultivation.. The authorities, had already expressed
concern at. the poor land utilisation, ini the Ordinance of 21 Hay
1̂ 7/7, one clausa, of whichi provided that, on their journeys to gather
up. the wool tithe,, sysselmmnd should ena&urage the extension, of the
corn acreage of crown leaseholders,, by reporting the neglectful to
the landfoged for punishment.,, and the enterprising and resourceful

2for po.ss.ible. reward.
Bringing stretches of hagj into cultivation, is even, today a 

most arduous undertaking,; and was more, so with only- the traditional 
tools. A drainage system, had to be devised, stones and boulders. 
cleared,, and a protecting wall, built.. When, the land had. been 
cleared* there, was the problem; of manure supply. It is hardly- 
surprising that the major extension of cultivation had to, wait for 
the population boonu of the nineteenth century.

The degree, to which cultivation was extended cannot be 
calculated precisely,., for lack of reliable statistics. Landt says 
that at the end of the eighteenth century, one-sixtieth.of the area 
of the Faroe Islands, was cultivated, giving 2,543 hectares fromi the 
total of 140,;&G0 computed by the 1899 survey. The mean of the t.wo> 
informed estimates of the cultivated land in 1899 is i,683 hectare.^ 
making an. infield enlargement, during the nineteenth, century of some

X5,7$ by area. Fromi the land assessment of 18.6.8-71, it is possible 
to deduce that from. 1&51 to; 18.68.,, the infield was increasing in 
productive capacity by 2f0 per decade,, though this last is probably 
a n  u n d e r e s t i m a t e . ^  The increased cultivated area either, 
augmented, existing village infields, or formed new, villages.
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NEW VILLAGES
The most striking' manifestation of the increased pace of

intake of hagi. was the foundation of new villages. During the
5nineteenth century,, the following came into being:

Table 13 NEW VILLAGES FOUNDED DURING THE NINETEENTH CENTURY
(all dat.es approximate)

Vfkar* Vdgar*
Langasandur,̂ Streymoy 
Anir,. Bordoy '
Lj<5sA, Eysturoy 
Stykkid, Streymoy 
SvfnAir,, Eysturoy 
Skip ane s „ Eys t.ur oy 
Ilellur, Eysturoy ||i
EossA,, Bordoy4*

18,11 3CSandvfk,, Suduroy 18.311812 Sydradalur, Kalsoy 1838
1815, Vid G.jdnna;, Streymoy4* 184,0
18,11 Akrar, Suduroy 18,40
1850 Morskranes,.. Eysturoy 184.0
1820 Vfkarbyrgi,, Suduroy^ 1840
18,52 Eunningsbotnur,, Eysturoy 1850
1834 Skopun;,, Sandoy 1840
1825 Slset.tanes „ Ydgar4" 18.61
18.34 T.voroyri „ Suduroy 18131834 Hvf tane s, S treymoy 18.91

XOn. the site of an earlier,, but deserted settlement.
+Today uninhab.it e.du

MlThe availability of cultivable land was a factor in the. siting 
of all. these new villages. Generally,, good access to fishing 
grounds was also a necessity,, since the. settlements usually lacked 
the outfield resources of the ancient villages. In many cases a 
special factor was ah work,, as in the following;

Sandvfk, according, to the saga, had been the homestead, of 
Thorgrfmur the Evil., murderer, of the hero Sigraundur Brestisson in
100,2. The site,, after being abandoned for 800 years,, was 
resettled on the initiative of the Suduroy minister.,., Johan Hendrik. 
Schroter.,, an enthusiast'for new. cultivation,, and no mean 
businessman. The first settlers were his tenants.^

Sydradalur. was founded because of avalanche damage to the. 
ancient village, of Blankaskdli in: the spring of 18.09# The principal 
farmer moved his home to the superior site of Sydradalur in 1812, 
and the three, other families, followed in 1814. The BlankaskAli 
bour remained under cultivation,, but the infield round the 
Sydradalur settlement was soon, far larger.*^

Skopun was founded, with, official encouragement, to facilitate 
communications between Tdrshavn and the southern islands. Until
18.24,, the site contained only a boathouse, belonging to the men of
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Sandur. Before this time, southbound letters had to be carried.
8across. Sandoy by the Kirkjubour crew. The population of Skopun 

today rivals that, of Sandur.
S1 S31fanes was first setfled by a small. Sandav&gur owner who 

was shepherd responsible for the most northerly Sandavagur flocks.
He liked the area so., well, that he applied for official permission, 
to., settle there. T.o, the great annoyance of his co-owners,, he not 
only got permission,, but'even a small, removal grant. He was 
later joined by a few other families,, but the village never became.

9large.
Ivoroyri. was. until 1836. a part of the prodhour hagi. In; that 

year an. outstation o:f the Royal Monopoly was established there, 
centrally for the island of Suduroy. During the 188.0s, Tvoroyri 
expanded rapidly as a fishing port,,, and today has nearly 1 ,.500 
inhabitants,; and has merged \tfith the neighbouring village of 
Trongl sv&gur • ̂ ®

Norddepil grew up round an outstation of a, Klaksvfk merchant
house, established in 18.66. at a strategic point on a good beach.
As the importance of fishing grew,; the new village increased at
the expense of its ancient neighbours, and today has about 120'

11inhabitants.

Some new villages, e.g. Hvftanes, Stykkid, Tvoroyri and 
Horddepil, were established close to the parent- village, but more 
commonly an outlying valley was selected. The owners in the 
parent village sometimes opposed., the establishment of the new 
village,* fearing that its poor inhabitants might be tempted into, 
sheep-stealing. Legally,, the new village was usually no more 
than tradir established in. the outfield of the parent village, even 
though,; as with Skopun, it held its. own grannastevna. Occasionally 
a portion of the markatal was considered, as having migrated fromi 
the infield of the parent, village to the infield of the new. village, 
the hagi being simultaneously divided. In such cases one of the. 
kongsb.onder was generally persuaded to move and form, the kernel of 
the new settlement.^
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THE LEGAL FACILITATION: OF INTAKE
The impressive tally of new villages founded 18,11-50 might

suggest, that, enclosure and cultivation, were proceeding smoothly?
and easily* This* however, was far fromi the case* The larger
owners and the crown leaseholders had far less motivation, than.
the smaller, owners for extending, their cultivation* As with the
apportionment or regulation of fowling rights* unanimity, of
owners and leaseholders was needed, before intakes could be
legally made* This of tern hindered enclosure,; and sometimes; led
toj intakes reverting te hagi, as with, a disputed plot. o.ni lies.tur 

13ini 1&13* 7 In 1829,'* the E.dlsoy owners, agreed to.) make no., further
enclosures* and after that year's, harvest,, to abandon, all existing
intakes,; with the exception of one with prescriptive rights. The
large Tjornunes intake,; on the. western headland of M<5lsoy, was. in
1 8 - 3 5 agreed only after long and hard, bargaining.1 ̂

during the discussion on allodial fragmentation between the
Copenhagen authorities, and the local officials* from 1832 onwards,
this hindrance to cultivation came to notice. on danish. analogy,
general enclosure was. considered, the., proper, remedy* and in 184&,
the Rentekammer sent: a skilful surveyor to the .Faroe Islands to,
undertake preparatory work* but he died after completing only half
his task.* Copenhagen was thereafter busy with domestic affairs.

1 5for some years.* and the project: was shelved. J
The enclosure question was revived by a petition from; pastor

J*Hi*. Schroter* the resident manager of the Monopoly Jacob Holsoe.-,
and others,, forwarded to. the. new. Rigs dag, in the autumn, of 18*50.
Its principal requests were that land that could be enclosed, for
cnltiva-tion without hindrance to sheep or cattle raising might: be
designated, and made over to those, willing, to cultivate it.;, and
that the existing tenanted, intakes (tradir), especially those
round T<5r.shavn* might, pass into the full, ownership of their tenants
on. payment of the. value of the plots, in their unimproved state...

Rfgsclag considered, the petition on 14 March,. 18,5.1 * and referred
it to, the Ministry of the. Interior* who in turn asked amtmand.

16Dahlerup for his opinion.
Dahlerup's lengthy reply included, a historical survey of the 

cultivation problem, over the previous century* and advanced 
proposals for the promotion of Faroese agriculture. he rejected
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the petitioners' proposals as impossible where allodial land was
concerned, except, at the cost of an arbitrary attack upon property
- there was no unoccupied land in Faroe,, as there was in Iceland.
The crown estates were in, a somewhat, different, category. Dahlerup
saw the principal hindrances to. cultivation, ass (i) the isolation.
fromi new ideas, caused- by monopoly trading, (ii) allodial
fragmentation, and (iii) communal ownership. His principal
recommendation was that surveying for general enclosure should be
resumed,, and that, over the cultivable areas, at least, communal

17ownership should be abolished.
A government land inspector duly arrived in the Faroe. Islands.

im June 18,5.2. After a summer's work,., however,, he came to the
conclusion that, general enclosure, would be, if not impossible, at.
least bound up with such, disproportionate expense as th be out of 

18the question. Other means had to be found to solve the problem.
On 28. duly 1&55* therefore, Dahlerup submitted- a draft, lav; to 

Lagting, to, facilitate the piecemeal enclosure, of jointly 
owned hagi.. The bill, passed the Lagting with minor amendments, 
and came before the. Rigs dag the following year,. With slight 
editorial amendment* it. emerged as the Lov odl Udskiftning af

19Fcelleshauger. paa. Feoroerne of 4. March. 18,57. (see:-Appendix ttDw).
20The Hdskiftningslov set up an, 'Q'.d&kif tningskommi s si on 

(enclosures tribunal) in each syssel, consisting of three men 
i?esiding in. the syss.el, two chosen, by the Lagting and one by the 
amtmand* together with, the sysselmand, who was also to act as 
secretary. The tribunal elected its own chairman. Any owner or 
occupier could bring an. enclosure proposal for discussion at the 
gr annas tevna. If all were here agreed,, the villagers could
themselves carry out. the enclosure* though the consent, of the 
crown estates administration (i.,e. the amtmand and the landfoged) 
was needed in respect of any crown land* as was that of any person 
other than owners and occupiers who might have rights in the land 
in. question. In case of disagreement, half the markatal or 
three-quarters of the owners and occupiers by tally could carry 
the matter to the., ubskiftningsk.ommjss 1 on, which would visit, the., 
locality* hear what all sides had. to say* and give its decision 
with, reasons. Appeal was possible within, three months to a 
tribunal consisting of the amtmand and two members chosen by the
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Lagting* Their decision was final* The enclosed land was to
he staked out im the presence of the sysselmand* The tribunal
members were to. be. paid a suitable remuneration for their work.

The motivations accompanying, the bill, in its passage all.
stressed the need to provide machinery for piecemeal enclosure of
outfield bothi for cultivation and to enable merchants,, after the
abolition of the monopoly,, to, obtain, building sites; and for this

21machinery to. be as cheap as possible. The means adopted were
admirable for this purpose* As related in the previous chapter, 
the enclosures tribunals were soon given further/tasks„ and 
consolidating legislation, finally gave, them, the more appropriate 
name of Landvsesenskommis sioner.

THE TRIBUNALS AT. WORK N '
The effect of the 1857. Udskiftningslov, and the 1866 Haugelov

whichi substantially enlarged, the tribunals* duties., may be seem
fromi the following table of cases coming before the SuSuroy

22tribunal between. 1857 and 189/1:

Table 14, STJBUROY UDSKO’THIHGSKOMMISSIOIi GASES 18.37-91
Date of 
first, 

hearing
Date, of 
final 

hearing
sr0
v\
<0to

Mature of case Outcome

26, Mar chi 
18.6.0)

14 July- 
1860 2 Enclosure of part of 

Lifchagi, EroDbour, 
desired?5’

Conditionally/
approved

16 July 
186.1

16 July 
1861 1 Enclosure of part, of 

Houlin, Porkeri, 
desire.dt

Conditionally
approved

12 May
ia 6 a

12 May 
1868 1 Boundary definition 

in HValbour
Case,

reconciled
do* do. 1 do. do.

13 May 
1868

13 May 
1868 1 do. do.

18 May 
1868

18. May
186a 1

Enclosure of pant of 
Dais- and LiQarhagi, 
Oravflc, desired

Conditionally
approved

16 July 
1869,

17. July
18.6.9, 2 pdmjin. owners assert 

right of way over. 
Oravfk hagi

Eamjin owners 
upheld

An appeal was made in this case, and the tribune.! heard further 
evidence on 11 November 186.2 and 17 March 1863.
+An appeal was also,' made from, this decision.
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Date of 
first 

hearing
hate of 
final 

hearing
r.o
<r>

Mature of case Outcome

17, duly
ia.6a

5 Oct: 
1869 5 0?wo boundary definitions 

between pdmjin and Qrav£k Gases
reconciled

18 July 
187/0

2 Oct 
1870 8 Boundary definition 

between, HaJnrahagi., Hval- 
bour and Riddalshagi, 
Prodbour

Case..
reconciled

8, Sept. 
1870

9 Sept 
1810 2 Boundary definition, 

between. LfSarhagi and 
fvo royrahagi, Pro 5 bour

Case.
reconciled

9> Sept, 187,0 9 Sept 
187/0 1 Boundary definition 

between Lfdarhagi and 
KambhagiProd bour

Case
reconciled

9 Sept: 
18.10

9 Sept, 
1810 1 Boundary definition 

between Lfdarhagi. and 
Bo tns skardhagi, Prod bour

Case
reconciled

10 Marchi 
1874.

10 March. 
187/4. 1 Enclosure of part of 

Hamrahagi, Sumba, desired
Case reconciled 
conditionally

20 May
1875

5 July 
1875. 2 Enclosure of portions of 

Hvamhagi and Ranghagi, 
Trongisv&gur, desired

Request,
dropped

17. Dec, 
1875

17 Dec
1815 1 Enclosure of portion of 

Vestur £ haga, Sandvfk, 
desired

Case reconciled 
conditionally,

24, April 
18.78

24;. April 
1818. 1 Enclosure of portion of 

U t tanskard , S andv£k, 
desired

Tribunal 
gave approval

18 iSfov 
1878.

18 Rov 
1818 1 Enclosure of portion of 

Hvamhagi, Trongisv^gur., 
desired

Case reconciledt 
conditionally

15 Sept., 
1886)

25 Sept, 
1886, 4 Separation of Dalshagi 

and Lldarhagi., Qravfk, 
requested

Tribunal fixes, 
boundary-

1 % April 
1889

16> April 
1889 2 Request for a division 

of no al -mining r i ghts 
Sudur. £ haga>; Rvalb.our

partial division 
approved

50 May 
1890

50 May 
1850, 1 Division of outfield in 

Porkeri requested
Case

reconciled
,,, ____________

The objections raised to the proposed intakes were usually 
"based oil their possible effect, on. sheep and cattle raising. A 
common., objection was that the proposed intake would deprive the 
flocks of shelter necessary in bad weather. A condition 
frequently imposed was the retention of a tongue of hushagi up to
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the old infield wall., so that the distance from the village to the 
summer cow pasture was not increased. Approval for enclosure and 
cultivation in the first of the cases listed above was subjected 
to no fewer, than nine such conditions.

The total effect of the 18-5-7 Udskiftningslov in promoting, 
enclosure and cultivation in the Faroe Islands certainly, extended 
far beyond the cases actually coming before the tribunals, though 
it is difficult, to assess, how far. Before 1857, the obstinate 
owner, of even a single gyldem could bl;o,:ck all, cultivation in his 
hag.apartur without as much as giving, a reason. After. 1857, a

objector, not to carry his opposition outside, the meeting, since, 
the tribunal would be certain to override his stand.

THE LINK BETWEEN BOUR AND HiAGI
The alienation of allodial land after enclosure, either for 

smallholdings or building sites, was much hampered by a rule, making 
hour and hagi. inseparable. The origin of this rule is uncertain^ 
Debes, writing in. 167.5-,? assumes that, the two always go together. ^  
Ployen, in 18-5.8,? remarks that the few instances of bour without 
hagjt, and haal. without bour., were anomalies,, which could not arise; 
in the future,, care being taken to prevent independent transfer.
ILe argued strongly for strengthening practice with- legislation,, his 
motive being to limit the occasions of friction,, particularly over2 Rlunnindir (appurtenances). The 1857 Law limiting fragmentation
of allodial land assumed,, thoughi it did not enjoin, the2 6'inseparability of bour and hagi.

The link. was beneficial for traditional farming practice,, since 
bour had many, rights, in hagi. and hagi. in bour » the complexities of 
winter grazing if the two were, separately conveyed may be imagined!. 
It was,, however,, a hindrance to the economic development that took 
place later in. the century. The alienation of smallholdings,, and 
even of building sites,, seemed barred except when hagi was 
simultaneously conveyed.

As early as 1866-, the hagting anticipated separability of bour 
and hagi. at some time, in the future. The proposal came up 
seriously in> the hagting in. 188-0, but opinion was so divided that 
the issue was dropped. It was again discussed in. 1895-? 18.94, and

a majority would be likely to persuade, a frivolous
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18-9,6., but each* time postponed, 'because the new land assessment., was
not yet in force. Then ini 1897 > opinion was divided in. the
Lagting over the extent to which the restriction should be relaxed.
Ini 18.98.-,. a draft, law authorising separation! passed the hagting,
but the Ministry of Justice found it poorly drafted.,, and it never
became law. The 19-08 Agricultural Commission, included provision
for the separation of bour and hagi amongst its fourteen draft
laws,, but it was 19-4$ before the restriction was in some measure.

27lifted. ' Practice,, if not theory, was.,, however,, fairly liberal 
with, the allodial share of the new intakes..,, which,, as the villages- 
o.utgre.w their ancient sites,, were much in demands for new, dwellings, 
shops, warehouses and industrial sites.,, e..,g., for the drying of. 
klipfishi. The legal position of many building sites in; the Parne 
Islands is thus at the present day somewhat unsatisfactory,, becahse^ 
of the 1891 Legislation,, designed, with a very different order of 
society in view.

TORSHAVBi'S, 1RAB1R
WiMWJ.mlWBW.1 HIP* HWWwiHN^mil wi>i»nwnnnf|l>— ~.

Intakes made. from, village outfields were normally for the
benefit, of owners in. the markatal. The situation was different-
near Tdrshavnt. The legal position of T<5rshavn was anomalous.
It, was not a village,, and had neither infield nor outfield,, but
was bounded by the crown farms of Hdsagardur. It. had its own
territory (little more than the rocky peninsula of Tihganes), but
until 18,66 the town had no corporate, existence. Lunddahl,, in
184,3» described. T<5rshavn as n,a fishing village situated on the

28harbour, area of the Royal Trading Company*8.
The poverty (and the morals) of its inhabitants had always

been something, of a problem. Landless! persons drifted to
f<5rshavn„ where a, certain amount of work was available with the
Royal Monopoly,, and where a precarious living might be pieced out,

29also with knitting and boat fishing... The reforming priest lucaa;
Debes. in.. 16-72 advocated the considerable expansion of T<5r,shavn by 
the settlement there, of all. persons of small or no estate.,, and the 
intake of all the cultivable land of Eusagurdur for their 
maintenance„ the allocation of grassing, and turbary sufficient for 
their needs,, and the licensing of the inhabitants to engage in 
retail trade.. The. poverty- of the town would thus be alleviated,
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lie maintained,, and a sufficient body of men would be provided to
garrison the fort.^

The first, of the Tdr.shavn tradir was not. enclosed,, however,
until. 1 %$/]„ when two, intakes, were. made. A third,, in 1799,, was
designed, to supply the garrison with potatoes.. Others followed,
benefiting the Eds agar bur leaseholders in two ways. They received
a rent for the use of their land;, and the winter pasture for their
sheep, on the tradir,, was. much, improved. Experience led. the mi tea
favour,, instead- of opposing'.,, the cultivation of their hagi. The
pace of intake quickened, during the 18.20s.,, and by 1857** the income
the farmers derived from tradir was.. over. &0a/o above the rents their
farms cast, therm. *

Peat supply, had been an even longer-standing problem! for the
I<5r.sha,vn men. In 1617. they were granted turbary in the
Hdsagardur hagi. for a labour payment to the farmer, and a, small, tax. 

32t.Qj the crown. The location of the. turbaries was regulated by an
Order in Council of 21 December 18.27*, and the labour payment 
reduced to. two days' work., for three days'’ peat-cut ting. A further
Order, of 12 August 183-3- restored the labour payment to threes days' 
work.,, but the thirdi day wan to be devoted to the construction, of

•7 y .

roads to the more distant turbaries;.
The first steps towards alienation of the fdrshavn tradir

were taken in the Order, in Council of 30 March 1831* authorising
an equitable revision of the crown rent roll. This provided for
the separation of the idrshavn tradir from the crown farms at their
next vacancy/,, the rents., becoming payable to the landfogpd on
ordinary'- leasehold terms,, the Eds agar dur rents., being suitably

34lowered in. recognition of this loss. (The twou leases, became
vacant in. 1858.)

On. 12 July 184,4..*; the Rentekammer issued an Order consequent 
on the action, of two crown leaseholders refusing consent for two.’ 
tr.abarmenn to be granted leases. This provided*, that in. all. future 
lease documents, it should be expressly stated that it rested with 
the crown estates.: administration to terminate, any established.

35homesteads,, or authorise new ones... The phrase duly appeared.
It is uncertain whether these two threatened evictions were in 
idrshavn or not,, but the condition here written into leases was. 
later of legal service in loosening the grip of Icongsbonder on
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crown outfield, first, in. the Tdrshavn area,,, later throughout,
the. Faroe Islands,.

The petition from. Schroter.,,, Holsoe and others,, sent to the
Rigsdag in the autumn of 185,0,, was designed, primarily with the
idrshavn tradarmenn. in mind. These were now becoming, numerous.
Lunddahl in, 18,43 noted, about. 4.0 tradir, 17. oocupied. by single
tenants,, the remainder shared by two to seven persons. Ha?
estimated, that, about 8,0 households cultivated, tradir, some more
than one. in his comments on the 18,50 position, Dahlerup gave
his opinion that, there was. a case for transferring cultivable
outfield plots, from, crown, leaseholdings,, provided there was. a
suitable lowering of the leaseholder/s rent,, either, to outright,

57earner ship,,, or to hereditary or lifetime leasehold. 1 For the 
T<5rshavn, men» it, was fortunate, that, the whole of south Streymoy 
was crown land.

When the state., assumed, control, of the Tdr.shavn tradir in 1858.,
opinion, generally had. swung, round to the view that the best course
q£: action was outright, sale of the land. The outcome was the Law?

58of 19 January 18 6-3.. This, gave existing tenants of Hus agar dur
tradir the right, to buy at 25 years'' purchase. Those unable or
unwilling to, pay cash could have a mortgage, on the land at 44>
interest,^ which the state could not call, in as long as the first.
purchaser or. his widow occupied: the plot, and paid the interest.
There were also provisions, against the subdivision of tradir,, and
to encourage the reuniting of those, already divided. The
Hdsagardur sheep retained winter grazing rights on the tradir,;. but
ini summer they were to be excluded by a common outer wall. This..
wall,, Stdrigardur,, was the pride, of the town,, and its maintenance.

39was abandoned, only in. 1937 •

COMPULSORY: alienation of crown laud
In, the villages,,, as in T<5rshavn,. stretches of cultivable, hagi 

were often made over to., worthy but landless inhabitants,; on verbal 
tenancy agreements.,, or occaionally by written contract.^ The 
Rentekammer Order of 12 July 184,4. had given crown leaseholders'" 
tenants: a certain security,, but the cultivators could not buy their 
plots,, and their initial grant depended,, of course.,, on the goodwill 
of the crown leaseholders. But, the undeniable success of the



T<5rshavn tradarmenn led to a widespread desire elsewhere for the. 
purchase of existing tradir and the acquisition of tradir by those 
who- did not, have them. The development of the smack fishery from 
18,7,2 onwards,, and the consequent growth of landless., families wit hi 
good summer employment,, but the probability, of four or five months' 
idleaess, every winter,, turned desire, into need.

The frdsagtJ as the issue, was called,, was first discussed in 
the hag tings o.f 18.7 & and 1877* In 18,7% a draft, law was approved 
for the sale of existing tradir. to tenants, and the enclosure of 
further tradir from, suitable, stretches of crown outfield even 
against the will, of the leaseholders concerned. Much delay now 
followed before the matter could go..- to the Rigsdag. A parallel 
proposal was under discussion for the sale of crown farms to their 
lessees,, and the two issues, had an obvious bearing on one another. 
Next.,, both were delayed through, the difficulty of putting, into 
force the mucin-needed land assessment whiGh had been undertaken. 
18.6.8̂ 71 (see. Chapter 10). The 1887 hagting, indeed,, resolved to; 
defer consideration of the. Trosag until the new valuation was in 
force. The nearest thing the Faroe. Islands saw to a class war. 
during the nineteenth century followed. The principal advocate of 
the compulsory acquisition of tradir from, crown outfield was the 
merchant and radical politician J.-H,. Schroter of Tvoroyri, a 
grandson of the founder of Sandvfk. His principal opponents were 
the crown leaseholders themselves,, who saw in his ideas a danger 
to both, their farming and their established place in the community.

The Trosag, was raised, once again in the hagting as a result
o.f a petition, dated 3d duly 188%, from, four Argir trad armenn, who 
wanted the same security of tenure as the Tdrshavn tradarmenn had.

la-gting, now felt that the security of tenure question ought, not 
to. be tied up with., the other problems, and drafted a bill to.; 
transfer tradir to hereditary lease, on. roughly the same terms as 
those on which crown farms were held. The radicals inserted into 
the draft, the compulsory acquisition paragraph from 187,9> but the 
amtmand proposed its exclusion,, and the paragraph, fell* The 
Ministry of Justice was,, however,, asked an opinion on how far 
tradir might be enclosed fronu crown outfield without the consent 
of the leaseholders concerned. The government of Denmark, was then 
of a very conservative cast, nor was it a propitious time for
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bringing such proposals before the Rigsdag, and in its reply, on 
4 July. 18S1» any expropriation proposals were rejected. However, 
the Ministry of Justice expressed a preference for ownership, not 
lease,, of tradir already enclosed.

The 1gtg/1 hagting. was. now called to action by an impassioned
memorandum, from̂  one of its youngest members, Oliver Effersoe (see;
Appendix **EW) • Effersoe saw a long-term danger to the community
in the growth of a landless proletariat,. He. was by temperament, a
conservative,, and an. unlikely ally for Schroter, but the two., of
them, brought the hagting to reaffirm! the proposal of 187,9 end 1889 •
The outcome was the acceptance by the Ministry of a fresh bill.,
somewhat modified in detail, but in essentials reaffirming the

41radical proposals of 1879* This became the so-called Trolov of
13 April 18-94, and represented a considerable inroad into the

4 2privileges that crown leaseholders had enjoyed since 16.73.
(see. Appendix uprl') maintained the leaseholder's 

control over infield he had himself enclosed and then rented out, 
but gave the cultivator the right to purchase a trod he had 
enclosed and tilled. As with the Tdrshavn tradir, the price, was 
to. be 23 years' purchase, though, a maximum and minimum,- price per. 
kofoder. were set. (The kofoder is a measure of productive 
capacity; one kofoder is sufficient, to maintain, a cow.) The same 
mortgage terms were allowed. Rules were laid down for a, 
continuance of the leaseholder's winter grazing, for the proper 
fencing of plots,, and for dwellings on tradir always to be conveyed 
with the land. Tradir were not to be subdivided,, and those already 
divided, might be united on favourable, terms to bring each holding 
up to one kofoder.

The revolutionary provision was that the Ministry of Justice 
was empowered, on the recommendation of the crown estates 
administration.,, to alienate, both building sites and cultivable 
land from, crown, leases,, where need existed and where the farm's 
management would not be significantly hindered, even against the 
leaseholder's will.. After the initial application for a trod to, 
the crown estates administration,, the question came first before 
the grannastevna, and next before the Landveesenskommission, in 
order to take the outfield out of joint ownership with the allodial
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land,, according to the 185,7 procedure* For the foundation of new 
■villages, the recommendation of the konunune was also required*
Tradir were not,., however, granted indiscriminately - the 
Landvmsenskommission usually had at least one crown leaseholder 
amongst, its members.
THE LANDY^SEMSKOMMISSIQE AT WORK

The Landvmsenskommission now had a considerable range of land 
cases to consider.. The 1857/ Law gave them, the responsibility of 
adjudicating enclosures.? the 186.6 Outfield Law added the function, 
of appeal tribunal for grannastevna decisions, supervision over 
division and union, of hagapar.tar.,. and the conduct of civil cases 
arising from, joint ownership. N.ow the task of adjudicating trod 
applications was added, - in sum,, a considerable devolution of work, 
whichi,. early in the century,, when it could be done at all, could 
be done only by the Ami.

The following cases came., before the SuSuroy bandvmsenskommission 
from. 18.9,1 to 1900s ^
Table 15 SUBURO.K L ANDVjE SEN.SKQMM1 S SI ON CASES., 189,1-1900-
Late of 
first, 

hearing
Late of 
final 

hearing
'AS.2 * V*
VD

Nature, of case. Otit come

24 July
18,95

24 Feb.
1894 4 Livision of Tof tahagi,< 

V&gur,' into two parts
Case

reconciled
16 Oct 
1895

4 Oct 
1894 21 Appeal against; granna- 

stevna decision on sea-
Appeal
tipheld

fowling on G-rfmsfjall 
scree s, Hvalbour

16, Qct
1895

26; Sept,
1894. 19 ditto.,, for sea-fowling 

on Makh^lsur. screes, 
Hvalbour.

Appeal
upheld

25 o.c t, 
1894,

50 Oct 
1894. 5 Seven trod applications, 

Porkeri,
5 supported, 
2 withdrawn

5,1 O.c.t, 
16-94

25 Nov 
1894. 2 Trod application, Hvalbour

Application
supported.

26, Nov
1894.

26. Nov. 
1894, 1 Two., trod applications, 

Frodbour
Not

supported
50 March, 

1896
20 Apr id 

189-6 5 Trod application, 
porkeri

Livided 
r e comme nd atiam

9 duly 
1896

9 July189 6j 1 Trod application, 
VJtkarbyrgr

Livided 
re commendati on
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Late of 
first, 

hearing
Late of 
final 

hearing
C

Nature of case Outcome

12 Aug 
1896,

12 Aug 
1896> 1 Three, tro5 applications, 

and discussion of rent 
of land to French coal
mining company, tjravfk.

Loubts 
expressed about- 
applications

15 March
18.9,7.

16 March
1897 2 Trod application, 

Vlkarbyrgi
Case

reconciled
14 Sept.
1897

14 Sept 
1891 1 Application for 

enclosures for erecting 
boathouses, Sandvfk.

Enclosures 
to be made

5 August
1900

3 August- 
1900; 1 Livision of Sandvfk. 

outfield into 2 parts, 
between crown 
leaseholder, and 
al 1.0dial owners

Case
reconciled

For the crown leaseholder9/ the pill, was sugared, a little by 
the passing of a Law on 12 April 189-2 enabling crown leaseholders, 
to get; state, support- for approved, modernisation plans for their 
farms. Hitherto the disadvantage of their position had been
th&h they could not mortgage their farms for this purpose. How 
they had some resources after their farm servants had left them, to 
try their luck at sea,, and their poor neighbours had requisitioned 
tradir from their outfields.. The needs of the old-style farming 
community and the new distant-water fishing economy were thus to. 
a certain degree; reconciled.



Chapter Seven Intake and Alienation of Land
REFERENCES
1. Svabo (195S), pp.- 332, 345* 3.64-8 gives instances of

enclosurefor instances of abandoned cultivation see. 
pp. 306-8, 364-8.1# on pp. 301 and 348 lack of manure, is 
cited, as a hindrance to. extension of cultivation.

2 • LBK filleeg., pp.. 85-14,2. The early politiprotokoller contain
yearly entries 011 cultivation made in accordance with this
law,, as do- the twice-yearly reports by sysselmmnd to the Ami 
on the state of their districts.

3. Landt, op. cit., p. 16.8, gives the following table#
proportion of Infield, to Outfield in;

SuSuroy pastorate. 1 to. 36
Sandoy. 1 to 40V%ar 1 to 58Streymoy north. 1 to 80
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recently-made intakes.
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GHAPTER^EIGHE

E M L I  LEGISLATION,
As mentioned before, (pages 22-3-)» Christian V's council twice 

had, to. deal. with, administrative abuses in, the. Faroe Islands j and 
the two resulting Ordinances, dated 16, April 1&7/3 an^ 20 May 16-9/1, 
both contained a provision against the subdivision or leasing-out'jof land in smaller, quantities than six marks. The prohibition 
has not been, precisely kept with respect to crown land, but has 
been, so consistently ignored for. allodial land that, doubts have, 
beam expressed whether, the Ordinances were ever intended to-j apply 
to. it.^

The old inheritance laws of Norway enjoined equal shares for
alt legitimate, sons,, and half-shares for daughters.^ the., eldest;
son,, or the eldest, daughter, if there, were no sons, had,., however, a:s
privilege called assedesre 1 ien. Be took the principal homestead
(known technically as hovedbolie or asrnda.) with its pertaining,
lands, while his bro.th.ers. and sisters, toolv equally good land
elsewhere. if this was not possible.,,, the senior heir paid an
equitable rent to the others and kept the hove dbo lie.. This rule
passed, from; Magnus Lagabote's code of 127.4 through IV-7 of
Christian IV's Norwegian Law of 1604 into 5-2-63 o.f Christian. V's

3Norwegian Law of 16.8,7 • The last-named code, permitted the senior 
heir to buy- out the others,; or pay them; rent,, if there was 
insufficient land apart, from; the hovedbolie to give them, their 
due. jn the Faroe Islands.,, as in western Norway,, the laws had 
however been ignored., and estates had become fragmented in the 
manner described in Chapter 4 *̂

In one respect only had. asredesre.tteni left some trace, upon 
the consciousness., of the nineteen th-ceiitury Faroese. They felt 
that the eldest son should retain his parents' house and the
adjacent land,, provided its value did not exceed' that of the other,
shares. The provision was otherwise a dead letter..

"The Faroe Islands were brought under the modern Danish system; of
equal shares for sons and daughters by a Law of 4. January 18,54 
(sea* E., Mi tens (dd.), Foroyskt Ldgsavn 16.8,7-1953 (Tdr.shavn,, 1953.), 
ps- 26,).,
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F.ff. TILLIS-CH'/S.. PROPOSALS
In his communication, to the Danish Chancellory dated 22. May

18-52 (previously referred. to on. page 62), amtmand P.P. Tilliseh
pointed, out that, the 16.̂ .5 and 16.91 Ordinances,, and M.-L• 5-2-65 had
.in the past- been so systematically ignored,, that they now provided.
no.; cure for the prevailing land fragmentation. Even the larger
estates, were split into small, parcels in different hagapar.tar,
and,, indeed,, different villages. Many were trying to live fromi
holdings of a few gylden. instead of taking service with larger.
owners ~ all. wanted to he masters, none servants• The result was.
that, combined with, the communal tenure prevailing, fragmentation
was leading to cultivation being hindered,, idleness nourished,
poverty increased, and countless, quarrels and complications arising.
The situation was aggravavated by the redemption, right for allodial
land, and with the increasing population, nothing better could be6looked for in the future, without radical legislative action.

Tidlisch/s draft- law to alleviate the difficulty provided 
that no. parcel of land in a single, hagapartur belonging to a 
single owner., might be conveyed by inheritance or any other manner 
ini less quantity than half a mark,, except, where a smaller quantity 
was subject to the allodial redemption laws. Owners of larger 
estates were to be permitted to set up a hovedbollLe of up to six. 
marks in the one village,, of which at least, four marks nmst remain 
indivisibly entailed.. The hove dbo lie thus set up would always 
pass, to the eldest son unless, the owner also held a crown lease, 
whereupon one of the two would pass to- each of the two eldest sons. 
In order to, accelerate, the flow of small, parcels of land into- the 
market, giving them, the. chance of being united by purchase, he 
proposed that in. general,, quantities under four gylden inherited 
by minors should be sold and the money invested for their benefit.

In the Chancellory,, the proposals came before, the celebrated, 
jjurist, A.S. Qrsted. In a memorandum.! dated 14, August 1835', he 
admitted the evils of land fragmentation,., but doubted the wisdom, 
of placing' limitations on an, owner's disposition over his property. 
Union of lands would be forwarded rather by freedom, than by 
restriction. The real trouble was the lack of opportunity for 
capital investment by Paroemen other than in land. He opposed 
the entailing of any estate, which,, though, large, was internally
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fragmented.* (3r.ste.dL. requested further information., both fromi the
amtmand and the other officials. Though his comments were shrewd,
Ors.t.ed plainly had insufficient orientation on the Faroes©
situation. Indead, at one point he assumed that a hagapartur was

7    " ..........an infield, not an outfield division.
The Chancellory reply to Tillisch, though despatched on 1$ 

October 1833^ reached T<5rshavn only on % Hay 18,54* As requested, 
Tillisch secured declarations from, the landfoged, sorenskriver, 
all. the sy.sselmmnd, and two- farmers of outstanding ability. In.; 
a lengthy, statement dated. 28; April 1855»> accompanying these,, he 
explained the precise, difference between bour and hagi, and the 
jpint management, of the latter,, which rendered a holding in one 
hagapartur united,, even though it had been assembled in fragments.. 
He agreed that the lack of investment opportunity was a root, cause. 
of1 trouble,, and had founded the Faroe Islands Savings bank for 
that reason. He hoped that the development of the fishery/ and 
free trade would further modify the Faroese attitude to land, 
yet ma$ty; owners of small, parcels were still, hanging on in the hope 
of exchanging' them; for land in the village in which they were 
building up their main holding - since exchange offered brighter- 
prospects than cash purchase.

Tillisch. still, wanted restrictions on land fragmentation, even, 
though this applied, tô  outfield only. Larger, estates,, he said, 
would lead. not. to, fewer,, but to more families being provided for 
frorau agriculture. As things were.,, the lack of farm, servants, wan 
leading to the present blending of incompatible occupations and 
the. lack of the specialisation needed for economic advance.

Landf oged ployem added a plea for aneexplicit prohibition, on 
the sale of land with reservation of lunnindir (e.g. pilot-whale. 
rights - see Chapter 11), or the splitting of bour and hagi, 
practices which further complicated communal tenure,, and led to 
village squabbling. He felt that the verbal tenancy agreements.* 
over land owned by non-residents were unsatisfactory,, and suggested 
a rent regulation.

Qrsted and his colleagues,, having considered the matter during, 
the winter of 18,56-7>.* were still unconvinced. ors.ted remarked 
that. Tillisch's proposals left the infield, an fragmented as ever.
A lower limit for infield conveyance was even more, necessary than
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for outfield. H,e questioned ployem's plea to make infield and
outfield indivisible,, and for lunnindir to be inseparable from; land.
At, the very leapt, he wanted no hindrance to the transfer of
infield plots fromi an owner who got little value from, thenu to one
to. whom, they would be useful.

Moreover, Or.sted did not, care for the idea of a voluntary
hovedbdlie. He saw no- advantage in. entailing four marks of land
unless its infield was coherent. And he doubted,, in view of the
current, climate of opinion in the Faroe Islands„ whether anyone

9would ever take advantage of the right.
TiIllsch's proposals, were thus shelved for a time, while, the

proved, of a general enclosure, was launched. The matter was
pasaed over, to the Rentekammer, which on. 14, July 18,38- sent to the
amtmand. (now Ployem) for a sketch of a hagi. and its. parts, its..
markatal assessment,, and a schedule of occupiers.' shares in its.
hagapariar . The. Rentekammer also, asked whether subdivision of
the former necessitated, subdivision of the latter* ployem sent
back, sketch-maps and detailed information on Kunoy and Ndlsoy.
For the latter he gave a schedule of owners,,, showing how a, third.
of the island was owned, by nom*~re.sidents,; despite the eagerness
of E.dlsoyings to, buy every plot that came on to the market.
Ployem once again urged the half-mark limit, for conveyances,
pointing out that this would indirectly combat fragmentation, in
the infield,; since it was customarily the small owners who made.;
reformi difficult,; clinging to, every fragment of land and every
rights and exchange even, of single gylden. was difficult since th.e

10infield portions were unequal.
The Rentekammer,, armed with, this report and the recommendations

of a Commission set. up in. 184.0 to consider the freeing of the
trade,; determined, on the ending of communal land tenure as far as
po.ssib.le* They saw the way. forward as.: (i) to, rationalise.
infield holdings by the exchange of plots,% (if) to share out all
the cultivable outfield amongst its owners j and when legislation
had been passed,, against renewed fragmentation of holdings, (iii) to.
sell, the crown farms*. The project was to be financed by the 

11Royal Monopoly. In May 184&,, the able young surveyor A.V. Hybolm,
arrived in the Faroe Islands,; but with half his task uncompleted,



he died an, 18, September# As previously mentioned, the pro jeat, of
a general enclosure was revived in. 18.̂ 2, but on; the report of a
land inspector sent, to, work out practical details, it was.

12abandoned,.
VQLUKIAKf ACTION AGAINST PRAGMENTATI Qh

It- was, of course, always open to Faroese villagers to combat
fragmentation by agreement-. But with so many non-resident owners
who> were seldomi or never seen in; the village, it was not, easy for
the necessary unanimity to be achieved.

A rare opportunity arose for owners to combat fragmentation
when the first land registers were, compiled. The sorenskriyer.
was, then,authorised to- call, all the owners together with their
title deeds. The villagers of Eidi and Fuglaf jordur ,, and perhaps
also- of Fugloy, took the opportunity of agreeing a bour
r ati onali s ation.

The Eidi owners recognised the harmfulness to cultivation of
the bour fragmentation,, and the uncertainty of conveyance
documents in default of an accurate register. So, in 184.4,- when
sorenskriver Tillisch arrived to register title deeds,, they so
exchanged plots as to improve cultivation and so that the new
register accurately stated in which: mark each, infield holding was..
situated. Amtmand Ployen. gave, official consent with respect to)
the crown, land,, with reservation, of rights to a fresh division in
case of the expected general enclosure.

The Fuglafjprdur rationalisation was in respect of only 25- of
the 52. marks in that village, but the motives and the opportunity- 

13were the same. " One suspects that other villages would gladly 
have done likewise,,, but were deterred by the complexity of the 
task, or the obstruction, of minorities..
ALLODIAL REDEMPTION RIGHT

The Norwegian attitude that, land once established in a 
family's possession ought not to pass- out of it, and the consequent, 
legal provisions for the redemption of land sold out of a family, 
contributed towards fragmentation of ownership in. the Faroe.
Islands. The G-ulathing code,, the Land si ov of Magnus Lagabote., 
and Christian IV's Ko.rweg.ian Lav/ of 1604 all contained, provisions 
strongly encouraging the redemption of allodial land.^ Christian



y's code of 168.7/ defined allodial land as land in the possession.
of a family for twenty years or longer, or land exchanged for such1,
allodial land. The odelsmand had to offer suchi land to M s
kinsmen., at a valuation, before offering it on the open, market$, and
for twenty years the family with the allodial rights could redeem
the. land ah a valuation. Minors could redeem, land sold by their

1 5parents up to ten years fromi their attaining their 25th year.. J
These provisions were current in Norway until the publication

of an Ordinance dated 14 January 177.1 (during Struensee/s regime).
By this the qualification period for establishing allodial right
was lowered to ten years,, and the redemption period to fifteen.
The circle of kindred, entitled, to. redeem; was severely limited,
and the conditions of redemption were made more difficult,
impossible indead for land sold at- public auction;. rj?he intention
of this Ordinance was undoubtedly to weaken the allodial
sentiment, and to reduce the distinction between landed estate and

16other property. It, became law ini Faroe, in 178%
An; Ordinance of 5» April 18>11: restricted the allodial

redemption, period in Norway to five years.,, and enabled an owner.
to. renounce the right, (thus no doubt securing a higher selling
price). This measure was., however., unpopular in Norway,) and by
reaction, the Norwegian constitution of 1814 reasserted allodial-
right and made it a permanent feature, of Norwegian land law. War
conditions,, and the subsequent separation of the Faroe Islands
from-. Norway prevented the 18111 Ordinance froim being promulgated.
in Faroe. An Ordinance of 14r January 1829», however,, for the
Faroe Islands alone,, contained many similar provisions. The,
redemption period was limited, to five yearsj the owner could
renounce his allodial right, and to. assert, it he had to comply
with certain forms. New provisions included a safeguard for
mortgagees,, and a minimum size of four gylden for a redeemable 

17estate.
Land continued to be redeemed in Faroe under successive laws, 

and the notion of the family interest, in land ownership persisted, 
but allodial redemption right never enjoyed, the popularity it had 
in Norway. The officials generally disliked it. Sorenskrlvers 
found themselves judging troublesome lawsuits. Landfoged
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Lunddahl regarded, the right as one of the prime hindrances to an
18improved, agriculture. When in 1857 ’the right was abolished, 

few raised voices in its favour..
THE IMP. REGIS HERS.

The dislike of successive sorenskrivers for the allodial
redemption right, was well-founded. The church registers from;
whichi kinship had to be proved were often defective,, and until
1 8 4 3 land registers were non-existent,.

The aompilation of the land register (jordfortegning), or
register of conveyances and mortgages (skjode- og P an t e-Heg.i,ster)
as it was officially called,, was the work of Georg. Eleming
Tilllschi (18.07-72) , a younger brother of the two amitmmnd, who was

19sorenskriver from 18.4,1 to 1849.
The immediate occasion, for the compilation was the discovery'

by Tillisch soon after his arrival in T<5rshavn,, that, one of his
duties was to certify title to landowners wishing to convey or
mortgage their properties* In a letter to the Amt dated 16 June
18.41,, he declared, himself unable to do this, since there, wan no
register, of documents tinglesst (legally recorded). However, he
declared, himself willing to travel round to the various villages.
and bring the. matter into order by discussions with the villagers:,,.
if fren travel were afforded, him. and he had the authority to
summon lando.wners to meal with their deeds.. Amtmand ployen,, in.
commending this request to the Rentekammer., said that although the
limitless, fragmentation, of land and the verbal and even secret,
conveyance of plots would make such., a compilation difficult, such
a register would neveizthelasn be of great value. In March 1842,.
the Rentekammer approved, the proposal,, and Tillisch managed to.)

20complete the work during his term; of office.
A few,7 of the. Tillisch registers,., for instance, the Suduroy 

volumetJ are neatly laid out and still a pleasure to consult.
Most were at first, usable but allowed too. little space for ownership 
changes. Som.e,. particularly in the Sandoy volume, are no more 
than, rough drafts,, and it is staggering that it was possible to 
employ theim for fifty years.

The. information ini the registers, is the location of the 
infield and outfield components of ea,ch parcel of land, together



with its ownership and a reference list of relevant documents.
Reference numbers indicate the entries for previous and subsequent
ownership of the land. A typical entry (from, the Trongisvagur
register.) indicates that. Gullak Abrahamsen of Pamgin, by virtue of
a lQ-dseddel. (inheritance do.cument.) dated % May 18,44* tinglmst
23 May 1844* owned 2 gylden 6> 2/3 skind of bour situated in
Uttastamork f Gamlabo,, and the corresponding hagi. in the 6; marks
o.f LfSarhagi.} and that after his death*,, the land passed to two- 

21other, owners. The register, thus completely defines the hagi.,
but does not give more, than a rough, location for the bour. One
might suppose that, in, this instance.,, withi the bour holding
constituting over a seventh, of Uttastamork,., whose location was
publicly known,, that the land could scarcely, get lost}., but as
previous owners might have undertaken, an informal infield exchange,
(lost bytte) with a neighbour,, the holding might physically no,
longer, exist in Uttastamork. Almost certainly at. some time a
portion of LfSarhagi would be enclosed for cultivation,
incrementing the infield by trod,, the lo.cation of which the
register would not indicate at. all.. The value of the registers
for indicating- title in* hour was even more limited in a village
suchi as lid 1 soy. Here, the various named, infield marks had no
particular, link with, the two. hagapartar, and the register grouped

22holdings only by outfield. The infield holding of a non
resident,, if for a couple of generations it had been cultivated.
by a village family owning, its own land,, c.ould ini such, circumstances

23simply get swallowed without trace.  ̂ nevertheless.,., with- all its
imperfections, Tillischi's register was an important weapon, for
combating fragmentation.

Proposals for improving the registers were, made in 1Q&M and
18,8-6./, during the long process, of bringing into effect the new land
assessment (see Chapter. 10),. but came to nothing. In 1890-,
syss.elmand 11. C. Winther offered to compile a new Sandoy register,
given suitable financial support, but this propose,! was deferred

24for consideration the following year. ^
In 18,91 the new sorenskriver, Riels Andersen,, drew the 

amtmand's attention to the deplorable state of the registers.2^
They were not in properly authorised, and‘sealed books,; the entries 
were cramped,,, and the continuation pages we re either in a confused
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order or even on looise sheets. The bottom of many id ages was so 
worn as to, be illegible or wholly gone. In short, their state 
was as bad as could be imagined. The continued use of such., books 
was indefensible, but to refuse to attest title from, them, would 
make it impossible for a loan-seeker to obtain a mortgage,; and a 
hindrance would thereby be put to commerce. He proposed a new 
register which, would giv.e far more space to each, entry,, and would 
give adequate room: for the noting of mortgage or other burdens, 
and of kenning agreements covering the land. There should be 
space for land not subject to joint, tenure (e.g. building sites 

1t!adir,) and for Tdrshavn the register should be supported by 
a map* He asked for 2,000 kroner to carry out the task, properly.

When the proposal came before the hagting, there, was muck
sympathy for the. sorenskriver, but there- were also misgivings about
the cost,; and about how long, the new registers themselves would
last. The hagting therefore authorised a mere 300 kroner + 50.
kroner, for paper,, to enable fair copies of the existing registers
to be made. T.o bring the register into as close a correspondence,
with, reality as possible,, they also drafted a law annulling'all
mortgage, agreements over 20 years old unless those concerned
affirmed them- to be still, in force. The Ministry of Justice was
also requested for financial assistance for the compilation of
new registers,, and in a lax*/ of 11 March. 1892,, these proposals were

26embodied in statute.
The problem, of registering, building sites and tradir (other 

than the Tdrshavn tradir,, which, had their own register) was only 
tackled well, into the twentieth century,, with, the enclosure 
legislation of 19.28, and later. Enclosed villages have today a 
register of real estate precisely locating all types of land.
The remainder still suffer the disadvantages of land registration 
by the primitive method devised by Tillisch. This has limited 
the effectiveness, of the 185,7 legislation against fragmentation.
THE 18.57 AMTI-FRAGMEHTATIQR LAW

After the abandonment* of the general enclosure, project in
18-52, Dahlerup, as mentioned in Chapter 7., drafted a bill 
encouraging, partial enclosures,, which, became law on 4 March 1857• 
Simultaneously,, he revived. I.E. Tillisch's idea of voluntary 
hovedbolie as a means of combating fragmentation. This also came



before the 1855 hagting, was passed with.minor amendments, 
forwarded to Copenhagen,, and on 4 March 1851, it became the Lov,
hvorved Udstykning af det private Horde gods paa IPesroerne soges

27 ~indskrsenket. A translation is given as Appendix «&“• Its
scheme is as follows%
fable 16, ARTl~PRAGMBH.fATI01. LAW OP 4. MARCH 18.51

Paragraphs Sub jp-ct.

1-16. Rules for setting up a hovedbolle and 
testamentary conditions appertaining.

11 prohibition, against the division of land 
into smaller parcels than one gylden.

18 Prohibition, against the alienation of 
lunnindir froim land. j

19 Regulations for documenting land transfer.
20

3

Abolition of allodial redemption right.

Paragraph. 1 gives the owner of 1 to 6 marks of infield and 
outfield, held in a single villagenot less than 4 gylden being 
in. each, hagapartur, the right to set, up a united estate..,,, and 
paragraph 2 lays down the procedure for doing so. Paragraphs 3-4,. 
establish, the procedure for dealing with possible mortgages. 
Paragraph. 5 permits the addition of land to a united estate up to, 
a maximum, of 6, marks, and the division of such, an estate:,., though 
not into, portions smallbr; than 2 marks. Paragraphs 6.-16, give- 
testamentary regulations,, and require a wife/s consent to the 
establishment of a united estate when the owner is married.

Paragraph, 11 prohibits the division, of land into fragments 
smaller than one gylden, united in b.our as well, as in hagi♦ If 
heirs cannot, agree on the disposition of land falling to> them, it 
is to be auctioned and the proceeds divided.' Paragraph 18. 
provides against the separation of such rights as sea-fowling or 
winter grazing from, the land to which they j^ertain* paragraph 
19, requires that for legal validity all land transfers shall ba
by written, tingles st. document. Paragraph. 20) extinguishes 
allodial redemption.

The effect of this law has been somewhat limited. Paragraphs
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1-16> have never., been used,,, a© A*S* Orsted predicted, since such.
action is in. conflict- with what the Paroe.se commonly regard as,

28iust. Paragraph.. 17, has resulted in a neater land register,
since the minute fractions have largely gone. The alienation, of
building land and industrial sites froim the gamal bour was,,
however, made uncertain, and the restriction itself has been
evaded;, on a large scale by informal village arrangments. A
group of heirs will.,,, for instance, still make their private
division and cultivate their own tiny infield pa-tches, though.
their single gylden stands under one name in. the register. When
the precise location, of the infield component is unrecorded,, they

29cannot be challenged. x The paragraph has been widely interpreted 
as incorporating a prohibition against separation of bour and 
hagi, with the results mentioned in. the previous chapter ;(pages;.
150-151).50

The most- important, of the lunnindir which by paragraph 18. 
became inseparable from, the land was jprdehval, the right to a- 
quarter share of pilot-whales beached on the shore appertaining 
to the land holding. Of somewhat less importance was the right:- 
of sea-fowling. X am unaware of any attempts to evade the 
provision, which became of limited importance when jp^flahval 
abolished in 1937*51

The allodial redemption right had been of limited importance, 
but its abolition led to greater certainty in land sales,, and the., 
removal of an opportunity for chicanery.
THE 19.11 REPORT

The Land Commission of 1908. spent much time on the 
fragmente&Lon problem,,, still, largely unresolved at the end of the 
nineteenth century. Hkey rightly saw that the radical answer to 
fragmentation was general enclosure„ but saw also that in. Paroese 
conditions this could not be easily undertaken,; since the hagi, or 
most of it, would generally have to remain under communal tenure. 
The Commission recommended the Norwegian enclosure act of 13 March 
1882 as a suitable model,; and drafted a law accordingly. They 
recommended that bour should become separable from, hagi, but 
opposed the separability of lunnindir from, either* Por this 
reason they defined which lunnindir, in default of contrary



xpevidence, were to follow infield and outfield respectively.
As will, appear, in Chapter Ti2this was part of the Commission's 
endeavour to reduce the inevitable communal tenure of Faroese land 
to as limited a scale as possible,, as far as possible operating 
only in, the outfield,, with the hagapartur as the unit.

The Commission's recommendations passed into law, to a 
greater, or lesser, degree.,, as the century advanced. The first 
enclosure law applying to. infield was passed on 20 April 1926., 
and though, muchi has been done since, very far from,, all Faroese 
villages have had an infield enclosure..
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CHAP TER JiJNE EEVENUE^BEIOEM.

While it is outside, my scope to include an exhaustive 
investigation of the provincial revenue of the Faroe islands, it 
is important to., illustrate, how the taxation, system, changed from a 
commodity to, a cash, hase as other reforms were progressing.

At the beginning of the century,, the revenue arose principally 
from, (i) crown rentsj (ii) land taxesj; (iii) titheaf (iv) the 
Monopoly. In. addition.,,, certain, official salaries were granted in 
whole or in part in the form of stipendiary farms, and some 
services, in particular transport,, were provided by the public, in 
kind.
GROm BEN.ES

Since the crown owned, half the land in Faroe, crown, rents
formed an important sô r̂ce of revenue,, though the rent roll, was a

1preposterous muddle of customary payments.
Jordleje (land rent) was originally calculated from, the extent 

and quality of the infield, but there were 27 different rates..
XThe commonest, were between half and one gylden per mark.

Sojdeleje or Faarele je. (sheep rent) was payable on the 
inventory flock, which, the crown, leaseholder notionally took over 
with: his farm, and had to pass to his successor. Originally the 
rate was one gylden. per. 20 sheap (24 sunnanf j o r d s ) , i.e. the crown 
got the skin of each, lamb slain,, and the farmer got the meat and 
tallow,, but by 18.00- the customary payment was half a lambskin and
3./5. It- of tallcw per sheep,, though: after a murrain, payment was 
accepted in. other goods.

Smorleje (butter rent.) was payable at. the rate of 1 vo.g 
(3& lbs.) of butter per inventory cow.

Inventariileje (inventory rent) was in a few farms payable on 
certain miscellaneous,, often notional items,, such as bulls, pigp, 
and even, hand-querns•
XThe unit, of account, for transactions through the Monopoly was 
until 1190' the gylden » 20 skind. 1 gylden (monopoly account)
was equivalent ta "576 rigsdaler 8.0 skilling. The use. of these 
units was abolished by an Ordinance of 13 August 1790 whichi 
reformed the trade in various ways.
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Aagave or Tr.edieaarst age (triennial rent) was paid ever.# 
third, year at. the rate of half a gylden per mark of land. This 
was supposed originally to have been in commutation of the 
obligation, on each- tenant to>entertain his landlord every third 
year* when the inventory was inspected at the renewal of his lease. 
It. was not payable on kojord (land notionally supporting inventory 
cows ~ though when a farim had inventory cows it did not necessarily 
also have kojord), or pantajord (mortgage-land* originally forfeit 
to.) the crown for an unpaid debt and leased to its original owner).

Indfmstningsaf-gift (entry fine) was payable at the rate of 
5 gylden per mark., plus a fee. of one silver dollar for the 
landfoged when, a new lease was taken out.

j or die je, inventariile j e,, aagave and indf 83 stningsaf gift might 
be paid in any. trade- commodity„

Certain farms in. north, Streymoy,, instead of the usual 
sojdeleje, paid a total of 60 live lambs for the support, of the 
inmates of the Argir hospital.

Tradition has it that in the distant past an official
travelled round Faroe fixing, rents* and that some tenants managed
to hide part of their inventory, thus coming to be assessed more

2lightly than, the o.thers. ‘ Something of the chaotic; disorder of 
the crown rents may be seen from the subjoined table, in which, 
the payments in, kind are translated into their cash, equivalents..
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(Table 17

SAMPLE RENTS OP CROWN FARMS, 1800

Parm

1
1

1873
| Assessment,
| skattmarks
1 j
1 Total {Outfield!
! i l

Mks
I

Lejejord
Ii
i Rent 

. Gl. Skd.

Skd..
per
mark

Kojord, 
cows & other 
inventory 
details

Eojord rent, 
cow rent, 
inventory 
rent

fil:
j; i)

/j No.

iventory
! per 
| skt- 

per; mk. 
mk.l hagi

sheep

Rent 
Gl.okd. ,i

Aagave

per 
3 years 

; Gl.Skd.

Gil jar, 
Hvalbour j 7.620

I
i 5.130 j
i ; 
: j

i
■ 6

)
; 3 12 jl ; ( ;

12 i
t!

S3 • I 48 8 ; 9.36
q  ;

i
2 - i| 3 -

Lalsgardur,
Skalavik

|1
! ^
116.510|

j
i

; 9 .4.10 1j i 
;

! I \
i 1» j

|
1j

“ |
1
1

!10 mks kojord 
1 bull 

i 2 heifers 
| 2.calves 

7 cows

1 tonde 
| butter
i+ 1 gl. 15 skd,i

?jl35
‘1'.4

?!

1I
13jil4.34

|
!i

5 13 • nil

k Ryggi, 
Miovagur

j!
;ji2.o5o
i:
1 i

: 7.690 ; - ;
ij

" i
1

4 mks kojord 
5 cows

\
I

i; 1 vog >;
J butter j!
| + 4 gl-. 0 skdli 40i i1■: t

'*
10 ; 5.20 2 - nil

Eongsstova, 
N (51 soy

1!
‘I 4.650ii

| 2.820 1 3.i

t !
! 2 -
j j

1\
j i

if!
ii 60 20 21.99 3 - ; 1 10

Stdra hfmun

t)Si
;]30.720

j
' 14.450

•s11 13!
j

1 ; r ;

13 -I *

; 1 
’

!
1i
! 20
i
11

I ,

I
25 cows 

j 2 heifers 
! 2 bulls 
i 5 calves 
i 2 pigs 1 horse 
| 1 hand-quern

<
• 2 tonder & 
i 10 lbs 
J butter
I

ii

ii v 5 
;|648 49f~':44.24
S i1 p |
l| .q./jj ‘-'S' j Sc

27 - ii 6 10

!
urceV Legn, Pmr

prom 1800 onwards, crown leaseholder 
complaints of rent, inequity, and the crov, 
portion of the paroese revenue to be refc 
Lobner reported on its inequities and,-iii 
farms had no inventory sheep. Others, 1 
had a larger inventory than, the outfield 
years. To ease reform, Lobner had, sine 
inserted into every new lease requiring' 1 
such, reasonable increase in rent as mighi 
of a new assessment. The Rentekammer, I 
Lobner"s proposal for a rent review commj
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islands, on. grounds of expense - for despite the inequity very few
leaseholders were in arrears with their payments. They merely
authorised a reduction, in the smorleje of the Kol.tur farms,,, which.3were assessed. at, a ridiculous level.

In*. 18/26;, amtmand G.L. Tillisch and 1andfoged Hans Wilhelm.
Meyer repeated the proposal,, offering their own services gratis, 
asking only for something for the syssekmamd* and this was 
approved. Their plan, for revision of the sojdeleje- and smorlejjs, 
drawn up from, a survey in the summer of 18.29received royal 
assent, on, 50 March. 18.̂ 1
LAND TAXES.

The two, land taxes in Faroe. in 18.00. were kongsskat, and
matrikulskat. Kongs skat, (king's, tax) was the earliest, Faroe se.
tax.,, first, imposed,, if we. may believe the saga,, by St. Qlaf himself?
It seems originally to have been a graduated hearth, tax for the.
support of the king's household. The tendency developed for the
tax, to b.e paid by the wealthiest men. in each, village,; usually the
crown, tenants,, and by 18.00,,; it had become, simply a customary tax
on, certain properties... ̂

There are no records of the beginning of matrikulskat,
(defence rate.),; though it is certainly younger than, kongs skat,
and may date from the earliest fortification of Tdrshavn. in the
late sixteenth century.. It was originally levied at the rate of
2 skind per mark for crown land and 4 skimd for allodial land.
These rates were doubled, in 16.66>,; when Denmark was engaged in one
of her difficult, seventeenth-century wars,, but were reduced, to

75. and h skind respectively in 16,91.
During the first half of the century,; these two; taxes yielded, 

what, they had done for the previous two hundred years, kongs skat, 
less, than 55,0 fidlr. and matriknlskat less. than. 4,00, Itdlr. per year, 
Matrikulskat was employed almost entirely in. maintaining the tiny 
militia garrison in Tdrshavn., '

The functions, of government, were however, increasing* and from 
10.19? the. Ami was authorised, to.; raise a further, land tax for 
provincial expenditure* and amtsrepar.titionsskat came into being, 
at least by 1829,. The funds of the new tax were from 1852
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administered by, the halting.. The land taxation paid "by the fiv.e 
previously-mentioned crown farms,, in 1842, was as follows?
fable 18. LAND TAXATION-. 01' SAMPLE OROWE FARMS» 184.2

Farm, Mks.. as s..e ss- 
m.ent, 
skatte- 
marks,.

Kongp-
skat.

Rd.sk.

Matri
kul
skat,

Rd.sk.

Amts-
repar-
titions-

skat
Rd.sk.

Total

Rd.sk.

Total
per
mark

Rd; sk •

Total. ;j 
per 

skt-mk.5

Rd.sk. a

Oil jar, 
HiValbour. & 7r .6.20. 0 80, 0 12 0 4a

]
2 08 0, 331 0 25.31

DalsgarSur,
Skalavfk 10, 16,. 5,1 a 0. ,8.0 1 24

£
0 80
I

2 88, 0, 28 0, 1S>.$:
1 Ryegi» Midv&gur 4. 12,050. 0 :ao.. 0,4:0 0 32 1 64, 0.140 Qj 13.3
Kongs S-t.ov/a-', 
Edlsoy 3. 4,. 6,50, 1 j24I 0 3.6) 0, .24I 1 8,4 0,60, 0 38.8;.
Stdra. Lfmun. 13 30.120 0 80 I 1i j 60. 1 joa 3 ! 52L™ I „ 0 26£m 0 j Ht.oli

Sjources-j Legn,} Fmroske Kongs bonder. 1584-1884;- 
& FLs Amtsreparlitionsfond Regnskabshog.

The incidence of this taxation was thus very unequal,, hut its burden 
was modest,. With the need,, later in the century,, to raise 
additional revenue through land taxation,, there arose the necessity 
for a new land assessment,, as mentioned in Chapter 10.
POLLr TAXES

There were, three, poll-taxes of small importance., Embbeto.ld 
(beak.duty) was a requirement, on every man between 15 and 50 t.o "M

deliver annually either, one raven's or two..' crows' beaks,, to be 
burnt at, the annual Lag ting, sessions in. Tdrsliavn. Anyone failing 
to deliver a beak paid a mulct of one skind (ts 4 skilling). Every 
man. between. 15 and 5-0 was also supposed to pay one skind in 
lagmandstold annually, originally for the benefit of the lawman,, 
but after the abolition, of that office in 18/i 8,. to the exchequer.
A third poll-tax of 4 skilling annually was imposed in 1852 for S

1 0 'ii§the benefit, of a widows' and orphans' fund. tf|
TITHES 3

Q?ithe had in pre-Reformation! times been divided between. 
bishop,, church,,, priest, and poor. At. the Reformation,., the bishop's
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tithe became a crown perquisite,, and with the introduction of the
Norwegian Law of Christian V in 1688, came a change to the Danish
rule of a threefold division of the tithe between crown, priest 

11and church,. The crown share of the tithe was collected through 
the sysselmand, some being used for his emolument, some being, 
remitted to the Land sky ldhod. (the landfoged's tax-warehouse) in 
Tdrshavn.
Table COMMODITIES TITHED IN. THE FAROE ISLANDS, 18.0012
Commodity;

Arable
crops

Regulations.
Barley, tithed,* but not potatoes or 
root crops* In some places seed- 
corn withdrawn before barley- 
tithed.

Disposition.of 
crown share

Retained by 
sysselmand.

Wool
Tithes paid on sheep and lambs 
slaughtered. Some, variations in 
the rate,, but usually 1 vog. for 
8.Q.. lambs. Sandoy and SuSuroy 
paid in hose instead of in raw 
wool.

Sent, to Tdrshavn 
and sold toj the 
poor at. the. rate 
of 2 Rd per. vog.

Butter

2 1/4 lbs of butter,, cleaned and 
refined., from, each caw, plus one 
ti.the~chee.se per. oow for the 
sysselmand. By recent custom, 
sysaelmand provides salt and 
casks,, and has '3. lbs. of butter. 
and nx cheese.

Sent to Tdrshavn 
for export.

Pish.
Freshwater fish,,, rarer sea-fish, 
and saitke. not tithed. Commoner 
sea-fish tithed. Cod and ling 
to be paid in the form. of. 
stockfish.

Dried cod and ling 
sent to Tdrshavn 
for export. Other? 
fish, retained by 
sysselmand.

Sea-fowl. Birds caught on cliffs tithed., 
but not those shot at sea.

Retained by 
sysselmand.

Seals Seals killed in breeding-oaverns 
tithed,, but not those shot at sea.

Retained by 
sysselmand.

Pilot-
whales

Pilot-whale killings tithed, after 
the removal of the “finding-whale™. 
(for details of the division from 
1832 see. Table 21.)

Auctioned on 
the spot.

To collect crown, tithes, the sysselmand appointed two; 
opsynsmmnd in each village.,, who took responsibility if there was 
any proven, cheating,. By law,, their duties lasted three, years,



and were taken in rotation, 'by the more substantial farmers. The.
church/s tithe was taken up by the churchwardens, who had also to
render account to the sysselmand, and thus acted as a rough audit,

13since the same men could not. hold both offices...
The sys.seImand could take up wood and butter tithes personally

during his summer rounds» but obviously had to come to some
arrangement with tie op_synsmmnd over the perishable tithes, the
minister, likewise, having to negotiate with the churchwardens. On,
Hestur.,; late in. the century,, the farmer of dlastava received cod
and ling tithes and converted, them, into klip fish,, providing the
salt and retaining one-third of the product. The Hylendi farmer-
bought the o-ther fish, at an.sgreed price,, either, in. cash, or by
spinning the s y s s e l m a n d wood. Receiving, fish tithes was a
troublesome task,., since the opsynsmmnd had to stay up until the
last boat had. returned,, and the crews would fling the tithe down
on, the rocks where they had been, gutting. Until the abolition, of
the monopoly,, the church tithes were sent to. Tdrshavn if they were
trade goods,, and. retained by the churchwardens on terms if they
were not. After., the abolition o.f the monopoly,., the Sandav&gur

1 dchurchwardens used to. sell the wool tithe, by auction.
In. 18/3' the tithe laws were tightened, somewhat., An odd 

Mykines privilege, of paying lamb tithes in feathers wan terminated, 
tile withdrawal of seed-corn before, barley tithing was declared 
illegal,; and shot as well, as clubbed seals were declared liable to 
tithe. On the other hand, newly-enclosed traSir were exempted, 
fromi barley tithe for the first, six. years..

After the abolition of the monopoly in 18 56,. titiling changed 
in character. At. first.,, tithes were, simply accounted for in. ©ash 
terms but payable in kind. A Law of 1 May 186.8 required payments 
in cash. By the end of the century, the entire tithe system, was 
being replaced.
SK3EDS

A labour payment be.ar.ing very unequally on. the Parojese. 
population was s k y d s the forwarding of travellers or letters. By 
Christian V s Norwegian. Law.,, the authorities had the duty of 
ensuring that the means of travel were provided at., a fixed charge,!^ 
In the Paroe Islands, however,, the system. \*as well, into the
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nineteenth century both- burdensome, and badly, organised.
A journey by sea employed a boat with six or eight oarsmen;

an. overland journey usually heeded porter and guide, sometimes
also a horse. In the early eighteenth century even private
travellers were usually conveyed free-. Svabo mentioned how in
his time the cost of travel had considerably increased,, and Landt
speaks of the disorganisation of the service. At the. end of the.
eighteenth century,, the prices, current were 16. skilling per man.
overland per banish mile,, and 16, more for a horse.. A boat cost

188.0 skilling per banish mile..
As until- 1816; in mainland Norway,, officials and priests

enjoyed the right, of free, skyds for duty journeys:. On overland
journeys they could require a man. to carry a burden of up to 54.
lbs., and continue the journey to their home regardless, of the
fact, that, the skydsmand himself would be unable to return, by 

19daylight.
With the population increase,,, the frequency of journeys

became greater,, and happy informality began to show its deficiencie
As early as. 1782, gvab.o pointed out the heavy burden that, free
skyds placed, on. those living near T<5rshavn, or those strategically
placed,; and suggested paid staging from, a special fund., Landt
pointed out the drawbacks of skyds by boat-crew - an. overland
skyds. by two, men released the rest of the crew from, their turn,
and there was no way of requisitioning a substitute for a man with. 

20-lawful excuse. " A Chancellory ruling of 11 February 17,98, laid
down that ini each of the larger villages there should be appointed
a stydsstaffer, (posting agent), who was to call, out skydsnuend in,
personal rotation,, not according to boat's crew. Refusal or
neglect to perform, a skyds could result, in. a fine on summary
conviction. The skydsakaffer was appointed by the sysselmand,
but the wishes of the villagers were usually consulted. In 1815,

21a regular tariff for private travellers was introduced.
After, protests to the Lagting,. the system: was reformed in 
2218.65-. A Law of 17/ March. 186.-5 laid down that the amtmand, on. 

the sysselmand's recommendation,, should appoint a skydsskaff.er. for 
each village,, with, a deputy where necessary. The skydsskaff.er 
had the right to call, out any, male person between 15 and 50 whose



daily life accustomed. liimi to the kind of work involved in skyds, 
on pain of a fine of up to 20 Ed. on summary conviction, The 
private traveller,, as before,, paid the skydsskaffer. in;, advance., 
according, to a tariff, worked out every five years on the basis 
of day-labourers' wage rates. Duty journeys of officials were, 
paid for from, a fund administered by the Lagting, supplied from: 
each village in. proportion to population. The journeys, of 
1 agtingsmsend and doctors on official business, were paid for frorm 
the Anut.srepart!tionsfond. priests on official journeys within, 
their pastorate,s continued to have free; skyds. The payment was
not princely,, but the burden henceforth fell, more equitably on all.

23Further regulations followed: in. 1819- and 1881.
In. 1865 also was abolished the obligation on certain farmers. 

to; keep fishing-boats,. and for their poorer, neighbours to serve in. 
thenu as crew. This obligation was grounded only on custom;,, except 
that an order, of 18.13 gave., the sysselmand j>ower to adjudicate., in 
disputes over, boat ownership or crewing,,, which could be. very 
complicated* The 18.6.5. Skyds Law merely laid down that all.

2 Aprivate, boats were to be made, available at. need, in rotation.
Dy- the end of the century the system:, was again getting out of 

step with the times,. Complaints reached the Lagting,. from Suduroy 
that craftsmen in. the growing trading villages evaded overland, 
skyds merely because, they were., not liable for boat skyds. Sloop 
fishermen, away for the summer ought in fairness, to do their share.- 
during the winter.. Those, liable to sky da ought to be allowed to 
hire a substitute.. The Lagting drafted a new slcyds;. law in its.
19-00? session,, but the 1901 Eigsdag dissolution prevented it from; 
becoming law. **'

But regular inter-island communication was now putting an end 
to the need for skyds.. The first steamship began work at the end 
of 1895. General skyds. was abolished, in 19.22,, and the priests' 
skyds in 1936.*
THE M0I\f,0PQL¥

Although, the Faroese. trade monopply was. not, during the pex'iod, 
under, review, envisaged as a source of revenue.,, during its final 
decades it operated at. a handsome profit, partly through; the 
increasing productivity of the islands,,, partly through, efficient
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management in T.drshavn.. But, tixe monopoly surpluses certainly made 
fresh, forms of taxation, unnecessary until abolition in 185-6-.

The .Royal Faroese Trading Company, came into being in. 1709» to- 
replace the private monopolies which, had farmed, the Faroese. trade 
sin.ce 15.35* For 65 years, proposals were being advanced for its; 
abolition. Whale these do.-rot concern the present thesis,, it is 
important, that during its final, decades.,, preparation for free trade 
was much, in, the minds of both, the Copenhagen and the T<5rshavr 
authorities.

A series, of bad trading years from 1 78j0. onwards caused the
king to summon a commission which, first met; in the autumn, of 1789>
and in June 1 ‘J&Qj recommended an immediate, revision of the century-
old and now outdated tariff,, and the freeing of the trade, within a
few years. A 119-0 Ordinance proposed the freeing of the trade-- in
1 J9&h but 179-6, proved to., be. an. unfavourable time, for a radical.
change,, and the monopoly continued for another sixty years under27temporary provisions. 1

Broad control of the Monopoly came, under the Rentekamm.er., as. 
did. other financial and economic matters concerning Faroe; butt. 
day~toj~day iff airs were managed by a directorate of three, also;- 
responsible for the Greenland Monopoly. Their Copenhagen staff 
disponed of the Faroese. goods arriving in.- the Monopoly's. vessels., 
and kept the main, accounts.. In Faroe, there was appermanent 
staff of eleven,; a manager, book-keeper., assistant book-keeper, 
hose assessor, shopkeeper, and assistant, one. warehouseman, two; 
coopers and two.-porters. There were in addition, two; sworn 
assessors., who. with the ao.ren.skriver., inspected, all. goods arriving 
in the country, to sea that, they were fit for sale at the tariff 
prices. bnsatisfactory goods were either, sent back to Denmark or 
sold at. auction.

The amfmand, a highest civil servant in the islands, had a 
certain jurisdiction over the T<5rshavn establishment. Re e could 
suspend, or limit sales of any commodity in short supply, to prevent, 
speculation. A copy of the manager's annual requisition had to, go 
to, him, and he had the. power of increasing the order, for necessities 
or limiting the order for luxuries... A copy of each bill, of lading, 
had to. be sent to, him, so that he. could keep track of the actual.
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supply position. Hie dealt- withi complaints by Faroemen, e.g* of 
28overcharging. " The sysae.lmamd kept him; informed about., population.

numbers and the likely corn consumption, so that he could exercise-
29.effective supervision..

From. 18.01,, the import- and export, tariffs were annual revised
out the basis of the purchase price of goods sent to Faroe,, and the
auction prices of Faro.ese goods in Copenhagen over the previous;.

30five years. Subsequently,, the Monopoly made., an average profit,
during 1801-7 of approximately 5»;75G. Rd.. The war withi Britain
(18.07-14) now occasioned certain, direct losses,, and the wild
inflation of 1812-13, threw the whole, trading position into 

31confusion. A severe, slump fo.ll.owed,, and it was. 1820 before
regular peacetime conditions were, restored. Taking the discount 
rates for Banish, paper money into consideration,, the Monopoly 
subsequently made, regular trading profits as foll.ojwss
Table 2Q. MOHOPQOT TRAPIHG PROFITS „ 1828-35?2

year Trading profit Paid to State Treasury V'-’lRigsbankdalers Silver Rigsbankdalers Silver
1828 2, 4̂ 8, ' m

i&a1825 28., 742 20,184, '?~A18.30 34,9-5.4 21 ,;6.00 1st
1831 23,8.63 18,700 ■1832 1 d, 549, 13,800. m
1833. 20 ,,003 15,00.8
1834 43„2d0 33,300 iM
18.33 4.0.',4.76. 3A,d98. m
183d 3>1 ,;00.Q 11., 402
18.37 12,30,7 ) • 8  j'®:}
1838 
18.39

9,A78 ) 
% )

20,470
184.0 37,57.4. )
184.1 28,589 21,785
184,2 2,350. 1 ,A.oo
1843 5,P-2 3 3,412 41
184.4 13,403 10,,220
18.45 15,3.2 d 7,352
184,d 3,300 345 IS?
184,7 21,887 7 ,,885
184,8. d,;.219 8.64 vS
1849 9,119 2,539
1850 19,,189 18,7.36 ■■M
1851 15,295 15,295
1852 33,-0-83 33,,085
1853 38,245 38,243 ■'%%

m
185.4, 48,578 4,8,578
1853 40,349 4.0,949 /■iA

■ M
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During, the last sixty years of the monopoly, successive
governments pursued fluctuating and inconsistent policies,
generally, however, aimed at promoting the ultimate freeing of the
trade. The principal developments, were., as follows; (i) From, 1Q01
the tariff was annually revised,, to accustom; the Far.oe.se. to world
price fluctuations, froim which they had hitherto been protected.
(ii) From 18.05,, woollen, jackets, train-oil and salt co.d could be.
exported in the Monopoly's ships at. a low freight on private
account,, to accustom, the Faroese to speculative export. (iii)
During' the war of 1807-14* the stringency of the laws against trade
with foreigners- was relaxed,, and in particular the SuSuroyings
traded considerably with a Liverpool firm;. (tv) A royal
commission, of 1817, itself favourable towards emancipation, found
Faro.ese opinion strongly favouring continuance of monopoly. The
private export privileges were curtailed, in order to render the
company more profitable. (v.) A royal commission of 1835-d led to..
the establishment of three; outstations of the Monopoly. (vi) A
royal commission of 184.1-2 recommended the freeing of the trade to
foreigners as well as Danish subjects, lest private, monopoly
should succeed public, monopoly. (vii) The Law, of 21 March 18,35hfreed, trade as from, 1 January 18.58.
REFORMS CONSEQUENT UPON, FREE. TRADE

Over the centuries,, multifarious aspects of Faroese. life had 
become intertwined with the workings of the Monopoly. Every 
citizen and organisation had been in account with the Company,, and 
the fixed tariff enabled; all. sorts of payments to be easily made; 
in kind. Disentanglement was a considerable undertaking. The 
principal revenue consequences were as follows;.

The income, the Danish state had formerly derived, from the 
Monopoly was replaced by a duty on every ship loading or unloading 
in Faroe,, of 1 Rd. per ton of its. displacement.^'

Payments in kind were, adjusted to cash terms* The question 
arose whether, to commute, to. cash payments on the basis of recent 
Monopoly tariffs or according to current prices. It was 
anticipated that the general level of prices of Faroese protect s. 
would rise under free, trade, so to avoid revenue loss, the latter



alternative was preferred. The amtmand was required to conduct
a price inquisition each June, on the average prices for the 12
months up to 1 May for unwashed wood,., tallow, butter,., wet fish.,
stockfish and train-oil.* From, these figures he drew up a
schedule of cash equivalents. Lambskins and knitted goods were

35always rated in. terms of unwashed-wood equivalent. Church
tithes, and syss-elmancl/s tithes continued., however., to be generally 
rendered in kind.

Poor Fund. The provincial poor fund was founded in 1767,
its earliest income being from, legacies.,, donations and harbour
dues.. In 17\9&>9t it acquired its most significant source of income,
a 1°/o lev#; on the purchase price of all imports passing through., the
Monopoly. Alter free, trade, poor relief was. decentralised to.,
local poor boards, later merged with the kommuner, with an income

• x hderived, principally from, a rate on. the markatal.
REFORMS ARISING FROM. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The rise of the distantr-water fishery from; 18712 onwards changed 
the pattern, of Far.oe.se economic; life,, and the consequent revenue 
reforms were even more far-reaching than those arising from the 
abolition of the monopoly. By the first decade of the twentieth 
century,;, tithe had gone,, and while the old crown rents and land 
tares remained.,, a large portion of the revenue now came from
commodity duties,. The stages were briefly as foll.mws.s

The sale of spirits;, came under licence with a law of 3 March 
"xrj ‘ " ~18,6.0• '■{ Licences, were, not cheap. For off-sales there was an

initial fee. of 20 Rd. and a yearly payment of 100 Rd. For on-sales,
half these sums were charged. Half the payments went to; the
exchequer, half to the provincial poor fund. By the end of the
decade., over 2,,500 Rd. were being annually paid for licences.̂ 8
By a law of 22 December 18.716.,, the division was varied,,. so that the
annual payments went to the poor fund,, and only the initial fee.* to.

39the exchequer. " As mentioned below,, an import duty on intoxicants 
was introduced in 18,92.

B.eak duty was abolished by a law of 18. March 1881.
Fish, tithes- were abolished by a law of 30. March 1892 .̂'1 

Abolition had been discussed by the Lagtings of 18.75, 18.76 and



18.80, and the proposal advanced that a proportion of the fishi
passing,, through the hands of merchants in the islands should he
set., aside as a capital fund for buying out, the t.ithej but the
Lagting could not agree, on a draft law. The Issue came up again
in the 1885-7 sessions. It, was agreed, that the maimer of
rendering the tithe was inconvenient,, and the tax. itself not., in.
the spirit of the age. An impost of 10$ of the gross- product
was., inequitable when fishing, was undertaken with various kinds of
bait and equipment. Evasion of tithe was endemic,, and easy when.
fishi, need, no longer be landed, in the home village. The greatest,
inequity, was that, since by an old enactment decked vessels were
not subject to tithe,, the youngest and most, active fishermen were.
tithe-free^ and the entire burden fell, on the bo at/-fishermen.
The yield was a mere 8,;0QG kroner per year. The Lagting
requested the Ministry to abolish, the tithe and compensate the

42beneficiaries from the general revenue.
The. outcome was a law imposing a range, of duties on 

intoxicants,, and an. abolition of both. fish, tithe and the loading 
and unloading duty imposed by the law abolishing the monopoly.
The latter was replaced by a fee of 5' ore per ton displacement, for 
the inspection of ship's papers by the landfoged or sysselmand, 
and a payment to the. poor fund of 25/ kroner for clearing every 
vessel trading directly with the inhabitants. Compensation, of 
2,j90Q kroner annually was paid to the ministers,; a similar sum. to 
the churches f) and 1,5-88 kroner to the sysselmmnd, whose loss: was 
smaller.

Corn,; wool,, butter,. sea-fowl. and seal tithes, were likewise
a ̂abolished, by a law of 1 April 1908,. The rate of duty on

intoxicants was increased,, as were, the rates for kongs skat and 
matrikulskat. As compensation,; the ministers and churches each 
received, a further, annual sum, of 7,,800 kroner. (The sysaelmmnd 
were by this time regularly salaried.)

The same law abolished pres.ttat, a customary payment by 
communicants to the minister,, against a compensation of 5,000 
kroner annually. Lagmandstold was abolished,, and the levy for 
the widows' and orphans' fund was terminated,, the exchequer, making 
an. annual payment in compensation for the latter of 216> kroner.
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Pilot-whale tithes,, as will, be described in Chapter 11., were 
appropriated to form, a fund for the extinction of the land's 
rights in killings. This last tithe ceased in 19-57*
LOCAL GOYETOTOT. TAX ATI OR

Tdrshavnfs first, rate was levied, in 178-4* in the interests, of 
fire prevention. From; 1829 theme followed a rate, for maintenance, 
of roads and bridges, T<5rshs/vn was first constituted a koriimune 
ini 18.&6-,j with powers to regulate, poor relief,, roads,> schools,, fire, 
prevention,, harbour works, and so on. Part of its. income was. 
derived, from; a rate on buildings,, part from, an assessment on the 
wealth, of the inhabitants*^ In 18,7.2, komimmer were set up in.. 
the c.ountry districts,, with similar duties,; and with the power to; 
levy an income by assessments on personal wealth and on the 
markatal.̂

In 1800,* the revenue systeim was adapted t.a the traditional 
barter, economy,, and designed to yield merely the necessary expenses 
of administration, and some official salaries. By 1900,, the 
revenue was on a cash, basis.,; and was more or less, equitably 
financing a considerable range of services. This chapter has. 
endeavoured to., illustrate, the. changing impact of taxation on the. 
ordinary Faroese villager, as the one system gave way to the other;. 
The final stage iu revenue modernisation was the introduction of a 
new as cessment-- as a basis for land taxation,, which; will, be the 
subject, of the next chapter.
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Law, of 16- February; 1866- in Bang & 13$ rent sen, op. cit-.,, pp.
I6O-69...

45* Law of 28, February 18-72, Bang, & Bmrentsen, op. cit-., pp.. 
203- 16.
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2B§ JkME _ ̂S SE S §MEHT_ COMMI S S I OR

THE FEED FOR REFORM
Im m6.0,, am&mand DaMermp proposed to the Ministry of Justice 

that, a new -valuation should be made of all real estate in the 1Faroe Islands, as a basis for an, e.quitable system. of land taxation.
The existing assessment., into marks,,, gylden. and skind was a

very ancient one,, made certainly- before the Reformation. Some
attributed, it. to king Rakon, Rakonsson (1217 "6-2) , others, including
Dahlerup,, to king, Erik of Pomerania (1412-59) » though in neither.

2case. on. any firrm historical evidence, ' There was disagreement on.
the origin of the mark, as a unit,, and even whether it was originally

3a iinit of infield or outfield. But. all. agreed there was. great 
variability? in the value of marks in different villages., and. not 
infrequently within the same village.

The variability of the infield mark may be illustrated from 
measurements made by Svabo in 17,8-1-2. The six. marks he, measured, 
in Midvagur,, Sandur and porkeri had an average area of 14,043

Xsquare aleni per mark5 but they varied from, a half-mark in. Sandur 
(admittedly somewhat eroded by the lake) which measured a mere 
7.26, square alen, to.- a mark in Porkeri, agreed to be an average- 
mark for the village and consisting exclusively of ancient hour, 
which, measured 22.,.10.8, square, alen. The latter was,, indeed,, 
greater than the largest Mlovdgur mark,, which measured 22,219 
square, alen, and was known to have been augmented by intakes froim 
the adjacent outfield. The hay, production of these- areas, 
measured by the kofoder- (in. this instance defined, as a sufficiency 
for one cow's winter feed) was as variable* The three; MiSvdgur. 
marks were 2», 2 1/2 and 1 kofoder. respectively. The average 
Sandur mark, produced 1 1/2 kofoder.' and the tiny half-mark 1/9„ 
kofoder. The average.. Porkeri mark produced 3 1/2 kofoder,. and 
Svabo.; heard of a large, mark in the sama village that, yielded, over
5. kofoder.̂ -

Outfield values were also, highly variable. Lunddahl,wwriting 
in 18.4,3̂>. mentioned that. an. outfield mark might carry a stock of
XThe alen was 0,627 of a metre. The hectare, was thus about
25,4.00 square., alen.
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5under 20h shee.p or over 50-» Still, more remarkable extremes
ultimately came, to, light,-. The d marks of Leitid in MiSvagur
carried a stock, of 43,0 sheapj the 4 marks of Nordskali in
Eysturoy carried 210 j and the 7 1/2 marks of one of the
hagaparlar. in Funningur carried 44.0 she.e.p of the. best, and fattest
in Faroe.. At. the other end of the scale, Kolkur's 11 marks
carried, only 16.0 shee.p, 9 marks om Mykines. carried 100, and 25
marks o.n. Skdvoy carried, 3^5 Q>f the small, southern* breed.
Variability within a single village may be. instances by
J/unkarahagi. and Ognarhag.i in Kvfvlk,. both, rated at. 12 marks-, but
the former carrying 24,0 sheepthe latter 400. Larger.- variations
still, might be found between the winter stocks of the different
hagaparlar.. in Kollaf jorQur, and MiSvdgur.^ Dahlerup claimed that
the. annual slaughter from, an outfield mark might range, from. 6.-8

7lambs up to 4P or 50-. It was not surprising that in these 
circumstances a gylden of land (infield and outfield) might, when, 
Lunddahl was writing, sell for as little as 30 Rbdr. or as fetch asO120 Rbdr. or more. '

yet this variation in price could not be used as a basis for
valuation,, said Dahlerup,. neither could it in any measure, be.
considered as counteracting the effects of inequitable taxation.
H.alf the land, was crown estate., never sold at all. Of the
remainder, it was most exceptional for any considerable parcel to
be offered for sale. The prices of the small pieces that were,
sold often depended less. on. their real value, than on the numbers
bidding. Bidders would,. moreover,, often, be influenced by such
considerations as the desire to round off an. existing holding or
tou settle in a good fishing village., more, than by the mere.
productive capacity of the land.

If discontent with the existing assessment had not been greater
already, it was because the imposts based on it had hitherto been
small* Between 1829/ and 184,3-,? iust over 2,4.00. marks were paying
a total of about 1,000 Rbdr. in. land taxation - a,bout 40 skilling 

9per mark. But the activity of the Lagting, revived in 18-52, 
inevitably tended to increase, public expenditure in the islands.
The a/bolition of the monopoly in 185& cut off one source of income 
that would have required something, like 5 Rbdr. per mark if it. had



10been repla&ed by a land tax. Im addition, there was the problem* 
ox how to pay for. universal elementary education in the Faroe 
Islands.

Compulsory elementary education had been introduced into 
metropolitan Denmark, in 18.14 >, but was not immediately extended to 
the dependencies. But Danish example naturally stirred emulation 
in Faroe as. Danish priests and officials with enthusiasm for the 
new systemi arrived. (The first; village schools were established 
in Midvigur (18.29), N.<5lsoy (18p7) and Saltn.es on Skilnf jprdur 
(1844),, while peripatetic teachers were at work, in Suburoy and 
elsewhere. Somie small funds existed to foster such;, projects., 
but the villagers., had to find the bulk of the money themselves.

A compulsory school law of 28 May 184H financed education by
a school rate of 24, skilling per mark, which the teacher himself.
had the odinim of collecting. The system, raised such, a st.ormi of
protest that it was revoked, in 18.54, by a law which, merely
proclaimed the general duty of ensuring that every child over 7
should b.e sufficiently instructed in reading and religious 

11knowledge. Dahlerup pointed out that to finance a school,
system* from, land taxation on the. existing assessments would 
inevitably arouse, much resentment.

Since valuation by sale price was impossible, and employment 
of a trained surveyor too* c.ostly, Dahlerup suggested assessment by 
productive capacity,, rating- infield at a new mark for each kofoder, 
and outfield at a new mark, for such., an. area, as would produce 16. 
lambs for slaughter in an average y,ear.J: assuming in both cases, 
reasonably good management,, and taking into account such 
appurtenances as sea?-fowling rights. He thought that, assessment 
might, be left to a commission of officials working from; the tithe 
records,, their work, being, afterwards revised by a larger commission 
on which the officials \tfould be joined, by, specially-ele.cted 
members of the general public,. The assessment would be finally 
laid before the Lagting- for their approval.

From: 18.6.1, the matter, was constantly under consideration by
the Lagting,, under the chairmanship of Dahlerup's successor, per- 

12Eolteru The Lagting, agreed that, the new assessment must be
based,, on. the productive capacity of the land, but doubted whether



any reliable assessment could be achieved by mere office work.
They proposed instead, a further instance of devolving’ agricultural 
technicalities, to' those with, first-hand experience of them. A 
commission, of experienced and knowledgeable men should visit 
every village,, and fromi an. assessment of productive capacity made 
on the spot.,; as well, as from, documentary evidence,; they should 
arrive at. a cash valuation for every piece of agricultural land in 
the country. They suggested a method of selecting commissioners 
which was in all. essentials the one eventually used. Like Dahlerup 
they wanted a revisory commission to overlook the finished work, and 
consider, appeals.--!; but preferred a small, body consisting of the 
landfoged and two; members nominated-. by the Lagting' for this work.

^lie Lagting further suggested separate, assessment of infield 
and outfield. They regarded, the inseparability of bour and hagi 
as one of the hindrances to. infield consolidation by exchange of 
plots,, and anticipated a time when, the two. xvould be legadly 
separable.

The Ministry of Justice approved these proposals in principle, 
and froim 18f>4 to, 18.6b,, a bill, was drafted by the combined efforts 
of the Lagting,, the amimand, the landfoged and the Rigsdag. The 
proposals finally; received the royal assent on 2% March 1867.
THE LAW Ok 2% MAR OIL 18.6,1 1 XThe text of the, law as now passed was as follows »

haw for a new, land asse.ssmen.t. ini the Faroe. Islands
1. A new assessment of all. the lands in the Faroe. Island 

shall be undertaken as soon, as possible.
2., In order to carry out the necessary valuation for the 

assessment, a Commission, shall be established,, which, 
will be brought into, being, in the following manner. For 
every ecclesiastical pastorate in the islands,, the 
minister and the sysselmand shall, submit to. the Lagting 
a list of 10 men resident within the ;pastorate, whom: they 
regard as best qualified, to; take part in the valuation.
In the choice of these men.,, they shall pro.ceed first to- 
select one man from* every parish belonging to the 
pastorate,,, and thereafter choose., the remainder by free 
choice from, amongst the inhabitants of the pastorate.
Ini the event of disagreement between the minister and the. 
sy.ss.elmandeach will, send in his own. list. From, the 
men thus proponed,; the Lagting will, for each pastorate, 
nominate two members of the. Commission, to- take part in, 
the valuation of the pastorate concerned, and two;
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\js'
deputi.es. The. Lagting, shall further nominate,; independent, 
of the division into pastorates, two supervising members 
of the Commission,, who- shall- take part in, the work, of 
valuation, over all. the islands., and. of which the first- 
nominated shall, as chairman lead the Commission's 
discussions, together with a deputy,, who in the absence 
of the former,, shall take on his duties. Hit each syse.l, 
the Commission shall be joined by the respective 
sysselmand, who- shall, keep its records,, but shall have 
no) vote in the valuation. The Ministry' of Justice is 
empowered, to ordain, by means of 8, Schedule of Instructions 
issued, to the Commission, how they are to. conduct., 
themselves in the. execution of the task consigned to them.

• Each individual stretch o.f land o.r parcel of land which, is 
identified in the land register maintained, by the 
sorenskriver, or which constitutes an. independent holding., 
infield or outfield,, whether, the same is owned by one man 
or several,, is to. be rated at a specific cash value, by an. 
estimate of its productive capacity and other qualities...
Bour. and hagi. as. we If as each and every appurtenance or 
appendage shall, be made the subject of a separate valuation, 
and the same applies to. traSir. cultivated, or enclosed for 
cultivation in every instance., where, they are by fencing, or 
boundary marks separated from.!, the. hour, and without, regard 
to, whether they constitute a separate holding or not.

4.* When the valuation of all. the lands is completed,, a
Revisory Commission shall be brought into being, consisting 
o.f the landfoged. as chairman., and recorder-,,, and two men 
chosen by the Lagting,, who) shall, not. have, been members, o.f 
the Commission described in paragraph 2.

5* The Revisory Commission shall,,, after previous .announce me hit, 
ini a sui'table place in each parish, exhibit, for public 
inspection, for 6,- mouths a printed copy of the valuation 
proceedings, for the pastorate concerned,., and with, each 
sysselmand shall depo:eit, a printed copy of the whole, 
valuation pro.ceadings for all the islands. Before, the 
lapse of the forementioned period any person with, an interest 
in the assessment.,, including not only owners and 
stipendiaries,, but also leaseholders and tenants,, may 
appear before the Revisory Commission with such objections, 
against the valuation as he may find occasion to make,, and 
it stands open., to hinn to demand that a new estimate, shall, 
be made, of his property* The objection, must be. made, in 
writing and with it a declaration of the grounds, by which 
it is supported,, and in. addition the person concerned shall., 
at the time of the submission of the objection, deposit with 
the Revisory Commission or furnish, a surety for 10 Rd.,, when 
the property concerned, is assessed to a, sum- smaller- than 
800. Rd.,, otherwise 20 Rd. The sum: deposited will, be 
returned only when, either the objection raised, is sustained,, 
so. that a reduction, of the assessment is made.,, or else when 
the adjudication of the objection has not caused any special 
expenditure by reason of a fresh visit to and investigation 
of the place in question.
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6. If there should arise, any question of a new estimate made 
on the spot,, whether it; Is oarried out by the demand of the 
inter.est.ed parties, concerned,; or because the Revisory 
Commission finds it necessary in order to adjudicate an. 
oh.jectioiii submitted, it shall, be carried, out by a new; 
Commission., of Assessment,,,, consisting of the deputy for 
the member, of the Commission, described in paragraph 2 
who, acted, as chairman,, or,, if ha should have participated 
iiii the assessment., of the land under adjudication, of the., 
supervising member whose., place he took, together with, 
two of the deputy assessors for the pastorate, in question. 
Should any of these latter., have lawful excuse,, the 
Commission, shall, be augmented by the. choice of the hagting 
if it is ini session.-,; or otherwise by the choice of the 
amtmand on the assembly's behalf from-: amongst; the 
remaining men listed by the sysselmand and the minister for 
the pastorate in question.. The sysselmand of the district 
shall, be present at, the proceedings as recording member.

7* The . objections brought forward shall, be determined, by the 
Revisory Commission in a decision with, reasons stated.
As regards the valuation of the lands concerning which no 
objection has been raised.,, the Commission shall, for them 
carry out an ordinary audit. Concerning, the method of 
procedure in. this as well. as. the r.es.t of the duties assigned 
to this Commission,^ further rulings will, be given in a 
Schedule of Instructions given, to the Commission by the 
Ministry of Justice.

8. When the Revisory Commission's duties have been concluded,, 
the Ministry of Justice shall, institute, regulations by which 
to fix an assessment, on all. the lands, which regulations will 
be determined, after preliminary negotiation with; the hagting.

9* All. persons in the forementioned Commissions have the right
to, require the communication of all information which they may 
find necessary for their guidance in the task entrusted to. 
them, b.othi froim officials or public servants and from: private 
citizens. If such c.ommunication is made in writing,, the 
person concerned, will, be given compensation for clerical 
expenses at the rate of 24, skillings per sheet.

10. lor the use. of the. three, forementioned Commissions,, the 
amtmand shall issue the n.ecesaury record-books. In the 
record,, the elected members, of all three.. Commissions shall, 
the first time they function as such.,, enter and sign a 
declaration, on oath., that they will undertake the task 
assigned to them, to the best, of their ability, with 
diligence and with impartiality.

11. lor the days employed in the assessment.,, there shall be 
granted to members of the Commission mentioned in paragraph.
2 the following daily allowances: the two supervising,
members elected by the hagting 2 &d, each, the sysselmand 
and the other two, members 1 Rd 4,8 sk. each. Members of 
the Revisory Commission will,, after the completion of their 
task,, be granted a round sum in remuneration, the size of
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which will, be determined. lay the Ministry of Justice after 
recommendations have been made by the. Lasting.
Reimbursement, will be further made, to the members of all. 
the Commissions of all. expenses for requisitioned transport 
according to their accounts, submitted to, the amtmand's 
office.

10. The allowances &.c. mentioned in the. foregoing paragraph,., as. 
well, as all. other expenses contingent on the work of land 
assessment.,, shall, be paid from, the provincial 
Jo.rdeb.o.gskasse of the Faroe. Islands on the instructions of 
the amtmand's office. half of this stum will, be recovered 
by the forementioned kass.e b.y a rate on, the owners of ail- 
real estate,, levied according to the new- assessment. The 
sums shall, be payable, in the course of !> years at. the rate, 
of one-fifth yearly.

The above law is so straightforward and lucid in its terms that,
little comment is necessary beyond a few remarks made. in. the draft,

14published a few months before, ^ which elucidates the motives 
behind certain, of its provisions.

Paragraph 2 puts nomination, into the hands of the sysselmand 
and the minister as these were the most, likely to know of men of 
ability and probity fit for the task of assessment.. They were, to 
act within the ecclesiastical boundaries, rather than the civil, ones., 
for purely practical reasons. This permitted more, nominations 
froim Streymoy,, the most populous of the sysler,; and the only one to. 
contain two, pastorates• parishes ware more, convenient to work 
with than villages,, because of the number of tiny villages, - 
Eysturoy and the northern Islands,, for instance,, each contained 
% parishes.,, but. 20, villages. The final choice of commissioners 
rightly lay with the elected-representatives of the people.

Paragraph %9> paying clerical expenses at. the current rate, 
was primarily so th&i, the sorenskriver should not. personally have 
to, pay for the large, bulk of documentary evidence needed from. him..

The Schedules of Instructions referred to in paragraphs 2 and 
7 were published, with the Law itself. The most important 
paragraphs were as foliowas
As cessment. Commlssion

In the event of a disagreement between the Commassiom 
members concerning the assessment of a piece of. land, 
the case in question shall.' be decided by a majority vote..
If 2 votes are cast for one decision and 2 for another, 
the opinion for which the Chairman., votes shall become the
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decision of the Commission. If. each,, of the ifoMrig members, 
of the Commission declares for his own individual 
assessment, the different amounts shall, he added together 
and divided by. the number of voting members.,, and the ■ 
re sill ting quotient, shall, be regarded as the assessed 
value of the land.

4,*. As starting-p o.ini, for the valuation it is determined, that,
a mark who.se. infield portion yields 1 1/2 kofoder.,,. and
whene. outfield portion yields 10, mutton carcases of average 
quality to.geth.er with, am amount of spring wool corresponding 
with. this,., shall be. assigned im all a, value of 8.00 Rd., or 
each part severally of 400) Rd.

Im addition,; at the. valuation there shall, be paid 
regard, to..;
a) mot merely the total number of sh.ee.p_ and cows, that 

the outfield cum support,; but also the quality of
these,; as. well, as the condition of the pasture„

b) whether, the outfield is subject, to., avalanche., 
either through the slip of fresh, snow or through 
the gradual thawing of the snow because, of the 
situation, of the outfield relative to the sun.

e) whether any bur deni rests oni the land,, especially 
specific; duties of the outfield with regard to, 
other village o..ocmpations,; such as. giving cow 
pasturage, to a larger or smaller portion of the 
remaining village markatal.

d) the more or less favourable situation, of the 
infield for the. growing of corn, potatoes. &c;.

e) the greater or leas.er. opportunity the outfield 
offers for being brought, into cultivation.

f) the advantages which acre an to) seafowl or whale-hunting, 
to., driftwood or to seaweed for manure, might; have.

g) the more or less, favourable turbary.
h) the opportunity which; situation, offers for the sale, 

of products,; though only insofar as it may be 
anticipatedt that this is of a permanent character.

On, the other hand, no; regard, will, be paid to;
a) the existing animal stocks,; insofar as these, do, not 

correspond with the total that the outfield or infield 
can with, ordinary management support in an average year.

b.) the advantages that might be won by great expenditure 
and the assumption of skills which, do.> not belong to.; 
the ordinary management of a Faroes© farmer..

Revisory Commission
4** In the adjudication of objections that are; brought forward, 

the Commission shall, give its judgement with regard, to. the 
knowledge which it, may itself x>osse.s.s; with, regard to the
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land ini question, as well. as. to either the information, 
given by the complainant, or that; brought to light by the 
Commission! about the real value of the land* If the 
Commission comes to the. conclusion that not only is the 
o;b jpction raised over the supposedly- tooj high ass.essment 
of the land unfounded, but that the land in question is 
even assessed, too; low,,, they should increase., the 
assessment, to the sum they believe to be the true value 
oJT the land,, at which it shall, remain*

3* With; regard to the lands against whose, ass.essment no 
objection has been, raised,, the Commission, is to check 
the assessment proceedings to discover possible errors 
of calculation or procedure,, or factual inaccuracies,, 
and shall, indicate such defects by, remarking on them. in. 
their record, but without making any correction in the 
assessment record itself.

One can only comment in. terms of some admiration for the 
drafters of both. the. Law and the Schedules. The requirements were 
that the new. ass.essment should be. equitable and satisfying to; 
owners and leaseholders,; and that it should be as cheap as; possible 
to., carry through. The event amply justified the confidence of the 
legislators that commissioners could be found within the islands 
equal to the task of evaluating the productive capacity of every 
infield and outfield plot in the country, though some diffic.ultie.s 
were encountered before the assessment could be used for levying 
revenue.
THE COMMISSIONERS

The hagting thereupon set about, choo.sing commissioners. 
However,, so many of the commissioners had land or landowning, 
relatives,^ that the. tally, of two.* depitties. per pastorate provided 
for in, paragraph. 2 of the 18.6.7 Law; was found insufficient for the. 
northern, Islands, and South Stre.ymoy „ which, each, required three., 
and Sandoy,.. which needed no. fewer than. five*.

The chairman of the. Assessment Commission was Mads Andreas, 
Winther (18.13~7!1) wil° considerable experience qualifying him.
for his long task. At, the. time of his election, he had held the 
position of Sandoy sys.aelmand for thirty years,, and had thus a 
very extensive knowledge of laroese farming as practised on. the 
most, fertile of the fame Islands. He had been a member of the 
Lag.ting in the years. 18*52-3 and again in 18.61-4* II® was a man. of 
broad., sympathies and wide interests.. He. was the master builder,
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in. 18.38-9'?; of the wooden. cliurch which still, stands in Sandur
village,, and which, replaced the former stone-and-turf building*
im 1846- he helped to, found the first, village library in. Faroe ~
though., it, proved, only a short-lived venture.. He had a great love
o.f the oral tradition of the Faroes©, ballad,., and was instrumental
in the recording of many of them, in writing,. In 186,5, he had. the
gpod fortune to discover, an, eleventh?-century hoard of silver, coins
in the earth, thrown up at, a burial - the only such discovery ever
recorded in the Faroe Islands... in the hagting, he had taken an
important part in drafting the 18.6.6 Outfield Law. After his work.
on the Aeaes.sme.nt. Commission,, he returned to, his position as.,
syss,elmandt, which, he relinquished, in 1877s two; years before his 

15death.
The vice-chairman,, Johannes Dahlsgaar.d (18.27-8,7) held the

lease of the ten-mark crown farm, of Dalsgardur in Skalavfk, Sandoy*
fromi 185.2 to 188.1,, and in addition, owned land in. Skalavfk.,
iliisavfk, and Sandur. Iiis family had for centuries been prominent
in public life, in the Faroe Islands. He was a hagting, member
fromi 18.6.1 to, 1868,, and again froim 1873 t.o 1880. He., thus took part
in the deliberations leading to. both: the 18.66, Outfield Lav;,, and the

*1618.6,7 Lav; which set up the Commissions.
Hans Christopher. Mtlller (1818,-97) acted as deputy to

Dahlsgaard during the latter's absence through contact with
infectious disease during the Eysturoy assessment,,, and for Winther
during the, assessment of Sandoy at. timew when Winther. was an
interested party. Mtlller wa,s one of the most talented Faroemem
of the nineteenth century. He was highly self-educated,, in both
natural science and languages. At 20 he was already acting
sysselmand of Streymoy, deputising for his father,, and he held the.
post as a permanent appointment front the age of 25 until his death.
He was. the only Faroemam to visit the. Great Exhibition of 18-51 in
London. in pursuance of his scientific, interests he maintained
a large foreign correspondence „ some of it written, in excellent
English. He was in 186-9 appointed postmaster,, and in later life
was agent for several foreign shipping companies. He, served in
the hagting and in both houses of the Danish, parliament for long 

17 "periods.
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The local commissioners and deputies were all. experienced.
farmers, many of them crown, leaseholders of fifteen or twenty
years" standing, many of them, plainly well, known in. their districts
for public service and probity. Not all. were wealthy men -
several of the crown leaseholders had quite small farms. One. of
the deputies for the Northern Islands,, Elias Petersen of Eugloy,
merely owned a few gylden. It, is noteworthy that one of the
deputies for Souths Streymoy,, Simon Joensen of Hoyvfk,, and one of
the commissioners„ Christ!am Hansen of Sybradal.ur,. were unable to

18write,, and had to be signed for in the record.. Altogether,., the
selection, was very successful, and the Revisory Commission had 
very few complaints to deal with.
THE ASSESSMENT. COMMISSION AT WORK

The Assessment, Commission spent, four summers on its work, 
surveying the pastorates of the. Earoe Islands in the following 
orders

6. June -21 September 186&s Eysturoy
24, May - 22 July 18.69,? Northern Islands.
9 August. “ 19 September 18.6,9s South) Streymoy
27 May - 11 July 187/0: North Streymoy
18 April. “ 14 June 1871s Sandoy
28. June - 2J September 187/1s SuSuroy

The record of their deliberations and the resulting valuations
19was afterwards, duly printed, in. Copenhagen in 1872-9? 7 and a copy 

of the work, in compliance with, paragraph. 5 of the law, was sent, 
to, every syss.elmand and to every parish in Earoe, generally to the 
house of the 13r.inc.ipal farmer,, where many of them remain, to this 
day. The thrae-volume work forms an, impressive and most important 
record, of the land tenure of the Earoe Islands as it existed a 
century ago.

The Commission, began its work in the village of Oyri, on the 
western side of Eysturoy. The commissioners viewed the Oyri. 
infield on. 6 June 18.6.8. and the outfield on the 8th. (the 7th being 
a Sunday), and on the 9th,, they settled down, to determine, not only 
the valuation of the Oyri lands,, biit also a standardised procedure.. 
for the assessment of every other village in the Faroe Islands.

The first problem was interpreting, paragraph 4 of the 
Schedule. The Commission decided to value the annual production 
of a cow at. 24, R&.j, and to place a similar value on 10 lambs of
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average quality slaughtered.- in the autumn,, taken together with, the 
spring wool production of an appropriate outfield stock. In line 
witin the ancient Faroese concept of labour valuesthe landowner's 
share was considered, to be two-thirds of this, or 16 Rd., annually. 
At, 25. years' purchase,, this would bring the capital value, of 
outfield for ten autumn, lambs,, or the infield for maintaining one 
cow„ to 4,00 Rd., whichi according to the Schedule was to he the 
value of one normal mark..

Infield was first- rated by the kofoder, and converted into 
normal marks by the assumption that for the maintenance of a cow 
all. the year round, 1 1/2 kofoder were, required,, as paragraph 4. 
of the Schedule laid down. The commissioners agreed,, however, 
that the kofoder.- rating was not to be calculated merely by area., 
nor even by- the average, annual hay production from land kept, in 
good condition (i.e. by a barley crop every 7/-10 years). The 
situation and quality of the summer grazing in the hdshagi had 
also to be taken into account, for twice as much hay might be. 
needed for the winter foddering of a cow in some places as in 
others. Moreover,, there was the consideration that g.amal hour 
had summer pasture rights in the hushagi,. but tradfr usually did 
not.

For outfield values,, the Commission laid down the. general rule 
that, the annual slaughter would b.ear the. proportion 1 s 2 to the 
winter stock,., and that where there was. a significant divergeance 
froim this rule, the reasons should be recorded.

Appurtenances to the land (e..g. fowling,, turbary, driftwood,
or seaweed rights) would be capitalised at 25 times their average.
annual yield in right, of land ownership,., and these sums would be

20added, to the appropriate infield or outfield assessments.
Whether, by accident, or design.* the first two villages

assessed, Oyri and Rordskdli, were very straightforward,, and they
21may be used to illustrate the Commission's methods of procedtire.

Oyri. This village, consisted of 12 marks infield and outfield, 
divided, into two crown farms,, each of 6, marks. The gamal bour of 
eaehi farim was rated at. 7 kofoder, equivalent to 4 2/5 normal marks 
or 1,866.' 2/5 Rd. The two.> farms held a heimabeit.i in. common.. In 
area this was equivalent to, 1 1/2 kofoder, but because of the
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nature of the soil* and the damage sometimes caused to it by a 
large stream,* the Commission reduced its assessment to 1 kofoder.
« 26.6. 2/3 Rd.

One of the farms, Eordfstovugardur* had two intakes, one of 
1 kofoder. a 2/3 normal marks or 266, 2/3 Rd., the second of 2/3 
kofoder » 4/9/ normal marks or 17.7 7/9 Rd* There was in. addition 
am intake forming a separate holding* rated at 1 kofoder. » 2/3- 
normal marks or 266 2/3 Rd. The only appurtenances to the gamal. 
hour were drift, seaweed* the quantity thrown on to the beaches 
being calculated to be on average enough, for manuring 1 barrel of 
seed-corn, for each, of the farms annually. This gave the gamal. 
b.ouf an added, annual value of 32 sk., capitalised at. 8, 1/3 Rd., 
om. each* of the two, farms. The total infield value at Oyri was. 
thus 4,991 4/9 Rd.

The Oyri outfield held a winter stock of 500.- sheep* of which, 
in an, average year. 24,0 lambs would be slaughtered. The Commission 
found that 8, of these together with, the corresponding spring wool 
take would correspond with 10. im an. average place « 300. average 
lambs. The outfield was therefore rated at 30 normal marks or 
12*00.0 Rd. The only outfield appurtenance was peat. The 
Commission considered that, over a long stretch of years* the Qyri. 
turbaries could produce 720 creels or 12 boatloads of peat yearly, 
and taking into account the damage peat-cutting did to pasturage.* 
the value was set at 16. skilling per. boatload, or 2 Rd. im all.* 
which, capitalised raised the value of the Oyri outfield by a 
further 50 Rd. to a total of 12*0,5,0. Rd.
Eo-rdsk^ll. This village consisted of 4- marks infield and outfield.
Im contrast with neighbouring Oyri* the Eordskall. land was almost 
entirely allodial* only half a mark being crown estate. Thus the 
four marks of gamal.. bour had to be separately assessed* though they 
proved, to be of equal value* each, being rated at 2 kofoder = 1 1 /3, 
normal marks or 533 1/3, Rd. There, was a heimabeiti held in common 
by the owners of the. gamal bour, ifhich because of the poor soil 
and situation, the Commission rated at only 3/100 of a kofoder. 8 
1/5X1 normal mark or 8- Rd. There were two intakes held in 
conjunction with the gamal bour* one of 1/3 kofoder. « 2/9 normal 
marks or 88, 8/9 Rd., the other of 2/9 kofoder. » 4/27 normal marks.. 
ox 59 7:/27, Rd.



Therms-were six. intakes which constituted separate holdings.
One of these was tiny, 1/24 kofoder « 1/36 normal marks or 11 1/9 
Rd. Two were rated at 1/3 kofoder » 2/9 normal marks or 88 8/9
Rd. Two were. rated at 1 kofoder » 2/3. normal marks or 266> 2/3 Rd,
One was rated at. 3/4 kofoder » 1/2 normal mark, or 200. Rd. (This 
last was specifically noted as having been made from, crown outfield 
in 1840*,. and granted in 1840 by contract, to a specific, tenant, for 
his lifetime.)

The only appurtenance to the gamal bour was drift seaweed, 
sufficient in all. to. manure 1 barrel of seed-corn* adding a value 
of 32 skilling annually,, capitalised, at 8 1/3 Rd., or 2 1/12 Rd. 
per mark. The total value of the Eordskdli infield was thus 
3*220 1/27 Rd.

The Eordskdli outfield was capable of carrying a winter stock, 
of 280 sheep* of which, in an average year 12.8.- lambs would be 
slaughtered. The Commission decided that here, too.* 8, of these.., 
together with, the corresponding spring wool, would be equivalent, 
tco 10. im am average place* or 16.0 average lambs in all.. The 
outfield thus had a value of 16 normal marks or 6,400 Rd. The 
outfield turbaries wexe calculated as yielding 24 boatloads per. 
year over a long stretch of years* and since, the peat-cutting was 
taking place in. the limited stretch, of lower, pasture* the 
consequent damage induced the Commission, to assess, its. value, at 
no, more than 12 skilling per boatload* or 3 Rd.. altogether, which 
capitalised raised the assessment of the outfield by 75- Rd. tm 
6*47,5 Rd.
GENERAL FEATURES. OF THE VALUATION,

The following features came to light during the valuation, of 
the various products of infield and outfield.
Sheep,. in each outfield or feiti3.endi, the Commiissiom determined 
three figuress the. winter stock.* the average lamb slaughter fromi 
that stock* and the number, of these lambs equivalent to 10 average, 
lambs (im the last-mentioned case, taking into account the spring

4 ^eitilendi. is a stretch of grazing richly manured by droppings 
of seafo.wl, the grass being thus of a high quality, but its 
situation om terraces or screes often leads to a high winter, 
death-rate amongst animals grazing there..
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wool produ&ti.on from; the flock), The variability of the outfield 
mark.surmised by Dahlerup and others was amply confirmed from the 
winter stock figures,, and two other main, types, of variability were 
revealeds the xoroportion of Lambs slaughtered to winter stock? 
and the quality of the slaughter and wool take.

As previously mentioned (page 20.6), the general rule was
adopted that the annual slaughter would bear the proportion 1 3 2
to.; the winter, stack.. This rule held fairly well for Eysturoy,
Streymoy and Ydgar, in. the Northern Islands',. the Commission.
decided that the usual proportion was about 2 » 5..„ the flocks
being less, liable to winter mortality because, of the high
proportion of the lower winter pasture available„ and the
circumstance that, the steep slopes of the Northern. Islands
favoured quick dispersal by wind of the winter snow which on.
Eysturoy,. for instance,, tends to. accumulate in drifts. The steep

22slopes also facilitated drainage and reduced liver fluke.
i*or Sandoy and Suduroy the proportion adopted as standard was 

2 s 5. here the breed of sheep was smaller and weaker,, which the 
Commission attributed partly to the nature of the outfields, the 
lower, slopes of which were flatter than in the northerly islands 
and hence were liable to accumulate harmful water. Ewes on suchi 
pastures did n.ot live as long as on the more northerly outfields.-, 
and thus more lambs had to be spared t.oj maintain the winter 
stock.^

There was a good deal of variation within districts as well, 
as between districts. However,, the. general pattern was that the 
Eysturoy and Vagar outfields tended to have lower yields than 
those of Streymoy, the former clustering round the latter
generally close to 50$* The Sandoy yields seldom varied froim 
4,0°/p„ and the Suduroy figures were marginally lower,. yields in. the 
Northern Islands might be anything from 51 $ to 6.8.5$, with an; 
average of 52$.

The quality variations were even more dramatic. The index 
figure recorded was the number of lambs slaughtered in autumn 
which would, with the associated spring wool take,, be equivalent 
to 10 in an average place. The best sheep were those of Gjogv, 
Punningur and Blduvfk, in nor therm Eysturoy,. with an index of
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and the womst were many of the outfield flocks on Sandoy, with, an 
index of 14, 1/2. The ûaiiii tendencies were for sheep on Streymoy 
and Eysturoy to, he above average, the more so? as one moved north. 
Svinoy sheep had low ratings of 12 1/2. to 13»> tut in, the remaining, 
liprthern. Islands the rating was commonly Ydgar sheep were
consistently average or nearly soj. St<5ra hfmiun sheep were rated 
at 11 and Skiivoy sheep at 12, hut on Sandoy proper: the ratings were 
14, and 14, 1/2,. mostly the latter. On Suduro.y the ratings were 
mostly 13 to. 13- 1/2 .

The productiveness of feitilendir depended on how far the 
superior grazing of these places outweighed the generally higher 
mortality there. At one extreme.,, the feitilendi Skorin on Sandoy, 
with a winter stock of 32 sheep, was rated capable of an annual 
slaughter, of 28. lambs with a rating of 8 (compared with, a rating.
o.f 14 on., the remaining Dalur outfield). On the other hand, the 
feitilendlr Skorin,, hyurd and Lanubastakkur in T'pornuvlk., north 
Streymoy, which, carried a total winter stock of 15, were reckoned 
capable of producing am annual slaughter of no more than 3. lambs, 
again with a rating of 8 ,; though, this was no higher than the 
remainder of the Taprnuvfk. outfield,
Seafo.wl. Fowling rights were found by the Commission normally 
t.o form, an appurtenance to the bour, Yestinamm being a notable 
exception, where from, time immemorial they had belonged to the hagt. 
In. certain places their valtie formed a significant proportion of 
the value of the infield. in Skiivoy,, the fowling' rights were 
assigned, a value of 1 Rd. per mark per year, or capitalised,
25 Rd* per mark. This added an average of over 16|£ to the value 
of the gamal bour. As the infield marks of Skuvoy were highly 
variable, there were some curious extremes. One Skuvoy cjuarter- 
mark was. asses.s.ed at a mere 6. 2/3- Rd., but this fragment of land 
carried fowling rights- to a value of a further 6. 1/4 Rd., an 
increment of 2*3 * 1 5 There was a ;half,-mark rated at. 166.. 2/3; Rd.,
which, carried fo.wling rights valued at. 12 1/2 Rd. - an increment
of only 7*5$>• Fowling was also.- significant in YidareiSi, HcSlsoy,
He stur , Mykines and St<5ra Jjfnmn.

In most other places, when any value was put down, at all. for 
sea-fowling, it was a nominal figure only. Thus an annual value
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of 6, Rd, was placed on.*, the fowling rights at. Gj<5gv, and &> 2/5 Rd, 
for those of Trollanes, beyond question because the former was a 
1 5-mark milage and the latter a 16,-mark one,, and the 
commissioners had de.cided in. each case on a round-figure. 
capitalised value of 10 Rd. per mark. Kun.oy has the even more 
curious annual fowling valuation of 4 11/20 Rd,, which works out., 
neatly to. 5 1/2 Rd, per mark for the 52 1/2 marks of that village. 
In. every case, of c.aursey the valuation was based on the irland's. 
share1* of the catch.,, not. on the ĝ o.ss. productivity of the cliffs.
Peat. peat, production was reckoned, by the boatload, 6.0, creels
being equivalent, to one boatload, in its valuation,, the
Commission took, into account the damage done, to the outfield
grazing by peat.-cuttingand the extra labour involved in fetching
in peat, from, the very distant turbaries.. Peat was normally an
appurtenance of the lrngi. The maximum', value assigned to,' peat. was.
16; skilling per boatload. The minimum value assessed was. 8, skilling
per boatload for certain of the turbaries, in. Sumba, Sandur.,
Skdlavlk. and Oyri (Pj.or.5oy). The peat, valuations do not seem; to,
be set. down in. round numbers,

The Revisory Commission, took, the Yagar assessors to task for
not placing a value on. the turbaries of Mykines,, or of Gdsadalur
and Yfkar on. the western side of Vdgar, all. places where it was
well known that the inhabitants cut peat. The answer eventually
elicited was that in these places the value of the peat extracted
did. not counterpoise.. the damage to the outfield and the labour

2 Acosts involved.,, and that there was hence a nil valuation. n

Seaweed.. The annual value in, virtue of land ownership of 
sufficient, drift seaweed to.,-manure one barrel (about, 4 bushels) of 
seed-corn was generally reckoned, as 1/5 Rd. As with, the 
sea-fowling valuations,, the rate was,, however,, varied in. the in
terests. of arithmetical simplicity. The figure, set. down was. also 
in part an. index., to the com.-growing potential of the village in. 
question. Thus Bvfnoy was reckoned to. have drift seaweed enough, 
to., manure 12 barrels of seed-corn,, but no other village in the 
northern Inlands was rated higher than 2, Kirkjubour, Sk&lavfk,,. 
Iiiisavfk. and Jlvalbour, other noted corn-growing places, also)
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received comparatively high valuations for drift- seaweed. Eone 
of these valuations, however, exceeds more than about 2fo of the 
total value of the hour holding the rights.
Driftwood. Although several villages are mentioned in, the record 
as liable to receive drift, timber9} the commissioners found that 
only at Kirk jubour did it warrent inclusion in the land valuation, 
and there only to a nominal 1 Rd. per year, capitalised to, 25, Rd.,, 
or under a quarter per cent, of the value of the hour concerned. 
Kirkjubbur was unique also.; in having a, valuation placed on its 
eider-duck, colony,,, this too, at, a nominal 1 Rd. per year*
Pi 1 q/faj"whales. The commissioners assessed the capital valua of
the “land's share** of pil of-whale catches from, the records of 
whales caught during the completed years since St. olaf's Day,
1818,. The yearly average accruing to the landowners was then 
valued at approximately 2 Rd. per skind, and capitalised by; 
multiplying by 25* Once again, the notional value of the product, 
was varied to, eas.e the arithmetic,, but never by more, than 1/25 Rd. 
up or down.

The land's share of pilot-whales was in most villages an 
appurtenance, of the bour,; but. in Yestmanna, exceptionally, it was. 
an. appurtenance of the hagi. The Commission normally' assessed, 
whale rights as an increment to the land in question. This 
involved a differentiation between crown land and allodial land, 
since the current legislation laid down different rules for the 
land's share of each. in Midvagur and Yestmanna there was the 
added, complication that the rights had in part become dissociated 
froim the land to which they originally pertained, so the 
commissioners gave theim a .separate assessment.
Seals. The proforma on, which the Commission was required to
record its valuations listed seals together with the other 
appurtenances of land, biit in no case did the Commission actually

A skind i grind is about, 5-0 Kg. of meat and 25 Kg. of blubber, as. 
estimated, by rotigh. measurement after a killing. I*5or further 
details, see Chapter 11, and in particular for an. explanation of 
the n 1 and ' s sharea, see. Tabl e 21.
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place a value oil, the rights of seal-hunting. Mo reason is given 
in, the printed record* tut it was probably because the land's 
share of the produc.t, of this hunt was of negligible value,

the revisory COMMISSION.
The printed Report of the Assessment Commission appeared in, 

18,73? and in, accordance with, the 18.6.7" Law? was., that, autumn 
distributed to the parishes and sys.s.elmsend of the Faroe Islands, 
During the following six. months? five written objections were 
submitted to the assessment* though only three; demanded a 
revaluation. ̂ ̂

The .Revisory. Commission began work in the summer of 18.76 ?
under its ex.-officio, chairman? landfo.ged C* Brendstrup, The two>
members elected by the hagting, were the sorenskriver? Herald Emil
Host. (18,35,“* 19Oh) , and the merchant Enok. Daniel Barentsen (1831*”
19,0d) . Both were at the time hagting members. Host was a Bane.?
who had been only five years in the Faroe Islands? but during that
time he had become deeply involved in the local life. In 1877. he
helped to found the first successful newspaper, in the Faroe islands? 

26Dimmalmtting. Basrents.en. was the son of a crown leaseholder in
Sundj, but had as a young man undergone a commercial training in.
Copenhagen.?, and shortly after the abolition of the Monopoly? had
become a merchant in T<5rshavn. He was also a diligent helper in.
good causes? was treasurer, of all. the Faro,ese. churches? was another
c.ofounder of Dimmalmtting? was a founder member of the cultural
society Foringafe 1 ag in 1889.? and was keenly interested in
educational work.. He was an active politician,, who served a

2 7total of 20 years in the Lag;,ting.
The work, of revision lasted from, July 18,7.6; to August 1877? 

the Commission generally holding its meetings on Tuesday evenings. 
The major task of the Commission was the detection of the 
inevitable miscalculations? writing errors and printing errors in

I. have not been able to ascertain the reason for the two-year 
delay? but such delays were far from, uncommon in. Faroese,- 
administration. They could arise quite easily through the 
absence of a vital official on leave in Denmark? or the need to 
refer a decision to Copenhagen.
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the 3*38-1 assessments. The Report, had generally a high standard 
of accuracy., bub enough errors were detected to justify the 
trouble and expense of an audit.

The five written objections were of various kinds. A 
G^sadalur farmer pointed out a misprint, in his own. assessment, and 
this was corrected. A Hvalbour merchant owning 3 gylden of land 
requested, a reassessment,., and his valuation was ultimately reduced 
from. 15,0 to 100. Rd. The owners of an outfield in ICunoy village 
claimed, that the assessment of a winter stock of 160 sheep on. 
their land,, and an. autumn slaughter, of 100, lambs, was too; high, 
and that the figures should be 152 and 8& respectively. Their, 
objection was upheld,, and their outfield valuation, was redu.cbd,:. 
from 4>4,4,4. 4/9 to 3>311 1/9 Rd. The minister of Suduroy raised 
an. objection to certain expressions and figures used, which., he 
said, prejudged a dispute about the extent of the church lands 
there,, and the offending expressions were modified. finally, the 
two farmers of Hitsagar.dur, near Tdrshavn, claimed a reduction in 
their assessment, because., since the valuation, the tradir enclosed 
fromt their farms,, and cultivated by the men o.f T^rshavn, had been 
granted freedom, from winter grazing'in return for compensation, to 
the farmers.,,, and the winter storks of Hits agar dur were thereby 
reduced. This claim; was rejected on the grounds that it was not 
within the formal power, of the Revisory Commission to update 
assessments,, but only to audit their correctness at. the time of

4. • 28,valuation..
The Revisory Commission, both in the cburse of their audit,, 

and in their concluding remarks, also advanced a number of points 
on, which., they recommended further scrutiny,, and submitted their 
work, to the Ministry of Justice in Copenhagen...

The Ministry now requested the hagting "s. assurance, that the 
ass.essment had been carried out. in accordance, with the agreed 
principles* and that it would be a sufficient basis for establishing 
rateable values. They requested the amtmand's opinion, on how to 
draw up a rate. book. from, the available data. In accordance with 
paragraph 11 of the 18,6,1 Law* the Ministry also wanted the hagting 
to suggest a suitable emolument for the revisory commissioners.

The main work was done by a hagting committee, sitting on 24.



August 18,78♦ They gave overall, approval to. the work of the
Assessment, and Revisory Commissions,, and recommended payment of
5,0 G kroner" to each, of the members of the latter. On the points
where the Revisory Commission recommended further scrutiny, they
gave their opinion,, which, generally supported the Assessment

29Commission.. The principal issues were as foll.oxirs %

1. The Revisory Commission questioned whether the SuSuroy and 
Sandoy outfields had not, been assessed too> low. The hagting 
committee., gave its opinion that they had fundamental differences 
from, the northern outfields that did indeed make their 
productivity as low as the Assessment Commission had stated.
2. The Revisory Commission questioned- the valuation of certain 
fowling~cliffs, pointing out inconsistencies between the 
valuations for B.<51 soy, Skiivoy and Mykines. The hagting committee 
said that the valuations did. not reflect the productivity of the 
cliffs, but their capitalised value to the landowner.
5. The Revisory Commission thought the Suduroy coalfield should 
have been, assessed. The hagting committee, said that with the 
present, methods of working,, hardly more income accrued to the 
landowners than offset the damage done to the outfield pasture.
4* The Revisory. Commission recommended peat to be assessed as 
an. appurtenance of the infield,, not the outfield. The. hagting 
committee found this a difficult issue to determine. The. legal 
position was. not clear,, but, the matter had little practical 
significance as long as bour and hagi. were inseparable® But if 
the two, should become separable,, they thought the balance of 
advantage lay in. leaving it with the outfield.
%  The Revisory Commission queried,, why drift timber had not been 
valued as an appurtenance in other places than Kirkjubour. The
hagting committee? commented that with the increase in cultivation, 
in north America,, whence most of the timber came,, there had been 
a yearly decrease in this asset,, and that nowadays logs were more, 
often employed, as communal boat.~skids than, shared on the mark at al.
XThe krone replaced the rigsdaler from, 1 January 187b (Monetary 
haw of 23 May 18.7/3) , as part, of 0, measure uniting the monetary 
systems of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. The new krone was equal 
to half the old rigsdaler.,, and contained 100 ore,



6.. The Revisory Commission questioned the principle oiv basing 
the pilot-whale valuation, on the records for 1808-69. Sandur had 
since 1808 lost all importance as a whaling-bay,, with no- killings 
in 16> years. Since the acquisition of a net. to seal off the 
harbour (first used in 1843.)# Yestmanna had, however,, gained 
immensely in productivity. The Lagtlng committee, commented that 
conditions had not fundamentally changed in Sandur,, and the lack 
of killings was fortuitous. There was a case for revising the 
Yestmanna assessment, but the maintenance of the net, was a heavy 
chargp on the killings there,, and the Assessment Commission's 
valuation! was sufficiently near a correct figure for practical, 
purposes.
7/» The Revisory Commission objected to, the new and unfamiliar 
Faro.esa. orthography used, in the spelling of place-names., in the 
Report, ' since, the legal language of the islands was. Danish, and 
there were time-hallowed Danish spellings for the place-names used 
in the land registry and in mortgage, and conveyance documents.
The Lag.ting committee commented, that these Danish., names were often 
misunderstandings and corruptions of the original Faro.esej but to 
avoid any ambiguity,, it would be best to adopt, generally the system, 
used in the valuation of the two pastorates of North. Streymoy and 
the Northern Islands, of setting the Danish ^official"' names in 
brackets after the Faroese.

In dealing with, these and a number of lesser objections to 
the assessment and its revision, the Lagtlng seemingly removed 
the last barrier to the use of the ass.essment for land taxation..
Rut in fact, 27 more years were to pass before taxes were levied 
on its basis..
INTRODUCTION OF IDE NEW ASSESSMENT

amtmand had the task of recommending h.ow the assessment 
should be used for drawing, up a rate book.. H.C.S. Finsen..

Apart, from- works by the inventor of the orthography, Y.U.
Rammershaimb, the fipzationsprotokol was the first book, as far. as 
I ami aware, in which, any considerable use. was made of the. new 
systemi of rendering Faro.ese. It- came into general use in the., last 
decade of the nineteenth, century., but not for official purposes 
until the 1930s.
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(iLol ten's successor) turned for assistance to a highly regarded
sysselmand, D.J. Hanielsen, of Soldarfjordur in Eysturoy.
Danielsen, instead of producing concrete proposals for the
conversion of the Report into a suitable register, compiled a
very thorough..critiersim of the basis 011 which the 186.8-71
ass.essment had been carried out,. The result was that it was
18.86- before the Lagtirg had sufficient, confidence to place firm

30proposals before the Ministry, and the Rigsdag.
pwaswaswaSw*

There were, indeed.,, some powerful objections to some details 
of the manner in which, the assessment had been made. The lands 
assessed were not the holdings of individual persons, but units 
which happened to be denoted by a single name in the sorenskriver's 
land register. Such, units might be occupied by a single person
or shared amongst several dozen. This was of 110 significance for 
outfield holdings, but for infield considerable inequity could 
arise '̂̂ here the allodial holdings were much split.

There were many villages (for instance Ndlsoy) where the 
names of the ancient infield marks were in current use amongst 
the villagers as geographical expressions, their boundaries,., too;, 
being well known,, but which neverthele.s.s. were not employed with 
reference to. ownership questions. The owner of, say, seven 
gylden in a given Iiagapar.tur would merely know that his infield 
lay in various of these infield marks,., but would not know the 
markatal value of each. plot. The tax. payable froim such, 
holdings could not be satisfactorily determined without further 
assessment. Tradir presented a further problem* If a stretch, 
of outfield had been enclosed, and divided amongst the owners, it 
would presumably be split in proportion to ownership 011 the 
markatal, so that tax liability would not be difficult to assess.. 
But as mentioned in, Chapter 7, an increasing number of tradir 
were now being enclosed froim the outfield of populous villages, 
and rented out to landless men. It was impossible to, allocate 
the land tax due on such tradir unless the ownership shares in 
it were known.

Even when the value of individual plots within a stretch of 
infield was known, there could be inequity. j.11 Tjornuvfk, 2/7 
of the bour had been destroyed by a landslide, and the owners had
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not, of course, suffered proportionately to their holding on the 
markatal. The value of the damaged infield was known, but the 
individual liability to tax could be determined only by a further 
survey.

Wheni the ownership distribution of a mark of infield was
known.,, there remained, the practical problem, of gathering up the
tax due. Was the sysselmand. to undertake the detailed arithaeti.cc
involved, or should the principal owner gather up the tax. due on.
each, mark? The latter was., a frequently-employed recourse ont the
old taxation system^ but the new assessment would make it very

31cumbersome, iorob.ab.ly impossible.
While, these matters were under debate,, a further difficulty

aro.se. The owners of H.ordarahelvt and Sunnarahelvt in H.dlsoy had
been pursuing an ancient, quarrel over turbary rights. On 19
August 18.8.0,. one of the Sunnarahelvt owners wrote to inform, the
hagting that it had lately been ruled by the appeal tribunal
working under the provisions of the 18.66 Outfield haw that the
E<5lsoy peat-cutting belonged to. the present and future houses
built on hilsoy,, whose owners had a share im. the gamal bour.
Paragraph of the Outfield Law made such, decisions inappellable,
The dilemma was thus presented of a judicial tribunal whose word
v/as final,, advancing a view of turbary ownership flatly
contradictory to that of both the Assessment Commission and the
hagting* The hagting, now asked, the Ministry of Justice whether
the competence of the appeal tribunal to make this decision might

32be tested in the Ilojesteret, but permission, was refused.
In. 188.6., the new amtmand, h*H,. Bu.chwaldt, placed a draft, of.

the supplement, to the 18.6j/£ haw before, the hagting, providing that
tradir enclosed since the original assessment should be valued by
the Hdskiftningskommission of each syss.el, with an appeal to the
appeal tribunal. Such supplementary, assessment was to be repeated
every twenty years.. The hagting was sympathetic; in principle,
but preferred to postpone the issue, until the drafting of the law
for the introduction of the new assessments, when im fact it. passed 

33forgotten.
Huchwaldt at this, point seemed uncertain of his way forward. 

I\ive agricultural bills were pending,,, all. having passed the hagting,
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all. to a certain extent bearing upon one another. in 1887? with
Ministry approval,, he proposed! g& commission, consisting of
amtmand, land.fo.ged,, sorenskriver and four 1 hagting members,, to
consider these bills. This proposal was promptly rejected by
the hagting, which, was willing to delay the submission of two bills
concerning tradir „ but wanted the new assessment working- as soon.
as possible,, for imperfect, as it might, be, they expected no better.
Im a minority report, one hagting, member, J.H. Schroter, even.
drafted a detailed and ingenious bill whereby this could be achieved

34and the outstanding difficulties, overcome. ^
After receiving these deliberations,, the Ministry drafted

rules, whereby the new rate, book could be drawn, up,, ini terms of a
"normal mark" with a value of 1,000 kroner.x The 1889 hagting
proposed, certain amendments, in particular.- permitting the
correction, of ohviious mistakes still, outstanding,, and providing a,
procedure for such, difficulties, as had been encountered over the.
M.^lsoy turbaries. They also provided for a distinction, in the
rate book between traSir that were mere extensions of the gamal
bour,, and lejetroer, i.e. tradir rented out to their occupiers by
crown, leaseholders, the aiim here being to facilitate possible
future legislation concerning the crown leases. On 24 September
189.0, the amtmand was able to give the landfoged, E. E.olmv,

33instructions finally agreed by all parties..
The task of drawing- up the rate book, took nearly five years. 

Schedules had to be prepared by the syss.elmcend of the ownership 
position in. every villageand checked against the conveyance and 
mortgage registers. As D.tU Daniel sen had predicted, there., was. 
still, much detailed work., to do. The last of the syss.elmam d 's 
reports did not come in until March, 189b? and landfoged Holm- 
presented his completed work, om 29 June 18.95* As well as a 
complete rate book., he submitted a calculation of the imposts, that 
should now be paid annually by the various occupiers of land.
Grown, rents, as well, as land taxes,, were to be rationalised.^

"A confusing terim,., since the Assessment Commission had been 
employing the term "normal mark" for an area valued at 400 Ed.
(ss 8.0Q'kroner).
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There were 1,94,9 4.2/100 normal marks of crown, land. 704. 7/100 
were infield, 1 ,20.0, 66/100, were outfield,, and 44 6.9/100 were. 
lejetroer. The various imposts of so jdeleje, smorleje. and so on 
were henceforth rationalised to a single rent of 6 kr. 90 ore 
per normal mark..

Ministry and hagting, had agreed,, however, that it would 'be an. 
inequitable, burden, for beneficed farms to pay tax on the general 
scale. So) their matrikulskat and kongsskat were separately 
calculated and apportioned, according to their valuation, in normal 
marks. There were 26-7 64/100 normal marks of beneficed land,, of 
which 125, 75/100 were infield and 14,1 88/100 outfield. The 
equalised land tax worked, out. at 2a ore per normal mark.

Of non?-bene fined land,, there were 1,94.9 4,2/100 normal marks, of 
crown, land as above,, and 2 ,04.1 6.9/100 normal marks of allodial 
land,, 844. 02/100, being infield and 1 ,.20.6. 87/100. outfield,, a grand, 
total of 5>991 11/100 normal marks. The equalised, land tax worked 
out at 5j6 ore per normal mark.

A bill, to p\it this assessment into force was passed by the 
hagting on 4 September 18$&, the term, "normal mark" being 
replaced by the better termu skattemark (tax mark). The bill was 
introduced into the hand sting’ in Copenhagen, on, 22. January 18,97, 
and after an easy passage, through, both houses of the Danish 
parliament,, it received royal assent on 25 April 18.97>. over thirty- 
years after the passing of the law authorising the original
assessment. The new, systemi came into force on. St., Olaf's Day,

5818>99.



Qhapter Sen, The Land Assessment. Commission
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TEN. DE^LOPMEWTS SHORE __RI GHTS

THE EXTENT OP A FAROESE SHORE
Im Paroese legal practice,, the upper limit of the shore lies, 

where the characteristic land -vegetation begins. Prom here t.o, 
higjh-wat,er.-m ark., the shore is normally the jpint property of the 
markatal,. The foreshore extends from, high?- to 1ow«wateremark and 
generally-well, below. Over the foreshore the shore owners 
exercise certain rights (lunnindir), usually as. far as the 
activity in, question, may be more effectively carried out from the 
shore than froim a boat. The limit was frequently defined as the 
marbakke, the point at, which, the s.eat-b.ed. takes a steep turn 
downwards. *

With the growing population and the increasing fishery during 
the nineteenth century came an, increasing economic, us.e of shore, 
and foreshore. Shore rights thus became subject to. closer 
definition,, and some were modified when this was in the public 
interest...

The position over drift timber,, drift seaweed, and wreckage, 
did not alter during the centuryg but important changes took 
place in shore rights as they applied to.-: (i) saithe. fishingg,
(ii.) pilot-whale driving.g and (iii.) shellfish gathering. 
Legislative reaction was in each case governed, by the technicality 
of the activity. For saithe. fishing the owners'' rights were 
defined; for. pilot-whale driving they were first limited and 
finally extinguished;, for shellfish gathering they were, subjected 
to> a conservation law.
SAITHE FISHIRG

The saithe or c.o.alfish is a small member of the cod family,,
poll.achius virens, commonly about 20,-30, cm. long and weighing
about 1 kg. It swims in shoals,, sometimes of incredible
magnitude* and during the. latter part, of the year these frequently
appro-aclm the coast.. The traditional method of catching saithe
was with rod and line, either froim a small, boat, or from, land where.
the water close., to the shore was dee.p enough and the current was 

2flowing- siviftly. The fish was generally eaten fresh or split 
and bung to, dry; the liver, was sometimes mixed with, the dough of
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dryiur. The fish was one of the poor householder's staple foods..
3in earlier times and is by no means despised, today.

The drag-netting of saithe was introduced into Faroe by 
pro.won.tu C.L. Djurhuus (1 708-75) about 1 750? but his net was 
only occasionally used, in Ttfrshavn harbour and in. other bays.
Drag-netting: first became economioally important with the 
establishment of Pet Thorshavnske S ey efiskese 1 skab m.ed- Yaad (the 
T<5rshayn, saithe-netting company?) in 1788* Experiments by a few 
of the wealthier T<5rshavn citizens had convinced the general 
public.,; and an. ass.o.ciation was formed,, largely from, poor folk, to 
maintain and employ five nets. The subscription was 16. skilling,,
a sum, within everybody's means. Success, was immediate. In.
under two weeks im 17/93?; the company caught 9-00,;000 saithe, 
although the shoals xvere not exceptional

This quick source of profit soon attracted others. In 
succeeding seasons,, inhabitants of surrounding villages also.,- 
flocked into T.drshavn with, drag-nets as. soon, as report reached 
the mi of saithe shoals in the twin, bays.. In, the rivalry to make 
the first cast,, tempers ro.se and fish were lost. The TcSrshavn, 
men had, no redress, against, the villagers,, since the Faroese 
capital was neither a village nor an incorporated town,,, but only 
a collection of buildings, on a rocky headland in the outfield of 
a crown farm. The inhabitants thus had no shore rights over the 
limited, stretch,of beach where dragging in a net was possible, in 
1793 the company, thus petitioned the crown for the exclusive right 
of netting, saithe in T<5r.shavn harbour. After full enquiries, into 
the circumstances,^ the crown granted the company this privilege in 
a concession dated. 28 March 1798,, with certain, conditions, 
including the right of all the.. l<5rshavn. inhabitants and the local 
crown leaseholders to. join, the company} and an obligation to sell, 
surplus fish, to the villagers at, the very, low price of 8, skilling 
per creel of about 230. saithe. The privilege, was twice renewed, 
and the company continued., its activities all. through the 
nineteenth century,., and it is still, in existence today.
^During the winters of 18.08-9 and 1809-10,; when because of the war 
there was great distress., in Faroe, the T<5rshavm saithe-fishing 
saved many froim hunger. During these two. winters 4,,400,000 saithe, 
were landed in f<5r.shavn,, and the villagers bought 40jo of this catch. 
The low price they paid, could be recouped several times over from, 
making train-oil. from: the livers.
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During the early years of the nineteenth, century, saithe-netting 
spread to. other, parts of Faroe, notably Ndlsoy, Slcalaf jprdur, 
Kaldb.ak, Leynar* Ve.stmanna, SyQradalur (Kalsoy) and several places, 
on. S u d u r o y . I n  the autumn, of 1846-, indeed,, the inhabitants of 
Suduroy caught some six million sai the., producing, 4.0.0 barrels, (each

7of 120 litres,) of train-oil for sale to the Monopoly.
The rights of shore owners over the saithe fishery caused

legal difficulties, for much of the nineteenth century. The old
Norwegian laws had no provisions covering sai the-fishing,,, only
herring-fishing. Faroese local custom, had,, however, tended to
uphold landowners' rights,, and these were defined, and limited by
nine he en th- century 1 e.gi si at i on. ̂

The earliest measure concerning the saithe fishery outside
T.orshavn is an. Ami, ruling of 14 July 183.2 about sai the-fishing off.
N.dlsoy,, that (i) sai the-net ting would not be allowed there before
St. O.laf's Dayj (if) inhabitants of other islands should not be
allowed, to net mor4+ fish at a time than; they c.ould tale away with
thorny and (iii.) the Nflsoyings should have the right of first
cast* and might also give such directions to others as were
nec.ess.ary to preserve good order, in the fishery and to protect
their fields. Court cases heard in. 18.54 and 1856?. however* in.
which the Kollaf jprdur men tried to assert, their right to net
saithe off. N.dlsoy* resulted, in judgement being given for the

9.landowners. Further decisions over the next fifteen years, made
it clear that, while in certain places the inhabitants had conceded
a prescriptive right to strangers to net saithe off their shores,
the general rule was. that the permission, of the owners of the shore

10was necessary before., nets could be pulled in. on it.
By about 18>r/i0,, considerable discontent was being manifested 

over s.ai.the-netting rights* especially by villages unfavourably 
placed for the fishery. In 1871* therefore* the Lagting, proposed 
to. the government that legislation should be passed. After 
gathering evidence* the Ministry of Justice drafted a law giving a 
general right to Danish subjects to pull, up herring- or saithe-nets 
on. to Faro..es.e. beaches on payment of a ^land's share51 of one-eighth 
of the catch. This draft came before the Lagting in 1875, but 
only after repeated postponements did the Lagting give its reaction,
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in 1S7f6»,v that the proposal made t.oo> sweeping an inroad into
landowners' rights. They proposed instead that only the
inhabitants of the "village (whether owners or not) should be
entitled to pull, in a drag-net on. that village's shores without,
seeking permission,., whilst, others must seek the permission, of the
majority of the landowners* They wanted netting associations to
have priority over individuals, and for this type of fishing to
be restricted to, persons domiciled in the Faroe Islands. The
governmenthowever.,; preferred to work. on. the tradition, of free
access, to, the fish, in territorial waters for all. Danish subjects.,

11and on this, occasion the matter, went, no further..
But; the complaints, continued,; and it was asserted that 

maintenance of landowners' rights was leading to catchable fish 
being' lo.st to; everyone. The Lagting took, the matter, up again in 
188-71 end after much amendment of the original bill, in both 
Denmark, and Faroe,; there finally emerged the. Fishery Law of 
14. April.. 189-3..12

The drag-netting provisions of this Lav/ are as. followst
2. Fromt 1 July to. 5,1 December.,, all. persons entitled to fish 
Danish territorial waters might net saithe without previous 
consent of the shore owners,; provided that? (i) the beach does 
not lie adjacent, to the g,amal.. borne? (it) a current flows 
off-shorej, (iii.) a land's share is paid. The. land's share 
was either one-eighth of the catch, in kind,,, or one-sixteenth 
of its. cash value, and was to be divided, amongst, the markatal, 
tenants taking the share, of non-resident owners or 
beneficiaries.,, unless, otherwise, agreed*
d*. On beaches adjacent, to the gamal bour,, and in inlets &o. 
where no,- current flows, associations may be granted the sole 
right to draw in nets.*
4* The owners and leaseholders of more, than half the markatal. 
of a beach have the right, to make regulations concerning it*
5* Where a man, lias a right, to- pull, a net. ashore, he has also 
the right to pull-, ashore boats or equipment used in the fishery.
6... Regulations concerning herring remain as in N.*,L* 5-11-16 .
%» Compensation, is payable for any damage sustained, by 
landowners during the net. fishery.
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8. Ho fishing equipment may be set out that will hinder the 
dragging of any net,, once its owners have begun to lay it.
St. RuLes are laid down for procedure, when two parties 
are fishing, in. one place.
10. penalties are ordained, for wilful hindrance to, 
drag-netting.
11. Special regulations, may b.e passed for the time or manner 
of fishery in places where there is no current.

This new law thus upheld the general principle that landowners 
had control of their shore, and foreshore.„ but made one concession 
to, outsiders - for half the year they might use drag-nets, against 
payment of a land's shar.a in places where a current flows. The 
motive for this lies in the saithe's habits.

In summer, Paro.ese_ saithe generally resort to the open coasts, 
where a strong current, flows by the shore, and where there is 
normally space, for several nething-companies. Even if the 
fishermen should drive away the saithe from, the shore.,, it will not 
be long before the tidal current brings them ba.ck if they are 
present, in any number. it is thus in the public interest, that 
no-one should be hindered from, drag-netting at this time in such, 
p l a c e s a n d  the landowners themselves are assured of a good share 
by reservation to them, of the shore by the gamal bour, i.e. the 
beaches nearest their homes..

The position is different in fjordsinlets and sounds
through which no current flows. ' In these,the larger autumn
saithe often gather, in vast shoals,., and if they are not disturbed
by indiscriminate fishing,, can be caught in. tremendous numbers,., as
mentioned, above in. T<5rshavn and Suduroy. here the public interest
is that landowners should have the exclusive right,, since

1 3unrestricted access, risks total loss of the asset.
The Rigsdag anticipated problems over, whether a current did 

or did not run along a given shore.,, and provided for impartial 
assessment. There has not, however„ been difficulty over this 
matter. The chief defect in the legislation has been the
The word nsounds™ was included to give the strait between Streymoy 
and Eysturoy. the same protection as the fjords which it closely 
resembles.
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discovery that the coas.ts reserved for the landowners are less
fully protected than the legislation intended.. In 18$5, fifteen
members, of a drag-net. company, based, in.. f rongisvdgur were.* accused
oif netting saithe on a shore reserved for the Prod hour men. But
three of the. accused owned, a total of 5 1/2 gylden. of land in
Pro5bour (out of a village total of 24 marks.), and one of the
three was a resident, owner. On these grounds,, the whole company 

14wa,s acquitted. It thus appeared that, the law allowed owners-, of
an insignificant, quantity of land to draw round themselves a large 
company of non-owners for the netting' of saithe in. fjord waters, or 
off the village infield. The saithe-netting provisions of the 
189,3 Law have not,, however,, been subsequently amended, despite the 
apparent inequity towards majority landowners.

In. the saithe fishery,. then,; an attempt has. been made to. 
preserve and define, the landowner's rights without, hindering the 
fishery* Fortuitously,. sufficient concession! has been made for 
the- landless, fisherman, to; have very considerable access to. such 
shoals of saithe as may, appear,, if he follows the right legal 
procedure,
?ILQ,f~ WHALE DRIVING

lilt contrast,, landowners' rights in pilot-whales beached on. 
their shores, were drastically curtailed, early in the nineteenth, 
century* and finally extinguished just before the outbreak of the 
second world war.. Here,, landowners' rights, were a technical 
hindrance to a fishery demanding, the skilled and willing 
co-operation of a large number of participants.

The hunting of the. blackfish,, caaing-whale or pilot-whale 
(glohic.ephala malana) , known in Faroese as grindahvalur, is 
probably not of great antiquity. Mediaeval. Norwegian, and Faroese 
enactments (including Seydabraevid) are plainly concerned only with 
great whales found drifting, killed or pulled ashore. pilot- 
whale hunting features in several Faroese traditional stories,, but 
not to my knowledge in any tale dating from, before 1600. The rule, 
in. Christian Y's Norwegian Law, (taken, over from the previous 
Norwegian, codes) was that a whale hunted, at, sea was the property 
of the huntsman, but when pulled, ashore on another man's land was. 
to be shared equally with the landowner,15 This rule had serious
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deficiencies when applied to a school of pilot-whales driven, 
fromi a -considerable distance by several hundred huntsmen from, 
different villages,. all. subsequently eager, to take home as large, 
a, share of their kill as possible, as soon as po.ssible.

The killing- of a school of pilot-whales (grindadrap) is one 
of the most spectacular, and colourful events which, a visitor to., 
the islands can witness-,, and practically every author writing 
about the Faroe Islands has left a description of it,, at first or-j ̂second hand. " In brief,, the stages of the hunt are % (i) the
school is locatedj} (ii.) an. alarm summons every possible boatj 
(iii) after quick consultation,, the hunt leader, orders a drive to> 
a partinular bay? (iv) the boats form, a crescent round the school, 
and the men drive the whales, gently by- splashing the water with 
tethered, stones? (v) the school is confined in its destined ba,y? 
(vi) it. is either, rushed on. to the beach or kill&d in the water, 
with spears.? (vii) the dead, whales are dragged from, the water?,, 
(wiii) the bodies are measured? (ix) the catch is shared, outs it 
may consist of fewer, than. 5.0,, or more than 1,000 small, inhales 
measuring up to. 20. or 2 5, feet in. length. (for detailed description 
of the., grindadrap9; see. Appendix. ™HP)

Incomplete records exist of p.ilot-whales. killed during the 
period 15&4” 16.40. From 1641 to, 17,08, there are. no. records?, but 
fromi 170-9, to the present day the record is unbroken.. The period, 
1709.-44 was marked by goad catches,,> in eleven, of these years over
1,00.0 being taken. 1745-93 was. an extremely poor period, except, 
for 177.6-, when 743. are recorded, nearly all. from-, a single drive, to 
Midvagur. From 17/9'̂j, catches again became good, remarkably soj 
during the 18.40s.. During the entire nineteenth- century, only 1890 
and 183,1 passed completely without killings. In J1 years over.
1 ,..00-0, whales were killed.,, and in. six of these over. 2,,00,0 were 
killed*. In 18.43.j 3j143- whales, were., killed;,, an all-time record! ̂ 

The blubber of pilot-whales used. to be converted into, train-
oil. and sold to the Monopoly. A certain strip of the skin, from, 
the fin., was. used for making the tough oar-strap (homluband) by 
which a Faroese oar is attached to the rowlock. The meat was.
(and still is) eaten with great relish. It tastes like a rather 
dry beef,, and is best accompanied by a little of the blubber,



which somewhat resembles bacon-fat,. The meat may be salted, or
salted-and-dried for winter use, and in. years of great plenty has.

18often, been fed to.; cattle.
Until. 18.52, the law regarding pilot-whale driving was so

deficient as to form- a serious hindrance to the chase, and led to
disorderly scenes afterwards. The law gave no regulation whatever
for the conduct of the hunt. Eighteenth-century practice was
that first the largest whale was to be set aside as. finding-whale
for the boat thyt first saw the school. Next the tithe was,
removed. 1-,‘Presentationf~whalesUi were now allotted to the leper-
house at. Argir, the provost., the lawman,,, the landfoged and the
s or easier iver.. After this, compensation was paid for damage to,
boats or injury to menj and the remainder was divided equally

19between, the land and the. huntsmen.  ̂ Svabo adds that ether
officials often succeeded, in getting presentation-whales„ to the
annoyance of the huntsmen^ and that payments were also .made to. the

20valuers and the watchmen,
Watchmen were certainly needed, though their efforts were

seldom, successful. Svabo says that theft, plunder and disorder on
21the beach were commonplace. Mikkjal & Byggi relates four

stories of violence on Midvdgur sards, after whale-killings, and 
22comments %

In those days the whales, were marked only according to 
their estimated weight, not with a serial., number as well..
Each man or crew got. to know how much meat fell, to therm, 
and they could then take whichever, whale they wished, that 
had that weight marked, on it. There, was. always quarrelling 
on the beach,, because the assessment woiild be uneven,, and 
everyone wanted the whales that had been assessed most 
favourably. The custom, was that, anyone who had seated 
himself on a whale had claimed it as his ownj but if 
quarrelsome folk arrived and thought they had the upper 
hand,, they would not scruple to take the whale fronu such a 
person.,, and this often led to fighting.

The large share of the catch falling to. the shore-owners was,
everyone agreed,, socially indefensible. it also led to technical.
difficulties, in the hunt,, crews from, different whaling-bays being
anxious to drive the school different ways,, regardless of tidal
and other factors. The fifty years without, killings were very-
far from, being fifty years without sightings,, for many a school
escaped for this reason alone. When opposite sides of a whaling-
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bay belonged to different groups of owners, the very process., of 
killing might b.e hindered. Even, before, the nineteenth century 
reforms there had been a tendency for shore rights to be thrown 
together.. In 1 Z3.% Funningur, Gj<5gv and Elduvfk. agreed, to share 
the whales killed, on any of their shoresj and in 1800 Landt 23suggested, that Mi^vdgur, Leynar and Yestmanna ought to do likewise.

Unofficial attempts to end the disorder on the beaches- were
made as early as. 1801-2. Pastor J..Hi. Schroterand the man who
from, 1805. was to be the last lawman of the Earoe Islands, J.F.
Hammershaimb, introduced on Suduroy the system, of marking the dead
whales with serial numbers,, enabling a school of 200. to be shared

24out amicably in a couple of hours. in, 18.04;-,, the problem, of
regulating pilot-whale drives., was brought before the Lagting, a 
malpractice, having recently developed of hunters harpooning 
individual, whales from, the school, instead, of using the spear, to 
help to;, beach, the whole school. A fine of 10 Rd. was ordained 
for anyone using a harpoon without leave from, the syss.elmand and 
the hunt foremen,, even, though its use had not. caused actual harm; 
toy the hunt. I'he Ren.te.kamm.er upheld the decision,; and requested 
the landfoged and commandant Lobner. to.) work out. a full. code, of 
practice for pilot-whale driving. After a delay caused by 
Lobner's illness.,, their proposals were submitted in a, document; 
dated 4. June. 18.07 • ̂

Th.e 180^ proposals contained, many constructive, points, 
particularly the complete abolition of jprdehval.. (the land's 
share). But. the code was. also, characterised, by savage penalties, 
for breaches., of hunt discipline. For instances (i) failure to 
give or pas a on a whale alarmi incurred a fine of 100 Rd.* (ii) 
seizing meat or blubber by violence was, to be punished, with 4 
years' hard labour* (iii) the unauthorised use of the harpoon, 
was. to be punished with a 10~Rd. fine and the loss of the 
offender's share of the catch* but if the school was lost through, 
the xxee of a harpoon,,, the culprit himself and the crew of his boat 
xtfere liable to 4 years' penal servitude and a money fine in 
proportion to the scale, of the loss*, (iv) the theft of whale-meat 
t.oj the value of more than 1 Rd. was to be punished with penal 
servitude in, irons for 2 years,, or more if the theft was a large one.
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Landfoged. Wenzel Hammershaimb. and commandant Lobner mistakenly 
regarded exemplary punishment- as the only means of repressing the 
deep-seated disorders accompanying the hunt, But what, was needed 
was rather a method of division, that was obviously fair to all., 
and which, would g'ive everyone an incentive to. make the drive as 
sure and sue.cess.ful as. possible j a% method that, would allocate, 
particular whales to particular persons or crewsj, a method that 
would be so swift that, huntsmen would have no time to conceive 
imaginary grievances. But it., was a long time before the 
Rentekammer had., time to consider faroese whale-driving. War. broke., 
out that autumn.}, and ultimately the Reniekamnier. rejected the 
proposals because of. the savagery of the penalties and the
abolition of jordehval„ which, looked toe much like an. attack, on

"" 2(5property, They asked Lobner. (now amtmand..) to think, again,
Ldbner/s second proposals., submitted 12 June 1819,: reduced

altogether,, and revised., the scale of fines, and penalties.. But
the R entekamm.er. still found them too.' high, and was nervous about
limiting property rights,,, so no. law resulted. The only further
action taken on whale-hunting during Lobner's tenure of office was
the repromulgati.on of the rules concerning the use. of the harpoon,
and minor amendment, of the rules concerning crown, jordehval, which-

27did n.ot fall. to. the crown leaseholder.,
G«»L« Tillis.ch took, some action, towards improving the

28-conditions of the hunt, J but f„p. Till is ch. took up the matter, with 
great energy soon after his arrival as amtmand, He. made, himself 
thoroughly acquainted with the local conventions of the hunt} he 
attended drives, himself j and he consulted men of wisdom, and. 
experience. His draft proposals,, dated 11 May 1831, became the 
first Pilots Whale. Law. on 1 November. 18.32, and have formed, the 
basis of all. subsequent legislation. The penalties, are only 
modest, but the. duties of every person involved are clearly 
prescribed;.,, and it was made. as. advantageous as.possible for

oneveryone to keep the law rather, than break it.*’*'
Paragraphs 1-4 established the chain, of command. The amtmand 

was supreme commander,, assisted; by the landfoged. They had no 
executive function, but were to see that the subordinate officers.

from, a half to a quarter instead of abolishing it
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did their dmties.,, and to watch closely for ways of increasing the 
productiveness. and efficiency of the hunt. Leadership of the hunt 
and division of the kill fell, to the sysaelmand. HO was. to he
assisted hy the hunt foremen,. four of whom; were to he nominated, 
for each, whaling-hay hy the amtmand on the sysaelmand's 
recommendation0

By paragraphs 5~6i>j. the alarm, was to he issued, as soon as a 
schoo.1 of pilot.™whales was discovered,, the signal being the 
traditional one of raising, a garment, to the. mast-head. 'Bids alarm, 
had, to. he pasaed from, boat, to. shore and from, village to village, as 
soon as it was received. The law made, two, principal innovations.; 
(i) the finding-h.oat, had not. merely, to locate the school,, but also; 
to, follow iitj (id) the alarm, must, he. given hy anyone discovering, 
a school from, the shore as well, as from the sea. In the latter 
case,, the first, boat to arrive at. the school was the finding-boat. 
propagation of the alarm, was a duty on the inhabitants of 
particular farms or houses in each village. In accordance, with 
ancient practice,, the alarm, was passed, on, in a variety of ways,.
Over a narrow strait, it might, he by shouting, hut, more often, the 
message passed hy smoke-signal or by sheets spread out, on. a 
Mllei.de. in. a special manner. if a visual signal was impossible.,
a runner v/ould he sent. The., penalty for failing to pass, the, alarm;

31was set at 1-5 Rd.
Paragraph % dealt with hunt equipment. A scale of weaponry

was laid down for boats of different sizes,, and the sysselmand had
the duty of inspecting these implements annually,, fines being

32imposed for deficiencies-.
Decisions on the drive are dealt with in paragraphs 8-11i.

Ihe finding™boat and the hunt foremen were to decide which way to 
drive the s.choo.1,. the syssalmand having the casting voice in case 
of dispute. A recognised whaling-bay,, preferably one of the 
better ones, such as MiSvagur, waa, to. be used,, an. inferior, but 
nearer, bay only for. unruly schools. When, the school was confined 
to; a bay,, it rested with. the. sysselmand and the hunt foremen to 
decide the time and manner of killing. in all decisions,, they 
must b.e guided by the efficiency of the hunt,., and were liable to 
heavy penalties? for choosing an indefensible way of driving or
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killing, the school. Iiarpooaas were, to he used only if the
sysaelmarid and hunt., foremen decided it was impossible to beach.

33the whales,, and thus gave up the hunt,.
Once the killing had ended,, the syss.elmand had to appoint, el

watch. Henceforth the watchmen: were the only: persons afloat? all
other, boats had to b.e hauled out of the water. Late arrivals had
to report to the watch, who. would tell, them* where to haul their
boats ashore. When the boats were all. on dry land (making it
difficult for anyone to steal., meat), the whales., themselves were to
be pulled ashore so, that they rested, side by side with at least
their heads above highs-water-mark. Every person, present had the
duty of helping, with, this task.*,. Sunk whales were to be fished up
by the watch*-boats*. After teaching,,, the whales had to, be «sliced
mp%. i.e. c.ut up the belly to. allow the entrails t.o fall out and
thus prevent the meat, froim putrefying. Two of the hunt foremen

34had to see that this job was. completed.
Valuation followed.. The unit employed was the skind i grind

(approximately $0 kg. of meat, and 25, kg. of blubber). A whale
measuring, 5- ale a. (10 feet) from. eye. to anus was rated at one
gylden (=s 20. skind),. other assessments being, in proportion. The
two assessors, chosen by the sysselmand were to work round from, one
end of the bay to the other, cutting on the skin, of each, whale the
serial number in. ar.abig; figures and at valuation in roman figures..
They were accompanied, by the two, hunt foremen not supervising the
dragging- up of the whalesand the sysselmand, who was to record 

35the valuations. ^
The method of division incorporated considerable changes 

fromi traditional practice,, as follows.;;

Table 21 PIL.Q1M/HALE DIVISION m. THE 18,3.2 LAV/36
lame Quantity- Disposition.
Tithe 10, per cent of total kill. To sysselmand against 

payment of 1 1/3. pots, 
train-oil per skind.

Finding-whale Largest, whale killed.
To finding-boat. H.ead 
to, go to man (on boat 
or land) who, first s.aw 
or heard the school.



Name

Madhval

Quantity
Determined by syss.elmand in 
proportion to size of catch, 
and mim.ber of huntsmen,.

Disposition
T.os householders of. the 
village where school 
killed, to aid 
hospitality- to huntsmen*

Poor Fund 1 per. cent, of total kill.. None named in 1aw,, but 
meat, normally auctioned.

School Board 1 per cent of total kill. ditto

Skadehval
Determined, by two valuers 
appointed, by syss.elmand, 
one of whom to be 
knowledgeable in- 
boat?- bui1ding.

Compensation for damage 
to, boats or weapons,, or 
ingjury to., men... Normally 
auctioned and payment 
made in cash*

Watch. 1/4 skind per. man by day,, 
1/2 skind by night* To the watchmen

I 1 skind per 101 whales 
Assessors, j ass.ess.ed,

I

To the assessors o.f the 
size of the catch, and 
the damage caused.

Hunt foremen!j.J 1/a per cent o.f totalcatch to each.
The four hunt foremen 
for the whaling-bay.

_ , j 1/2 per cent of totalSyss.elm.and cat0D Sysselmand

jordehval.

25' Per cent of the 
remainder after subtraction, 
of the’ above, allocated to 
the markatal owning the 
shore on which the whales 
were killed*,

PROW. JORDEBiVAL 
To be sold for 1 1/3 
po-ts o.f train-oil per 
skind. At amtmand's 
discretion a portion.may 
be reserved for officials, 
minor functionaries, 
their widows, and needy 
persons in Tdrshavn,. as 
unders
Kill, of under 30 gl»

None
Kill of 30-100 gl« 
Officials up to 4 skind, 
functionaries up to 2 
skind, others 1 skind. 
Kill- of over 100, gl.
8,. 4 and 2 skind to the 
above respectively*
STIPENDIARY. JQRDBHML 
To the beneficiary of 
the stipendiary farm.
ALLODIAL JORDEHVAL 
To the allodial markatal
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Name

Partehval

Quantity
73 per. cent, of the 
remainder after 
subtraction as above

Disposition
Divided amongst all. the 
boats at the killing* before 
valuation has ended, and 
the inhabitants of the 
whal e -di s tri c t c oneerne.d,

Whales
recovered.

after
calculation

All. such whales 
recovered on. day of kill, 
or for two. days 
afterwards.

Whales recovered 
subsequently.

Allocated as partehval to. 
boats arriving after the 
calculation has begun* Any 
surplus sold at auction, for 
Faroe Ami, Economic Fund*

To the finder*

The reduction, of the jordehval fromi 5,0fo to 25?fo was without
compensation,, though there, hack been previous consultation* In
December.. 1830.-, Till is ch. had circulated the sys s.elmmnd, requesting
them, to find out whether the all.odial owners were willing to halve
their jordehval» Owners in Streymoy, Eysttiroy, Sandoy. and the
Northern Islands were overwhelmingly in favour, as were most on
Vagar, Only on Suhuroy was there considerable opposition to the 

37plan. The move seems to have succeeded in its main, purpose,
the increased efficiency of hunting, If one may judge by the 
statistics.X

The 18-32 Law incidentally set- up n:En oeconomisk Fond for F&rb
AmibP (an economic, fund for Faro.e province), used to subsidise
roads, wharves and bridges.* When in 18-3.2 the Lagting was revived,

38this fund was placed under its., control.
The 1832 legislation underwent- major revision in’ 1857.» and 

since then,, apart fromi the abolition of the jordehval, has 
remained, little changed* Through the newly-revived Lagting, a 
papular demand was voiced for the amendment of the 18-32 Law,, and 
amtmand Pahlerup accordingly took statements from, the syss.e-lmmnd, 
and in 18-54 drafted proposals to lay before the Lagting. The 
Lagting made a number of amendments,, some reflecting the strained
XSee Figure 4 at- the end of this chapter.,, which gives the records
of killings from. 1703 to 1 in the forim of a ten-year running
mean* The trough, at- the end of the nineteenth century was leas
severe than that of 17/5-0-22.
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relationship between amtmand and assembly. The amended proposals
finally came before the. Rlgsdag, early in 1857 • Here the upper
house,., the Lands ting,, divided the proposal into two bills. The
Grindelov (pilot-whale Law) merely defined the legal procedure for
cases a/nd laid down the scale of punishments for the various
offences. The Grindereglement (pilot-Whale Regulations) covered
the technical aspects of the hunt. The latter might be amended
by the joint action of the Lagting and the Ministry of Justice,
The Qx’indelov still applies, though its punishments have now been

' 39assimilated to tho.se for other offences.
The conduct of the actual hunt seems to have been satisfactory,

for the only amendments broxight in were a, provision to discourage
false alarms,, and spreading responsibility for issuing the alarm/
over the whole village instead of placing it on particular farms..
The sysselmand x̂ as given the extra duty of inspecting boats as.
well. as equipment on his annual round.^

One major change was that hunt foremen were, now elected by
the whale-hunters instead of being appointed by the amtmand. The
Lagting/s motive was probably in part to remove power from Dahlexup,
but there was a practical justification.. The nominee, of the
sysselmand and amtmand would tend to be one of the larger
landowners in the district,, with a jjersonal interest in jordehval.
So., henceforth,; all. those in the whaling-bay capable of taking part.
in the hunt (i.e. men from; 15 to 50) were to elect hunt foremen
for ai term, of 5 years. Moreover, every boat was to have its boat
foreman.,, elected by the crew, whose name was to be notified to the
sysselmand, These provisions,; and the colotirful one that
sysselmand and hunt foremen were to fly a small flag from the stern
of their boats, were, intended to increase mutual confidence and

A1good communic.ations amongst the huntsmen.
Procedure after the kill, was amended somewhat. Assessment 

was speeded., tip by the sysselmand 'a being authorised to appoint 
more valuers after a large kill. The sysselmand had also to 
ensure that, the bay was cleared of offal,; backbones &c. within. 4-8 
hours of the final distribution of the ca/bch,^
This last requirement seems to have been a little too., demanding - 
since 1&7.2 the period has been 7.2 hours. For this purpose the 
sysselmand may make payments from, the Economic Fund,
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The division ox the kill., was modified in the direction, of
equity. Half the finding-whale was now given to a man discovering
a school from, land and signalling a "boat. The allocation of
whales to officials and others was discontinued. The higher.
oif facials,, it was contended, had no need of the meat, and since
abolition of the Monopoly there were few subordinate functionaries-
needing a share either. (of  course, like anyone else, officials
were entitled toj shares by right, of residence, in their whale-
districts..) Payments to the executive functionaries, were,
however.,, increased... The syss.elmand now took 1 °/o and the valuer,a
2 skind per 10Q whales valued. The damage assessors, now had a
payment, fixed by the sysselmand, up to 2 skind maximum each. The.
rates for watchmen were now half a skind by day,, one skind by
night,, and half a skind for each boat used. Damage, and injury
were now to be compensated, froim the Economic Fund in cash, the

43Fund recouping the cost approximately from, the skadehval.
Finally,, as with, subsequent revisions in 18-64,, 1812, 1880,

1 %0J. and on several occasions since.,, the whale-district 
boundaries were modified*^'

The final abolition of jpr.dehv.al falls outside, the strict, 
period of this enquiry, but is a subject, of such importance that 
it must not. be omitted... As mentioned earlier, the draft 
regulations of 18-071 urged,. that the land's share should be abolished* 
and in 18.J2 it was reduced from, 5-0fo to 25?f0 in the interests of 
hunt efficiency. Subsequently,, the social inequity of jordehval
was stressed,, and was prime motive for its ultimate abolition.

cDuring the deliberations leading to the 18.57 Law,; voices were 
raised for the abolition of j ordehval, but to no effect. A 
proposal in the lagting in 1888 was also abortive. in 18̂ 5,; when 
the lagting was discussing the taxation of the newly established 
great-whaling industry,, a proposal was. raised for using the 
resulting income, for buying out jordehval. This too>. came to 
nothings but. the idea of a sinking fund was later taken up in 
ano the r. way. ̂

The land's rights could not now be expropriated without, 
compensation.. Despite arguments that the. supposed basis for 
jprdehval. from, the Gulathing Code onwards comprised regulations
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plainly designed for great whales drifting im or being pulled 
ashore,., the landowners- still had a centuries-old prescriptive 
right good in law. The 18-52 expropriation had taken place during 
the absolute monarchy, but even so,., hah been., preceded by- 
consultation. with the interested, parties.. But the 184,9 Banish 
Constitution now guaranteed the inviolability of private property, 
so it was necessary to find funds to compensate the owners

The solution was eventually found im the abolition of the 
tithe system. Pilot-whale tithes came up for consideration in 
I9.O4. It, was thought out. of the question merely to- abolish them;,, 
for the jprdehval, as well, as the partehval -would benefit. By a 
Ministry of dustice proclamation dated 14 dune 19099 dealing with 
several aspects of the hunt,, it was decreed that the. tithe should 
be auctioned,, and the proceeds paid into a fund for the extinction 
of j,ordehval.. Legislation giving effect to the purchase was
passed on 11 May 1955*; and took effect on 1 January 1957• Since.

47them both, tithe and jordehval have been, added, to the partehval.
Another species of small, whale is communally hunted im Faroe, 

the bo.ttieno.se or dogffngur (hyperoodon. ampul 1 atus) . It is,
however,,, seldom, caught elsewhere, than off northern Suburoy, and 
the catch rarely exceeds three? or four per year,. Svabo says that, 
im his time a special portion of the blubber went to the finder in 
place of a finding-whale, but that the rules for dividing the catch 
were otherwise the same, as for pilot-whale s.. After deduction, of 
the finder's share and other expenses, indeed, the land toolc a 
5,0fo share until this remaining jordehval. was abolished, by a Lagting- 
Law of 5- January 19;5-0*. without compensation,; at the proposal of 
the inhabitants of the villages principally concerned, Hvalbour 
and Sandvfk. Ho opposition was raised to this reform., individuals' 
losses being trivial..
THE GATHERING. OF SHELLFISH

The use of shellfish for food is no. doubt an ancient practice 
im the Faroe Islands as elsewhere. The shells, themselves were 
used, as a substitute for limestone in making skilp, the mortar, 
used im the medieval buildings at Kirkjub our,̂  By the late 
eighteenth century,; at least,, shellfish, were a regular article of 
diet. Svabo says the krmkllngnr. (common mussel, mytilus edulis)
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and the o8ur (giant hor.se-mussel, modiola modiolus) were, commonly,
eaten.. Landt adds several others,, particularly the flida (limpet,
patella mil gat a), which., he tasted and found whard and indigestible:15.
Tradition holds that limpets were eaten, only in famine years, but
a vast heap., of limpet-shells discovered on. an old midden in Hestur *
suggests, that some people ate therm regularly. By the late
nineteenth century,, however., the use. even of mussels for human
food was. a rarity.'*0

The value of shellfish as bait, wa,s a late discovery in. the
Faroe Islands,. Svabo,, and later Ployen, mention foreigners

51fishing well, with mussels,, and commend them, to the Faroese. By 
the 18-7Os and 1880s.,, both common, and giant, mussels, limpets,, and
sometimes, also whelks were being used as. bait for both hand-line s.

52and long-line a. ~ The question, of property in shellfish.,, and 
their conservation,,, now ar.o.se. The aoiimion. mussel in particular, 
needed protection.,, since it flourishes in shallow waters, and in 
places on the shore exposed,, at ebb tide... Fishermen in need of 
bait were not merely picking up fully-grown mussels by hand, but 
were using rake.a to gather mature, and immature mussels alike, 
creating holes in the mnssel-beds enabling, winter, storms to, rip 
away the growth of many years. The quest ion was whether an 
extension of private property, rights.,, or conservation legislation 
was the better solution to the problem. Mnss.el-b.ed protection 
was. regularly before the Lagting from, 1875 to 189-1 •

Evidence was produced that the common mussel had been, much 
used, for food during the war years of 1807.-14» and generally in 
former times when, prolonged bad weather, had hindered beat fishing* 
The mnssel-gather.ers had not asked the shore-owners/ permission to 
collect,,, and it was a serious question whether a prescriptive right 
did. not exist for all. and sundry to. take mussels fromi such large 
beds as those of M<5s.todan,, a bank off. the mouth of a stream, between. 
Oyri and Eordskali (Eysturoy).

The final outcome was a Law of 14. April 189,5 for the protection 
of Mussels,, the provisions of which, still*, apply. The kommune. was. 
given power, to. draft conservation regulations for mussel-beds 
within its borders, above as well, as below high water, to. limit 
the rights of lifting,, the manner in which it may be done or the



tools that, may be used. A complete prohibition for three, years
at a time may be proposed when stocks are in. danger of extinction!..
After two months' notice,, the -proposed regulations together with.
any ob.jecti0.11s go before the Lagting,. The Lagting'"s opinion is
now added, to. the doss.ier,; which, formerly went to the Ministry of
justice,, but since 194$> goes, to the local faroese government.
Any regulations surviving this procedure are valid for five years,
after which they must be renewed by the same process. At the
recommendation, of the. Lagting the. Minister (now the faroese
government) may also grant individuals or companies the exclusive

54right to cultivate mnsaels. where none grew before.
The 1831 Lagting deliberations make it clear, that this, is a 

conservation,,, not a property law. Just as a clos.e season in 
hunting limits, a man's rights over hunting his own land,, so this. 
law permits regulations limiting a man's rights to gather mussels- 
fromi his own foreshore. The ownership position appears to be that 
private ownership of mussel-beds- still, extends as far as the mean 
low-water-mark, possibly as far. as. a man can wade, or to the 
marhakke. Beyond that point, territorial waters begin,, and 
mussels are. free- to all. Danish subjects. However pre.s-criptive. 
right undoubtedly exists in. many places for outsiders to gather 
mussels front privately-owned, beds.. The only stipulation is that 
any conservation regulations must be complied, with.

Limpets and whelks are not covered by the Law. of 14 April,
189'2,>, neither is there, any need for them, to be. Limpets, flourish 
in the same inter-tidal area as mussels,, but they do n.ot grow in 
beds,, and in any case, stick, to, the rocks with proverbial firmness:, 
judicially,, whelks are not in the. same category as mussels and 
limpets,, because they have the power, of free, movement. An attempt 
in 19/1 6l to bring in a conservation law for whelks failed,; because, 
the majority Lagting view was that they were in no danger. To 
gather them,, a fisherman will lower a cod's head into the water, 
whereupon the whelks attach themselves to it. The fisherman, 
naturally throws, back whelks too., small, to be used as bait. for 
both whelks and limpets,; as for mussels,; the ownership rule gives 
the shore owner rights, as far as the low-water-mark,, perhaps as.
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56far as a mam can wade,, perhaps to the marbakke.

One may thus conclude that though, the character of ownership
o.f the faroese share (like, the outfield, usually joint property) 
certainly changed during the nineteenth, century,, the pattern was. 
random - with a general legal conservatism,, combined with an. eye; 
for public advantage in. the face of a growing, population! and am 
increased, use of the sea's resources. The basic ownership rules., 
however.,., remained, much as they were defined by the 16871 Norwegian 
Law and its predecessors back imito medieval times..
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CHAP YE THE JDI S 'MN.T-WAPER _ PI SHERY_ AND ̂ ITS _E IEEE 0 TS

At the heginning, of this thesis, (page JO) the paint was made 
that daring the nineteenth century,, fishery was. steadily 
overhauling farming im economio importance. Even, before the 
Monopoly was abolished,, the export, of fish had begun to increase 
in: am unprecedented manner. Im part, this was. a response to* an; 
increased population pressing against limited resources ashore.
The development was. stimulated by amtmand Ployem's journey to.:> 
Shetland in. 1839,, for Shetland already had a well-developed boat 
fishery, and ployem/s three. Faroese companions brought back, the: 
craft of making dried, salt cod (klipfish), a more reliable, process, 
thani the mere wind-drying of stockfish.

Even so., earlier in. the century,, the fishery was no more than,
a supplement to the traditional peasant, economy. Until 18,6.5, 
indeed,, the larger farmers had been legally bound to maintain 
f ishing-boats „ and in return had something approaching’ a 
conscription right over their poor neighbours for service in them, 
(page 18.4). From.. 18,729) however, we. may regard the fishery as in 
competition, with, the farming economy. This was due. to two.?
developments s the Iceland, bo at.-fishery.,, and the rise of sloop
fishing.
THE ICELAND BOAT FISHERY

About, 18.̂ 2, Faroese fishermen began travelling to the fjords 
of. eastern, Iceland by post-boat or f ishing.~boai to. spend two, or 
three months of the summer boat-fishing,, with hand-line or 
long-line. By 18Y7 it was. sufficiently important for the Aiding 
to regulate, it by law.

Until. 188.0,, this fishery was on. a limited scale., about 100
men. taking part. During the following decade,, after, the success
of the pioneersit increased dramatically. In 1885,, some, 6.00
Faroemen were at, the fishery with 150 boats in six, of the fjords,
of eastern Iceland. Froim 18.88, Faroese women, travelled to Iceland
also., both as cooks for the menfolk,, and to work up the. fish, ashore.
It was. estimated, that in 18,90,, no fewer than 1 ,,00,0 Faroese
travelled to eastern. Iceland for the summer. This fishery
continued until welt after the 1914-18 war, though latterly on. a,

1much reduced, scale.
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THE SLOOP FISHER'S'
Eain.oem.en. were making; attempts at fishing fromi decked vessels

fromi late in the eighteenth! century, though, without financial
success.. The most, celebrated of these ships was the Royndin
Erf da, built, in. 180.4 "by the Faroese. national hero Poul Poul sen
Eolsoe^ which during, the. next, four years undertook both fishing
and commercial journeys.”

Success, in. this form, of fishery was finally achieved by. the
three, brothers J)£n jal, Hi cl as ■ and petur Ranald sen., of l6rshavn»
In: early summer. 1872 they bought, the 38-ton cutter Pox, in
Scarborough* They arrived with it in. T^rshavn in July,., whereupon
they set off at, once for. Seydisf jprdur. in eastern Iceland* Here
they used, the fox., as. a mother-ship fromi which to conduct a boat/-
fishery, returning to Faroe. in October, with, a full cargo>. In
February 1813 they resumed, fishing,, this time on the banks near.
the Faroe islands. I)4njal Haraldsen said that, the vessel had
originally cost only 7,000 kroner, but by 1871 he: was making 3h?/o

3on his capital annually.
Others soon followed, the brothers'’ example, some using the 

mother-ship technique, others fishing directly from, the vessel. 
When, towards the end of the century,, the British fishing fleet, 
was turning over, to steam, trawling,, many serviceable wooden, smacks 
(11 sloops’* as the Faro emen. called them-), could be bought at, very- 
low £>rices» The growth of the Faroese ship fishery may be., 
illustrated from, the following table*
Table 22 BECKED VESSELS. IE THE FAROESE F1SHIN.G FLEET, 18,12-19,1 Q4

187 2 1 18,2,1 15 19.01 87.
18.7.4 4. 189,2 24, 1902 84
187. a 12 18.23 36, 1202 9,8
18.82 22. 18,24 3.2 190.4 107
1883, 21 18.23 45 ‘ 1905 118
18.86 18 1826. 6.1 190.6, 128.
1887 15 1827. 66, 1907 140
1888 16. 18.9,8 65 1908 142
1882, 16, 18.99 62 1909 1.3718,20 14 1900 8,1 1910 137

In 12,00, 80 sloaps were taking' part in the fishing season
Faroe Islands,, and 74, in the season., off. Iceland, and over 1,000,

5.men. x̂ ere involved. FQ.r fishing the local, banks,, the crew waa 
normally 11-13, for Iceland 12-17* What this meant in terms of



manpower unavailable for work, on the land may he appreciated from! 
the following table, which giires,. for. individual vessels for; which, 
the information;, is available, the period of absence and the size. 
of crew during the 1899 fishing season.

6.Sable 23 CREWS, AIM'D FISHIEG SEASONS FOR H  FAROBSE SLOOPS, 18.9,9;
OFF FAROE OFF ICELAND

Ye seel. Crew Weeks fishing Crew Weeks fishing,
Livingstone 14 14 12 9Helene 16 4 15 26.
Spurn 11. 13 12 10,
Delphinen 13 18. 13 10
Pro.spero.uis - - 11 24.
He auti ful S t ar. 14 13 14. 8)
Atlantia • » 11 28,
phoebe 16> 26
Cyclone - - 16. 21
Gauntlet “ « 10 14.
Sandoy 12 23 12 3Streymoy 12 11 12 aYagoy 12 11 12 aSuduroy 15 16 13 5Amaranth. I T . 8 13 11
LallLa Rookhi 15. 18 14 aGalate a 14 ia 15, 5Florence 11 16, 19 9M.ordiyset 16 11 14 a3)o ae a i  • ” 15. 23
Jubilee : 15 15. 12 8.Yinur 12 10 14 13Eordingur 11. 16. 14 aHart i 12 ; 16b 11 10Pioneer. fib I 2. - *~
Flower of the Yalley 14 16. 14. 19Yestmanna 15 I 6 14. 22Bdndin 9 6.
Guiding St^r 15 16. 13 18Daggry* 12 \ 2 12 a
Prince of Wales 11, 14 11. aJohn Brown - | _ 14. 22Saltaire. 12 12 11 14
O rdvingur 13 2.1 14 11
Ford s t Jornan j 14, 19 14 11.
Marshall ! 12 I 14 11 13Sudringur t 13 16. 14 13Falkur. I 14 I 20 14 11Yiking I 14 5 13 14 13
Grage ! m% 1 3 5

.
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Y.ess.el.
Oil

Crew.
1 FAROE
Weeks fishing

OF]
Grew,.

5 ICELAND 
We.eks' f i shing

Immanuel 14 15 14, 13
Othello; 14 11 14 17Willianii Glowes 13 18, 15 111
Fearless; 12 2Qj 12 10
Emerald. 12. a 12 10
Royndin ErfSa 12 n 14 12
Siidberi 14 8 14 211
Carl. 13. 20. 13 12
Th. Charlton; 13 12 15 17Energy 12 14 12 18,
Robert, Miller 12 ia 12 8,
Regina 14 16; 14 14Tjaldri 15 11 16; 13Hi.M*. Stanley 12 13 . 12 a
Snowdrop I n 7 8>
Yabb.ingur 11 13 12 15Johanne 13. 15 14 14Albert Yictor 14 14 14. 15Kittiwake 13 13 13 15lleimdalur 13.i 17/ 15 12
Riddarin. 13. a 16; 21
Tr.ongl s vingur. | 12 % 14 20
Jeanette ! 12 13 12 11.
Yig.il ant, | 1 18 -

The sloop fishery; presented the, landless., man. with a golden, 
opportunity to win himself a chance of prosperity, hut the 
development, meant., a summer labour famine for the farmer.,, 
particularly the larger crown leaseholder. The way of life o.f 
the sloop fisherman with the. initiative to make the best of his. 
chances has been described by an informed eye-witness, in, the

7following termss
Xn the home of suoh. a fisherman!-smallholder the son would, 

immediately after confirmation, sign up on. a ship for the 
fishery. In. the winter he would be at home with, his parents, 
and work, with his father.. When he reached, the age at; which, 
he could marry, he obtained a trod, walled it in, and built 
himself a house with the money he had saved up. When in the 
winter the tide and weather, conditions were, favourable,, he 
carried, on the fishery in a boat in. which he himself owned a 
share. The rest, of the time he tilled, the land. In March 
he left home for the. sloop fishery,; came back late in April 
and was now home for a c.ouple of wreaks. in this, period corn 
was sown, and potatoes were set. He managed also to dig his 
family's annual peat requirements,, before he set off. again.



Eow, M s  wife would look, after the fields and the peak, until 
the sloop fishery was over, in September,, and the husband 
came home to, harvest, the crops. Soon, the husband would 
have cultivated aô  much, of his plot, that he could kee.p a cow, 
and the wife acquired half a score of hens. A large 
proportion of the family's clothing, and footwear, was made.- 
at home in, the winter-time... Here was lived a diligent life, 
providing secure conditions in. economic independence.

Shortage of male labour was already, becoming, felt on the crown
farms as early as, 18.84.* since it was in particular the young,
unmarried men who were attracted to the Iceland boat fishery and
the sloop fishery. Whereas early in the century* a farim hand
could be obtained, for 12-16. RhcL. (24r?2 kroner) per year plus..
b.oar*d and lodging* daily wage rates in the commercial centres were.
now at least. 2 kroner* and in the height of the fishing, season
labourers were hardly obtainable even, at kroner a day. Female
labour was at the, same time much engaged in; the working, up of
klipfisk. By 18Q0.1 resident farm, hands were becoming unobtainable,
and the management of a large farm, ini the old manner with hired,

8help was likely to lose rather than gain money. By 1909 it was
9possible for crown leaseholders to writes

Folk who. put their confidence, in Far.oe.se agriculture 
have already for many.-years watched with anxiety its manifest 
decline. The owners of the larger farms have ever more 
difficulty in working, their land by the old system of 
management* since: nearly all. the. male labour prefers the. ship 
fishery as*, at, any rate, seemingly* better paid; And as far. 
as the smaller farms and smallholdings are concerned* it is 
now in many places common to see themi neglected* since the 
owners for the most part spend the summer months at, the 
fishery* and especially as regards the younger generation, 
who, already from the age of confirmation! go to sea every 
spring* so that they are becoming quite, unaccustomed to. farm 
work,. And the abundance of unemployed manpower in the 
winter benefits the land in only small, measure. Agricultural, 
activity has lost its esteem.

hot least in poor fishing times, such as the present must 
one often recognise the truthi of the old proverb* that “it is 
not good to, have one's whole larder in the seaR, It is 
obvious that the community would be far better placed 
economically* if agriculture were to yield a greater output 
than it, does,.

Census figures bear, out, this picture of a massive flight froiru 
the land. It is* however, impossible from, such figures to
describe quantitatively the labour withdrawn from the farms. In



some cases this took the form of tradarmenr paying their landlord 
a cash, rent, instead, of a labour rent. Quite, a superficial 
acquaintance with, Paraese< village traditions will show that a man 
described, as a smallholder may in. fact have been the effective 
manager o:f a local crown, farm:,,, or that another, apparently a 
resident farm, hand,, will, in reality have been a pauper maintained 
by the charity of the farmers and so:> on. let the census figures, 
imperfect ad they are, confirm, the picture of a society where 
fishing was completely displacing farming as the key occupation.

10fable 24 Q.QGUPADIOMS AO GIVEN IN CENSUS. KBTURNS, 1834-1914
Year Total

Population
Living, from. 
Agriculture.

Living, from 
Pishery

Living from. 
Manufacture.

Living, from 
Labouring

1854, 6., ,6-2 8. 4,911 14.2$ 26.2 9.9/0 56.8. 8-. 6$ 448> 6 .7 $
18.5,0 a, 157 9*3.13 69.4 1,266, 15.5, 35,3 4.3 227 2 ..a
1880, 11,220 5/, 460, 49.1 3,532 31.7 850, 7 .6 392 3.5
18,90 12*995/ 4*920, 3.I.9 4,,984 38 .4 4 ,0 1 6 7 .4

190A 19*230/ 4*3-93 29 .0 6*119 4 0 .6 1 ,686 11.1

1911 1 a., 000, 3,324. 18.5/ 9,515 52.9 1,671 9.3
M.oteg The classifications were not- made on precisely the same 
grounds each. time. The labouring groups in the first three.' years 
given, lived predominantly from,, agriculture.
TEE GLEBE FARMS

Reference has previously (pages 20., 21, 23 & 64) been made. to. 
the glebe farms and the annexed glebes of the Par.oese clergy, the 
yield from, which, constituted the. major part of their income. The 
glebe farms,., when personally managed by the priest,, could until 
the late nineteenth century yield a very comfortable income.
Under really efficient management,., they could yield riches. It 
is said that when, Clemen Laugesen Poll.erup became minister of 
Saudoy. in. 164,8 ,,. he carried, all. his possessions in. a single. jg-arp.et- 
bag?, at his death he owned land in Sandoy, Skbvoy and SuSuroy to,
the extent of no less, than. 47 marks,; with, stock of 20. horses,. 51

11 ‘ ’ cattle and 2,246; sheep. But prosperity was dependent; upon, a
labour supply adequate to run. the farm, properly. The labour
crisis hit these farms,, which were amongst the largest in the Paroe
Islands, first of all.

0m 1 March. 189CL, the six. priests of the Paroe Islands
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submitted a petition to, the Minister Tor Ecclesiastical and
Educational. Affains,, setting' out. the reasons for their worsened
financial position,. Both farming and fishing had lately suffered
had, years,, and the product; of the tithe, especially the. fish tithe,
had been, only half what, it had, yielded, 10,-ld years before. The
yield of the glebe farms,, which, should provide more than half the.
priest's income,, now provided only a quarter. 20-25, years, before,
when, labour was plentiful, the. priests could not only manage their
a m  farms.,, but could also., carry on. a boat, fishery. Their only
recourse now was to. get, a tenant to take on the farm: for a third
of the gross yield. The. priest had to, pay the taxes and maintain
the buildings in good condition.,, and this left him. with, only about
half the yield of the farms. The priests thus recommended the. sale.
of the glebes, in half-mark lots so that, the resulting, capital
could be. more profitably invested, leaving, only sufficient infield
for the foddering, of twoj cows for each, priest. In advocating, the
sale, the priests pointed, out that by it..,; more Faroes,© families
would be enabled to; own land,, as, an. additional resource when the 

12fishery failed.
The petition, was supported, by the amtmand and the provost, 

who.) commended, the, sale as, a desirable step towards modernising 
clergy stipends and rendering the. land concerned more productive. 
However., they emphasised the continuing need of the. clergy foe 
some land,, since outside T.drshavm, milk, and meat, co.uid not be 
obtained- by- purchase. They requested that the issue might, come 
before that., year's Lag,ting, and the Ministry agreed,1 J

The, Lag,ting came, to the conclusion, that, while current tenant- 
management of a mark., of land would produce an. annual income of. no- 
more than, 5,5”5,0 kroner for the incumbent,, the probable, sum 
realised by sale, invested at 5 1/2$,, would yield $8> kroner 
annually. They therefore, proposed that., a commission for. each, 
pastorate,, under the chairmanship of the provost.,, should supervise 
the piecemeal sale of the farms when..the incumbent proposed this. 
Various conditions were, appended., such. as. one to safeguard the 
tenure of any tradarmenn. The- lots sold were to, be. not less. than, 
half a mark or more than, two., marks - the. purpose being to set, up 
holdings, that would at the least support one cow, and which at, the



largest, would be within the capacity of a single family to manage,.
The Lagting suggested that sinae the farms were not. crown estate
of the usual kind,, no special law was necessary, but sale could

14take place by administrative derision.
She Ministry,, on the other hand,, regarded a law as desirable,

and sent back a draft for the 18$1 hag,ting to- consider. The draft
in general fo.ll.owed the rules pr.opo.sed by the 189-0 hagting, witin
the curioun addition of a provision that a third, of the. purchase
price should be commuted to a kind of ground rent,, the -size, of
which* was.. to vary with. the. barley price in Sjmlland. The motive,
for this was to secure the. pastorates, against- a fall, in the. value 

1 5;o.i money * 04
The hagting was occupied with this proposal from J August to

19 September. Alleaguee:di on the desirability of sale, thought one.
member, feared the., disruption consequent, on too;- swift a disposal of
15-0 marks of land. But. there were many disagreements on detail,
in particulars (i) Some members wanted compulsion on. the priests
to self.,, as soon as a certain price, level was. obtainable., (ii)
The members were, profoundly disagreed, on. how far. limitations ought
to, be placed on the subsequent fragmentation of the parcels.; sold
(whichi could make, an eventual infield enclosure more tedious.) or
on their union into larger holdings.. (iii) The. ground-rent plan
was. disliked as a, hindrance to the. original and subsequent; sales of
the land. (iv) Members disagreed, whether in. these sales, hour
ought to) be separable fromi hag.l.* The hagting found itself unable
ta draft alternative proposals for the Ministry,, but merely sent-
its proceedings, and alt relevant documents.,, with a request for

1 d-■ another, draft law. The Ministry, not. surprisingly, let the
papers, gather dust until the 1908. Commission was established.

The passing of the. 189-4. froloy raised, the related issue of. 
tradlr enclosed from- glebe, outfield. In a petition dated. 15. July 
1&94* eleven 'Vidareidi. tr.adarm.enn requested permission to. buy their. 
tradir on the same terms as those, now permitted to traQarmenr who,- 
had. enclosed crown leasehold outfield. They represented* that, 
their tenancy terms were far from, light* but their chief, worry 
was that with a change of priest,, these., terms might, be varied to- 
their di s advantage.
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The Lagting* committee, considering the petition, sent, round to,
all the farx>ese priests ten enquire what tradir had been enclosed
frora glebe outfield,, and whether the priests were willing to have

17them, transferred to freehold tenure on suitable conditions,
The reply was as follows 3
Table 2b GLEBE TRADIR,, 16,94

pastorate. Humber, 
of. tradir

Whether, 
willing, 
tq sell

Hotes

northern Islands 11. Yes .

Eysturoy. 7 Yes.
Worth Streymoy 110 reply Ho -

South Streymoy 1 Yes
This trod was situated on 
the annexed glebe, so the 
widow's consent needed.

Vagar 6,
4 Yes 
2 Ho

Hot. willing on terms of 
18.94 Trolov for two let at. 
small or no; rents.

Sandoy no reply no reply Did not answer letter.
Suduroy 1 Yes
1.0teg Various gracing, peatr-cutting and other rights were., often 
associated with, these tradir. The priests who consented all. 
stipulated that the ierms of sale must be such that the income of 
the pastorate did not suffer.

The Lagting therefore., referred the matter to the Ministry, 
but, on.ce again,, approval, was not forthcoming. Here the matter 
rested for a decade.,, until, the eve of the 190.8= Agricultural 
Commission, \diich as part of its work was asked to draft a new. 
law. permitting the alienation, of both, tradir and integral portions, 
of the glebe farm?. '' H.o legislation followed, however9i until

1919-37ti when the state bought out the glebes for 25.0*000 kroner.,

IHPHQhll.G FARQESB. AGRICULTURAL TEGHHJQ.UE
From:, the eighteenth, century onwards,, the Danish government 

had shown a sporadic interest in. increasing Faroese agricultural 
productivity. With the labour famine towards the end of the 
nineteenth century,, there seemed. at last the possibility of 
introducing foreign techniques..

The first step was to. survey the existing position with an 
expert eye. Here. the initiative was. taken by Den kongelige danske



Landhusholdnings selskab., with., the aid of funds bequeathed in 1802 
for the promotion of economic advance in Faroe,. Iceland and 
Greenland. In 188.5.,, under the Society's sponsorship, the young 
agricultural graduate, Rasmus Ghristoffer Effersoe (1857-1916.) , 
conducted an agricultural survey,, whichi ini the autumn of 1886. the 
Ministry of Justice published,, under the title Landbruge.t og

2QjHnsdyrbruget paa. Fmro.erne.
At the time of the printing of this report, was advanced, the

project of establishing an agricultural consultancy service for
the Faroe Islands.. The Ministry envisaged two consultants,, one
resident in Faroe„ the o.ther. travelling round countries with.
closely related, problems.-., i.e. western Eorway and the. Scottish
highlands and islands.. The hagting approved of the. appointments,
not.- least, to., aid the officials administering the crown, estates.,

21whoj seldom, had. any relevant agricultural knowledge. Ho suitable
peripatetic, consultant, could be found,, but. Rasmus Effersoe was

22appointed as resident consultant from 1 April 188-9,.
Rasmus Effer.soe was. extremely well, suited to this position.

In character he was a friendly,, outgoing person, hospitable, with
a sense of humour,, and something, of an. actor... He was a native.
Faroese,, son, of the. Suduroy syss.elmand. In 1872 he had gone to
Denmark to learn agriculture on a farm,, there,, and he later went to.
Scotland to study shepherding. in 1877 he entered the Copenhagen,
Agricultural College.,, and graduated two years later. From. 187.9
to, 1884; he had managed farms in Sweden,, but in 1885 happened to;
be temporarily without an appointment. He continued as. government
agricultural consultant until a year before his death,, and was. the
foremost influence in bringing modern methods into Faroese
agriculture. He. was incidentally a journalist,, and a poet of
some talent,, and was an important figure in the development of

25Faroese literature.
Several Faroese. had. at this period studied abroad, but foreign,

agricultural experience was. not always relevant to the islands-.
Thus there was. mooted an experimental or model farm, at which
Faroese farmers could see. modern techniques in. practice. A
Lagting proposal of 1884, was, however, rejected by the Danish 24parliament. But the subsequent plan of the young crown



leaseholder of Kirk ynbour, J6amies Paturs&on, who had studied
agriculture at. a Norwegian co.ll.ege, to set, up a private
agricultural school on his farm, with the aid of an annual grant
won, the support of the 1892 hagting and subsequently the Danish.
government, and parliament., The grant was only small., 1,500. kroner
annually for six. years,, after which the school closed,, but. its
pupils were enthusiastic about the. benefits they had received from
it,.. But no further, attempts were made in. this direction until.

2 5the Eoyvfk. model farm, was set up in. 1920.
The modern farming techniques which in particular made.*

headway in. the Paroe Islands during this., period were the use of
the. wagon, harrow, and mowing-machine, and modern dairy equipment,

26and even to a certain extent the plough,, though these were 
expensive for the smaller, farmers, and infield fragmentation made 
their employment difficult, for most allodial owners and e/en many 
crown leaseholders..
FARM FINANCE

Even by the end of the nineteenth; century, Faroese farming
was. operating only subordinately. on a money basis., so farmers.

27could 3?ar.ely finance their improvements out of revenue. The
small size of most, allodial- holdings made, it desirable that the. 
crown, leaseholders should lead the wayj; but crown leaseholders, 
could not, raise mortgage loans on land which was not theirs to; 
pledge. Moreover, they were unwilling to pay for improvements 
whichi might, with the lease., pass out of their family. With the 
glebe farms the problem, was more severe still., since a priest was 
usually succeeded in. the calling by a complete stranger.

This problem^ was not a new one. Indeed, a system had been
^  ^  ^  133,

XIi6ann.es Patursaon (1866-194,6,) 9 farmer, po.et and nationalist 
politician, later became one of the most colourful personages, in. 
the Faroe Islands of his time.. He studied at. Stend Agricultural. 
College near. Bergen, from 188,2 to 1884, and qualified with first- 
class, honours... In his autobiography; he says that, his experience 
was very different, from, that, of Effersoe, who was the .better 
theoretician., though, he himself with, the better practical., 
farmer.



operating, ini the 18.30s w h e r e  by a crown, leaseholder could apply 
t hr ought the amfmaiid. to. the Rentekammer. for a gran.t of 50$ of the 
cost, of erecting, new buildings or extending old ones,,, which would 
then b.e added to the lease inventory for successive leaseholders 
to.) maintain* But- such grants were ma.de entirely at the discretion 
o:f the Rentekammer on the recommendation of the amtmand,, and were 
a, slow and. arbitrary method of farm finance, unsuited to the needs.

.p , i 28-of the new age*
The hagting first discussed the problem, in. 188.5-* when poul

Petersen, then. Kirlcjubour lean ©holder, submitted an application
for 6-8,00.0 kroner to erect a byre on his lease, of the modern kind
M s  son Joannes, had seen in lor way. The hagting was unable to
support this particular application because of the number of other.
calls on state finance that were then, going forward from, the Faroe
Islands.,, but instead began, drafting a general law to enable crown
leaseholders to. get public finance for the improvement of their.
farms.* The proposal did not go to the Ministry of Justice until
1889/* because the hagting had to wait until the post of agricultural

29c.onsiiltant was made, before certain provisions could be included.
Tha draft finally em.er.gpd as the haw of 12. April 189-2 on
compensation for improvements carried out. on. the state's lands in.

38the Faroe Islands-.
The law enabled- fcrown. leaseholders to reclaim the actual cost 

of improvements undertaken on crown, estates when these resulted in. 
an increase, in. the productivity of the farm* Payment of the grant 
was conditional on prior approval of the plans by the crown estates- 
admind strati on (advised of course by the consultant),, and a 
subsequent inspection to ensure, that the. work, had been properly 
carried out. From, the time of payment, the annual rent of the farm, 
would be increased, by 4$ of the amount of the grant if the 
improvement wa,s of a permanent, nature, or by a larger percentage, 
for a fixed term, of years for an improvement likely to have only a 
limited, duration. The law finally provided that improvements 
undertaken, during the previous twenty years might be compensated 
for at the. discretion of the Ministry of Justice. The crown 
leaseholder's problems‘were thus largely reduced to finding 
bridging finance.
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The. 182,2 Law/ did not.,, of coursehelp tradarm.enn or allodial
owners. These could of course take, out, mortgages on. their lands:,
and especially during the., nineties many did, soj,; "but probably more
often, with the intention of financing their fishery than their
farming. The funds. available were not. large - there, was a little
available from, the public, trustee; and certain other funds with.
capital to invest, on good security,; and of course from the savings
bank. Bit. the problem., of easy loans for the smallholder was not
raised,, in the Lagting until 190.6),. and then, it, was referred to the

3119,0.8. Agri cul tural Gommi s s.i on.
THE PROPOSAL TQ- SELL. THE. CROWN, LEASEHOLDS:

The general consideration that, owner-occupiers are likely to.;
improve their, farms more than leaseholders has been repeatedly.
urged as a motive for the. Danish, state to/ soil, its large Faroese
eat ate s t.o,> the occupiers on reasonable terms.. The. first such plan

32was,, indeed,, advanced, as. early as.- 118)1. As agricultural reforms; 
progressed in Denmark, proper, particularly after, the Law of & April. 
1861 encouraging the sale of state-owned leasehold farms, to their 
tenants,, the proposal was several times., revived. With the rise 
of the commercial fishery,, the summer labour famine hit the larger- 
crown farms as., it had done, the. glebe farms.}. the. smaller crown 
tenancies, were often, simply neglected by their lessees., who were 
trying their fortunes at the. fisheries.;. There; seemed a chance 
that ownership might prove a timely stimulus to* Faro.ese- farming;. 
The tenure of the.. Tbroas.e crown leaseholder was.,, however,, thanks;, 
to the Laws of 1613- and 16-91,, far more, secure than that of his, 
Danish, counterpart,, and once improvement finance had been assured 
by the 18,9 2 he. had little., economic motivation for desiring 
ownership.

In 18,76: the Lagting considered the possibility of transfer- 
to ownership on. the same kind of terms as. the T<5rshavn tradarmenn 
had lately been given (see; page 156). The Lagting/s reservations, 
were that the crown, lands must, not, be allowed to. fragment as, the 
allodial lands had done.}, and the. intake of further, tr.adir must 
not b.e hindered. Most, important, of all., the Lagting wanted, to; 
prevent, the rise of a class, of wealthy landowners exploiting 
tenantsat>»wil 1.. The matter, was adjourned to, the 18.11 session.,,



when a majority saw no advantage in changing the existing state 33of affairs..
The issue was revived in the 18,79 hagting in connection with

the pnogr.es.S- of the Trd sag; (s.ea page 154,) • It was thought.-
unreasonable to. permit, the poor man to acquire proprietorship of
stretches of a crown farm.,, when, the farmer himself was debarred.
from, proprietorship of the land he worked. The draft lav; that-
emerged provided for voluntary purchase by the sitting tenant at,
25.. times the rent as it would be revised on the introduction of
the new land assessment (see. Chapter 10, e.s.pecially pages 219-220).
The subsequent, division, of the estate was to be permitted only by
royal consent.,, except for the sale, of stretches of outfield for
tradir, or the alienation of building or industrial sites,, which.
could be carried, through., with the, amtmand/s permission. Eo~one
was to be permitted more than one such, holding. The matter was.
adjourned to the 1880 Lag,ting session, when., the point was raised.
that, if the sale was to be made at. 25 times the low leasehold
rents being, charged.,, the purchasing occupier could simply re-sell
at, a large., profit..,, and would then in effect have been presented
with a large sum. which might, otherwise have benefited the public
at large. A fresh draft was thus made., setting the purchase
price at the values assessed, by the 1868. Commission (which, were
indeed, on the low side), minus half the. assessed value of the
infield, in recognition, of the labour of the leaseholder and his
ancestors in. bringing it to its present productive, state. The
Lagting, sent this draft to. the Ministry of Justice,, but the Ministry
shelved the matter on the grounds, that. such, a law cotild not. be
brought into effect before the new land assessment was actually in
force. The 1887 Lagting, faced, with, the delay in, bringing in the.
new assessment* agreed to a deferment of the bill,, and to consider.

34it siresh before re-submission®
The issue was duly revived in. 1899* and a fresh bill, was 

drawn up* incorporating clauses consequential on the introduction 
of the new assessment and the. passing' of the 18.94. Trolov. Once 
again,, opinion, was much divided.. The trod advocates were much 
against sale since, it would hinder further, intakes.. A 
postponement was once again agreed, so. that the views of officials
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and the k.ommnher could he sought. After much amendment,, the 19-00
hagting finally produced a hill, commanding almost unanimous
support,. This hill.,., however, came before,, not the Danish Rigs dag,
hut the 190.8, Agricultural Commission,, whose opinion was expressed

35)in. three minority reports*. Thus no: law was ever, passed,, and
the crown estates have to this day remained in leasehold tenure,, 
though., their administration has now parsed .into the hands of the 
local Faroese government,.
THE. INFIELD EN.CLQ.SURE ISSUE REVIVED

With: the labour famine came a re-examination, of the possibility
of curtailing the degree: of communalily of land tenure in the Faroe
Islands.* In particular.,, the pro.spect of introducing improved
farming methods, was., remote,, as. long as the allodial infield,, and
even much of the crown infield,, was so fragmented,, as. was pointed.

36)out in the 1871 hagting* y J During the dis.cusa:ion of the sale of
glebe farms in. the. 1891 hagting.,, Oliver. Effersoe represented the
urgent need for infield; udskiftning, whichi was. hampering every

37other, agricultural reform: in the islands.*
fj?h.e fragmentation of infield holdings,, dealt with, at length 

in Chapter 8,, was certainly some inconvenience even in the days of 
spade cultivation,, but- became, intolerable when: the larger owners, 
wished to: mechanise their operations* Consolidated holdings,, 
individually fenced,, were, essential when large- and small-s.cale 
farming, co-existed in. a single village infield.

Q?he revival of the issue was occasioned, by the discussion of 
the separability of b.5ur and hagi in 1897 (see. pages 150-51) .
When the latter came before the. 18.98 hagting, a provision for 
infield, udskiftning. was, actually included in the draft law-.
I'his provided that a two—thirds markatal vote, at, the grannas.tevna 
could require udskiftning  ̂which would be carried out by a 
commission, of three:,, one nominated by the king, the. other two. by 
the hagting., with, the assistance of a land surveyor.^ As. 
mentioned, in Chapter 7„ the Ministry found this bill, poorly- 
drafted.,, and it never became law. Instead, it too. came before 
the 1908- Agricultural Commissi on.
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« 3  19,08 ACrR'I CTJLT.UR AL COMMISSION.
The extent to which Faroese. agricultural problems were 

interrelated became fully apparent with the continuing agitation 
for the enclosure, of more, outfield- as. smallholdings for landless; 
fishermen. The Trosag certainly did not end with the 1894 Law; 
two..- Lagting members, ML*A* Winther (1871-1923.) * grandson of the 
assessment commissioner,, and J.JEL* pouf sen, (186.9-1954.) 9, both 
profoundly influenced by. the thinking, of Henry George,, were its. 
enthusiastic advocates. A series, of articles in the radical- 
newspaper. Tlngakrossur. in Flay-June 1903 urged the promotion of the 
enclosure of smallholdings by the democratisation, of the crown 
estates, admininstration (which the writers accused of being, 
bureaucratic), rejection, of the proposal to- sell the crown, 
leaseholds,, and the. passing of a law to permit the expropriation, 
against compensation,, of stretches of allodial outfield.

When, the issue came before, the 1905. Lagting, the point was 
raised that, where a village consisted largely of allodial land, 
there were, greate. difficulties in enclosing a whole kofoder- of 
crown: outfield, particularly in the small villages of the northern 
Islands.. In, any case.,, the one-kof oder- limit was not essential. 
Smallholdings might be created by uniting a smaller trod with a. 
small., allodial infield holding; and it was asserted that, by 
skilful management, and the use of cat tie-cake,. as many as 3 cows.. 
could be supported on. a single kof oder* The argument that 
further, enclosures, would endanger the hdshagi. was countered- by the. 
argument that summer outfield cattle..-grazing, demanded much labour 
and im fact yielded, little milk...

But the Lagting found formidable legal difficulties, ini the way 
of amending the Trolov to permit composite smallholdings.. The. 
piecemeal agricultural legislation of the nineteenth century now 
formed, such a complex interlocking structure that it was necessary 
to..-, examine the whole before any. part could be amended with profit. 
Discussion, was deferred until the 1906- Lagting.

During January 1906), Poulsen. and Winther published a series, 
of five further articles... in Tingakrosaur,,, which were reprinted as 
a pamphlet^ ¥ore: Landboforho 1 d, during the spring. The authors, 
urged that the. entrenched privileged, position, of the kongsbonder: 
must not stand in. the way of the social need, to advance cultivation,



and that the land legislation as a whole must be reformed to remove 
other outdated obstacles to the extension of smallholding. They 
urged, the. setting up of an Agricultural Commission!, with the 
following principal taskss

1. Revision of the 18-94 Trolov,, and the provision of means 
for. tradarmenn to sacure. improvement loans on easy terms.,

2. Revision of the 18,91 G-ranr astevna- Laws Amtmand Bmrentsen 
had discovered, a legal flaw restricting the right of appeal 
by minorities from:., the grannastevna to the landvmsens,^ 
kommission, placing a hindrance in. the way of extended, 
cultivation.
Contingent, revision of the Landvm senskommissioner Law.

4,* Legislation permitting the separation of hour, and hagl.,
necessary; to forward, the sale of tradir from, allodial land.

5,« Enclosure legislation,
6>. Infield fencing legislation.
7* Modification of the crowa estates administration.
8,. Widening the scope of agricultural consultancy work.,
9* Modification, of the crown leasehold system.

The 190..& Lagting discussed agriculture at lengthy and accepted 
the principle of ant extension of smallholding, and the extension to. 
trad armenn. of agricultural credit,,, the interest, rate on whichi they* 
thought, should be lowered, (for all. borrowers.) from. 4fo to thetcurrent, in Denmark* The Lagting. accepted the principle of an 
Agricultural Commission,, but, deferred further discussion, until the 
following year.,, when sorenskriver J.C. Helms would be back from, a 
very relevant study tour of Norway. The 1907 Lagting was able to. 
send firm, proposals for the Commission to the Ministry of Justice^
these eventually reached the statute book as the Law. of 13 March39:19.08,*

The. Law. provided that the Ministry of Justice should choose 
two, members of the Commission and one deputy,, and that the Lagting 
should,, from, each Faroese. pastorate, elect one member and one 
deputy, making a Commission of nine, which should elect its own 
chairman. Its terms of reference included all. agricultural 
matters referred to it by either the Ministry or the Lagting, or 
which the Commission itself found occasion to consider, it had
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full powers to require, officials to supply information,, and was 
to submit its recommendations in. a printed report by 1 July 1910*
The Commission's task was so intricate, however, that it had to.? 
be granted, another year - the eventual report was 317 pages long, 
and was accompanied by an. 801-page supplement.^0

The Ministry's members were the amtmand, Christian Bmrentsen,. 
and the agricultural .consultant,, E.G. Effersoe.,, both native 
Faroemen,, their deputy being sorenskriver. Helms. The Lagting 
chose two. allodial farmers,, one sysaelmand, one tradarmadur, two? 
crown leaseholders and one heir to a crown lease. Five of the 
seven, were also Lagting members.^

The principal issues submitted, to the Commission by the 
Ministry were.; (i) the. dasirability of infield udskiftiling?
(ii.) whether, hour and hagi should be separable? (iii) proposed 
amendments to the 185-7 Law, limiting land fragmentation? (iv) 
proposed, amendments to. the, frolov. of 1894., (v) the proposal to
transfer crown leases to ownership?, (vi) improvement finance for 
crown farms and smallholdings? (vii) ownership rights over fresh 
water and water-power? (viii.) an. application by jdannes. 3? a fur soon 
for subsidy in aid of agricultural experimental work at. Kirkjubour? 
(ix) the application of a French., company for a coal-mining 
concession in Suduroy. T.he Lagting added.® (x) the proposed sale 
of the glebe, farms? (xi) amendment of the hunting law concerning, 
protection of hares.?, (xii.) the winter fencing of plantations and 
gardens? (xiii) amendments.to the laws protecting sea-fowl?
(xiv) the application of Hvalbour kornmune for. sole mining rights, 
within its borders,^

The Commission found it necessary to survey the entire 
Faroese land law,, which was in so., many respects deficient that 
reforms in individual statutes would have been inadequate. To; 
discover motivations and preliminary drafts of the older enactments, 
demanded considerable, archival research. They finally devised a 
new Faroese land law which, while, building on the old Faroes.e 
tradition,, would ease communal tenure when udskiftning was. 
impossible, would aid enclosure of the infield and hence the 
introduction of modern cultivation, techniques, and would bring 
about greater certainty in the general state of the land law,. ̂



To; deal fully with the Commission's recommendations, and the. 
extent, to which, they. were, eventually implemented,, would require 
several chapters,, and would carry this study far beyond its. 
projected limits.} but it is appropriate to consider them, in 
outline,, and to conclude the complex story of Faroeae communal 
land tenure, ini the nineteenth century with the direction in whichi 
it was destined, to. move in the twentieth.

The Commission set. out sixteen, detailed, proposals..^’ The 
final two of these, were a revised hunting law and recommendations 
on Suduroy coal “-mining, to. which I shall, omit further reference.
The others,, nearly, all. in the form, of draft legislation,, weras
I. A new, outfield law, its principal aim. being to ease the 
burdens. o£ communal land tenure by restricting joint management to 
the hagapartur as tar as. po.ssible,. Only sheep-dog and horse 
regulations were henceforth to be. subject to village (i.e.* to. 
grannastevna) regulation. lay-to-day management of each jointly- 
owned hagapartur was henceforth to. be. in the. hands of a hag,as.tyri 
of three or five members..,, elected by an annual hagastevna, i.e., a 
meeting of all shareholders in. the hagapartur which laid down, 
general policy and appointed., the shepherds.
II* A fencing and boundary law, replacing the fencing and 
boundary provisions of the 18,6.6 Outfield Law.. With the change, in. 
emphasis, in faroese farming from, shee.p-culture to infield tillage, 
consequent on. the fragmentation, of infield and the rise of the 
commercial fishery, the new law endeavoured, to accord to cultivated 
land that protection from, animals without which, agricultural 
progress, would be hampered, and ud ski fining, be., in vain. The lav/ 
establishes circumstances in. which fencing can. be demanded of a 
neighbour, and provides for the impounding of stray animals and 
the penalising of their owners. The infield grazing of cattle, 
horses or geese, where now permitted, was to cease on the demand 
of one-third, of the infield owners or one-third of the markatal..
Ill* An enclosure law, closely following the Norwegian Enclosure 
Lav/ of 1882, itself in broad, outline following the. Danish Law of 
17/8-1, to v/hich. reference has. already been, made (page 1114). A 
somewhat easier, procedure was provided for outfield division, but



the ifaw was primarily concerned with, remedying, infield fragmentation, 
of whichi. they remarked? l?:This is not an evil peculiar to us, but 
v/hich has its parallels t h r o u g h o u t  Scandinavia and other European 
landsand the. means which everywhere has been used to combat it, 
and which, has shown itself to.. b,e efficient,, is enclosure**. A 
demand for infield enclosure was to require the signature, of one.- 
tenth, of the markatal.
IY. A rights of way law transferring management- of the cairned 
village tracks from the grannastevna to the kommune.
V. A gr annas tevna law amending, the 189-1 Law to harmonise., with, 
the., remainder of the. Commission's draft legislation.
YI • A 1 and vmsen.sko.mmissioner. law making similar., contingent; 
revision.
Y1I. A fragmentation law amending the 1&5X legislation:. Bour 
and hagi. were henceforth, to be separable, and the, one-gylden limit 
for transfer was to apply to either. But transfers of less, than 
one gylden might be permitted for rounding-off and consolidating 
other holdings, on the recommendation of the sysaefmand.
YIII. An, assessment law, progressively .revising' the 186,9-71 
Assessment. A new assessment was to he undertaken for tradir not 
hitherto, included-.,, and for non-agricultural land. Agricultural 
land would be added, to.; this new assessment as u.d ski fining took 
place in, each, village. The motive of this law was to spread the 
land taxation burden over, all, kinds of land.
IX. A law on water rights, filling a deficiency in Faroese land 
legislation,, covering ownership and usage rights over streams and 
lakes. Water, rights generally were to pertain, to. the landowner, 
or for joint, properties s;, the ha gas tevna or the gr annas tevna, 
Drainage of lakes was not to be undertaken without the permission 
o.f the amtmand...
X® gale of glebe farms... (Phis law varied only slightly from, the
1&9A Lagting proposals, the chief difference being that a request 
by the priest for suelx sale was to be irrevocable, and the 
commission, charged with, the sale to be permanently established.
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XXcio A lav; of crown leasehold, consolidating the old legal 
provisions and in corpora, ting certain established customs, such, as 
the transfer, of the lease to a younger son when the elder did not 
wish, to take it over. Thais law was to. incorporate the 189-2 
improvement, law,, and the 1894. fro low,, as well, as the old legislation 
of 16,91 and 1777 * The maim purpose of this law was codification, 
and to restore to crown, leaseholders some of the confidence that. 
the trod struggle had. taken, from, them.
XI b« A law on, the sale of crown leasehold estates. This measure 
caused, a threefold split on the Commission. One member. (R.C. 
Effersoe) wanted to. encourage the transfer of crown leaseholds to. 
individual ownership. Four wanted to make, transfer optional, but. 
not universal,?. the remaining four wanted to. keep the leasehold 
system,, as it was. but. all were concerned to gi.ve crown lease
holders. a feeling of security of tenure. On the assumption that,
sale was to take place,, the Commission agreed that, the price ought 
to. be 25, years'' purchase (at the new standardised, rents), plus the 
entry fine. Payment should be made by means of a mortgage 
repayable, over 28, years.. There were, to be safeguards against 
landlordism!,, and the purchaser had to. leave the decision on. 
udskiftning in, the hands of the Minister of Justice,; as far as his 
purchase was concerned.. Effersoe added a proposal for the transfer 
of farms used as part of the salaries of officials other than 
priests to private ownership.
XII.. A law to establish., a land bank, chiefly for the benefit of 
trad'armenn,. Loans could be granted, either direct,, or on, the 
guarantee, of the appropriate kommune, in line with a Norwegian, 
law of 9 June 190/5 •
XIII. Regulations for an agricultural school, together, with, a draft 
curri cuCLuiiu
XI¥ • A pro,po-sal for a crop experimental station*

The Hoyvlk, experimental farm, was established, in 1920, and was.
45soon publishing research papers. B.ut the main body of the.

Commission's draft legislation did not begin to reach; the statute- 
book., until 19-26;.

The first was the enclosure legislation, which the Lagting
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took up in. 19,22 , perhaps under the. stimulus of Norwegian 
amendments to their, enolosure law ox 189.2,, the Commission's model, 
five applications had,, indeed,, come in from villages desiring 
infield enclosure. After amendments lay the hagting and the 
Ministry of Justice,, there eventually emerged, on 20 April 1926.-, 
the first, Par.oe.se enclosure act applicable to infield,, valid for 
five years from, 1 April 19-27* It was renewed three- timed, to a 
total life of nine years

Under the 1926; Law the infields of the following villages 
were enclosed,g pdm jinTrongisvagur, fro.S bour/lvor oyri., Vest manna, 
Byalhour/Sandvfk, Porkeri. and Nes (part of Y&gur,; SxuQuroy) « These 
villages totalled. 251 marks,, or nearly 10$ of the total faroese 
markatal.̂

Together with the 1926 enclosure law,, only one other
Commission proposal came into force,, the rather inconspicuous VI,

48though land registration began in 1928. ' The remainder was
submitted to further scrutiny by a revisory committee:- set, up by 
the Danish.Ministry of Agriculture,. whose report, was pxiblislxed in 
April 1952-,.

The bulk of the 1908. Commission's draft legislation came into
force, more or less, amended,; in, 1951* On. 18. May 1957 was passed.
IX (water rights), V (gr. annus te.vmir), II (fences and boundaries.)
and I (outfield management). The principal addition to the
Commission's proposals was the reservation in IX of hydro,-electric

50,rights to the state. On 24 May 1957? a Law established an 
Agricultural Council (Lanclbrugsraci) to administer the crown, 
estates,,, and a Land fund, contributed jointly by the state and the 
Lagting, into which crown rents and the proceeds of the sale of 
tradir were in future paid. The Land fund took over most of the 
functions envisaged by the Commission, proposal XII (land bank).
The management of the crown estates, was largely in line with 
propo.sal. XIa,; while, the pro.gosct of selling them, was dropped.
Their rents were fixed, at 0.8$ of their value on the assessment of 
18-69-71* There, was provision, for the intake of further tradir on. 
easy terms. The glebe farms were, taken over and parcelled out51inio smalIho 1 dings.

Or. 21 March 1959?, and 51 March 1950? followed a second and a



third enclosure law*, under which* infield enclosure has continued*
By a wartime legislative measure of 19 December- 194.0? hour and

52hagi became to a certain, degree., legally separable* The
registration of land has progressed in stages from. 1928., when the
first T&rshavn register was introduced,, to the present day,, when

53title is recorded with the aid of aerial photographs.
yet. twentiethscentury rationalisation has not brought about

the expected agricultural progress, in Faroe. 'I'he post-war
prosperity of the Faroese fishing industry, and year-round fishing,
have tempted the islanders to rely on imported agricultural
produce rather than to produce their own. i'he number of milch
cows has fall.en from, over. 3,000/ in 1935 to about 1 ,,50Q today.
i'he islands are no longer self-sufficient in hay or potatoes,
vegetables, are expensive,, and barley has gone completely out of 

54cultivation* The best-tilled infields are those either
supplying purely domestic needs,, or those near the towns devoted 
to., market gardening.

Communal tenure remains in the Faroese outfield.- The 
communal spring, drives for wool,, and autumn drives for slaughter, 
are still carried on in much the same old way. In winter,, the 
infield gates are still thrown open for the sheep to come through 
and grace. In summer,, a few cattle still, graze the hdshagi, 
though most milch cows are today kept., in stall, or tethered in. the 
infield. The communal fowling-cliffs are visited by co-owners, 
skilful with, the fleygistong,,. and here, and there an old-fashioned, 
(or far-sighted,) man can be found cutting peat. Owners, of a few 
gylden are still, yealous in asserting their rights.. There remains 
in the Faroe Islands.,, curiously,, an imt.ere.s.h in and a hunger for 
land. One can. only guess, whether some unexpected twist in the 
terms of trade, will, give a renewed boost to Faroes© agriculture.., 
and render, the complexities of Faroese land tenure once? again
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CHAP TJL’R^ 1‘HI.R̂ EBN. CONCLUSIONS

M57 aims lias, been.,, in this the sis,; to examine the Faroes© land 
tenure system, as. it existed, at, the beginning' of the nineteenth- 
century, and modified itself during' the course of the next, hundred 
years or soS; to; chart its general tendencies * and to point to 
long-term, and short-term forced at work* in. this final chapter, 
it is my purpose to., summarise, and highlight the moist important of 
those forces and tendencies].
1. My first, conclusion is that during the nineteenth century, 
allodial fragmentation created a new situation in, the Faroese 
■village commonwealth* The subdivision of allodial lands and the 
4oint. working', of their- outfield component, were evidently nothing 
new even in the seventeenth century. But, we may judge from the 
legislative reaction of introducing the system, of joint flocks on 
jp.int, land* that a, fairly small degree- of communal!ty was involved. 
Backward extr.apo.lation leads me to believe that in the main:, 
communal 1 and tenure was not, a primitive. Faroese phenomenon, but 
an accelerating process of later times.,, which began to gain 
momentum, in the mid-seventeenth century, and passed a critical, 
point, about 18,32. It may be objected that geydabrmvl.d containd. 
references to the joint, use of land for sheep pasturage. I ami 
inclined.,, however9f to interpret the.se. as. referring to. a state of 
affairs in which, the boundaries between villages, (then more or. 
less, single farms.) were undefined.,, and the outfield thus subject 
to a species of jpint tenure between neighboursnot altogether 
unknown, in later times,, a plot, of this kind being known in Faroese 
as a s emings.stykkl.

I have endeavoured to. document, the precise, nature of the 
allodial fragmentation of .the nineteenth century* My research 
tends to show how the number of individual holdings increased and 
their average size, decreased,, a well-known phenomenon. An effect 
which I have never, read, of,, also, appearing from my research, was. 
that in villages where the, fishery was producing a strong cash 
flow,, there was a striking tendency for the land to pass into the 
hands of residents# in other villages,, the distribution of land
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between resident and non-resident remained much the same. In
both. types of village* the number of persons with, a right, to he
consulted, on land tenure matters increased by a large factor.
In addition* there were two types of internal fragmentation of 
holdings2 each individual's land tended to become, increasingly 
distributed between, hagapartar in. its. outfield component, and split 
into tiny plots in its infield component.
2., This fragmentation placed an increasing strain on the
forbearance of individuals within the village commonwealth.. When 
a large number of persons had a right, to be consulted* decision- 
making became far. more difficult. There were, also increased 
problems of conservation* such, as the regulation, of fowling rights, 
to prevent destruction of the breeding stock* and the regulation 
of peat-cutting to minimise damage to outfield pasture.
Maintenance problems* especially of walling* became, more tedious, 
to settle. There were also problems of management* such as the 
need to secure tranquillity for the flocks by restricting access, 
to, the outfield* even by Co.-owners.. The legislative reaction, was.i 
(a) to. prescribe minuteness of regulation for communal tenure where 
universal rules were possible* and (b) to devise devolved and 
decentralised systems of conciliation, and arbitration for disputes 
of a particularly local nature., systems which, would also be rapid 
and cheap.

A key institution in this process was the grannastevna;. In 
my appendix, to Chapter 6. (pages 135™9)» I justify my rejection of 
the orthodox view that the grannastevna is of ancient institution 
in the I’aroe. Islands. At1 the very least., 1 maintain that it was. 
from-. the 1810s that it was officially fostered, as a medium, for 
settling communal problems, under the chairmanship of the sysselmand. 
troini 18-54* the grannastevna began to acquire the power to take, 
decisions by majority (usually m&rkatal majority) instead of the 
previously required unanimity. An appeal structure of tribunals 
came into being, by the laws of 18,51 and 1866,,. consolidated in 1891 
as the 1 andvmsenskommissioner and the Qverlandvmsenskommlssion*«.. ■ 
These, tribunals took over the detailed arbitration, of individual 
disputes of a highly local nature* and also supervised the intake 
of outfield for cultivation.



3.. The population* increase ini the nineteenth, century also resulted, 
ini a land hunger., particularly for infield. An. increasing 
proportion- of the Faroe se population, now uhad their lax'der in. the 
seatt, hut nevertheless. needed a small stretch of land 011 which to. 
grow potatoes„ and if passible,, maintain a cow,, t.a balance the 
household economy. The 18>57 legislation made it easier for 
owners of communal outfield to enclose and divide portions for 
cultivation^ while to aid the landless, individual and public- 
effort facilitated the intake and alienation of tradir, 
particularly from, crown le.aseholdings.. The latter culminated in 
the 1824. legislation,, which to a certain degree, curtailed the
2 0 Q ~yeai>old privileged position of the 300, crown leaseholders.
4. The. increase in the boat fishery as a principal economic 
resource, led tog (a) the foundation of new* villages, and (b) m. 
definition of and modification, of shore, rights. In the interests 
of fishermen and landowners alike„ steps were also taken, to 
conserve shellfish.
5.. Simultaneously with the growth of the boat fishery,, and in part 
due to the rapid constitutional development of Denmark proper,, came 
the liberalising of Faroese institutions. Ini particular,, the 
commercial monopoly was abolished,, and the hag ting came into being 
as a popularly elected consultative chamber for the. islands. Both 
these, developments, had. a long-ter mi. tendency to increase, public, 
expenditure. Contributory to this tendency was the. enthusiasm of 
the more enlightened Danish officials and Faroese for popular, 
elementary education. The consequent increase in, land taxation 
led. to the new assessment of 18.6.8-71„ the detailed information of 
which powerfully assisted later reforms.. A further, consequence
of liberalisation was, that money was used much, more than before.
6.. Towards the. end of the. century.,, the Iceland boat-fishery and 
the sloop-fishery created a sudden labour famine 9 and led* to a

There was a consequent need 
saving methods, and to

crisis for the crown leaseholdings. 
for the crown farms to introduce, labour 
secure finance for improvements.. The first result was the Law, of
18.-22 for improvement grants paid by rent increases.. The labour, 
famine,, reacting on an already complex land tenure position, later.
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le&i to the convening of the 12,08. Agricultural Commission* The 
work, of the Commission,, which, took effect, largely during the. years,
19/26**40-’,; had the. following principal effects on; Faroes© land 
tenure» (a) communality at. village level was as far as possible
abolished5, (h) infield and outfield were as far as. possible
separated..,, to facilitate enclosure of the former.,,, while the latter 
was-J placed under the management of a small committee:- elected by 
the go-owners of each- hagapartur; (c) still, more land was mada- 
available for smallholdings by intakes from crown outfield and by 
the sale of the glebe farmsj (d) foreign expertise was made., more 
readily available through, the work of the agricultural consultut/t 
and the experimental station^ (e) land finance was greatly eased,, 
and extended to smallholders.

If the entire area, of the Faroe Islands.,., or a, major part of 
it,; had been cultivable,, there would, instead, of a codification of 
outfield law as occurred in, 18.6.6, have been a gene rod enclosure 
act,, and the problems of communal tenure, with the associated 
complexity of the iimterp©nitration, of infield and outfield rights,, 
would have found, a simpler.,, if less picturesque solution.

Communal tenure thus remains over the Faroese outfield to. 
this, day,; though, with, the modern importance of a highly-capitalised 
distant-water, fishery, and the comparative unimportance of the. 
flocks on. the hills,; it is now becoming truer to regard it as a- 
survival of a bygone age. Yet that, age is not one of the remote 
past. The fullest flower of Faroese communal land tenure might, 
be placed within the period 18.60-1890s> and it was still a factor 
of prime importance in. the working life, of many persons still 
alive.
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APPMDIXJ^A^

Hakon,; by the, grace of God,; Duke of Norway, son, of king, Magnus 
the Crowned,,, sends. God's greetings and his own to all, men. in; the. 
Parses who., see. or hear this, document. Our spiritual father and 
dearest, friend, Brlendr., bishop of the Parses,, and SigurSr lawman; 
from, Shetland,, whom we. had sent, to., you, pointed out to us on behalf 
of the. inhabitants of the islands those, things which, seem&d to., therm 
tor be deficient in the agrisnltural law. We therefore caused to be
drawn up on these, four pages the ordinance we. have made in. counsel
with the best mem, in. acesrdance. with what, he trust will, be
of greatest, benefit to the people.. But with regard to the
e.csle.sias.tical law we are. unable to make, any changes at the present. 
Let it remain as the noble lord.-,, our father, the King,, had it, 
fashioned,, and presented to. Bishop Erlendr.,, as. the National Law 
itself testifies. O.ur whole command and true desire is that both, 
these laws be kept well, and carefully,, saving the honour of the 
Crown and of our successors.,, until, such time as. we decide, to make- 
a, new law in counsel with, the wisest men,, in accordance with, our 
knowledge and the understanding, given us by God of what would be. 
most beneficial to the. people. in confirmation we had our. seat 
placed, on this ordinance which was issued, in Oslo.; on the Saturday 
after the feast; of St., John the Baptist, (28/ June) in the year: of
0.ur Lord. 129.8, in the nineteenth year of our d u k e d o m I t  was 
sealed, by Aki,; the chancellor, and written by leitr,, the prie.s.f. 
BdrSr pdtrssou,, our scribe,, wrote the letter.

1. The next thing is that the following items are those which my 
lord., the Duke, has granted us, and -which, are most beneficial to 
our country although, they do not, appear in the law code which our 
noble lord,, Icing Magpus the Crowned, gave us and which was accepted 
at the General Assembly. If a man, goes' into another man's pasture 
and drives, away his livestock, doing half a mark's worth of damage,

XA1though this law is available in print, the edition is a very 
small, one,, and the text, is here given for the convenience of 
readers of this thesis...



lie is to make a personal atonement to the man who owns the 
livestock,; according to his situation,, and pay half a rnprk o.f 
silver to the king, and he is to; provide the owner with fresh 
livestock as. good as he had. b e f o r e B u t  if a man; accuses another 
of having been, in his pasture with. dogs, and of having inflicted 
damage on him in that, way,, he is to make, atonement in accordance, 
with a lawful judgement,, provided there are witnesses.. But if he 
denies the charge?/ he is to make his denial in accordance with the 
law,, and those who, own sheep or pasture, land jointly (with him) 
are to be. informed, and summoned to a meeting at their common fold 
with, three days' notice. But, anyone who; refuses, to come, to the 
meeting without, a lawful excuse is to pay a fine, of two aurar of 
silver to the king'.,, But wherever men own sheep or pasture, land 
jointly,, there, are not to be more dogs. than, all sensible men are. 
agreed on, and all. the dogs, are to be equally available to them, all,.

2.., But. if a man leases, land from, another and the rent is not paid 
before he leaves, the. land,, the landlord is to take possession, of 
the crops. But if a man, leases land from, another and has not the 
money to. pay his rent, when he leaves the land in the spring,, he is 
to, have paid it, all. by dialsvaka (2$ July), or the landlord is. to 
take possession of his crops,, unless their value is less than that 
of the reM. Now a tenant, leaves his land and another man takes; 
it over. Each of them is to work on. the land he used to farm, in. 
suich a way that the new. tenant suffers no loss.. But if men. leave 
the land they are on. during the winter, and move, so far away
that they are. unable to. attend to their corn or look after it. 
themselves,, then the new. tenant must fence it. in and look after, 
it, reap it and thresh, it,, and by doing so gain a quarter of the. 
corn and the straw. But if the corn, is spoilt, he is to makegood 
corn damage to the owner of the land, to be fixed by judgement, 
and pay two., aurar of silver to the king.

3.. Then there, are, those men. who; force themselves upon others for 
no good reason and stay with themi for five nights or longer. They 
are to pay a fine of three; aurar. to, the king,, except in. cases. 
where household servants might go to take up a new position,,, or 
are sent, on, business by their master. Aik the poor may go and
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ask for. alms with., impunity. Then, there are also those whom 
householders take in.; if they do so„ they are to pay a fine of 
three aurar of silver, to the king, and another three aurar to, 
you.(?) .x

4* We have also heard ahout. the had custom, concerning sheep and 
their young which, has been more prevalent ini this country than it 
ought,, and about which it does, not befit, us to remain silent- any
longer}, rather we. should take., step® to. put an end to it so that
e¥ery mam may enjoy what is his by lav/. If two men or more, put 
their sheep to. graze on the same, land,, and both want to slaughter 
their animals - first, of all. those, which are unmarked,, whether they 
be lambs or shee.p - them,, with the help of his dog or by some other
means,, each takes all. the unmarked ones he pan get,, whether he owns
them* or not* H.ow since it seems to us and to wise men that, it; 
cannot, accord with, our dignity that lawlessness, break out in the 
country or wrongfully prosper,, we. hereby issue that, decree and 
ordinances if a man wi she s. to take his lambs or those of his 
shee.p (for slaughter) which, are. unmarked, he is to produce the 
testimony of two; trustworthy men to the. effect that they are. his 
sheep and that they (the men.) know the dam,. But if this 
testimony fails., he is to make such amends as if the animals were, 
not, his property.*,

%  how the pastures, lie. adjacent, outside the home.~fields, and 
two mem each haw. their own. piece, of pasture land,, and the sheep, 
belonging to one. of the men invade, the pasture of the other and 
graze there constantly and the owner of the. pasture objects, them 
the owner of the. sheep is to move therm all, back into his pasture. 
Eow these sheep go back into the same pasture from, which, they were 
removed and do this a second and a third timaj they may then be 
taken without, compensation being paid to their owner, unless the 
owner of the pasture is willing to accept rent, for the use of his

rfhe last sentence of this section has cau.sed grave difficulties of 
interpretation. A recent plausible suggestion interprets the 
sentence as a prohibition against lodging female vagabonds 011 pain 
of a fine of three; aurar each, to the king. See. Povl Sk&r.up, 
,;iliusbe5r £ Sey5abrsavinnm?*, Fr6Sskaparrit Vo 1. 21 (I'dr.shavn, 197,5) ,
pp. 51-a. .............
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land - twenty ells of yadmdl for each* sheep mprk. But if he. will,
not have rent then the., owner of the. sheep is to offer to self him.
half of them. Now if he will, neither buy, nor take any rent, 
then* the owner of the sheep is to remove them from, the pasture., 
at his own. convenience,, and they are to he removed within a. year. 
Now the owner, of the sheep refuses either to offer rent or to 
sell, to the owner of the pasture.% the sheep may then he taken, 
with impunity as before. Sheep are to be driven down from* the
pasture where they normally graze, and each, man is to maintain the
(common) folds according to the number of shee.p he. owns. But if. 
men act ini. any. other way,, they are. to pay a fine of three, aurar 
of silver to the king and compensation as prescribed, by the law to 
any sheep owner if damage, occurs. Now if men are. at a common 
fold and there, are many who own sheep there.., each is to mark lambs 
according to the number of ewes he owns and to take note of how 
many ewes have twins. Similarly if strange sheep get into the 
fold,, the shepherds are to- take note of how many of the ewes. have, 
lambs and to, mark a lamb for every ewe. that, is not barren. But 
if anyone incorrectly marks sheep in this fold,; as soon as they 
are recognised they are to be returned to their rightful owner., if 
he is able to prove his ownership, or he is to have other! sheep of 
equal value. But the man who incorrectly marked sheep in a common 
fold is not, liable to any. penalty. Now several men. graze (their 
sheep) together, on, one pasture, and one or more of them, wishes to 
tame his sheep,, while others do not. In that, case the man who, 
wishes to tame, his sheep and improve them is to have his way, and 
not the one who, would spoil them. Nov/ a man. v/ho owns tame sheep 
drives them into a fold and wild sheep get in amongst themj he is 
to quieten* them down and not to drive them in amongst, the. tame 
sheep. But if he drives his wild sheep in. among another man's 
tame sheep,,, he is to pay him. a personal atonement, for the damage 
and compensation, for malice as the law prescribes. He is further 
to pay three;- aurar. of silver, to the king and to tame those of his 
sheep which, remain, on that pasture land. Now if men walk alone 
through, pasture land without letting anyone who has shee.p there 
know and (one of them.) wrongly puts., his mark on a lamb, belonging 
to one of those who share, the. pasture without informing him,, and
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the lambs, are. previously unmarked, then he has marked in secret 
and is to pay compensation*to the owner to be fixed by judgement, 
lie is also to pay three- merkr to the king if it is valued at one 
eyrlr. If it is worth less.:, it is a case of pilfering* But if 
he marks sheep which are already marked,,, and puts his mark over 
that of the owner, he is a thief*

6.* N'.ow if mem take dogs which are confirmed sheep worriers into.,
pasture land and they attack the shee.p, the owner is to be 
compensated with, sheep as good as those he owned before$ and if 
the dog attacks sheep again, the owner is to pay the same 
compensation he would pay if he had slaughtered them himself*
But if the dogs which, men. have agreed are to be used in. the 
pastures harm, any sheep,, then, the man the dog follows is to 
compensate the owner with sheep as good as thos.e he had before, and
so>be warned, to keep his dog under control. A dog is a sheep
worrier, if it harms shee.p more than once or goes off into a 
pasture, of its own accord to attack sheep* The number of sheep 
to; be kept on an. area of pasture, land shall be the same as it was 
in previous times, unless, men, s.ee that, it can accommodate more.
In that case they are to, have as many sheep as they agree an,, and 
each man is to ke.e.p a flock proportionate, to the size of his 
pasture. The same applies to other forms of livesto;ck„ cattle or 
horses.* No-one is to kee.p a greater.- number than, has previously 
been, agreed upon* by everyone. And no-one is to kee.p animals in 
any man's pasture, but his own$ but. if he does.,; he is to answer 
for it, as the law prescribes.

7/. Something must also, be said about men who set. up house in 
some poor croft, as soon, as they have sufficient food for half a 
year.* Now from, now on no man who owns less than three cows is to 
set. up house on his own} but if anyone provides a man who owns 
less, with land, both of them are. to pay a fine of an eyrlr to the 
king. And no. other men. are to set up on. their own except those 
who are unable to find any (other.) means of livelihood with which, 
to support themselves.. Similarly,, with regard to servants who:; 
run, away.-.-.from* their masters without good reason, no-one is to keep 
them* for more than three; nights* but if they do. keep them. Ignger,,.
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they; are to make such payments as the national Law stipulates for 
men who take away another's servants.

&. How if a farmer/s servants find a whale out at sea and cut,, 
off sufficient; to make a boatload, they are. to have a seventh, of 
itj but if they bring a whale ashore uncut,, they are to have the 
amount, stipulated by the national Law, now men. drive a whale 
ashore, kill, it and get, it safe above, high water mark, but do not 
themselves own the land above the shore;, they are. to have a 
quarter share* The same applies to driftwood. But if men. find 
cattle or sheep or any other animal out at. sea and bring it 
ashore,, they are (also) to have a quarter share,

%• And then concerning men who stay here over the winter whomi 
farmers invite to live with, them., there is the question of how much 
farmer's are. to take for keeping them, for a year. Those, who do; not 
have ale,, but the same food as the farmer,, are to- pay three, hundred 
and sixty ells of vadmdl. But a man. who has ale. with his meals on 
holy days and fast days is to pay four hundred and eight ells of 
vadmdl„ and one who has ale every day six. hundred ells.

10,. The next, matter is that if a man fills another man's pasture 
with his sheep and refuses to remove them in spite of the other's 
objections,, the owner is to give him notice to clear his pasture 
within a given, period. The first, period is to run from (Slafsvaka 
to the feast, of St. Andrew* (50 November). But if the sheep have 
not been removed, by the end of this period and no reasonable excuse 
is offered:,, the owner of the pasture gains poss.ess.ion of a third of 
the sheep. The second period runs from, the feast, of St. Andrew, to 
the beginning of Lent. But if the sheep have not been removed by 
the end of this period and no reasonable excuse is offered, the 
owner of the pasture gains possession of two*-thirds of the sheep. 
The third period runs from, Lent to dlafsvaka. But, if the sheep 
have still, not been removed by the end of this period, the owner 
of the pasture gains possession of all. the sheep, unless their 
removal was prevented by genuine difficulties which their owners' 
neighbours know about and which wise men consider a reasonable 
excuse,. Now if it is considered, that genuine difficulties have
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have prevented the. owner from removing his sheep, althought he 
wished, to do so, he is to receive payment for all. those of his 
sheep whichi remain, im the other man's pasture. It is also laid 
down that the only- sheep which, are constant grazers in* another 
man's pasture are those whichi graze, there through the winter and 
lamb there, in the spring,. But where; men's pastures; share a 
Boundary line., and their sheep visit- each, other, the man who wishes 
to, gp to the boundary line is to send word to the owner of the 
adjacent pasture,, and they are both to go together. But if 
either of themi refuses, to go,, then the man who sent for the other 
is to go into his own pasture, but not into the other's without; 
lawful witnesses. haw if he goes across the boundary line into 
the other man's pasture,, he is to answer, for it as though he had 
not sent, the other man word. But if no word is sent and he goes 
(across) alb. the same, he is liable to answer any charge the man. 
who remained at home cares to make and (is liable for) all. the 
damage which, resulted fromi his trip up to the pasture on. that,, 
day and (to pay) such compensation for malice as the national Law 
prescribes,, and three, aurar1 of silver to the king. But if men 
own pasture land jointly and have wild sheep and some wish to 
tame them; while othere do not,, then the man who wishes to tame 
them.! and improve his sheep is to have his way, and not the man 
who is causing themtboth damage. But otherwise the man who 
refuses to bring them; in is to take responsibility for any damage 
that is caused- to. his neighbour's sheep, unless., there is soma 
good reason, why he could not, do so.

11. We have also decided that those pieces of whale which we callL 
“killer cuts’*, or pieces whichi have been drifting for so long that 
they cannot be salted, are to be given to the person who owns; the 
land where they drift ashore. This is for the sake of God and of 
our father and mother,, to bring us peace and prosperity,, and is to 
be done, in the following ways it (the whale) is first to be shown 
to two witnesses, and they are to reach some decision about, it - 
unless our successors feel that this is against the interests of 
the Crown.
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12. Then there are. those who harm, good men in. word or deed and 
rely on their poverty, having nothing with, which to pay 
compensation. They are. to have such punishment as twelve wise 
men lawfully, appointed by the judiciary shall, decide. How if a 
man, is present, at a quarrel, or when men strike a bargain,, and he 
refuses to give testimony about it when, lawfully summoned, he is 
to. pay a mprk of silver to the king for each refusal, until such 
time as he gives the testimony.

Translated from, the original (Stockholm. 33 4°) hy Michael..
Barnes and David p., Margolin,, and printed in the. facsimile., edition 
°f Seydabrmvid, published by Poroya Prddskaparf elag, f<5rshavm,
1911*
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APPgNDIXjJgi*

LAV/ FOE. THE ORDERING OF MASTERS BSLATIMG TO FAROEgE OUTFIELDS

Chapter. 1. Or  the division of outfields , the uniting of outfield 
sections and gracing, rights in, the infield. 1* Outfields may he 
divided, into outfield, sections (faagapart ar.) and outfield sections 
may he reuni ted , thought with the written consent of the mortgagees 
concerned. 2., If it, is desired that outfields should he divided
or outfield sections united* the procedure shall he followed in 
accordance with, the provisions and conditions in the. Law; of 4.
March. 185$ on. the enclosure, of common, outfields in. the Faroe. 
Islands, and in particular every such contract, shall he legally 
registered (tinglms.t)« 5« Where the division of an outfield
cannot be linked to, natural boundaries-,, the course of the boundary 
shall he denoted by stone cairns \hLth. peat-ash- underneath* Every 
new boundary shall., in the. presence of the sysselmand, he precisely 
fixed from, the highest, to, the. lowest, consequently through the 
underlying infield or other cultivated land,,, when the document, on. 
which the. division, is based, contract or judgement, does not 
expressly include that the right to sheep-grazing in the infield 
or cultivated land shall, remain in common* Every boundary shall, 
once every tenth year be visited by men chosen for the purpose, at 
the grannast.evna. or in default thereof by the sysselmand in. 
rotation amongst the owners and tenants of the outfield sections 
in the village* The eo.st of marking and maintaining the 
boundary shall be met by the owners of the. adjacent outfield 
sections according to rnarkatal. 4'.* With reference to the
outfields or outfield sections where, the. boundary is either not 
known. 03: not recognisable, the provisions in paragraph 5 shall, 
likewise he followed^, but. insofar as the. neighbours cannot agree 
amicably, the base is to be determined by the procedure laid down 
in. Chapter 12. 5* The grazing right for sheep on the infield or
other cultivated land shall,, in. every village where the shareholders 
cannot otherwise agree, he guided by what from ancient time has. 
been usage in the village* nevertheless, in every village, where 
the grazing right is not regulated by a judgement or other 
registered, do.cument, firm provisions shall.be made for infield



grazing either by contract;,, or by decision, of the tribunal 
established in Chapter 12, which, provisions shall, be registered., 
and the contract, shall be concluded or the summons to the tribunal 
taken out. within 2 years from-, this law's publication in. the sysael, 
since, otherwise, jpint. ownership shall be dissolved and the grazing 
right, on. the underlying, infield- or other cultivated land shall, 
belong to the owners of the shee.p im the overlying outfield.
6.. When, any contract,judgement or sentence concerning grazing 
rights is registered,, the sorenskri.ver shall, remit, a copy thereof 
too the. syss.elman.d concerned, which, shall be paid for by the. 
shareholders according, to rnarkatal. The sysselmand shall 
thereafter every tenth, year, at, the grannastevna read out. the. 
document and enter in his record book that this has been., done, 
which shall be regarded as a valid renewal, unless before the same 
day the following, year anyone shall*, assert his supposed right- to. 
claim* a variation,, or within the same, time submits for registration 
a lawfully entered voluntary agreement for change, in the existing, 
XDO.sition. 7• The period during which, there shall, subsist, the 
right to wint.er«graze sheep on the infield or other cultivated 
land shall be reckoned from. 2% October, when akting shall, cease, 
until 14 May, on which, date the sheep shall be abounded up and the 
land once again, protected. Should any variation in this provision 
be deemed, desirable or necessary in a village, but the parties 
cannot come to an. agreement, thereupon,f the matter will, be decided 
by the tribunal dealt, with in Chapter 12.

Chapter 2. Qn the stock, of shee.p. in the outfield. 8. The 
stock of shee.p in. an. outfield must, not be made so, large that for 
that reason they invade, a neighbouring outfield and take up 
permanent residence, there. The sheep which.,, without thereto 
having special warrant, in a voluntary agreement or contract, 
demonstrably go more in a neighbouring, outfield than their own 
shall as unlawful be removed, at the next, general slaughter, when 
this has provably been demanded at the dwelling, of the shepherd 
concerned, in winter before. Lent,, ini summer before St. Olaf's hay, 
according to, whether, the trespass tales place in the winter 
outfield or the summer outfield. if they are not removed, they 
shall be forfeit to the poor fund of the district concerned against
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a reasonable compensation whichi. shall, be assessed at. one-third of 
the value to the owner of the outfield in which; they have 
trespassed,. This provision on. the removal of trespassing, sheep 
shall, not come into force until the slaughtering-time of the 4.th 
year after the proclamation of this law 5 in the mean, time the 
hitherto, valid regulations shall be followed. Wild shee.p whichi 
run over the boundary and disturb the sheep of neighbours9 shall, 
he tamed, or removed, the next, autumn, after it, is provably demanded
at, the residence of the shepherd, concernedf, if this is not. done,
the sheep shall be forfeit. 9. Bree.ding-rams shall be selected., 
by the shepherds from, amongst.- the nest- that. are. to be found in the 
outfield. If anyone with fraudulent, intent selects or causes to. 
be selected, an inferior breeding-raim although a better was available
he shall be fined, 3 Rd. .For breeding shall be chosen either
ram-lambs for every 100.- ewes in the outfield or one ram which as m 
lamb did not tup, for every 4.0 ewes. For every breeding-ram. 
deficient,,, the shepherds shall be fined. 2 Rd. „ unless, as soon, as 
possible they notify the sysselmand that this has taken place 
against; th.eir will., in which case, they shall, be free of blame. If 
the o-wners of the outfield hection, have caused the forementioned 
wrong against the shepherd's protest, the guilty will, be responsible 
for the fine jointly and severally. If a breeding-ram- has 
entered, a foreign, outfield,,, the shepherd shall be' entitled to. go 
in- search of it,, and the shepherd of the foreign outfield shall be 
bound to accompany him when, he wishes to go in search, of it ,., or 
allow him to go., alone in.. search, of it. Whoever is found to 
conceal, another's breeding-ram-. when, this is asked for, shall.be 
liable, to a fine of 5- Rd. 10* In every outfield section shall 
be employed a particular mark for the sheep, but the same, mark 
must not. be used in two. outfield sections on the same island.
11. Insofar as the same mark is now in use. in two or more outfield 
sections in the same., island,, the necessary change shall take place 
in it. as soon- as circumstances make this possible. 12. Where 
several marks are now in.. use. or in the future may be desired in 
use for different, flocks of shee.p in an, outfield section, 
permission to keep or to vary the present, number of marks may be 
given by the Ami,, when no disorder, may thereby arise.. 13» Matters.



concerning the variation of marks shall, first, be discussed at, the 
grannastevna. The sysselmand shall then submit them, to the Ami. 
for written decision. 14* When the marks are in order, on all. 
islands,, there, shall, for each island be drawn up a list of the 
marks whichi are used there* These, lists, which, shall be compiled 
by the sysselmand and sent tra to the Ami., shall thereafter be 
printed at. the expense of the Amisrepar.titionsfond and distributed 
to all. villages for information and safe keeping* 15* If in. the 
futurewhen. 1 year, has elapsed from, the xuroclamation of this law, 
any sheep,, which, is 2 1/2 years old or above, is found either 
unmarked, or so carelessly marked that the sysselmand and two, 
impartial men summoned, by him declare the mark to be unrecognisable, 
it shall,,, when., the owner is uncertain, be allotted to. the poor fund 
of the district concerned. Unmarked lambs which are encountered 
in autumn, accrue to the outfield section in which, they are found, 
if contention or doubt, arises to which, outfield they belong.
16,. Shee.p may not be imported to the Paroe. Islands from other 
places, unless there is shown to the sysselmand a certificate from 
their place of origin; that no sickness is there., prevalent, among 
the sheep. Por every sheep imported without such, certificate, 
shall, be imposed a fine of Rd*, and the shee.p shall, be instantly 
killed*

Chapter "j. on. c.ow-grazing, &c. -fj, .The stock of cows in every 
outfield or outfield section, that yields summer grazing for cows 
(hdshagi), shall be fixed at. a given, total (skip an) whichi may he. 
driven out. gratuitously * Pree. driving-out of cows to summer, 
grazing pertains to eacht person in proportion to the rnarkatal he 
owns or occupies in the village. When, in the future fresh 
intakes are taken, up for cultivation, it shall always be determined 
in. writing how the cows foddered, in winter from, the cultivated 
intakes shall be grazed in summer. 18b. Decisions concerning 
bull-holding shall in ever, village be taken by majority vote 
according to rnarkatal. 19* Matters concerning the acceptance of
the fixed stock of cows and concerning the bull-holding shall be 
negotiated at the grannas tevna * The agreement which is entered 
upon by those concerned who meet shall, at once be. written down, by 
the sysselmand in the record book and shall thereafter be fully
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binding on all. When the business is considered the grannastevna 
shall. be conducted in accordance, with the provisions in the Law of 
4 March. 18.5̂ . concerning the enclosure of common outfields in the. 
Paroe Islands, paragraph. %  The tenants of non-resident owners, 
shall, in. all. cases have, voting rights with reference to, bull- 
holding, If agreement by the forementioned method cannot be. 
achieved, the case, will be d.e.cided. by the tribunal ordained in. 
Chapter 12. 20. If anyone regards himself, as. entitled, to drive
ouit cows into a hushagi gratuitously, and this right, is denied 
him.,., he may plead his claim before the forementioned tribunal.
21. por all. cows that are driven out in excess, of the. fixed, 
number. (skip an) shall, be paid a grazing fee, the size, of which 
shall be determined by the owners or occupiers of the outfield at; 
the grannastevna, by majority vote according to rnarkatal. 22 „ When
in. a village at the grannas tevna it is determined how many cows 
may be driven out, to summer, grazing without payment,,- or likewise 
at, the grannas tevna a decision has been reached about driving, out 
against payment.,; there, shall, for every cow which., is unlawfully 
kept in the outfield,, be paid a fine of 5 Rd., and the cow shall 
thereupon be removed, from, the outfield within 8 days after ci pr> 
complaint of trespass has been provably lodged with the owner.
If it continues to trespass, after, that time,, the fine is repeated 
in the same manner, Pull compensation shall be given to the 
owner of the outfield. 23-. When the cows of an outfield go over 
the boundary, into a foreign, outfield, they shall, nevertheless; ' 
always be milked in, the outfield to which they belong,, even if 
between, the neighbours it is agreed that search for them may take 
place. Whoever, has his cows milked in a foreign outfield shall, 
for every time it takes, placeb.e fined as for outfield trespass;
1 Rd.

Chapter. 4,» On horse-holding. 24®. In, every village may be kept 
as many horses grazing in the. outfields of the village as the 
owners and occupiers at the grannas tevna by majority vote 
according to rnarkatal. can. be agreed upon, though, with, the 
exception, of the cases mentioned in paragraph. 25., not more than, 
one horse per mark of land. In the same manner shall decisions 
about ungelded stallions be taken, for each, village. if
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non-resident owners are. shareholders int the outfield, those, who 
are tenants on the land shall, be regarded as authorised by the 
owner t.o give votes on his behalf. The decisions accepted shall 
be minuted and thereafter be binding on all. concerned. 25* If 
the owners or, occupier's of an outfield or outfield section wish to 
keep more than one itor.se per. mark,, they shall, notify this to tire 
sysselmand, by whom, the occupiers of the adjoining outfields shall, 
he informed$ and then these, shall.,, if any horse from the outfield 
or outfield section in which according to the foregoing are held 
more than one per. mark.., shall, stray into their outfield,, be 
entitled,; when they take; them, up and bring them to, their owner, 
besides the impounding fee.;- mentioned! below, to a remunerati.on; of 
1 Rd.t for each time they so. bring’ the horse to him. If the owner 
refuses to. pay these, impounding fee.-s.,, those, concerned shall proceed 
as is laid down in paragraph 33 below. 26>* A man. who in a 
common outfield owns 1 esa than one mark of land shall, be entitled, 
to unite with other shareholders in the same outfield to- hold 
horses in proportion to what.- they thus own together, and also in 
agreement- with what is provided, for above. 2%, The man who is 
entitled too keep horses in an outfield may,,, when he does not. 
himself wish t.o- exercise this right, rent out the entitlement, to- 
another, for the payment., on which they can agree. 28;. If. anyone 
in an outfield keeps more horses- than he is entitled to.-,, everyone 
with a share in the outfield itself or the neighbouring outfields, 
is entitled to lay a charge, and the guilty person will be fined 
Id Rd. for equal, division between the informer and the poor fund 
of the district concerned.,, and he shall be ordered under pain of 
a daily fine of 16 Sk. to get rid of the unlawfully held horse.
29. The man. who;; is entitled to.* kee.p a horse in the outfield is 
also entitled,,, when it is a mare, and foals, to let the foal graze 
with the mother, until it is one year. old| but after that. time, 
the same provisions apply with regard, to the fo.a'1 as otherwise, are 
determined for grown, horses,, unless, the owners and tenants of the 
outfield at the grannas tevna by contract, have decided otherwise.
3.Q.. When two- or more outfields, adjoin,, so., that it is difficult to. 
keep the horses of the one from, intruding into one of the others., 
the. owners of the. outfields - instead of employing the -provision
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given, below in paragraphs 32 - may come to am agreement, about- the 
grazing of the horses xtfhich they are, severally entitled to lce.ep, 
and decide what compensation the occu-piers of the outfields from., 
which it is difficult to* exclude, the horses should have of these 
owners. If those who occupy more than, half the rnarkatal in each; 
of the outfields concerned: agree, about, such an arrangement, this., 
shall, be binding for all. the shareholders in the outfield and be 
registered at the expense of the latter. 51• The sysselmand 
shall, every year at, the grannastevna ism. each, village demand from 
the villagers information about how many horses are being kept in. 
the different, outfields of- the village,, and enter this in. his 
politiprotokol. Everyone who keeps a horse in the outfield may 
then be challenged, by his co-owners and eo-occupiers in the 
outfield to., state by what right, he holds the horse.-. If he refuses, 
to., state his entitlement he shall nevertheless,, if the matter 
becomes, the subject of legal proceedings, even if during these he 
proves his entitlement,, be sentence to pay the costs of the case 
xtfithi the fine prescribed, in the Ordinance of 11. August 1819 for 
bringing an unjustifiable action. 52. When any'person's horse 
enters a foreign outfield and is there encountered by the outfield 
owner,, the latter shall, when he takes the horse and brings it to 
its owner, be entitled for this to demand double the skyda payment 
for the distance he has brought the horse. If he takes the horse 
and brings it, to its owner, three- times-, in the course of 4. weeks, 
he can, besides the forementioned, remuneration by the owner, 
demand a medium?-quality slaughtering-lamb or its value as 
compensation for the h.ors.e/s grazing in his outfield during the 
current, year. 55;. if the owner of the horse will, not pay the. 
remuneration, fixed in. paragraph 3.2 for its return.,, the impounder 
can. take it to the sysselmand and deliver it to him. Should 
circumstances not. permit bringing the horse, to the sysselmand, 
wrikten notification may stand in place of it. The sysselmand 
shall, thereupon as soon, as he has ascertained the correctness, of 
what is stated, at. once demand payment by the owner of thrice the 
sum. which, otherwise xtfould have been due to the impounder, and 1 Rd, 
for himself, if these sums are not paid x̂ ithin. 7/2 hours, the 
sysselmand shall sell the horse by auction, and from the incoming
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sum, pay the impounder, the • forementioned. triple sum. and deduct, the
1 Rd* due to himself,, whereupon the balance shall be xoaid to3 the 
owner* The tenant or occupier of a non-resident owner's land, 
on. whose share of the outfield the horse should graze, shall, be 
regarded in, the forementioned, instance as the owner. 54;* If 
anyone uses another, man's horse without the owner's knowledge and 
consent and the latter lodges a complaint, he shall give the owner 
compensation according to the court's estimate and in. addition, pay
2 Rd. to. the appropriate district,'s poor fund. 35* IT anyone 
drives either his own or his co-owners' or. a third party's horse, 
into, a foreign, outfield to graze,, or drives any other man's horse 
in upon.his own ground or outfield with the intention of availing, 
himself of the provisions concerning impounding fe.es,, he shall, be 
fined. 5- Rd. to. the appropriate district's poor fund, which fine in 
case of a repetition of the offence shall, be doubled.

Chapter On goose-kee.plng. $ 6 . Keeping geese, shall, be
allowed only when for the village in question a written convention 
concerning it is established, and when two-thirds of the votes, by 
rnarkatal are cast in favour of it,, which convention shall then be. 
bindingfor all in the village. 37* The convention shall 
determine where and under what, conditions the gee.se may be held, 
how long they may stay in the infield, and when they must be kept 
in the outfield. The convention shall be kept, by the 
skydsskaffer in the village for the information of all. 38. If 
a complaint is lodged that geese with, clipped wings are intruding 
upon, a different village's infield or outfield, the owner of the 
geese shall, be liable to.; a daily fine according to the 
adjudication of the. sysselmand to remove them, and shall pay 
compensation for the' da,ma,ge done according to the assessment of 
impartial men. Geese with, unclipped, wings shall be regarded as 
wild.

Chapter 6;. On fencing in. the outfield,, drainage of outfields, 
and peat,-bogs.. 3.9• Fencing in the outfield, such; as folds,
wind-breaks and cattle-fences, the walls around the infield and 
in the heimrustir, such, as those round ge.ilar. shall, be properly 
maintained, as they have been from, ancient times. If it is desired
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to change or move the ancient folds and fencing, or to erect new, 
the person, or persons who wish this are to propose it at the 
grannas tevna >, where it, shall, be. determined in the presence of the 
sysselmand whether there shall be undertaken any alteration in the 
foramentioned respect, which may only take place when the owners 
of over half the outfield section's rnarkatal votes in favour. If 
it, is resolved by one outfield section's owners that boundary 
fences ought to be erected, to... protect against, the incursion of the 
neighbouring outfield's cows., the owners of the latter shall be 
bound either to take part, in the erection of the fence according 
to rnarkatal, when the. ixdskif tningskommlssion, and in. any case the. 
appeal tribunal has by judicial decision declared that, the erection 
of the fence is necessary and practicable, or else keep herdsmen 
with the cows.. 4.0« The necessary manpower, for the repair and 
maintenance of the old walls, and the erection of the new, together 
with outfield drainage. &c,, is supplied, according to rnarkatal.
4,1 • Everyone who cuts peat in an outfield must do., it so that, the 
outfield incurs, as little, damage as possible? in particular he 
must drain, off the water, from, the peat, diggings when it would 
otherwise, remain standing, properly cover, these, with the greensward 
removed, that, should be cut into turves, and not, hacked off, and 
not let peat, or other excavated soil lie openly on the grass., but. 
throw all. such, material down; into the digging. 4.2. The 
sysselmand for Suduroy shall every year, on his round before St.
0.1 af 's Bay and the other sy.ss.elmmnd every year on their first, 
round after St. Olaf's bay" require from, at least one shepherd for 
every outfield section, a report on the treatment of the turbaries, 
and in case either the shepherds or any of the owners lodge a 
complaint that, the turbaries are being improperly treated, the 
syss.elniand in the company of witnesses shall personally examine 
the turbaries complained of and settle the matter by judicial 
decision, which. shall, at, once be entered in the politiprotokol.
In. cases of infringement, the person, concerned shall be subjected, 
to a ‘fine of 4,8- Sk. to 2 Rd.,, and in addition he shall, within a 
period fixed by the sysselmand remedy the disorders complained of
The Suduroy sysselmand had a different, timetable of rounds from 
the sysse.-lmmnd of other districts.
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on pain of a daily; fine of 8..- Sk. If the person concerned is 
discontent, with, the sysselmand's decision, he may make an, appeal

Xok" the case to the overpolitiret, though he. must take the 
necessary steps within 8 days,,, as in default hereof he loses M s  
right to appeal• With; reference to the turbaries on. the state's 
property near T<5rshavn it, shall- remain in accordance with the 
regulations now in force., or tho.se which, the government in. this-., 
respect shall, lay down.

Chapter. 7. Qn. Shepherds. 43..* There shall for all., outfields,
and outfield sections he certain, shepherds,, and it shall rest upon 
them, alone to conduct the*' tending of the shee.p,, the round-ups, 
marking., drainage and all. other work, in the outfield that may he 
regarded as necessary for its well-being, Likewise, they shall, 
see to., it. that each; person concerned fulfills his duty,, and shall 
be empowered at the expense of the neglectful to have the work 
carried out by hired persons. As in their service they are 
responsible to., the owners and occupiers,, they shall on the demand 
of the individual owner or tenant be botrnd to give him a 
statement of the number and condition of the sheep entrusted to 
theim,s their tending in. the outfield &c. 44- Shepherds shall be
appointed, dismissed and their payment decided at a meeting to. be 
held by the owners and tenants of every outfield section, in. the 
village on. Michaelmas Day. The decision, shall be made by majority 
vote according to the rnarkatal. each one- occupies,, without reference 
to whether he is owner, leaseholder or tenant. The person who 
wishes to have this meeting, held shall, bring it to the knowledge, 
of those, concerned 8. days in. advance. Everyone shall, meet in 
person, or by written proxy, as otherwise he shall lose his voting 
right. If it is thought necessary to appoint, a chief shepherd, 
this shall be done in. the same manner. 45« At the meeting named
in the foregoing, paragraph, the shepherds who wish, to retire, will
resign their service. The retiring shepherd may not, however., be
XSummary jurisdiction by the amtmand, a process applicable to a 
number of local, and. technical matters, in which the sysselmand 
acted as summary court of first instance (see pp. 57;? TJOj.
+An inspection system, for these had been put into effect by an
Order in Council dated 21 December 1827*



quit; of. M s  task, before the round-up for the breeding~rams has 
ended, unless he leaves the village., or circumstances render it. 
impossible for him. to continue his service..' 4& Every shepherd; 
may go. everywhere, in the outfield at all times,, alone or with 
dogs,, when restrictions to- this are not stipulated at, his 
appointment. 47; • When any shepherd in his herding or at, a, 
round-up wishes to. search, for his outfield's shee.p in a foreign, 
outfield,, he shall, on eaclii occasion, notify one of its shepherds., 
early enough, for them' to a,ocompany him or to meet, at the boundary 
unless., it is otherwise, decided.. The, shepherd who has thus sent 
word may cross the boundary, though with- only a leashed dog.
4,&* For all. work in the outfield the. shepherds shall give 
notification, the evening, before and send an invitation to the 
neighbours concerned to, be present, unless, it is otherwise 
determined by contract. For omission hereof the shepherds of the 
outfield shall, be fined jointly and severally 1 Ed. 4.9 • When 
shepherds in herding or rounding--up meet foreign sheep in. the 
outfield and know them, to belong to a neighbouring outfield,, they 
shall drive them, back into it. 5.0. If they do not recognise, the 
sheep so encountered, or if these, belong to a non-bordering 
outfield, they shall at the first opportunity announce their 
number and markings and thereafter let the sheep remain in. the 
outfield until their owner reports to fetch, them, or until the 
next round-up. 51 • After the round-up the shepherds,, if they 
recognise the mark,, shall either send such, foreign sheep to their 
owner or send him: word, and the owner shall, be bound to fetch, away 
the shee.p thus remaining in another's outfield (sko.taseySur). If 
they wander back, the next, autumn.,; they shall be taken, off j if 
this is not done, they shall, be forfeit. 52. The shepherds shall, 
as far. as possible undertake all marking of sheep. The unauthorised 
person who on. his own, account, engages in marking shall for each, 
lamb that he. has thus marked,, be fined 1 Ed. 53» It shall be 
closely noted, whether, ewes that do not belong, to the outfield 
come into the fold at. round-up, and if any such, sheep has come 
amongst, the outfield's own,, it, shall be marked, with., a band so that 
when it comes back into..- the outfield where it belongs, it may be 
known that it has been in fold. if this is noted, it shall, not. 
be regarded as an irregularity that such a ewe's lamb should bear
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the mark of the outfield in which it was encountered*

Qhapten 8;. On acness. to the outfield, dog.~keeping,, and access 
with- dogs*, 54. Mo-one who does not in this Law's provisions 
have special authority, to do so, shall, walk over any foreign 
outfield save by the regular village paths. These, shall therefore 
be denoted with, stone cairns which, shall be erected and maintained 
by the whole village to. which the outfield belongs, ini proportion, 
to., the mar3s.at.al-. All questions concerning the number, size and 
designation, &o. of these cairns shall, be decided, by the sysselmand, 
whose judgement, may be varied, by the amtmand's resolution. 55* In. 
every outfield the owners and occupiers may go without, restriction, 
unless, they themselves by majority vote according to markafal 
determine otherwise.,, which them ought, to take place at, the 
grannastevna and by the sysselmand be entered in his record book. 
5.6. Prom- the general rule., about access to foreign outfields are 
permitted, however,., the. following ex.eeptions.s a) At. the time of 
the year, when horses, are. employed to fetch manure or peat, 
everyone is entitled-, by day to fetch, his horse from, where he. can. 
find it. The same applies also without, regard, to the time of the. 
year. to cases where at the- order, of the sk.ydsstaffer, horses, shall 
be delivered for skyds.. No.-one may otherwise go for horses in 
any foreign outfield section, without in advance having, notified, 
the shepherd concerned. b) Everyone is entitled to fetch his peat 
when., he wishes;, though, he must do., it by day and go by the 
ordinary way* c) With reference to access to their fowling-cliffs, 
feitilendir. (special paslur.es.), enjoyment of lunnindir 
(appurtenances..), access., to cows,, access, to. outlying outfields &,c., 
it shall continue in each place as it has been use. and custom, or 
may- be decided by common, agreement. Lay is reckoned in all. the 
forementioned instances, in, summer, (i.e., from 14. April, to- 51 
August:) from. % o'clock in the morning to., 2 o'clock in the evening, 
and in winter, (i.e. from; 1 September: to 15 April) from the time ini 
the morning when, daylight begins until in. the evening when it ends. 
51 • for the collection of loose, wool, and birds' eggs those who as. 
owners and occupiers are entitled to these may go only in company, 
unless., another- rule for this is adopted.. Anyone who as owner or 
occupier wishes to dig cinquefoil root,, scrape korki or collect,
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steinamosi (types of lichen;) or go into the outfield on other such, 
errandss may do so only during the day and must notify the 
shepherd concerned,. 58 • Whoever, otherwise goes into any outfield, 
shall, for each, occasion be fined. 1 Rd. 59* Owners and oceiipiers. 
of the land in. each: village shall, by majority vote by markatal at 
the grannastevna decide h.ow many dogs may be held in the village.
In the same manner it, shall be resolved, also; how the shepherds in 
the different, outfield sections shall take their dog's with*, them, 
when they need to, go through a foreign outfield to come to their 
own. All these decisions shall be minuted, by the sysselmand.
On the other. hand.,, the owners and occupiers of each outfield 
section, shall, likewise by majority vote give regulations to their 
own shepherds how in their own outfields they should go with dogs,. 
60. When anyone takes, a dog through a foreign outfield, he shall 
go by the public way and have the dog leashed or bound' when it, is 
not, otherwise, decided. The only exception from this is the case 
when a flock, of shee.p are to be driven, through a foreign outfield, 
for which it shall be permitted to employ loo.;se dogs,, though 
against full compensation for the damage which arises, from, these 
in the outfield. 61» If anyone keeps a, dog. which is not 
approved,, then it, may at once before, witnesses be denounced by any 
outfield owner-in the village. The unapproved dog which is thus 
denounced,, shall at once be kept locked in. and within. 8. days be got. 
rid. of. If it is not got,rid of within, 8 days,, the dog's owner 
shall be fined 2 Rd. lnhe fine shall be repeated, for every 8, days 
this provision is ignored,; and the denounced dog can: also, if it 
is encountered outside, its. owner's dwelling,; be. killed without 
guilt. The provisions here laid down do not apply to dogs which 
are constantly kept chained. 62. For trespass with a dog., 
whether, it takes place in one's own or a, foreign, village., is 
incurred a fine of 2 Rd. even if no damage is occasioned. 63. All 
the damage occasidned by dogs., shall be compensated for by their 
owner after lawful assessment. From; this is excepted only the 
damage which, approved dogs commit the first and second time during

The word used, denotes a method of binding the dog's foreleg in. 
suchi a manner as to prevent, it from, running.
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round-up,, herding or co-operative work in the outfield in which 
they are lawfully used. If the dog commits damage the third 
time,, it, shall he got rid of. 6.4. Dogs which go on their own 
into the countryside, and chase, or bite sheep,, shall, at once be got 
rid of by their owner, and if the latter,, after having, before 
witnesses been informed that his dog does, such damage,, does not 
within. 8, days get rid. of it, he shall pay a fine of 2 Rd. and also 
compensate for. the damage according to, paragraph. 63*5 for every 8 
days the dog continues, loose, in; the village,; the fine, shall be 
repeated*. Dogs which three times have been pro.vably found 
straying round the outfield shall be got rid of,, even if they, have 
caused no damage,. 65/* If anyone lends out his dog and damage is 
thereby occasioned,,, the owner is responsible for it,, though the 
borrower himself shall pay the fine for trespass with, the dog.
66. The number of b i t c h e s yard- or aktingarhundar. and 
fugiahundar, where it may still be desired to employ these, shall, 
be determined, in the same, manner as is prescribed in paragraph. 59 ? 
and in addition the provisions laid down about sheep-dogs shall 
also., be axoplicable to these dogs.

Chapter %  On: aktlng. 67. where there are not, sheep-proof
walls, firm; decisions shall be. taken, about, akting. 68. If the 
owners or occupiers of the bour or tradir cannot come to an. 
agreement with, the owners or tenants of the sheep, the mat.ter 
shall be determined by the tribunal established in; Chapter 12.

Chapter 10. On common, flocks. 69® The general rule for 
outfield management, shall, be that the sheap in every outfield 
section shad, be in common to the entire markatal sharing in the, 
outfield section. Eow it may as an exception to this rule be 
permitted to have sheap in kenning is treated in chapter- 1b of 
this Law.. 10» On slaughter, and stocking in* every common, 
outfield decisions shell be taken at the meeting prescribed in. 
paragraph 55 and in the manner there prescribed. if this does, 
not take place because of the occurrence of impediments the 
outfield section shepherds alone, shall, take, the decision, for the 
slaughter, or stocking for the year in question. 11. The sheep
shall follow the land ini every conveyance. 12. Every ewe which
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is on the crown land found in. addition, to the fixed stock shall, on 
conveyance he paid for with. 1 Rd. 48 Sk. in the northern Islands, 
Eysturoy, Streymoy and Vagar aysaela. and with 1 Rd. in. Sandoy and 
SuSuroy syss.els.

Chapter, 11.. Qm kenning. 73* Although, common flocks in e ot. a.-: :o
accordance with the- preceding chapter shall, continue to be the. 
general rule for outfield management,, in. future kenning will also 
be permissible either for the whole outfield or for certain flocks 
in it,5 when at least two.-thirds of the owner s,; leaseholders and 
beneficiaries,.,, who:- together, own or occupy half of the outfield. 
markatal are agreed on this, and when, the conditions which are. laid 
down on the matter, in this chapter are precisely observed. Other 
kenning shall, on the other hand as hitherto, be unlawful and 
punished with, confiscation. Shepherds who do not immediately 
denounce unlawful, kenning to the sysselmand and who thus share in 
the offence shall, each, be fined, 5 Rd. It is not kenning when the. 
shepherd as agreed payment has. certain sheep (roktingarseydir.) 
grazing, ini the outfield,, nor when a shareholder with the consent, 
of all. his corowners putsi. certain; sheep into the common outfield 
to graze there temporarily. 74* Where, kenning is introduced, 
the contract* therefor shall, be drawn up in writing and signed by 
sll. the o.wners,; leaseholders and beneficiaries sharing the outfield. 
The non-resident, shar.ehold.ers shall either themselves sign or send. 
their tenants written proxies., to do so* and the consent of 
mortgagees to the contract must be obtained. in this contract 
shall, be entered how large: a stock shall, be allowed, for the whole 
outfield,; hoi-/ much, is to be held in. kenning and how much in common. 
75*' Kenning, is lawful only when the following provisions are 
observeds, a) Herding shell, be undertaken, by shepherds who/ are. 
chosen in accordance with paragraph, 4,4* b) The sheep, shall, have 
a particular mark for the outfield section, and the sheep 
belonging to each, person, must be made, recognisable with, individual 
marks which, however, must not, make the principal mark indistinct,, 
and,, before they are employed-,, shall, be approved by the sysselmand. 
c) bre.ading-rams shall be removed, in. advance in the fold and the 
owner of such compensated in. kind according to a valuation.
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Besides these conditions, which must be found in. every kenning, 
contract;,; other conditions may be added to kenning contracts, for 
which, in, particular, cases there may’ be occasion. The tithe shall, 
be rendered mim the customary manner on the sysselmand's second 
yearly round. Anyone, who; is guilty of fraud or dishonesty with, 
regard, to the kenning outfield shall be. fined from:. 1 to 10 Rd.
76. Kenning contracts as. well, as contracts for the., abrogation of 
kenning shall., be registered (tlngleest) at the next ordinary 1 aw; 
sessions in the sysael concerned, after the, contract is entered, or. 
abrogated. When the kenning for whatever reason ceases., the 
outfield's stock naturally comes under common ownership. When on 
a count it is found that some of the owners have a full stock, 
others not,, these last shall, purchase sheep from the.se who have 
them, in excess-:, until all have as many sheep in proportion, to. 
their markatal. in common.. The sheep which are thus bought and 
sold by the outfield section's owners between themselves shall be 
paid for at, their full value. If the parties cannot agree: on what: 
should be regarded, as. their full value.,, this shall, be determined by 
lawfully nominated impartial men,, who shall., be paid according to:- 
the Public peas Regulations (Sport.elreglement) . 7,8« If land
which, lies in, an. outfield section within which kenning is permitted 
is transferred,, it shall, be Entered in the transfer document how 
many kenning sheep accompany the land. If this is not donethe. 
document, will, not be regarded as a legal title,,, and an endorsement 
to. that, effect shall, toe. made, on it. by the sorenskriver at 
registration. 79*- tt a leasehold transfer, or a transfer, of 
stipendiary lands,; the full stock on these, lands, shall, accompany 
the same and any surplus over the fixed, stock shall be paid for 
according to- paragraph 72$ however this payment does not apply to 
the surplus stock on glebe farms and annexed, glebes. If the 
retiring occupier, of crown land or a stipendiary estate owns 
allodial land in the same outfield section.,, the whole of his sheep 
stock shall, be ddvide.di equally over all his land in proportion to 
markatal.

Chapter 12. On the legal procedure, in cases concerning matt.era 
treated- in. this law. 80. Criminal actions which are brought, for 
breach, of the provisions of. this Law,; shall be heard- and dealt, with
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summarily by the syss.elm.and concerned, according to the Plakat, of
IK25 March 1815? and appeal may he made, to the Amt's Qverpolibiret 

(summary appeal court.) which will finally determine them without, 
further appeal. Disputes concerning;, the rights, and duties treated 
in this Daw shall, he heard, and decided, hy the syss.el .'s 
U.dskif tn.ingskommi s si on according to the Law of 4 March. 1857?,. and 
the forementioned, trib.unal/s decision, may be referred to, the appeal 
tribunal described, in paragraph.,. 8.6» 81. When a case is brought
in, the manner prescribed before the tribunal, the latter shall 
decide when it shall be heard. The case shall, always be dealt 
withi in the village, to which it most closely belongs. The summons 
issued by the tribunal,with, a statement, of time and place shall, be 
delivered to. the plaintiff, who shall arrange for it to be. lawfully- 
served on. all. concerned with- 14- days ' warning. 82. When, the 
tribunal has once assembled,, it shall, as far as possible continue, 
uninterruptedly until all, the necessary information. has. been 
obtained,, and if amicable agreement cannot be brought- about 
between the parties,, it: shall, within six weeks of taking 'tip the 
evidence,, pronounce its decision. 85,. The tribunal shall, 
immediately after the decision has been pronounced, have it 
formally notified by the witnesses for writs to the parties in. the. 
case.. The expenses therewith connected, shall be paid at the time, 
of talcing up the case for judgement together with the fee for the 
taking-up itself. If anyone, wishes to forego this formal 
notification,,, such, that the judgement shall be regarded as 
notified, to him, at the time the decision is made,., then as far as 
he is concerned the expenses, shall, be waived,, and the time of 
enforcement as far as he is concerned, shall, be reckoned, from that 
same time. The like procedure may be followed with regard to the 
appeal* 8.4,* If any. of the parties is aggrieved at. the decision 
of the tribunal,, he shall be free, within 5 months reckoned 
according to paragraph 85. either from- decision or formal 
pronouncement,, to. make an. appeal in the case to the Over ins tans 
(see. paragraph 8.6.), and he has then by a certifice/be from the 
sorenskriver to prove that an appeal has been demanded © 85» After
the lapse of the 5 months provided for in paragraphs. 84, no-one 
shall be entitled to. appeal from, any tribunal decision, unless he 
See. pages 57/, 150.
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obtains permission from, the Amt to revive the case, which shall, be 
granted, only when, the person, concerned shows probable cerise why an 
appeal was not made, at the right time,; and no longer period than 
six. months has elapsed since the pronouncement of th.e decision.
For this permission to revive.,, which shall, be given, by a simple 
written document,, no..' fee is payable. 8.6.. The appeal shall, be 
demanded in writing of the sorenskriver, who,, after having iss.ued 
the certificate detailed in. paragraph. 84;? shall, of the Amt request 
four men appointed, with him. to. determine the case. The.
Overlnstans so constituted shall, at once prex>are. a summons,, to be 
furnished to the appellant for notification to those concerned, 
including, the members of the XJdskif tningskomrai s si on which 
pronounced on the case in the first instance. 87. The parties, 
are not. required to submit, situation plans to the Qverinstans, but 
its members shall.,, when this is requested.,, or when in. their own 
opinion the case., requires it, visit the x̂ l&ce in question. 88. The 
parties, are entitled to, bring, new. witnesses, or submit fresh. 
documents to the Qverinstans? without any permission, being required 
for this.. 89* The same right,, which in. paragraph 8<5 is granted, 
to the parties, to forego formal notification, of the 
Udsklf.tningskomraission/s decision,, shall be granted them with 
reference to the decisions of the Qverinstars. If they do not 
avail themselves, of this right,, the expenses of the formal 
notification arranged by the sorenskriver shall, be paid with the 
fee, for taking up the case, to judgement. 90... Witnesses may 
without reference to their, competent law-court be summoned, to 
appear before either tribunal in the place where the tribunal is 
held, to, give their evidence there,, though if they move from: their 
ordinary place of witness:, it shall be against free., travel and 
subsistence like, the members of the tribunal, to be rendered in. 
the same manner aw the expenses., of the, latter to them. 91. proms 
the forementioned Qverinstans no appeal can be made.. 9,2. The 
members., of the tribunal as. well, as of. the Overlnstans shall have, 
compensation, in accordance with the provisions in paragraph 1Q< of 
the Lav/, of 4 March 1857 on the enclosure of common outfields,, and 
in addition for the issue of the summons, the commission of the. 
case,, and its taking-up to judgement,, the fees according to the
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Public. Pees Regulations equally divided, these fees being paid 
in the manner p r e s c r i b e d ,  by law. 93-* Pines, which, are imposed 
in accordance with, the present Law,, as well, as everything which, 
according to its., provisions is forfeited,; shall, accrue to the poor 
fund of the district, concerned^ unless in. the Law- it is otherwise 
determined. In default of payment the penalties shall, be served 
according, to the provisions in force* R4« All earlier 
provisions which conflict, with the provisions in the present 
Law hereby lose, their validity.

Translated from, the original text as .printed in (Chapters. 
1-11) T.I1. Rang. &, 0.. Parent.sen (eds.), Fser.Ssk. Lovsamling 
(Torshavn, 19.011), and (Chapter 12) Till mg til For slag og 
Ee.tmnkninger. afgivne af. den, fmroske Landbokominiss.ion nedsat. i 
Henhold til Lov af 13. Marts 19.0.8, (Copenhagen, 1911) 9 by JFW.
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o e j .jtargi^  i ag
1. For every syssel there shall be set u® an, enclosures tribunal, 
consisting of two men nominated by; the. Lasting, and one by? the 
amtmand, who shall be. of respected character and resident, in. the 
sy.ss.el? and the sysselmand, who shall, altso> act. as the tribunal's 
secretary, 2* She tribunal shall ehoo.se one of its members as 
chairman* rih.e person, chosen shall, cause the result, of the
election! to be aiinounc.ed int. the syss.el, 3* At the expense of the
Amtsrepartitionsfond the tribunal shall, be furnished with a, record 
book.,, which, shall, be authorised! by the amtmand., and in it, the 
tribunal's proceedings shall, be entered. 4* When anyone who is 
co.r-owner or co..-occupier of an outfield wishes that a portion of the
outfield shall be enclosed, he shall,, when he cannot come to an
agreement with, the other owners and occupiers,.: notify the 
sysselmand of this. The latter shall. thereupon. at the next 
grannastema bring the matter up for discussion and enter, in the 
po.li tipr o t.okol what has been discussed, so that in particular it 
may, be known how large a number, of co-owners desire enclosure, 
and for what, reason, those, who do not desire it oppose, the same.
If alt the owners and occupiers., are unanimous or become unanimous 
at the grannast.evna they may themselves arrange everything 
pertaining to the enclosure,, without the intervention of the 
sysselmand or the enclosures tribunalj however,, if there is crown, 
land in the outfield which it is desired to enclose, the consent 
of the crown estates management must be obtained for the enclosure, 
and if others than the owners and occupiers have any right in the 
outfield,, the consent of these, shall be obtained with reference to 
their rights in the outfield? if agreement, in. the last-named 
respect cannot be obtained.,, this portion of the case may bse brought 
for decision in the manner prescribed in paragraphs 8 and 11.
5* If anyone with a share in the outfield is not resident in the 
village, the tenant, of the land shall, be regarded as empowered to. 
act, on. his behalf, unless, the owner, himself appears at the 
proceedingsg the owner shall., if his estate constitutes half a
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mark or. more, be informed of the. consideration of the matter, at 
the gr.annast.evna with. 14, days' notice by the sysselmand,. and such 
information, shall also be communicated to the landfoged with the 
same notice,, when, there is crown land in the outfield of which it 
is desired to enclose a portion, 6., If the occupiers o.f at 
least half the outfi.eld's markatal or at least three-quarters of 
those who. are shareholders desire enclosure, they shall, be 
entitled to, demand a copy of what has. been, entered in the 
po.iitiprotokoh concerning the same.. This copy shall, thereafter 
be sent to the chairman of the enclosures tribunal with a request 
to him, to cause the matter to be taken further, 1 The chairman 
shall, then.,, after discus si on. with the other members of the 
tribunal,, appoint a time for taking up the case and shall, have all 
the resident owners and occupiers of the. outfield informed with at 
least 14, days' notice,, 8. At the appointed time the tribunal 
shall, meat at. the place and,, after closely investigating all the 
local conditions and having further, heard and considered what, the 
parties, have to adduce for. and against the undertaking of the 
enclosure, give a decision with reasons how far the. enclosure 
ought t.Qj be undertaken or. not,, how. action should be taken with, 
regard, to c.ow-grazing, peat-cutting and other outfield rights., of 
which according to local conditions there may be., question, and on 
how the enclosure as a whole ought to, be carried, out. In, the. case, 
of an. equality of votes the chairman, shall, have the casting vote.
%. This decision,, which shall, be drawn up while the tribunal is 
assembled at the, place im  question and entered in. the tribunal's 
record, book, shall, be read to those present, who. are interested in 
the case, and communicated, afterwards, in written form to those who 
have required the decision of the tribunal. Other, persons may 
likewise receive a copy of the decision-,, but only against payment 
in accordance with the Public Pees Regulations. 10. For the
execution of the task, entrusted to them the members of the tribunal 
shall, each receive a payment of 64 Sk, for each., day the tribunal, 
shall. be in session,, and free, conveyance... The payment shall be 
rendered in advance by those who have requested the undertaking of 
the business;,, but divided amongst all. the shareholders according 
to, markatal, if enclosure, is put into effect, 11,. if anyone is..



aggrieved with, the decision; given by the tribunal,, he shall, be 
entitled,, within three? months of its id r o no mi cement, to appeal to, 
the amt man d, who, thereupon together with two men nominated, by the. 
Lag ting shall, finally determine, the, case by a judicial decision, 
with, reasons. 12. When it has been finally decided that 
enclosure shall, be undertaken,, those concerned shall apply to the 
sysselmand with the decision thus given on the matter and request 
h-inii to put the same into effect. The sysse inland shall then, 
after, having caused all. concerned (cp. paragraph: 7) to be. informed 
of this at the church? with at, least 14. days' warning, appear; at 
the place and measure, out., and allot to each? of the co-owners, the 
share of the outfield portion, which, with regard-, to the decision 
may fall., to him, such, that each, shall, get his part of what is 
enclosed,, as far as possible, united in one place. Concerning 
the execution of the business, the sysselmand shall, enter, what; is 
necessary in the p 01i tiprof oko1, where in. particular he shall 
denote the individual portions assigned to each person such that 
thereby it, can be seen how much and if possible which, piece is? 
assigned to each person. If any of the persons concerned are; 
aggrieved at,- the outcome of the. sysselmand's proceedings, they 
shall at onc.e declare this to the record and thereafter before the 
lapse of four weeks apply to, the court and by the same have three- 
impartial men to undertake a fresh survey and allotment. This 
proceeding shall.,, after the sysselmand and other persons concerned 
have been informed, of this. with. 14, days' notice., be undertaken 
within 8.- weeks of the men being, chosen,, whereby the matter shall, 
them be determined.. if the men chosen, by the court, should come 
to the conclusion that the sysselmand's apportionment has hot been 
correct and precise,, the expenses of;.?their nomination and payment, 
shall be borne by all. the shareholders of the outfield in question 
in proportion to what they own, or occupy in the outfield? in the 
contrary case the person, or persons who; requested them, chosen shall, 
alone bear the expenses so? occasioned. 13* To. put an enclosure 
into., effect the syss.elmand shall, receive a remuneration of 5 Rd.,, 
whichi will. be. apportioned, amongst the shareholders in the. outfield. 
The men chosen by the court, shall, receive payment according to> the 
Public.. Fees Regulations of 30 March 18,3.6 paragraph 6-2. 14. The



Ministry may at. the request of the. hagtihg make other, provisions 
than, the foreinentioned, as well, with reference to the compensation 
for the labour connected, with enclosure, as with reference to which 
persons shall carry out the enclosure after the. giving of the 
judicial decision. 15-. If the owners and occupiers concerned 
undertake an enclosure of common, outfields without, the intervention! 
of the sysselmand and the enclosure, tribunal there shall., when 
their enclosure is to have, legal validity, be drawn, up a written 
document on. the matter,, whi.ch. shall, likewise contain what, is 
necessary about how matters shall, be conducted with reference, to., 
cow-grazing,, peat-cutting and other, outfield rights*. 16. What 
in. the foregoing paragraphs is provided ab.or.t outfields shall, also 
apply to outfield sections (hagapartar)•

Translated from-, the original text as printed in Bang &
Barents sir, op* cit., by JFW.



OLI TFK^EFFERSOE ,'S.JISMORAHBUM^ 01^ THE ̂TROSACr. _ 18.9-1

To- the hag ting of the Faroe Islands!
The much»dis cussed n tro sagtr was again, brought forward for 

discussion in, the hagting in 1889,* Concerning one of the 
XDrincipal points in the case.,,, that the present occupiers of tradir 
on state leasehold land should be assured that, to them and their 
heirs should accrue the full benefit, of their work. in. the 
cultivation of the tradir, a result was achieved, insofar that 
the hagting, pronounced, in favour of an introduction of hereditary 
leases for the. occupier and his family* The second principal 
point, namely the opportunity of taking in further trad jr. from, 
the outfields of crown land for the use of persons who may desire 
land for cultivation,, remained completely unresolved,, since the 
proposal that it should rest with the crown, estates administration, 
against the leaseholder's will,, to permit, the intake of tradir. by 
others than the leaseholderwas rejected*

With regard to the stand which the hagting; took over this 
matter in 1889, it may be seen that to a large measure it has. 
forsaken, the proposal accepted;, by the hagting. in 1879, which 
incidentally has made no further progress since, its resolution in 
the hagting,*

In contrast, with the earlier instance,, the Government is now 
seen to have declared its opinion in the cane, since the Ministry 
of Justice in a communication of 4. July this year to the amtmand 
of the Fe.roe Islands has,, amongst other things,, made it known that, 
it cannot comply with., the hagting's proposal for hereditary leases, 
but finds, it- most proper that, a solution of the question, should he 
sought by the tradir becoming the property of the occupiers, but 
that the moment is not regarded, as propitious for laying before 
the hagting, a draft. 1 aw. with, this in view*

By the wish of the. hagting,, the Ministry expresses an opinion
concerning the second principal point, by which it is intimated 
that the question of how far.., in the future, tradir may be acquired
for cultivation even against the wishes of the leaseholder,
concerned, must be answered, in the negative, and that insofar as
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any decisions concerning the. intake of future tradir may be taken 
in. connection with. an. eventual draft law concerning the trod 
situation as a whole, it would be most, proper that it should be 
laid down that the intake of tradir from leasehold land can in 
future only take place when both, the crown estates administration 
and,, except in. the case of a vacancy of the lease., the leaseholder, 
concerned give their consent thereto.

The question now arises whether one should allow the matter 
to rest here,, and want until the indefinite future for its 
solution. And what would the consequences of this be?

It must be reco.gn.ised. that the commutation of the present 
tenancies of tradir on the state's land to hereditary leases, or 
outright ownership is extremely urgent and pressing, but on the 
other hand,, if there is a postponement of the matter for some time, 
it wilt hardly lead to very serious consequences. Tenants will, 
work, on the cultivation of their tradir with less of a will, which, 
will, occasion a loss for themselves, and for the community, for as 
has. often been urged* they; will, not be able to feel themselves, 
assured that the trod wilt remain in the. o.ccuph.tion of their 
descendants and their work thereby benefit them,. At times, they 
may even have, no guarantee; that, they themselves will. keep, the trod 
for their own. lifetimes.* If things fall, out badly, it could even 
happen that the leaseholders frequently or continually deprived 
the tenants' heirs of their tradir, but. in reality one may feel 
oneself to a certain degree, secured against arbitrary treatment in 
this respect, and the occasions when such might happen could be 
expected to be few* as they have hitherto been.

More important and more urgent in. my opinion is the resolution 
of the problem of the acquisition of further, tradir.

The population of the Faroe islands has now for many decades 
been sharply increasing,, in. contrast with the past, when different 
conditions,., the monopoly trade., epidemics,, legislation about the 
contraction, of matrimony &.c*,? hindered its growth. The different 
censuses show a population of 5,265 in 18.01,, 7, 3,14 in 184,0,
8,9.22 in. 18.60,, 9,992 in 18,7.0.,. lb,220, in 1880 and 12,954 in 1890*

It should assuredly be expected that the increase in:,the 
immediate future will. be. proportionately greater.., especially if
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the rich fishery now begun, should continue* Early marriages will 
be encouraged by a rich fishery, and the necessary house-room. will, 
be found easily enough. The question, now becomes very urgentt 
What, will, all these people Live on.,, especially if bad fishery years 
occur after, a good period? The number, of smaeka. will, possibly be 
greatly increased* even, though a shortage of capital with, certainly 
make itself felt as a hindrance* and the boat fishery will, be; 
carried on, by more persons than before, and be expected to. give a 
greater, total product,. Perhaps one may be pushed* even., into a 
a more rational use of the land already enclosed for cultivation, 
of cows and of sheep. By this more, may be produced, than now, but 
still.,, as far as may be expected, not at all in proportion, to the 
size of population. Many will,, in. the half of the year when the. 
smack fishery is discontinued, be practically without- employment. 
The winter boat- fishery, especially, because of weather, conditions, 
is only occasionally productive, and daily wage 1 ab.our on. the 
land-holdings of others will, scarcely yield any serious contribution 
to,, the support of many families:. The working of wool cannot now, 
as once, give significant employment. A large labour force will, 
•thus remain unused, causing an irreparable loss both in the 
economic and the moral, respect.** Already one sees during the 
winter a proportion of the male youth without, occupation* Even 
if the summer earnings at, the fishery have produced so much, that 
they are sufficient to> maintain life the whole year,, the position 
would not be much, better*.

The very circumstance that there is,, and will, be,, a large 
surplus of manpower is the reason that the promotion of cultivation 
in a rational manner is the only efficient means against 
overpopulation in the very near future* Cultivation, is as a rule, 
not at all profitable in the sense that one merely gets a 
tolerably good wage from, the produce of the earth. Cultivation 
will, now,, as before.,, be. an extremely important secondary 
occupation for the fisherman* as for many who are engaged in, 
handicrafts§ it will. give, them! and their families, an occupation: 
which can keep the family on. its feet.

If the cultivation of the outfield is not promoted in, the 
right, way, there will, arise, a numerous propertyless class,, and the
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consequences of this will, he in. the highest, degree damaging, not 
only for this class hut also for the possessors. This is so. 
evident that it, does., not. need to he illustrated further.

But cultivation of the oiitfield is for the Faroe Islands of 
the same significance as the struggle, against overpopulation is 
for nearly all. the countries, of Europe. Whilst,, however, there., 
has been proposed and in part, promoted, an emigration to thinly 
populated lands as the. effective, means,., it is for us for the. time, 
being only necessary to gain access, to gainful occupation at, hoine,.

T.od illustrate, the importance of a cultivation baaed on sound 
principles, I shall, permit, myself to.; set, forward certain remarks 
on the, experience I and others have had. here in. the islands on 
this matter, since I may state .in, advance that., since the authorities 
have, done nothing towards investigating the conditions* it is not- 
possible to produce facts to so nearly a great extent as desirable., 
but I am compelled, to build upon my own and others' observations, 
made as opportunity arose.

The most striking proof of the utility of a ‘properly carried 
through: enclosure of outfield for cultivation is presented by 
fdrshavn. Half a century ago- and earlier the town was extremely 
poor,, but the number of tradir. was also small. Besides the two; 
crown leaseholders and the persons who had their employment in the 
Monopoly and as officials,., there, was found a relatively large 
number of poor persons who. could get little, or no gainful employment 
It was a commonplace, that a pro.po3.tion. of these* at, certain times 
of the year.* wandered 3:ound the country as beggars. The better- 
placed, in the town had also, to; a large degree to come to the help, 
of the poor with gifts. The po.si.tion was prevented from 
deteriorating completely when, radical provisions were made, against 
overpopulation by requiring, a certain fortune of persons who wished 
to, contract matrimony (a<decision, which applied over the whole 
country)* and by compelling poor people to. send, their children to 
farmers in the countryside who. needed a labour force.

By the Law of 19 January 18,6-3 it was decided that all. the 
enclosed and cultivated, tradir belonging to the leasehold farm, of 
Hdsagar.dur near Torshavn, which were rented out to the inhabitants, 
of Tdrshavn* should pass over to outright ownership. Although
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this law did not. authorise the sale of portions of the outfield 
for cultivation,, with respect, to Husagardur the rule, has been, 
followed, of alienating such when the leaseholder has agreed to 
this. The c.ase has been similar, in the case of the farm, of 
Alaker. The consequence of allowing this sale and granting the 
leaseholder concerned,, as far. as is known, 1/4 of the purchase 
price, has been that the lids agarchir leaseholders have not opposed, 
cultivation,; whilst., the demand for land for the enclosure of tradir 
has been considerable. There are now found near Tdrshavn a large, 
number, of tradir, which comprise, a considerable area of well, 
cultivated land,, the like of whioh can, hardly- be shown elsewhere 
in the Faroe islands. pi ft .7; years ago Tdrshavn had a population 
of 7/14 inhabitants, whilst the last census on. 1 February 1890 gave 
1 ,,30,3,. To. the support, of these people the cultivation of the 
land contributes significantly. Reliable data for the illustration 
of this are not, at, my disposal, but. the matter may be regarded, as 
sufficiently known. It is also., of great significance that; this 
intake of tradir has been undertaken in- a place where the 
population is not exclusively or for a large part driven to. live 
from the cultivation of land. Other occupations have also, been 
available,, especially labouring,; handicrafts and the. fishery.
The enclosed, tradir have ordinarily had such, a size, that in. their 
cultivated, state they can. give at- least, one kofoder, and they are 
each, individually walled.

The best proof, that the matter, has been tackled correctly, 
and only needs to be promoted in .the same way in other places to, 
achieve a good result, one may have when one merely takes note of 
the tradir cultivated in Tdrshavn, and the population which has 
carried out this work.

Row matters have gone forward in other places in the islands 
with., cultivation on crown and all.o.dial land, especially with the 
foundation of new villages,, is difficult for me td illustrate, 
and a thorough investigation of conditions in. the individual 
places is necessary, but nothing is known about them,, although, the 
trod question has long been on the table,, and it has still been the 
subject of debate how far. cultivation is of use or not. Clickds 
and single, often misleading examples have been used instead of



instituting* a thorough investigation,, an investigation that, 
naturally can only he instituted by public; action.

Despite the difficulty- I shall nevertheless set down certain 
remarks on this point.

I. shall, first comment on conditions in, a place where I have 
had the opportunity to conduct observations personally,, namely in 
Pro3hour, village, on Suduroy. Fifty years ago the Royal Monopoly 
Trading Company net up a trading station neat' Tvoroyri in the 
outfield of the village of Frodbour.,. and somewhat later/ a large. 
iro3 was enclosed, for the company's employees. Since then, time 
after time,, enclosures have been made, along a stretch, of about one 
English mile inleng'th by the shore from, the boundary with, the 
village of T.r ongis vdgur almost- to. the ancient bour of Frodbour, as. 
tradir.. All. these, enclosures of the outfield have been undertaken 
by the owners of the outfield h but in. the course of time, a great 
number of the tradir have by sale passed over into other hands/, 
although; such. an. alienation is in. defiance of legislation., The 
enclosure has been undertaken, from, two,’ outfields with a 
considerable number of large and small, owners, and the. enclosures 
for cultivation have been made by degrees, a piece now and another 
later.,, and also; the different enclosures, if not all yet, some, have 
been divided into two.,- or several portions to allow the individual, 
owners their proportionate share in. each. The consequence has 
therefore been that. the. land has become much, fragmented, and each 
owner has his share in. different places,, quite resembling the 
position in the ancient bour and perhaps worse. Further.,, by the 
subsequent alienation of the arbitrarily purchased portions of 
tradir,, the fragmentation has further increased.

On this enclosed land have, settled newcomers to a total of 
over 200... Some of these as merchants,, officials and ships' 
masters are quite independent of the cultivation of the land.
For others,, on the other hand, cultivation will be,, if not a 
principal, occupation,, yet an essential for a good existence* 
Unfortunately the cultivation undertaken hitherto has hot been 
able to enjoy its rightful prosperity.

As previously mentioned,, the land is much fragmented. It 
has also, walling only against the outfield,, and this wall it has. 
not paid itself to. erect, sufficiently. The individual plots are
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not, as in. fdrshavn, individually enclosed. A large proportion 
of the land belongs to persons who liv.e in. the old village of 
pro0'bour about two. English miles, distant.. Others,; who have bought 
plots of trod from the original owners,, certainly live on their 
tradir., but have no vote in the deed si on of questions concerning 
the common interests of the. tradir, about driving out intruding 
shee.p$1 the condition of the walling,, and such like,;, since they do.; 
not. own. the registered, land of whiclr the trod after all, comprises, 
a constituent part. The consequence is that two parties are t.oj- 
be found,, of which, the one without voting rights desires the 
greatest, possible independence and protection for the enclosure, 
while the other party,, the. owners resident, in. the old village,, pay 
no regard to this,, but. with to protect the sheep-raising in the 
outfield. For this reason, cultivation is greatly retarded, 
practically nobody places any great, weight upon it,, and the bulk: 
of the considerable trod in. the neighbourhood of Tvoroyri lies, 
uncultivated or is employed only for the raising of potatoes.
Many of the new inhabitants of Tvoroyri are landless.;,, others have 
so much, that, they can raise a few potatoes,., without being in a 
position to. fodder., a cow. Nor. is it possible even at a high price 
to purchase mi 11c. That this last. will, be to the irreparable 
damage of the rising generation.,, is obvious. Fuel (peat) one has 
hitherto., been able to purchase.,, but soon many will, be compelled to 
buy the exceedingly dear coal which, is brought from England. With 
regard to access; to the fishery the population is not badly placed, 
and other occupationsg handicrafts, the discharging of ships, the 
processing of fish and the like have been considerable.

Although ±b. the establishment of the new village of Tvoroyri 
things have proceeded, in an, utterly objectionable way, the evil 
consequences, have not shown themselves yet to any significant 
degree... The reason for this is that in that place have been 
established, several large trading and fish-processing concerns, 
that, have given, the work-seeking population a profitable occupation 
in, part also during that period of the year when the smack fishery 
is discontinued, and on the whole access to productive employment 
is difficult. The population, of Tvoroyri and the surrounding 
places has not yet risen so. much that overpopulation has set in.
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When one has observed the conditions particularly in later years, 
one will, find there is a considerable tendency for people to 
settle in. that place, since in the other villages on the island 
it. is difficult for the landless to maintain, themselves. If the 
immigration, continues,, which, with certainty one may predict,, there: 
will in a fairly short, time arise a class of people who; perhaps 
own the dwelling, they liv.e. in and the site on which it stands, but 
who; otherwise are landless.. In the summer they will, at any rate 
for the time being find plenty of employment, the mean on board 
the fishing smacks,, the women and children with fish processing, 
but in winter, i.,e. about half the year, they will be driven to 
seek daily-paid labour, which cannot give much., to the many, and 
tolthe boat fishery,, which is a very uncertain occupation. In. 
the main, unemployment, will set in during the winter period 
accompanied by the customary evil consequences from, the economic 
and the moral standpoint. One will there, by the side, of a. 
proportion of prosperous and rich folk, have a great number of 
proletarians of the worst sort. This the people in that, place 
toQi have noticed,, and many of the present inhabitants deplore the. 
poor conditions,, especially that they cannot get land for 
cultivation,, which, they could have the benefit of, but are 
compelled,,, amongst other, things,, to work on the cultivation of 
others' land.

S© much for the present, situation in the new village of 
Tvoroyri, and the future outlook of the place.

The new village of Tvoroyri is built partly on crown land and 
partly on. allodial land, quite in character with the ancient 
villages of the Faroe Islands and with, just as complex an. ownership 
position. There are many-places besides, including on Suduroy, 
where in recent, times the enclosure of tradir and the setting up of 
new villages has been undertaken, but unfortunately always on. an 
irrational principle and with, poor results.

As far as Suduroy is concerned., only in a small degree, have. 
tradir been created on the state leaseholdings and nowhere are new. 
villages exclusively on these.

The management oi the crown, estates of the islands have at 
times shown, considerable interest in. the cultivation of outfield,,
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and thereby many new villages have appeared, on the state's land. 
Often., certainlythe business has gone forward without sufficient 
discrimination, and the creation, of new villages has been permitted 
or promoted in. places where one ought to have seen that folk could 
not find support, such as where no, or only xooor.,. access to the 
fishery was present (as in the Sundalag), and constantly the 
mistake has been made of setting up lifetime leases and on the 
whole making the tro5 owner dependant on. the crown, leaseholder. 
Howhere is there to. be found,, as far. as is known,, a, situation 
similar to that in. T<5rshavn,; and there is certainly scarcely any 
place which has achieved as good a result as there, but there, has 
been,, to our great detriment, nourished up an. already numerous 
proletariat. As, however, my knowledge of these conditions may 
be too.; superficial, I shall not enter on a further account of 
this case. I. can only assert that my opinions in the main, are 
correct.

There have certainly, in. places, been instances of 
cultivation, by newcomers promoted against, the leaseholder's will, 
and at his cost, without thereby having created good conditions 
for the newcomer. The damage, which, the settlement of nev/comers 
has occasioned the crown, leaseholders,., and the demand which one 
had often, heard advanced, that the crown farms as a whole, so to 
speak,3 ought utterly to be given over to the indicriminate 
enclosure of tradir, has occasioned the trosag's meeting an 
absolute opposition on the part of the crown farmers.

I must maintain that now, when the urge to cultivate is . 
already with us - and with the increase of population it. will, 
increase strongly - it is indefensible to let the trosag, or at 
least its principal point, the promotiop. of cultivation, rest, and 
that the hagting must take up the matter afresh and discuss what 
measures ought to be taken,, and inform, the government of them.

As the bulk of the cultivable land in the immediate 
neighbourhood of T.drshavn is already taken up, and the chance of 
getting tradir from, the crown estates, according to the Ministry's 
pronruncement,, becomes, somewhat difficult,, one is led to reflect 
on. acquiring the necessary areas by expropriation in suitable 
places.
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With reference to the foregoing X permit, myself to advance 
the following proposals.^
1. As soon as possible there should he constituted a Commission 

(of three, members« including the agricultural, consultant) 
who shall, undertake a journey round the I'aroe islands*

2. They shall, undertake, an. investigation, into what results, 
cultivation of the outfield both on. crown, estates and 
allodial. land has hitherto,* given,, and to what degree they 
have, taken place.,) and ©.specially concerning those places; 
that, may be adapted to habitation.

3* There should be designated certain,; probably only a very 
few places, (perhaps two- or three) ,, which are to be laid 
' out for the creation of new villages.

4,* The Commission shall., draw up a proposal on the basis., of 
the investigations they have made, how large: an area ought, 
to, be enclosed for cultivation in each place., how the 
nee.es.sary fuel wCkpl be provided, for the newcomers:,, whether 
outfield grazing, for; cows, ought to be: arranged or not* 
together with an* arrangement of conditions ini general* in 
which respect it. is a foregone, conclusion,, that- there 
shall, always be straightway set up a shee.p™proof outer mil..
The necessary; area,* which, shall., hoi-/ever.,, as far as possible, 
be. provided from, crown land* shall, be expropriated* if 
necessary,, and the expenses incurred* together with, the 
expense of the outer, wall.* shall, be met. by the exchequer.

6. The land shall, be transferred, by degrees as applications, 
are received* either: to.- hereditary lease, or. individual 
proprietorship*. in the latter, case the conditions of 
payment, and the interest must be sat, such, that the less, 
wealthy may be ini a position to, buy. The individual- plots, 
are to, be, given., such a. size that in. a properly cultivated 
condition they will, he able t.o give fodder for from* 1 to 2 
caws., respectively winter fodder alone or fodder for the 
whole year, according, to whether summer outfield grazing is 
available or not. The plots should be neither, amalgamated 
nor. divided. Each one is taken with., the obligation, to have 
it fenced, and inhabited, within, a certain, period. The 
buildings im future., always pass. with., the land* and the land 
may only be managed, by the. man who, lives on. it*
This is undeniably a radical measure* but when the community' 

welfare imperatively demands it* one must not hold back with 
respect, to. the individuals whose land will, be expropriated and who 
will, have full compensation.* There is also a great difference, 
between, bringing newcomers here and there in. many places in, the 
outfield of the. leaseholders and taking in. large pieces of land 
uni t e d in a few. p 1 a c.e s.

On the other, hand*, as a matter of course* no feither intake



of traiSir on the state's land other than by the leaseholder should, 
he allowed* even- If the leaseholder, concerned. gives his consent 9 
for such creation. of new tillages may in. places* as mentioned, 
earlier*, easily have had. consequences,

p.t* fdrshavn.* id Augxist 1891,
OLIVER EEESR80E

Translated from., the text in Lag tings ticlende, 18.91, pp., 119-24,, 
by JOT,
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a p p e n d i x e s ;
LAW, 0NUTHE„ A L I E M T I O f W T A K B S _AWL__BWILLIHCt̂  SITES ̂ FROM 

THE _ S TATE :aLBASBEOLO S THE ̂FAROE
5§LMLS^0F^1J^RlL^ia94.

I., 1, The toadir. or parts of tradir belonging' to the state's
leasehold estates, whiclr have been enclosed by, others than the 
leaseholder.,, and boathouse or dwelling-house sites, may* when they- 
are occupied by others than the leaseholder, himself 9> and the 
occupier of the trod or site, concerned, makes application herefor txr 
the estates management,, be transferred to, freehold ownership on 
the conditions., stated, in the following paragraphs. Of tradir or 
parts of tradir which, are enclosed, by the leaseholder himself and 
only later in a cultivated condition, rented, out, such transfer may 
take place only when either, the leaseholder and the estates 
management, hoik, agree? thereto,* or the estates management considers., 
that the trod occupier/s relationship to the., tro 5 ox*, part tro So 
by reason of specially e-sis ting circumstances, ought, to,, be placed, 
in a class., with, that, of the. occupier, who.) has himself cultivated a 
tood or by inheritance nr oiher means has entered, on, the cultivators 
rights.* 2* The purchase price, of. each trod or part of a tro5 r< 
boatho.ns.e or. dwelling-house site shall, be determined at the sum-., of 
25 times, the rent which the present occupier has paid, exclusive 
of what is paid for rights which according to. the present Law. do 
not, accompany the sale. - though the purchase price for tradir pr 
parts of tradir shall, not, exceed 100/ kroner per kofo.der (winter, 
and summer foddering)*, in. the cas& of 110 rent having been, paddy 
the purchase price of a trod or part of a trod shall, be 50 kroner 
for every kofoder at, which, it. is rated by the assessment 
commission established in accordance with the Law of 29, March. 18.6.7 
concerning a new. assessment of lands in the farce Islands,. When 
no, assessment in kof oder has been undertaken by the assessment 
commission of the trod or trod, part, that is desired for purchase. ™ 
and for boathouse and dwelTingrhouse sites for which, no rent has. 
been paid - the purchase price shall, be determined by a valuation 
in conformity with, law., undertaken, by two. men, of which the estates, 
management; shall, choose the one and the purchaser the other* If.
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these men cannot agree, they shall choo.se an. arbiter,, and if they 
cannot, agree about the choice of the latter,, the court shall 
choose an. arbiter* 3* With, the freehold right to the tro5 on 
tro3 part shall, go, neither the right to, drive c.ows into the 
outfield nor any other right or appurtenance connected with 
occupation of the assessed bour,. and to, the leaseholder is 
reserved-, the customary winter, grazing right for his sheep, unless, 
the same shall, be commuted by voluntary agreement between, the 
leaseholder and the -tiro6 owner. If commutation is to be permanent 
or even for. a longer, time than the. tenancy of the leaseholder 
concerned and of a possible widow,, this cannot, take place, unless 
the Landvmsenskommiss 1 on. iudg.es that commutation can. take place 
without, significant, damage, to. the lease.,; and the estates 
management gives, its consent. Of the commutation, siim. for the 
right,, which, is to be fixed, by the 1 andvm s enskommi s si on and shall 
accrue to the state treasury, there, shall be paid to the 
relinquishing leaseholder and his widow,, as long as they occupy 
the lease,, annually, which shall be deducted from the leasehold 
rent* 4* The purchase price, of the trod or trod part, 
boathouse or dwelling-house site accrues to the state treasury, 
from, which in reduction, of the leasehold rent shall, be paid to 
the leaseholder relinquishing the trod or site,, and his widow, 
for the period of their tenancy„ 4. per cent, annually of the paid 
purchase price* If this sum. is smaller than the rent of the 
trod or site hitherto, paid,, the difference will, be annually paid 
to the relinquishing leaseholder and, his widow during their 
tenancy by the purchaser,, who for the fulfilment, of the. 
obligation shall, give surety on the purchased property with, a 
first, mortgage, or,, if the sum, is wholly or partly paid by bond 
to the state treasury,, then with, a mortgage next after the latter* 
The purchaser of a trod or trod part is entitled either, wholly or 
partly to pay the purchase price by issuing for the same, a bond 
bearing 4 per cent interest with first priority security in the 
trod or trod part,, which, shall be irrevocable on. the part of the 
state treasury,, as long as the first owner, or his widow occupies 
the property and duly fulfils the duties which are imposed by the 
bond, or with a bond with first priority security of which,
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interest, and repayments will, "be made at 6 per. cent, annually of the. 
sum- of the bond, such. that, of this 4 per c:ent annually shall, be 
reckoned as interest on the outstanding capital,, and the remainder 
constitute, an instalment, repayment, on the loan. The purchaser 
shall, defray all. the expenses connected with, the forementioned, 
conveyances. 5* Ho trod or tro9 part may hereafter be divided
or parcelled out without the. consent of the. Amf,, which, shall, also, 
apply,, when 2 ox* more tradir by amalgamate or have come to> 
cons titn.te a single holding. If a person who owns part of a trod 
wishes to. sell., the same it shall.,, insofar as it is under 1 kofoder, 
h.e offered to the person or persons who own the remaining portion 
of the trod,, who shall, be entitled to, demand, that the trod part 
shall, be transferred to hiim. for the highest price, that anyone else 
will, give for it. - For the parcelling out of tradir of 1 kof oder 
or under permission can. only he given if a suitable land adjustment 
or union of trod parts may make it necessary, or there ma,y be a 
need for boathouse, or building si ten... When a trod becomes, 
inhabited,; the. house., and trod shall continue, as a united property, 
so that a separate conveyance of one of the parts may not. without 
the Amils permission take place either, by gift, sale,, inheritance 
or in other, ways. 6.. Every trod owner is bound to maintain 
strong and sheep-proof walls around his t r o d If between, several. 
trod owners there can. be attained agreement about the erection and 
maintenance of a strong and sheep-proof main wall, around their 
trad jr., the walls around each one of these, need, no longer, be,, 
sheep-proof, or be.tween two. adjoining tradir , if their owners 
are agreed about this, may be dispensed with altogether. The. 
contract drawn up on this matter to be valid must be approved by 
the Ami. % • Every person who , by pulling down stone from; the 
walls around the., tradir or by other means bringing about the 
intrusion of cattle., or sheep shall ,, besides compensating for the 
damage caused, according to the estimate of impartial men,, pay a 
fine ox 2-10. kroner,, which shall, accrue to the relief fund of the 
kommune concerned, established by the Law. of 9 February 188J on 
amendments to the Law concerning poor relief in the Faroe Islands 
of 22 March 1&55. The same punishment shall apply to breaches 
of paragraph, 6,. These, cases, shall, be heard and judged by the.
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politiret of the syss.el with, appeal to the Ami's o verpo1i tire t»

XX.. ' 8.. 'the Ministry of Justice shall.,, after recommendation!, 
from, the estates management,, he entitled to alienate to others 
than, the leaseholder, not only boathouse and dwelling-house sites., 
when there is a need for these,, but also such areas of the 
leasehold estates' share of the outfield as may be found fit for 
future cultivation as well. with, as without habitation, which may 
without significant, damage., to the operation of the lease be 
considered!, completely separable from., it. S u c h  alienation may 
also take place without the consent of the leaseholder concerned,, 
though, in ameh. cases, as far as they concern, areas., for cultivation, 
a report must be obtained front, the syss.el 's Landvmsenskommlssion, 
and for the foundation of new. villages from, the council., of the 
kommune also.* 9/* If an. alienation of areas which it is desired 
to dispose, of according to. paragraph. 8..< cannot take place without 
a previous enclosure, the Ministry of Justice shall, be entitled 
by the landf oged to bring the case, for action by the village 
grannas.tevna, where, the landf aged shall, he., entitled to. vote. on. 
behalf of the leasehold estate.. The introduction of the case, and 
subsequent action shall, be in. accordance, with the provisions 
prescribed, in the Law, of 1 April 1891 on. gr annas be vnur in the.
Faroe Islands sn.cl the law of 4 March., 18,57 on the enclosure., of 
common outfields.. After, the matter has. been the subject of 
discussion at the gr annas t.e vna, the. Ministry of Justice shall., be 
entitled, notwithstanding the. provisions in paragraph 6. of the. Law 
of 4 March. 185-1.* to bring a request for enclosure before, the 
syscel's Landvmsenskommission, which, shall, deal with the case, 
according to the legislative provisions on. that subject, 10. The- 
areas concerned, shall, be transferred by degrees, ah requests, for 
them: coma forward, to> freehold ownership, though as far.- as. tradir 
or parts of tradir are concerned,; not in. smaller, parcels than that 
each, one of them, in cultivated, condition can yield, summer and 
winter ig.ddering for one cow or serve to complete one kof oder, and 
with, the obligation on. the purchaser to have the. parcel of land 
properly fenced within 5 yenns.?* if this does not take place, the 
plot shall revert to the lease.,, and the purchase price, be forfeit 
to the state, treasury. The purchase price for a kof oder, which
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constitutes 5.0, kronen, accrues to the state treasury, and the. 
interest hereof shall, he compensated in. the leasehold rent in the 
same manner, as in paragraph. 4 is appointed-. Otherwise the sale 
of individual plots of land shall he conducted in accordance with: 
the regulations contained; in paragraphs 2~7* Commutation of the. 
lease's right of thinker, grazing may take plane either directly 
after alienation or laterwith, reference to commutation and 
compensation, for the same the rules in paragraph 3- will, apply.
11. The renting of plots of the lease's outfield for. cultivation 
hy the leaseholder.,, which has hitherto./ been in operation, shall, he 
in the future limited to parcels of the sine named in. the preceding 
paragraph and may take place only with the consent of the estates, 
management,. These, future rented tradir may then, he transferred to; 
freehold ownership in similar manner to. all. other tradir enclosed.
12. This Law embraces, also., the. leasehold farms, whose.-use is 
reserved for the holders of offices., or. appointments. Of the 
purchase or commutation, prices, which shall in future accrue to the 
state treasury for these properties,, the 4 per cent which according 
to paragraphs 3,,; 4 and 10 is allowed the relinquishing leaseholder 
and his wife for the period of their tenancy,, shall be deducted, 
from, the rent of the leasehold farm, concerned, for as long as it
is reserved, to the office or appointment. 13,. The power of the. 
Ministry of Justice to alienate plots, of the outfield of leasehold 
estates given in. the Orders ir. Council of...24 May and 10 June. 18,76, 
shall continue.

Translated from, the original text as printed in Bang; & 
Bmrentser, op. cit., by J1W.

IKThese, orders, (see. Bang & Bmrentsen,. op. cit., pp. 4,08-9) concern, 
principally two.) particular alienations, one near Tdrshavr, the 
other, in SuSuroy,, though they do giv.e general powers, I cannot, 
however,, find that these powers have elsewhere been used., and I 
have therefore omitted them*from consideration, in the body of this 
thesis.



appM5£2L1!S!!
LAW WHEREBX" I T  IB IH3MDED TEAT FRAGFIEITATLOii OF PRIVATE

g S m ^ S ^ I^ m ^ F M O B ^ IS L M D S ^ S H ^ L ^ B E ^ L IM IT B D  

2^4j§AHGa lag
1« Any person. who; owns a landed estate of from. 1 to.> 6 marks in 
size, infield and outfield,, united in one village,, though not. lass, 
than 4 gyldern in each. hagi. or. hagapartur* shall., be. empowered to 
decide that this pr.oper.ty* with; the. buildings whichi are or. shall, 
be ereeted on the land of the. said property, shall., be and shall 
continue a united estate* that, may be, divided only in accordance 
with the rules of paragraph, 5* 2 „ fhe owner concerned shall.,
when he. wishes, to take such a decision with reference to his. 
property, apply to the. sorenskriver* and before him'* in the 
presence of witnesses* declare his decision,, which, shall, by the 
sorenskriver. at, once, be entered in the judicial record book, in 
consideration, of a, fee according to the public Fee.s Regulations.-, of
3,0, March. 18-36. paragraph 1Tu The sorenskriver shall thereafter at, 
the next, court sessions* at, the. expense, of the owner concerned,, 
publicly register (tinglaese) a copy of the decision, entered, in. the 
judicial record book. Such a decision onca proclaimed shall, be 
and remain irrevocable and immoveable^, though the Ministry of 
Justice* where circumstances are favourable* may permit deviation 
from, the same.* when the application, of the owner concerned is 
supported by two.-thirds of the members present at a meeting of the 
hagtijg, at which there is a quorum.. 3« if a portion of the 
estate concerned is burdened with, a registered mortgage debt* the. 
sorenskriver shall, not record, the desired decision until the owner 
has produced the written declaration of the mortgagee that he has no> 
objection to the proposed decision being taken. 4«- If a portion 
of the estate concerned is burdened with a registered mortgage debt 
and the mortgageaehas given his consent to the decision* the 
mortgage debt from, the date of the tlnglmsning of the declaration. 
shall, be regarded, as secured on the whole of the united estate.
When, several portions of the estate are secured to different 
mortgagees,. the declaration of these shall, likewise contain what



is necessary about what, priority their claims shall, have on. the 
united estate* in. which, case the declarations ox the mortgagees, 
shalllhe tlnglsest« Land which, is granted to a creditor as: a, 
pledge in use cannot- be included in a united estate unless the 
creditor according to the above~pre.s.cribed rules gives, his consent 
to.j the mortgage being changed from a pledge in use. to a. simple 
mortgage• %. If. the estate, concerned is less; than 6 marks, of
land, the. owner.,, wheiii he later, acquires more land in the same 
village* by following the same procedure as is. given in paragraph
2,, and under the observation of the provisions fixed in paragraphs 
3 and 4,>, may decide that also this later acquired, land shall 
belong; to the estate* and he may thus enlarge, the sine of the 
estate until in all it comprises 4 marks of land, infield and 
outfield* though, in every hagi or. hagap.ar.tur there shall, be not 
less; than 4. gylden. On the other hand, under the same conditions 
as ar.e new laid down* it shall be permissible for an owner, to 
divide such an; estate united in accordance with, the for.em.entioned 
provisions* though not into smaller, portions than. 2 marks of land, 
and to., exchange even, smaller, portions of his property with, other, 
land whpr thereby he can. increase, or. unite the land he may already 
own in a hagi. or hagapartur « 6.. The person who owns a united
estate subjected to the provisions contained in paragraphs 1-5 
shall be entitled by a declaration given by him. before the court 
to- determine what action shall be taken, over the estate after his 
death, to which of his heirs, the same shall, fall.,, what stock., 
inventory* equipment and buildings of all kinds shall, accompany the 
farm* and what sum this shall be taken, for.. Further, there may be 
expected,, according to cir.cumstan.eea, confirmation, of testaments., by 
which it is determined that the farm, with its accessories at that, 
same fixed valuation* and moreover, by the observance of the further, 
provisions of this Law shall, if the child to whom, it is intended, 
to., transfer, it, shall die before the. testator* pass to the 
forementioned, child's surviving spouse,, for which confirmation in. 
no case will be paid a higher fee- than the present minimum; 
authorised, confirmation fee* When the other heirs., or if they 
are minors* their, guardians.* consider the sum. fixed for the. estate 
too.' low* they are entitled., to require* before it is o;ccupied by



the heir determined for it;,, that it shall, be valued, by 3. impartial 
men nominated by the court,, and the child shall then be entitled 
to take over the same for three-quarters of the valuation; figure*
7i* If the owner is married and lives in the customary community 
of goods with his wife,, he shall,, if he wishes to use the privilege 
given him im the previous paragraph, obtain his wife's consent to 
this* 8. By the testamentary disposition which the parents thus 
make of their farm,, it, may also be determined that, the longer-lived 
of thenu shall, under the further, conditions contained in paragraph
10..' below be permitted to retain, the farm-, and its accessories 
against a compensation corresponding to. the value, at which the 
farm, in accordance with, the provisions in. paragraph 6, shall be 
transferred, to one of the children, which, compensation shall be. 
secured on the. estate and paid out. in the case, in. which the 
children's paternad or maternal heritage, would otherwise be paid 
out, to them.* The. survivor is not empowered to sell the farm, 
without, its being first- offered to the son or daughter who. ini due 
course would inherit it,, and who shall, then be entitled to take- 
the same for the value set down ini the testament, or for the sura 
which, in. the case of objection from the other heirs shall, be 
determined by the manner prescribed in paragraph 6,. and for the 
raising of the sum, shall, have a respite until the second June 
settling-day following. If the heir in. question is a minor,, the 
case shall., before.-a, decision is taken about the taking-over of 
the farm:, be submitted for the judgement of the Ministry of Justice, 
It also, naturally follows,, that, by the joint, testament of; apoxts.es. 
may also:, b.e determined, further restrictions on the disposition, of 
the survivor over, the farm,., and especially, he may be prohibited 
front mortgaging, it, and the survivor may in no case give any 
mortgage priority over the inheritance shares which, fall, to the 
children from, their previously dead father, or. mother,, which 
inheritance shares as previously mentioned, shall, be secured in. the 
farr% until in. some other way they axe given satisfaction, for the 
same. 9-, It is likewise, a matter of course that the survivor, 
cannot after his spouse's death make any alteration in the joint 
final testament, given by the two of them in favour of one of the 
children., but should the child in. question, die or not wish, to.,
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accept the estate,, the survivor may by a new testamentary 
disposition, decide which, of the. other children shall, take his. 
place, provided their joint testament does not contain, any 
provision on this subject* 10. The right to retain the farm, 
which according to, the married, couple's joint testament can.be.. 
accorded to the survivor of the two, shall with, reference to, the 
husband not be restricted to the time he remains unmarried.,, and 
the. farm also;,, when the widow contracts a fresh marriage., can, 
remain with. her. and her second husband, until the sorn to whom- the 
farm; according, to their testament, shall, pass., comes of age, which 
in accordance with l.L. 3.-19"-3A shall, be understood 18, years of 
age, or until the daughter, on whom, it is bestowed, contracts 
marriage. 11. In. place of such a disposition which paragraphs 
8. and 10. entitle an owner oft land and his wife to> establish for 
each other's benefit,, it shall, also, though they have issue,, be 
free, for them, by reciprocal testament to decide: that, the survivor 
shall retain, the farms and its accessories in full, ownership against 
payment., according to an assessment undertaken on. oath, to the 
heirs of the first to die,, one-third, of the true value of the farm, 
and its accessories.-,, this however being only reckoned, after 
deduction of the debt resting on the latter, with which, they shall 
in every respect rest content, and on the condition that the. 
survivor's right in accordance with: paragraph. 15- in the Ordinance 
of §1 May 1845 to take inheritance from, the first-deceased,^ shall, 
expire* 12* When an owner in accordance with this Law. has, given 
M s  real estate to, one of his children against a reasonable, 
compensation.,,, he shall not be authorised in any other manner to..- 
dispose over more than an eighth of the fortune he leaves,, such, as 
this amounts to according to the value at. which, the farms according 
to the provisions im paragraph 6. is to be taken over by the child 
concerned,, which same shall apply,, when an owner and his wife who. 
have issue wish, to exercise the right, paragraph 11 grants them to,- 
leave each, other the farm, in ownership*, 13* Just as the person, 
who; owns several united fax*ms may not by testament, bestow on one 
child several of these,, when he leaves several children,, neither, 
may the surviving partner of the marriage retain several farms,? 
the latter, may however retain the farm, bestowed on a son or
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daughter, who is a minor., until either, he comes of age or she 
marriesP; whereby in, accordance with paragraph 10 it is to be noted 
that, in the case where the widow remarries, not. full, legal, majority 
hut only simple majority is required for the son concerned t.o fee 
placed iii occupation of the farm.. neither can the forementioned, 
be a hindrance to the surviving partner's retaining the several, 
properties., that may fall, to him, as share of the. estate, according 
t.oj law.. 14,. A widow who; owns, a united farm can, in. all. matters 
exercise, the right, of testation, which is granted in this Law-.. 
However., the widow or widower, who. retains annualdivided, estate after 
a deceased partner, without,, whilst the latter lived, there having 
been, made any, testamentary disposition of the farm., may not use the 
forementioned right, of testation other than that the heirs of the 
deceased shall, retain, the paternal or maternal inheritance that has 
already fallen, to them, inviolate. 15. It shall, also, be free for 
an owner,, under the customary testamentary forms, to make a will 
with the content for which this law gives the right.* if the will, 
is made between a married couple such that, it gives one of these, 
the right,,, after, the other's death,, to retain possession of the 
farm* with, the restrictions contained in this Law's., paragraphs 8, 
and 1Q>,, if it. is made according to the form prescribed in. paragraph
6., there shall, be entered, in the mortgage record book, a copy of the 
declaration of will, before the court and for this the customary 
registration, and record, fees shall be payable, and when the will is 
made by other means it shall, be tinglast. 16.. If the person, who,- 
owns an, estate subjected to the provisions contained in paragraphs 
1«*5> does not during his life take a decision on how the estate, 
shall pass, after his death, and the. estate is included in the 
deceased's affairs being wound up, it shall, them be. allocated to 
one of the children or heirs for the suim for which the heirs, at 
the winding-up can agree. If no agreement can be attained in 
this respect between the heirs, the property shall be sold by 
public auction and the proceeds divided according’ to the provisions, 
of law. 17. It shall not in. the future be permissible for land 
to.' be divided,,, by purchase or sale., by division, on inheritance or 
by other mode of conveyance t.o individual ownership, in. smaller 
portions than, on.e gylden, united as well, in bonr as in. hagi or
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hagapartur. If all. the land which, at. the winding-up of an estate 
is available for division cannot he allocated to the heirs without, 
a portion, of the land being divided into smaller parcels than a 
whole gylden*. united as well, im hour as in hagi or hagapar’(air9 and 
the heirs cannot agree which, of them, shall, take over such, parcels 
of land, these shall, be sold by public auction and their product 
divided between the heirs concerned,. 18,. It, shall further be 
forbidden,,, by purchase or sale or in. any other manner to separate 
the. appurtenances united, to the land by the legal provisions in 
force. 1%, For a sale or exchange or other conveyance of any 
land that, has taken, place to have any legal validity there shall, 
be drawn, up and tfnglsest a written, document,,, which shall- contain 
full details of in, what the transfer consists. With, reference to 
the time of registration, 1\UL. 5>~3.~3&f 4,0» 4.1 will be observed..
20.. The allodial redemption right accorded, by H .L . Book 5 Chapter. 
%  and the Ordinances of 14 January 17,71 and 14, January 18.29, shall, 
cease, such, that after 1 July 18.97 it shall, no longer be 
enforceable.

Translated, from, the text as printed in Bang & Bee rent sen, 
op. cit., by JFW.



APPBM1)IXJW
PliO'l-WHALBJinRTIMG^

The Paroemen are the descendants of the ancient, Vikings.* Bat. 
ill, few -places in Scandinavia has the o;ld wild character vanished, 
t.o suck a degree as amongst, this sober, and peaceful population. 
Amongst Fareemen, it. is not, considered good form, to he violent. 
Fights. are extremely;, rare,, murder is unknown. In daily life 
people try to he dignified and gentle,, and the hothead runs the 
risk, of becoming a 1 aughing-stook. However, there, are, occasions
when it, is considered improper to, be calm, and quiet,,, and when it, 
is even a duty to become wild and murderous. This is when a 
school of pilot.“Whales is reported, in nearby waters.

It, happens, at. times, that a crew of a boat will., while., they 
are out fishing, discover whales,. Sometimes, they are great 
whales, passing by singly or in small, groups. In such a case 
they have no interest, for the fishermen. They can do nothing., 
against these gigantic creatures that are. many times, lar.gpr than, 
the boats... it. is the business of the professional whalers, to 
attend to the biggest animals in. this world.

But they can. also, be grindahvalir, pilot-whales. These are 
a species., of dolphin (globic.ephalus m.elas.) that move acro.:ss the 
Atlantic, in schools of up to 1,000, sometimes more. And these 
whales, the. Faro emeu, are in a position to., catch. The pilot-whale 
hunt is an ancient national sport,, a magnificent.,, stimulating 
popular pastime. But it cannot be denied that it. is carried on 
in a manner that is often barbaric, in its operation. If this hunt 
were not at the same time an o.ce.upation of economic, importance, one 
would be justified in classing it with the bullfighting of the 
southern countries...

Schools of pilot-whales are not always discovered from, the 
sea. They are often, first seen from the land. They can appear, 
at all. times, of the year, but are commonest, in. July and August,
XAs mentioned on page 245, many accounts of pilot-whale hunting 
exist, in English. However, none of the more easily accessible 
ones c.is; as concise? authoritative and readable as this account 
by a Faroes..© author..



About this time it often. Happens, that aged pilot-whale enthusiasts 
undertake mysterious trips into the mountains% especially at night, 
or ini the early hours of the morning* There, they walk, alone - by 
chance of course - and look out over the sea. But everyone knows, 
what, they are thinking, about . They would like to have the., honour 
of being the first to discover a school of pilot-whales.* This 
gives not, only honour, but also, a solid profit, - if the finder c.an 
likewise, be the first, to. reach, the whales in a boat.. Then as, his 
reward he receives the largest whale,, the fInnlngarhvalur.

As soon, as the school is observed, it is necessary as quickly 
as possible to raise the alarm, with all. villages and boats" crews 
in the neighbourhood. If the whales are seen from, a boat,,, a mast 
is immediately raised, with a flag or a garment bnoikhiiop*
Everyone knows, what; that, means,, and the news spreads like wildfire.

nowadays,, when telephone and radio.; are. used,, the news travels 
alm.o st by itself. But in former times a system was used that was 
nearly as good. Beacons were fired. The whole thing, was 
precisely organised. Beacons were lit in particular, places and 
had time-honoured meanings. A fire, south of the houses in a 
village meant that the school was in one place,, a fire, north of 
the houses meant it was in another place. As soon, as they saw- 
the signal in the neighbouring village or the village across, the 
fjord, they would light a fire to show that they had Linder stood 
the signal,, and to send it. onwards. Thus the message would race 
front village to village in the form, of festive pillars of smoke..

The beacons were generally lit by the women. The male 
population,, right from, the 8,0-year-old to the 3-year-old hah 
something else. to. think, about than, firing a bundle of hay* The. 
boys leapt wildly around shouting grindabod „ grindabocj! This 
means whale-alarm. The men, dropped whatever they were doing, 
hurried, home for their whale-spear s. and put out the boats. If 
they were attending a service in church, they would fling down 
their hymn-books and leave the minister to it. if a man was 
lying din his bed. he would simply snatch up his trousers and put 
them, on, on his way down, to the boat. It is a breathless, haste- 
psychasis. that seizes the population. It has happened that a. 
boat's motor has been started without the anchor being raised, so
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that, the boat, went, round in, a circle like a mad cow on its tether* 
In., an incredibly short time the boats are off, 3.-4, minutes after, 
grindab.od has been heard,, one mas?- see.- the first boats with fierce- 
looking whale-spears in theubaw» foaming away from, the landing- 
place »

A whale.-hunt is an, absolute military operation,, a veritable 
call, to, arms. Everything is organised beforehand, the individual 
boats are fighting units that have to dispose themselves according 
to orders given them, by the previously appointed hunt foremen.

The first boats which, reach the place in. question coufin.ee 
themselves as a rule merely to following the school and seeing that, 
it does not. disappear again. As soon, as a goodly fleet has 
assembled,, the hunt can begin,; and now it is necessary to drive, the 
luckless, whales into a fiord or a creek where the. killing cam 
take place.

In the islands, are. to., be found a series of time-honoured. 
whaling-bays.,; that are nearly always preferred. The hunt foremen, 
decide- in each individual case,, with suitable attention to,- the. 
weather, and the current,, where, the school shall, be driven.

The hunt takes, place, in this ways by shouting, stone-throwing 
and. other commotion the hunters, try to disturb the harmless, and
indolent whales, yus t so much, that they will, start moving .in; the
desired, direction. One must proceed, with, a certain degree, of 
caution. The school must be disturbed only a little,, not 
frightened into., panic,, for then the game is lost. If the whaleu 
pick, up speed,, the boats simply cannot keep up. Motor-boats have, 
shown themselves., to. be excellent participants in this ancient 
sport. They make a good speed, and produce the necessary noise, 
purely automatically.

yet the pilot-whale hunt often miscarries. The whales are. 
good-natured and stupid„ and do not. at all. understand what is 
going on. But if they onc.e get the idea that they want to. make 
for the sea,, there is no human power, that can stop them.

Even if one has at length, got the school driven into the bay
where the killing is t.o take, place it can still happen, that it
escapes. When the whales, enter, the narrow waters, they are 
easily scared and turn to fly. Therefore it is customary to.) seal
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off the hay; with, several lines of boats. If the school now 
attempts to come out again, it is met. with, a hail of stones, cries 
and dim* fihe great- creatures,, that, could easily, smash, the boats, 
im the space, of a few second,, nearly always turn, back in. the face. 
o:f the unaccustomed noise and. swim, into the bay again.

The ideal whaling-bay has always a flat beach; at its innermost 
end. If. one is Lucky,, one can. drive the whales right up. on, to the 
shore.. The creatures are usually going so>fast that they cannot 
turn before it is too late,; and suddenly they lie helpless, on. the 
dry land. Then the people swarm, round,, and within a short space 
of time all. the whales have been killed, with a stab in the neck, 
vertebra?.

This is the simplest and most desirable kind of whale-killing, 
and at the same time the most merciful death, for the luckless, 
creatures.. But a. school of pilot-whale8 is often, so large., that 
one cannot, get all. the whales beached. in. many whaling-bays, 
too* the shore is so disposed that a beaching cannot, take, place, at 
all. Then the whales have to he killed in.. the water.,; and this is 
the bloodiest, and most violent, form, of whale-billing.

It is indeed, nothi&g less, than a regular sea-bat tie. between, 
boats and whales... Whilst some of the boats remain, outside- to seal 
off the. bay, the rest, - yet always only the rowing-boats - go; into; 
action,. The whales ought really always to be the victors in. this 
struggle. A pilot-whale can be over. 20 feet long, and can easily 
crush, a Faro.ese boat* To his ill fortune he has simply not enough 
intelMgemic.e to defend, himself,, and if he does cause his assailants, 
any damage,, it is rather by accident than design.

The pilojt-wkales. are attacked with the help of special whale- 
spears, long shafts with, a sharp blade- at the end. At the front 
of every boat cat and one or two; men. stabbing away at the whale a.
As they are wounded more and more, they become quite desperate from- 
pain and terror. They rush; hither, and thither whipping up the 
ever bloodier water into a turmoil. Soon, the whole bay is a 
confused me Ida of boats and whales, in. a furious struggle,, a 
magnificent and gruesome massacre.

It is singular that the. Faroemen, to whom war and murder are 
unknown,,; should love pilot-whale, killing* They simply c.annot.
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resist, this drama. It must, he a kind of atavism* The Viking 
spirits suddenly cornea to life again. If one has seen., such a 
killing,, one has., also gained some impression, of how the battle of 
Hiprungavag, must have looked." It, is a happy, passionate, struggle. 
They do not merely strike with their spears. In ancient Viking 
fashion they also, use their, mouths. Classical sentences, well- 
turned,. pithy sayings,, are:, shouted, from boat to boat. The people 
on the shore dance about like cats on. hot bricks, scarcely able toe 
control themselves. What can one think of this sober population* 
when one seas, a peaceful man. in a light summer suit with a*, 
walking-stick and a straw hat suddenly take a knife between his 
tee/th,5 jump out into the bloody sea, and swimi around stabbing to> 
right and to left!

Why. pilotr-whade killings so. seldom; cost human life is a 
complete, mystery. ho-one takes any heed of the danger.,,, cautiom>.
is unknown, in this situation. Boats are. crushed and go down to, 
the. bottomi. But, the crew simply do not have time to drown. - not 
in. such, a sublime moment!

When the killing has once, got fairly started, it seldom 
happens, that the whales, escape. Individual whales, straying away 
nearly always turn back, unaccountably enough,, to the bloody 
battlefield. The creatures which, are. struck down., sink. to. the 
bottomi. But, as the water is not as a rule very deep, it is an 
easy matter, after the killing to., fish them, up and haul them ashore, 
and then the whole catch,, often as many as 1 ,P00 large whales,, 
lies round the beach., waiting to be allocated and divided.

how it is the turn of the authorities to intervene* The. 
district sheriff comes,, accompanied by his ass.es.sors, valuing each 
whale in. turn. There is no question of weighing these creaturess 
They are assessed, by estimate.

Whilst this is going on,, the huntsmen relax. Hot in beds and 
on sofas, but, in a mighty- dance of. victory. lever are the old 
ballads selected for their heroic qualities as they are the. evening, 
after a whale-killing. Away with the erotic, the poetic,, the

The battle, of Hio rungavag, near Stadt in western. Borway, was 
fought in and was the most celebrated, of Viking sea-bat tie s..
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effeminate! H.o.w the men, are dancing! The women are at home 
cooking a first, meal from, the catch.

This whale “-hunting, frenzy can also affect foreigners.* as many 
examples will show,. The much-lowed governor. Pldyen, who. held, 
office in the Faroe Islands in. the middle of the last century, 
wrote an, enormous ha Had in Danish about whale-killing. its 
chorus runss n;Brisk, and thriving* hiackfish-driving is all. our 
joy1(1. This.. Pi lot-Whale Ballad is sung with great gusto.) at, every 
wha 1 e - d amc e..

When the district, sheriff has finished his work the tickets. 
are issued. By these every hoed- gets, an advice of their share of 
the cat-ch* and the. crew, can now begin cutting' up the whales, which, 
have been assigned, to therm The whole process is conducted 
according to. ancient, rules-. Ho person, within the district in 
which the whaling-bay is situated* miss.es. his share of the catch.. 
When the men. turn, for home they have a part for every single 
inhabitant, of the village* even, the tiniest child. Ho-one is

DCpassed over. It is a primitive communism;,; hearing high witness' 
to the feelings of solidarity within the old society.* It is 
amazing that, gu.ests in a village where a killing has taken place 
also get, their share* regardless^ of whether they have, been active: 
patti.cipan.ts or not,.. If the men was not there for the killing,, 
it was anyway he that, was the chief sufferer!

The most, important, whaling-hays in the Faroe Islands, are 
Midvagur on; Y cigar, Yesimanna on Streymoy* The Sound between 
Streymoy and Eysturoy, Klaksvfk in the northern.. Islands, and Vdgur, 
Tronglsvagur* F&mgin and Hvalbour. on Swi.Sur.oy. But pilol-whalas, 
are also killed, in many other places, for example Sandur on Sandoy 
and on Tindhdlmnr.

There is naturally rivalry between whaling’-bays. At times 
disagreement arises where the. whales shall be driven. It once 
happened that, the whales.-.* during such a quarrel, took the rational, 
course of making off. Afterwards there was. a lawsuit between the 
c.ontending part!e s..

'This phrase is more idealistic than, ttrictly accurate„ See 
page 230,, and elsewhere in Chapter 11.
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pilot***whale meat, is eaten fresh, salt or dried® The same is 
the case with, the blubber„ which is eaten, with, the meat.®

Pilot-whale meat is not properly speaking an article of trade.
The bulk of it is shared out free?*, and thus plays no part in.
commerce.. 113*. the sane the pilot-whale hunt has some importance
for the Faroes,© economy. A good pilot-whale year fills the
larders,,, and in this way folk, get nourishing and tasty food for- 
mary a winter's lunch. But pilot-whale hunting is not an 
or.cupatlon like agriculture or fishing. The reason, it has. been 
sQi fully described, here is. that it is a primitive, kind of sport 
that, in our own days is not known in places other, than the Par.o.e 
Islands..

Translated from, Jongen-Frantz Jacobsen, Fasroerne,, nature: og 
folio, third, edition (Tdrshavn,, 137!0) revised by Willianu Heines.en, 
pages 17;-62, by JPW.
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GLOSSARY/

aa-gave (Dan..) A triennial rent, om crown farms.
akting, (Fan.) The expulsion of intruding sheep froim the infield.
akiingarmad ur (par...) Man responsible, for alcting,,. . plural:.

ak t ingarmenn.
alen (ban.) A measure of about 2 feet,.
alhiug (Old Horse.) An assembly oaf all. freemen, for. judicial
business;. (Icelandic:) The provincial assembly founded in 1845>> 
today the Icelandic; parliament,.
almenningnr (Par.) The area wi'bhin a •tillage held ini common by 
all. landowners.
Ami (ban*) province.
amimand (bam.) provincial governor. plural amimeend.
ami srepartiti.o nsfond (bam.) A provincial fund supplied by a rate 
levied; on: land.
amlsrep art! t i one skat (ban.) The land tax levied for the above...
&ttamannafar ‘(Par.) boat rowed by eight men,, of the type normally
used, for the winter fishery. plural dttamannafor.
aurar (Old Horse) See, eyrir.
blddmdrur (Par.) A blood sausage,., somewhat like, a black pudding.
t<5l (Par,..) A sheep,, shelter ini the formi of a semicircular 
windbreak. Also, called stodur..
horg&n.e.st.er (ban.) Mayor,, burgomaster.
boul (ban..) See. b<5l.
bylingur (Par.) One of the several hamlets commonly making up qa 
Paro.ese. village.. Plural bylingar.
hour (Par.) Cultivated, infield.
Gance 1 M  (ban.) Chancellory.
dr&ttur. (par.) The method of hunting puffins by; pulling them;
fromi their holes., by hand or hook.
drjrlur (Par.) Ember-baked, barleymeal loaf, 
doglingpr- (Par..) Bottlenose whale..
eyrir. (old Horse) An ounce of silver,, an. eighth, part of a mprk. 
plural aurar. "
faarlejp (ban.) Sheep rent,, the rent, paid for the inventory 
flock. on, a crown farm.
feitilendi (Par.) A specially, rich, stretch of pasture, manured, 
by the droppings of sea-birds.. Plural feitilendi or feitilendir.
feli- (Par.) The system, of holding common flocks on common land.

valur (Par.) Whale given, as. a reward, to the boat which, 
finds a school of pilot-whale s. banish f indixagshval ♦
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fleygiug.,, (Par.) The netting of sea-fowl,, particularly puffins:. 
fleygistong (Par.) Powling-nek. 
flida (Par...) L imp e t.
Police ting, (ban.) The lower, house of the banish parliament.
f or li gel s e skommi s si ora (ban.) Arbitration commission, a body 
which froim 1191 had. first t.oj be. consulted before litigants could 
proneed with a civil action*.
formand (bam.) Poremam,. int particular, a boat foreman. -
fuglahundur (Par.) bug, used ini hunting seafowl. Plural ..u.i

fiiglahundar.
(Par.) Boat rowed by four mem. Plural

ffu amanhsafo:r.
gamal hour (Par..) Ancient infield, i.e.. that appearing, in. 
the old assessment into marks gyldem and skind.
geil (Par.,) brif t-way, i.e. a walled cat tie-track;, along whichi 
beasts- were driven during the periods in spring, and autunmi whem 
they grazed, out by day but were kept in stall, at night. t Plural 
geflar.
grannastevna (Par.) Annual meeting' of landowners, crown 
leaseholders and other householders, held in the presence of the 
sysselmand, to take decisions about joint village affairs.
Plural grannas tevnur♦ banish), grandestmvne.
grannastewnaprotokol (Par.) Minute book of the grannastewna*
grindabo.d (Par.) The alarmi giver when a school of pilot-whales- 
has been sighted.
grindadrdp (Par.) The killing of a school of pilot-whales. 
grindahvalur (Par.) pilot-whale. Plural grindahvalir.
Grindelo.v. (ban..) Xfllot-Whale. Law*
Grindereglement (ban.) pilot-whale Regulations.
grundir (Par.) Buildlngrsites. withlm the almenningur. Singular

gylden. (ban.) Originally (presumably) the Rhine guilder... in, 
paroese usage„ ai unit of land assessment according to the old 
valuation!. The termi. is also employed for 20 skind of whale-meat 
and blubber after a grindadrdp, and until 1i£90 was the unit of 
account of the Monopoly. Paroese. gyllln.
hagapartur (Par.) A common,; a subdivision of a hagi.. Plural

hagap ar tar.
hagastevna (Par.) Annual meeting of the owners of a hagf or 
of a hagapattnr.. Plural hagastevnur. “
hagas tyri. (par.) Governing, committee., of a hagi or hagapartur.
hagi. (Par.) Outfield, the uncultivated grazing belonging to ax 
village. Plural hagar. banish;, hauge.
haki- (Par.) Paroese. wooden., spade with- small, metal blade.



Haugelov (ban.) The Outfield Law of 23 February 1866-.
heimabeiti (Far.) Stretch, of pasture in, the almenningur reserved., 
for cattle. plural heimabeiti.
heimrustir (Far.) parts of the village almenningur. available for 
use as building sites or heimabeiti. Singular heimrust.
bjallur (Far.) An- outhouse constructed of slatted walls, in, 
whichi mutton carcasses or fishi are dried.. Plural hjallar.
hqdseydur. (Far.) privately!owned sheep. Plural hgdseyhir.
homluband, (Far.) A strap, formerly of pilot-whale skin,; with, 
whichi the, oar was attached, to: the rowlock.
hovedibolie, (itorw.) Entailed home farim (see. page 16.2) .
hoveri. (ban.) Yi lie inage„ corvde work,
hoynlgva (Far.) pile;' of kay,; made., to prevent spoilage by rain.

Plural hoyrdgvur.
Hundabravid (Far..) The bog Letter,; a law of the early fifteenth 
century regulating sheep-dog numbers throughout the Farde Islands..
hushagi (Far.) That, part; of the outfield,, usually nearest to; the 
village,, reserved, for the summer grazing of cattle, plural

hdsha-gar.
Ifd jesteret (ban.,) The Supreme. Court in Copenhagen..
i-ndfasstningsafgift (ban.) Entry fine paid by a leaseholder, on 
first taking over a crown tenancy.
inventariileje. (ban.) inventory rent,, paid on; miscellaneous
items notionaliy talceni over with a crown tenancy.
lordeb.ogskasse (ban.) Literally,, the rent-roll chest. The.,
principal account kept by the landfoged.
jordehval (ban.) That portion; of a school of pilot-whales 
allocated to the owners or lessees of the shore on which it, was:, 
killed. Faroese. jar5arhvalur.
jprdeleje, (ban.) Land rent, im particular on crown farms.
jor.dfortegning. (ban.) Land registerf a short name for the 
Conveyance and Mortgage Register, Skjpde- og pante-regjster, q.v.,
kaldsmand (ban.,) O.ne of the two assistants accompanying the.
sysselmand on. his errands. Plural kaldsmamd.
kenning (Far.) The system; whereby individwially-owned sheep are.- 
grazed, on common pastures. bani shi tending, or k j ending,.
knettii (Far.) Type of large fish-ball. Plural knettir.
kopprd (ban.) Gow-land, one of the land categories: formerly
distinguished on crowni farms.
kommnne (ban.) Civil parish or municipality. Faroesa lcommuna.
kongsbon.de (ban.*) Crown., leaseholder. plural kongsbonder.
Faroe se KongsbcSndi, kongsbondur.
kongsskat (ban.) King's tax, an ancient Faroese land tax.
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korki (Far.) A lichen, used in. dyeing. 
krmklingur (Far.) ’ Common mussel.
lagmand-stold (Dan.) A small, poll-tax. formerly paid annually to 
the lawman.
lagreismand, 1 agre.ttesmand (Dan.) Member. of the.pre-181.6 Lagting. 
Plural, lagre.tsmmnd, 1 agreiie smamd. Faroes© 1 o gre tfuriiadur g
lo gr e ttumenn.
Lasting (Dan.) (i) Before 18.16, a?, provincial high, court, 
consisting of the 1 agmand or lawman, and 36. 1 agret.tesmmnd 
nominated by the landf aged. (ii.) After.- 185,2, the elected
provincial assembly of the Faro.a Islands. Faroes©, Logging.
1 ag.lingsmand (Den.) Member, of the post-1.85.2 Lagting. plural.
1 agjingsmmnd ♦ Faroes©. 1 o gtlngsmadur, log.tingsmenn.
Landbrugsrad. (Dan.) Agricultural Council.
landf aged. (Dan.) The king's bailiff:, an, official with. the duties, 
of provincial treasurer;' and crown, prosecutor. Faroes.©:. futiL.
land sky Idbojd (Dan.) A warehouse kept, by the landfoged for the 
receipt, of rents and taxes., paid in., kind.
Landslov (Mor.w.) The National Law, in particular the code
issued in 127/4i by King Magnus Lagabote.
Landsting (Dan.) The upper house of the Danish parliament.
landvassenskommission. (Dan.-) Agricultural tribunal. Plural

1 andv33 s en skommi s s i oner.
14tur (Far..) Cavern in which seals breed. plural l&tur..
lejejord, (Dan.) Eented land.. One of the land categories^ 
formerly distinguished: on crown farms.
lejetroen (Dan.) Smallholdings rented, out- to the cultivator by 
a crown leaseholder,. Singular lejetro.
leypur (Far.) A slatted wooden creel used by the Faroese for the 
transport, of peat, or dung.
lodseddel (Dan.) Inheritance certificate.
lunnindir (Far.) Eights or appurtenances accompanying ownership
or lease, of land.
lost byt.te (Daiii) An informal, legally unrecorded exchange of. 
land.
madhval (Dan.) The portion of a school of pilot-whales which. 
after a killing is allocated to the villagers who, entertain 
huntsmen from, other places;:. Faroes© matarhvalur.
mar.bakke (Dan.) The point at whichi the sea-bed begins to drop 
sharply away from the shore. Faroes©, marbakki.
mark, (Dan.) The 1 ar.gest unit, of land measurement, according to 
the ancient Faroes© assessment. Faroesa. mork.
markatal (Far.) The aggregate, of assessed land in, a village,, 
hagi, or hagapartur, as measured, in marks. Danish marketal.
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matrlKulskat (Dan.) A land tax raised by a rate on the markatal, 
originally for the defence of the islands.
meis (Far.) A kind of sieve in which; ears of barley were dried 
over a peat fire.
merkr (Old Norse) See mgrk.
mprk (Old Norse) A sum of eight oune.es of silver, plural merkr. 
monk (Far.) plural merkur... See. mark.
nordanf jprds (Far.) Belonging to.; the islands to the northi of 
Skopunarf jprQur, Danish.; nordenfjprds.
nmbhef old (Dan.) Beak tax. The duty to hand over the beak of
a bird, of prey annually, or to pay a small tax in lieu.
odelsmand (Dan.) Owner of allodial land.
6lafsvaka (old Norse?) The feast of St. Olaf, 2% duly.
opsynsmand (Dan.) Overseer.. Plural opsynsmamd.
overinstans (Dan.) Appeal court or appeal tribunal.
overlandvassenskommission (Dan.) Agricultural appeal tribunal.
overpolitiretb (Dan.) Appeal court of summary jurisdiction.
pante jprcb (Dan.) Mortgage land, a category of land found ins 
crown leases, originally land mortgaged to the crown for debt, and 
not subsequently redeemed.
pani.eprotokoi (Dan.) Mortgage, record book, also used for 
recording conveyances and other land transactions.
partehval (Dan.) The share of a school of pilot-whales allocated
to the huntsmen and the inhabitants of the district- after, a killing, 
Faroese. par.tahv.alur.
plakat. (Dan*) Proclamation.
politiprotokol (Dan.) The sysselmand's minute book, containing 
records of his statutory investigations, minutes of grannas tevnur, 
and records of lav/-cases in which he either took evidence or 
exercised summary jurisdiction.
poMtiret (Dan.) The syss.elmand's summary court- of first instance.
presttal- (Dan.) Ani annual payment made by each communicant- to 
the priest.
Rentekammer (Dan.) The Danish Exchequer.
ridefogedi (Dan.) Estate, bailiff.
Rfgsdag (Dan.) The Danishnparliament.
rustari, (Far.) Sandoy termi for heimrustir., q.v.
rmning (Far.) The gathering of the eggs of sea-fowi.
roktingarseydur (Far.) A private sheep which, a shepherd is 
permitted on, the common outfield in payment for his work. Plural

roktingarseydir,
sata (Far.) Small. haycock. plural s£tur.
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semingsstykki (Far.) A disputed area between two outfields, 
which the owners of both use jointly.
Seydabrawi5 (Far.) The Sheep Letter., a Faroese. land law first 
promulgated in, 1298,.
skadehval (ban.) The portion of a pilot-whale killing allocated 
for the "compensation of damage to?) boats, loss of weapons &,c.
Faroesa* skadahvalur.
skattagrundir (Far.) The Suduroy termi for heimrustir, q.v.
skattemark (ban.) The standardised unit of land assessment- 
introduced. ini 1899.
skerpikjpt (Far.) Wind~dried. mutton.
skilp (Far.) Mortar made of sand mixed with, crushed mussel-shells.
skind (ban.) A skin, a unit one-twentieth of a gylden, used ini 
land valuation on, the old system* also the smallest accounting 
unit used by the Monopoly. Faroese skinn.
skind ii grind (ban.,) A unit for the allocation of pilot-whale 
meat after a killing,, roughly equivalent, to.; 50 kg of meat, and 
25 kg. of blubber.
skinn (Far.) Sea skind above. Also used as a valuation! measure 
for lamibs at the autumn round-up.
skipan. (Far.) The normal authorised stock for a stretchi of 
grazing.
Skjpde- og Pante-Re gister (ban.) The Conveyance and Mortgage. 
Register^; an index to the Panteprofokol and other documents* 
Commonly known as, the j ordf ortegnlng*
skotaseydur (Far.) A sheep or flock grazing on a foreign 
outfield,; especially at a distance fromi home, or one persistently 
returning, to; a foreign outfield.
skyds-; (ban.) The posting system: formerly in operation,, whereby 
traveller.s were forwarded by boat,, or their luggage, carried, 
overland, at fixed charges.
skydsmand (ban.) A man engaged in skyds* Plural skydsmand.
skyd s s k af fe r (ban.) "Village.: posting agent with, the duty of 
organising skydsmsend on demand.
smorlej,e. (ban.) Rutter* rent, one of the elements in the ancient 
system of crown reikts*
sorenskriver (ban.) A legal official, ini the nineteenth century 
combining the functions of judge, and public notary.
sornhds (Far.) Kiln-house, in which. barley—ears were, dried, at 
harvest-time.
Sp or tel re gj emen.fr (ban.) Public: Fees Regulati ons.
sfravnsbaand (ban.) A settlement law in metropolitan Denmark, by
which peasants were once forbidden, to leave their home villages.
steinamosi- (Far.) A species, of lichen, used in dyeing.
_svar..t.afelli (Far.) a severe kind of sheep murrain*
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sy.ss.el (Dan..) Civil district. Plural sysler♦
sysselmand (Ban.) District sheriff. Plural sysselmeend.
see Her* (Eorw.) Summer mountain! pasture or the farmhouse froim. 
whichi summer mountain grazing was conducted,.
soqdelexe (Ban.) Sea- faarle.je*
te.igur (Par.) A strip of hour running down the hillside., hounded
on each side- by a runnel or drainage ditch. Plural teigar.
tfningartrog, (Par•) Winnowing-tray.
tingleese (Ban..) To. register, a legal transaction publicly. Past, 
participle tingimst, verbal noun, tlnglmsning.
tradarmadur (Par.) Smallholder, cultivating a tro6 Plural

tradarmenn.
tradir. (Par.) Plural of trod.
tredieaar.stage.-. (Dam.) Alternative name for aagave, q_.v. 
tre ski tree (Par.) Threshing club.
trod (Par.) In a general sense..,, any stretch of outfield enclosed 
and cultivated as an addition to the gamal hour. in particular, 
stretches, of outfield brought into cultivation by landless) 
smallholders. plural tradir. Danish, tro, tuber.
Trosag, (Ban.) The public controversy over the enclosure of 
crown ibutfield to provide landless) men with smallholdings-.
trim (Par.) Tillage lanes.
tdnde (Ban.) A Danish barrel, 144 litres as a corn, measure,
120 litres, as a measure, for train-oil..
udskiftning, (Dan.) Enclosure. and allocation of outfield, or. 
redivision and reallocation of fragmented infield.. Paro.esa-

•dtskif ting.
udskiftningskommisalon (Dan,,) Enclosures tribunal*
Edskif tningslov (Ban.) Enclosure. Law--. 
vadmdl (old Eorse) Homespun. cloth.
vardhundur (Par.) Dog used iim akting. plural., vardhundar. 
vedlaagf, (Ban.) legally, binding convention or resolution. 
vidurbyrgi, (Par.*.) Alternative name for trod, in general sense. 
vog. (Ban..) A unit of weight, equal approximately to 18, kg. 
variimg (Ban.) The assiize. court, held each spring in every syssel. 
eergl. (Par.,) A see ten. 
odur (Par..) Horse, mussel.
asmde (Eorw.) Entailed home fam> (see. page 16&).
asmdesrefteni (Norw.) The right of the eldest son to. inherit 
the hovedbbllLe on payment, of compensation to the other, heirs.;*
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ABBREVIATIONS
In, addition to; abb,rewiabiors commonly in use,, the following

have been employed,. in this the si s.s
Fsero Amis Skrivelse« letter or other, dooument issued 
by the amimand of the Faroe Islands., a copy of which 
is. normally t;o he found in the Copiboger over 
afg.aa,ede Breve. .
Foroya Landsskgalasam, the Faroe Islands. Archive 
Department*
See Dansk-Fserosk Samfund, in the hihliogr.aphy of 
printed sources, below*
Grindereglemenis the. pilot-whale hunting, enactment 
issued: 1 November 10,32.
See Eetssnkning angaaende en. smrlig, Lovgivnirg, &c., 
in the bibliography of printed, sources below*
the second pilot-whale hunting enactment, issued 
29, December. 1 837 •
J,ohm Frederick. West.

L agtings ti d ende Be re lining cm. Lagtirgssamiimg.eni, the official
account of the proceedings of the Lagting, published 
annually from. 1880, except in 1892.

LBK For,slag. See. h and boko mmi s sioni,, Pen fmroskeg Forslag, &c.,
in the bibliography of printed sources below,*

LBK Tilling.. See, Lardbokommlssior, Den fseroske « Til lag til
Forslag, &o;«, in the bibliography of printed sources 
below.

11.L« Christian V's Norwegian Law of 16.8,7 * See Christian
deni Pernio ini the bibliography of printed sources; 
below. The three; figures following, this reference 
denote respectively the book,, chapter and clause.

PRO The Public. Record. Office,. London.
Sandoy polit Apr 0t.okoi Sando Sysaelu politiprotokollerfor

which, see; the bibliography of manuscript sources below.
laxationsprotokol See the entry in the bibliography of printed 

sources below.
18.31 Bdkast The printed, draft of the pilot-whale hunting 

enactment,, later, issued, on 29, December 18-37.

FA Sk.r. 

FL,

Fasro erne 

GR

Grdb<5k-

GR37

J.PW
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- MA333JSCRIPT. AMD OTHER UNPUBLISHED SPURGES

BRITISH* MUSEUM
1. Additional MSS• 2£,J18k. Letters o£ Pastor J.H. Schrbter,

H*C. UtLller and others., to Sir ¥. C. Trevelyan*

FQR0.1A LAHDS.SKJALASAm» TORSHAm.
2. Folke tailing for Konger i get Danmark* Fmraerne;.. (Census, 

returns, 18,01 to> 19-01 - xero.x copies of originals in 
Riigsarki vet, Copenhagen..)
Faro, Ami

2. Copiboger oner af.gaaede Breve. (_« F&rcL Amts Skri-vr.els.er) .
4:. Indkomne Breve.
5.. Jj0-nrna,ler over, indkomne Sag.er„
&>* o.verl andva s.enskommis s ions protoko Her, 18,91 -1900a,
%< Qyerpolitirets. protoiiol, 18>32-1̂ *
8. Pante.pro tokoll.er , 17'0ii:*-22*

Regnskab.sbog for. da. Summer,, soim ifolge Amtats Ordre. dels, 
paaligne Byem Thorshavn,, dels Faro Lands samilige 
Matrikulerede lordegods,, 1Q$.2:~43»

10.,. Skifte-protokoller, especially 17(01 —06>. and 1810-12.
11. Skapde— -og p ante - Regi sir &.■, 1842 &. 1 8$11, for Stromoe, Suderoe

ocg Eordero.e Sysle.r.
Land Assessment. Do.cuments

12. Forhandlingsproiokollen. for den ifolge Lev af 29 de. Mart s 1 Q£j 
angaaende en ny Skyddsatning af J or d erne paa Fasro erne 
nedsatte Revi s i onskommi s si on.

12-. Jordfortegning (a fair copy of no,. 11. above, sent by the.
sorenskriver; to the Assessment Commission of 1868.-71 )•

14* Lb’lm.ers labeller (Lobner's statistical survey of the villages, 
of the Faroe Islands;,; 'compiled by commandant Lobner; in. 
18,12-12).

15* Plan oim en ny Regulering af de J o r d eb o.g s - Af glvto somt paativ.il e
Hans Macestrts Leilmndigger paa;- Farberne. (compiled by
am.tmand. C*L* Till is ch. and landfoged «J.A* Lunddahl 20 Mar.chi 
18.22,; and approved by the Rentekammer 18 February 1822).

18. Taxation af. 27de September 17/84- af Bygningern.e i Thorshavn
o.g, Frederiksvamig.
Sando Sys s.el.

11* Politiprotokolter 17/77.-18 3.8-,, 1838-55", 1855-12, 187.3-90.
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Stromo Syss.el
1a. Syd-Strombe Forligelses-Commissions Protokoll.er,

rm~-\&n9 1811-91.
Sudero Syssel

19* Porhandlingsprotokol fox* Sudero Syss.els Land vmsenslcoiuniission..
20,. Po rkandlingsprotoko 1 for Sudero Syss.els

Hdskiftningskommi s sion:.
21. Fortegnelse over da ved Sudero Syss.els Arkiv forefindende 

Breve r. indkomne i. Aarene 1803 til. 29,de Juli 18:51 •
22. ins truss, for Sysaelmmndena paas Fmrberne af 1 April 18,16

(in an, unnamed, manuscript Book: of statutes) .
Qstero SysselL 

2i>. Indkomne. Breve., 1811-50), 1856,.
24. Politiprotokoller.

NEWCASTLE. UNIVERSITY LIBRARY^
2 %  Liary of Sir Walter: Calverley Trevelyan's jpurney to. the

Paroe Islands ini the summer: of 1821.

PUBLIC RECORD 0.EFI.CE, LONDON
2&. Admiralty 1/6,94. Report, by, Lieut. Bankes to the Admiralty 

on the provisioning situation in the Farcce Islands,
29' J.uly 18111.

RIGS ARKI VET:, COPENHAGEN:
21. Oancellie.. Skrivelse. af 11. Februar 1198 (in the CanoelM, 

Brevb.ogs draft regulations for skyds in Paroe.).

I.E. WEST'S, PRIVATE PAPERS.
28u Bgprlc's Index (see; note below) .
2g). Letters from. John David sen dated 21 February 1912 and

26) November. 1943 •
Eo.te on, B jprfe'n index

This item is a card index: of considerable bulk., compiled by 
the late sorenskriver of the Paroe islands, E W U  Bjprk, partly for 
professional and partly for research, purposes, He permitted me 
to take a xerox copy of it. in 1911, and this I have used in my 
research. Hr., Bjprk. died suddenly on 18 March 1912, and I do not 
know the present, whereabouts of his Index. It contains a vast 
number of references to printed and manuscript souroes,,. and I have, 
always found it to be accurate. 011 the many occasions when 1 have,
referred to., the authorities it cites.
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PUBLISHED SOURCESs BOOKS.AND ARTICLES.

3.0. ANDERSEN, Ns Fee r.o.e me. 16.0.0.-110,9.. Copenhagen, 18,95.,
31. ANN AND ALE, Nelsons The Faroe a. and Iceland. Oxford, 19.0.5,
32. BANG, T>E. & C. B/iiRENTSEN, (eds.)s Farosk: Lovsamlii-ig.. 

Copenhagen, 19,81*
33;* B.etmnkniing,, anguaende , en;, amrlig:, Lovgivning, sigtende til 

freumie af. O.pdyrknlng' pai Fmroerne. Copenhagen, 1932.
34. BJORIC, E..A.S HBorknvf-sai (Pot.entill.a ere.eta) w, Fr6.5 skaparrit,

Vol. 20) (Tbrshavn, 1912), pp.. 99-128,,
35'. BJ.5RK, E.A.s Fmrosk Bygderet, Vols. I— III (duplicated).

T<5r shavn, 1956-9.
36:. BJORK, E.A.s ,f‘Heimrus.t.irM,, Fr65skaparrit, Vol. 9 (f6r shavm,

19,60;), pp. 41-77.
31- BJORK, E.A.s ^Strandarsstfurin f. Foro.yumV, Fr6.6skaparrit.,

Vol. 85 (fdrskavn, 1959), PB̂ * 66̂ -102,
3&* BONNEVIE., Eriks ,!i'Oversig;t over nogfe. hove dir ask; af

ej,eiadams ret tens udvikling paa;, Fsaroerne’4', Juris.ten.
(Copenhagen,, 194A), pp. 435-44.

39- Botany of. the Faroes., Vol. III. Copenhagen,, 190.8.
4,0-/. BRU, Ile.dins The Old Man and his. Sons, tr. by John F. West.

New York., 1910,.
41. BH$, Hedins. T.a5 st6r.a takid. Tbr.shavn, 1912.
4,2. BRIffl, Daniel: Fra da faeroske bygder. Copenhagen, 1929*
43-* BROGGER, A • ¥. s. Hvussn. Foroyar. v<5ru hygdar. T.drshavn, 1937 *
44* BU.GGE, Alexander: ( ed. ) «. Erkebisko.p H,enrik. Kaiteisens.

Kopihog> Christiania, 1899*
45.. Ghr.istian den Femten N;orske...- Lov. Reprint of 1135, Copenhagen.
4,6:* DAHL, Sverris ,iiFor.tidslevnMi, Faro erne. I, pp;. 124-51*
4,1* DAHL, Sverris ^Recent, excavations on Viking Age sites in the.

Faroes’®, proceedings of the Sixfhi Viking, Congress;, edited by 
Peter G. Foote and Dag Stromback. (London^ 19fT), pp. 45-56*

4,8k* DAHL* Sverri: rf‘A Survey of Archaeological Investigations.. in
the Faeroesf, The Fourth Viking Congress:, edited by Alan
Small. (London,, 1963) > pp. 135-41 *"~

49* DAHL, Sverri.; **Toftaranns(5knir f Fuglaf irditT;, FrdSskaparrit.
Vol. 1 (Tbrshavm* 18-5,8 ) , pp. 118-4.6.

5A. DAHL., Sverris mrgistafiir og sergistof tirM, Frdciskaparri t,
Vol. 18. (fbrshavm, 1910), PP* 361-8.

51. DAHL, Sverris wVfkirrgabdstadur i Seyrvdgi-v, Fr65skpparrlt,,
Vol. 14 (Tdrshavn, 19-65), PP* 9-23-.

52. DAHL, Sverri. &. jdanne.s RASMUSSEN: «Vfkingaaldergrov f
Tj.brnnvfk™, Fr65skaparr.it.., Vol. 5 (Tdrshavm, 195.6),
PP* 153-6-7 o
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5.3* DMSGAARD, W* & others2 “One thousand centuries of climatic 
record fromi Gamp Century om the Greenland ice sheet?®.
Science, Vol. 166 (Cambridge, Mass=., October 196*9),
PP.* 377-8,1 *

54* DANSK-F/ERQSK SAMFUND; Fasroerne, Vols. I.-II* Copenhagen,
1956.

55. DANS.TEUP, John & Hal. KOCH (eds.) g Danmarks his.torie, Vols. 7 
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5.6. DAVID SEN, John; n Hus bruin £ Husavfk™, Fr 66 skap ar r i t, Vol. 18* 
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59;. DEGE, Anton; Panoske Kongsbonder 1584-1884;. Torshavn, 194.5 *
6.0.. DEGE, Anton.; R'ILvat ,-kam rdmaskatturin £ Fbroymm siga okkumi?1*,

Vardini, Vol. 12 (T6rshavn, 1932), pp> 129-33.
6.1. DJEGE, Antoni (ed.)s Komml salons be teenknlmgen 1709-104 

angaaen.de Fmro ernes Til stand ved Kongeris" Qver.tagelse.. af 
Ehehandelen paa. Fmroerne;. T6rshavn,~ 1934*

6:2. DEGE, Antoni ( ed.); RKongs*», ognar- og prestajprd f ForoyumF, 
Yard in, Vol. 13 (f6rshavn, 19.33), PP* 64-8.3 .

65. DEGE, Antons ::0versigt. aver- Fiskeriet og, MouopoIhande 1 en.
paa Fmrdemie. Tdrshami, 1929*

64* DEGE, Anton; ,Sitm* lbgpannini Johan Heinrich: WeyheV, Vardin,
Vol. 19 (fdrskavn, 1939), PR* 219-30.

6-5 • EFFERSOE., Rasmus C • s Landbrnget og Husdyr.bruget, paa.
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66. EFFERSOE, Rasmus C: Rasmus Effersoe 1857-1957. Mlnnis.utgava, 
edited by E. Mi-tens* Tdrshavn, 1957*
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HOijSOT; SHOv/IMG- EES HAGAPA£'IA5

gama.1 bour (ancient infield) is the bulk, of the 
infield, imm.ediat.el3r to the south, of the village.,, and about, 
the southernmost, quarter of the Stongim peninsula. 'The 
six. traoir lie between, the two little roads on. the eastem. 
side of St.ongin and 'the sea. The traSir bjr the lighthouse 
were enclosed in 189.2, for the benefit of the liglithousa- 
keepers. The hdshagi. comprises those portions of 
I.orSarahelvt he lea*; the cliff-line, with, the exception, of 
Urdim, a steep, rough scree, and the. portion on. the we at. 
c.oas.t, south of Marknara.

STONGIN

NOR

O utfie ld  boundaries

Boundary between 
o u tfie ld  and infie ld

Infie ld (BjzSur and TrpS)
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MAP OF THE FAROE ISLANDS

in the text, have heen le:Certain villages mentioned 
unnamed oil this map. Phey are
Sandoyg
Suduroy

SEAEiTAlteS i-s the village facing, Skiivoy.
Immediately to the west of Ivoro.yri is 1E0NGISYAGIIE< 
Immediately to the east, lies FEOBBOTJE. Oravfk is 
the village nearest, to pvoroyri across, the fjord,.
The next, two, villages, along the road to the south 
are EOY and POEESEI, while Yagur stands at the head 
of the fjord. Following the east coast round,, one 
comes respectively to, 10PEA, AEEAS and yIkAHBIEC-I.

Ke liing in  ^
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